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Except possibly for abortion, no social issue of recent decades has produced more distorted data and contention among Americans than has the struggle to control gun violence. The controversy stems in part from myths entangling the history of gun keeping, one of the most prominent being that Americans have a special intimacy with firearms going back over three hundred years. Believers in this intimate relationship cite comments such as those of a visiting Englishman in 1774 to support it. “There is not a Man born in America that does not Understand the Use of Firearms and that well,” he wrote. A gun “is Almost the First thing they Purchase and take to all the New Settlements and in the Cities you can scarcely find a Lad of 12 years that does not go a Gunning.”

Other writers perceive such depiction as part of “a long and, in many cases, glorious tradition of gun ownership and gun use.” They represent this inheritance as having developed from the customs of a uniquely “gun-minded” people who handled firearms “in a very American way.”

Conventional theory holds that this attitude toward the possession of firearms began with English colonists. Supposedly they loved guns so much that when they created their own nation and established a second constitution they guarded the right to own guns with fundamental law. That legal protection laid the basis for Americans equating the right to own guns with a rough-and-ready, self-reliant patriotism. “How wonderful to be a nation of gun lovers!” one defender of private gun-keeping explained later as a sentiment of many, where “there is no right more inherent to an American than the right to own a gun.”

Available statistics tell us that in exercising this alleged right Americans have used guns, particularly in the twentieth century, “more often to assault, maim, and kill one another” than have most other peoples in the world. In the 1990s,
for instance, Americans killed more people with guns in a typical week than did western Europeans in a whole year. This record stands out because peoples in other technologically advanced countries have not had, and do not have, homicide rates connected to shooting as high as those of Americans. Nor have those countries allowed their citizens to possess firearms with a freedom comparable to that tolerated in the United States.

Richard Hofstadter, one of the first historians to assess this heritage, portrayed the United States as “the only nation so attached to the supposed ‘right’ to bear arms that its laws abet assassins, professional criminals, berserk murderers, and political terrorists at the expense of the orderly population.” It is “the most passive of all major countries in the matter of gun control.” Spokespeople for those who cherished shooting immediately disputed these generalizations, countering that firearms in private hands had been and continued to be beneficial to society. They praised the idea of the nation in arms, a conception a number of Athenian, Florentine, Swiss, French, and English thinkers long ago embraced as an antidote to tyranny from above. The many Americans who perceived the arming of a people with their own weapons as a virtue built a folklore about the social value of firearms and embedded that idea in history books and popular literature. This imaginative rendering of the past portrayed pioneers as building the nation with gun in hand. This version of the past carried the message that ownership of guns had been and should continue to be an essential element of American life.

This glorified perspective of civilian gun-keeping had significant social consequences. It offered an appealing reason why private citizens should have easy access to firearms. Various researchers have viewed this exalting negatively, or as an important piece of the puzzle of why Americans have a unique record for tolerating gun violence. The popularity of guns often intimidated those who deplored their lethal use and wished to curb it. Nonetheless, even in the early Republic among those who disliked private gun-keeping a few spoke out. As the country expanded westward, became urbanized and industrialized, and small firearms became increasingly numerous and deadly, critics rose in number and increasingly challenged the alleged virtues of keeping firearms. What values, they asked, did unfettered civilian gun-toting bring to society? How valid was the assumed legal right of enthusiasts to use firearms as they pleased? Gun keepers had their own answers or joined associations that provided answers for them. They funded an effective lobby dedicated to protecting their interests.

Later, the dispersed critics of the gun culture who felt deep concern over its proliferating casualties organized local groups that advocated restraints on the
possession of firearms. This citizenry became the nucleus of an amorphous gun-control movement that lobbied for federal, state, and municipal regulation of personal firearms. As the politicking over gun rights intensified, it aroused emotions cutting across divisions of class, ethnicity, race, and religion. Clashes between pro- and antigun advocates produced rancorous debate, or what some writers call the great American gun war. Protagonists battled in print, on radio and television, and in local, state, and national politics to advance their causes. They also generated an extensive literature recognized widely as “tainted by obvious bias.”

Even the works of scholars who researched firearms use reflected partisan emotion. As a rule, control advocates wanted to restrict private gun-keeping but not abolish it. Firearms advocates who opposed virtually any form of control argued that regulation would not reduce gun violence. In the words of social critic and historian Garry Wills, an “industrious band of lawyers, historians, and criminologists . . . created a vast outpouring of articles [and books] justifying individual gun ownership on the basis of the Second Amendment.” They contended that their version of history created the “Standard Model for interpreting the Second Amendment.”

Dedicated control advocates dismissed this gun-keeper version of constitutional history as flimsy or the work of National Rifle Association hacks. But the books and articles of progun lawyers, criminologists, and historians form an important part of the debate over the proper means of stemming gun violence. This struggle to control the private possession of firearms with federal legislation became significant in the twentieth century but it had roots in the more distant past.

A number of fine scholarly articles, such as those of Michael A. Bellesiles, treat the pertinent colonial and nineteenth-century past of gun keeping in depth and have enriched my understanding of the problem. I regret that in my researches I was unable to make full use of his fine, well-documented book, *Arming America* (New York, 2000). It was published shortly after my manuscript went to press. So far, however, only one book, *The Gun in America* (1975), has attempted to cover the whole of what its authors, Lee Kennett and James L. Anderson, called at the time a largely unexplored field of historical inquiry. That pioneering account, which has become an invaluable source for those who enter the field, concentrates on firearms as part of American culture and an important tool in the national experience. Although this history also deals with that experience, it goes beyond the previous work and differs from it. It focuses
on gun violence in America and the struggle to control it rather than on the place of the weapon itself in the nation’s history.

This synthesis, based on an array of primary sources, such as government documents, and an extensive secondary literature, analyzes the politics of gun keeping, assesses conflicting interpretations in the historiography of firearms in civilian use, and explores controversies over their use. It traces the rise of the gun-control movement, examines the role of federal police power versus states’ rights and local police authority in the control struggle, and recounts the clashes between the two most prominent special-interest groups over the proper means of controlling gun violence. It scrutinizes the militia as an institution and popular resistance to conscription because of their connections with gun keeping.

This study also devotes considerable attention to crime and policing because both sides of the control issue have concentrated, and still concentrate, on the criminal aspect of firearms use. Each side interprets felony statistics to support its stance. Furthermore, crime has much to do with the rise of the gun-control movement and has dominated the debate on gun violence. This work views crime as important but only as part of the reason why societies feel the need to contain civilian gun-keeping.

Unlike conventional accounts, this work questions the perspective that gun controls in the United States, as well as in England and elsewhere, “are a relatively new innovation.” It demonstrates that from the time firearms became reasonably reliable personal weapons, local authorities attempted with various restraints to keep them out of the hands of the wrong people. It also challenges the assumption that from the beginning Americans have had such an affinity for gun keeping it became an ingrained, even untouchable, element in the nation’s culture. This postulate flourishes in conjunction with the wider idea of exceptionalism, or that the United States has a history marked by unusual virtues and successes, among them gun keeping.

This account questions as well the linking of Americans’ exceptional use of guns with virtue, noting the considerable data on the downside of gun keeping. Casualties from firearms violence among Americans have always been and remain extraordinarily high. With striking consistency surveys show that 70 percent of the people involved in homicides use guns and that these shooters account for the majority of all killings. Why, therefore, with all its wealth and power, has the United States failed time and again to establish a legal structure that would confine gun violence within bounds at least comparable to those of other advanced democratic countries? What follows addresses that problem.
From the time humans fashioned reasonably sophisticated weapons, they have been fascinated by arms. They equated weapons with power. Those who governed arms-bearing communities attempted to control the dissemination of weapons, usually to keep the weapons out of the hands of those they regarded as enemies. Because men customarily kept the weapons, most societies identified them with virility. This male connection continued with changes in weaponry, as after European and Chinese craftsmen in the thirteenth century constructed crude projectiles, or cannons, fired with confined powder.

Around 1338 European artisans—Italian, Netherlander, and French—created combustible weapons light enough for an individual to carry. Europeans called them hand cannons or fire sticks. Although produced as weapons of war, these early firearms proved so cumbersome and dangerous to the shooter that few soldiers could use them. Improvements came slowly. With the development of the matchlock around 1424 European gunmakers fashioned a portable arm-length firearm as well as one designed for one hand that individuals could carry. These guns were awkward because the shooter had to ignite the gunpowder with an ember before he could fire. Even so, Spanish troops armed with the matchlock arquebus replaced the English bowmen as Europe’s most powerful infantry.

Another significant change followed approximately in 1433 when Leonardo da Vinci invented the wheel lock, a metal mechanism attached to the gun that with the pull of a trigger supplied a spark for the gunpowder. The early wheel locks were expensive, difficult to maintain, and dangerous to use. In time, though, as their quality improved, they gained recognition as killing tools comparable to, or more efficient than, swords, pikes, or bows with arrows.

Men who gained access to these guns usually transferred to them their fixa-
tion with arms. Among the few educated observers of weaponry in the fifteenth century whose views we have, a number described the new firearms as abominable. As the English historian Polydore Virgil put it in 1499, “of all other weapons that were devised to the destruction of man, the gones be most devilische.” Old-fashioned soldiers also lamented the killing power of the primitive guns of their time. “Would to God that this unhappy weapon had never been devised,” one French warrior, Blaise de Montluc, declared early in the sixteenth century, “and that so many brave and valiant men had never died by the hands of those . . . who would not dare to look in the face of those whom they lay low with their wretched bullets. They are tools invented by the devil to make it easier to kill each other.”

Distant contemporaries of this soldier, such as the rulers of Egypt’s Mamluk military society, expressed similar sentiment toward existing firearms. “God curse the man who invented them,” one chronicler wrote, “and God curse the man who fires on Muslims with them.” To their detriment, the Mamluks refused to adopt firearms “because of the unchivalrous and immoral character of the weapon.”

Elsewhere, as in France and England, feudal lords strove to control the dissemination of military arms of any kind among civilians because possession of a deadly weapon was presumed to be intent to inflict great bodily harm. We do not possess reliable statistics on how effective these efforts were, but, along with the high cost, they appear to have kept weaponry out of the hands of most of the lower classes. When small firearms acquired reasonable reliability, authorities attempted to impose similar restrictions on their use, seemingly with comparable success. Western rulers could not, however, prevent guns from traveling to distant lands. In the sixteenth century, in the hands of Spanish, Portuguese, French, and English explorers, firearms spread overseas.

During the conquest of the Americas, craftsmen in Europe invented or improved existing models of flintlock muskets, pistols, breech-loading guns, and revolvers. For years, though, these technical improvements found little practical use. The early rifles and carbines that loaded at the breech were more complicated than muzzle-loaders, and they were heavy, liable to burst and injure the shooter, and difficult to keep dry and clean. Most shooters relied on muzzle-loading muskets. Despite the problems of firing and maintaining these firearms, various writers tell us that civilians gained access to some of them and that they became the weapons of choice for “highway and other brigands.” For this and other reasons, authorities in societies that produced small arms
tried to control their manufacture, or at least to restrict their ownership to the aristocracy.

Already, political thinkers such as Niccolò Machiavelli, writing between 1513 and 1521, deplored efforts to limit possession of arms to professional soldiers whom he regarded as “servants of tyranny.” He preferred a “citizen army” made up of soldiers from their own country. “Weapons borne by citizens or subjects, given by laws and well regulated, never do damage,” he contended. “On the contrary they are always an advantage” and the best defense against external danger and internal oppression.5

Monarchs, though, disliked the idea of an armed citizenry even as protection for the state. In 1541 England’s Henry VIII, for one, tried to check the enthusiasm of “divers gentlemen, yeomen, and serving men” for firearms, especially to use for criminal purposes. In a codified form of discriminatory gun control based on class, he limited the free use of firearms to noblemen and to commoners who had an annual income of at least one hundred pounds. Across the Channel on July 16, 1546, Francis I of France “prohibited all men, including the nobility, from carrying firearms under the severe penalty of immediate confiscation of said arms and death by strangulation.”6 Seven years later, England’s Edward VI commanded “all persons who shoot guns” to register their names with local justices of the peace.7

In 1561 in France, royal officials ordered all Parisians who owned firearms to turn them in to the city hall within twenty-four hours of receiving the notice.8 In August 1598, Henry IV decreed “the carrying of firearms punishable by death if the violator was not an aristocrat, prison and a fine if he was an aristocrat, and death if the nobleman was a recidivist.”9 Rulers who followed Henry mandated other selective regulations that also carried a death penalty for those who bore firearms without government authorization.

In imposing these restrictions on their subjects, centralizing monarchs acted on the theory that all power in the state must rest with them. They feared that civilians with guns would challenge their authority and that of the state they embodied. Wherever possible, government exercised its power to disarm citizen groups that its leaders considered dangerous to the peace of the realm. Despite the legal constraints placed on the keeping of firearms in both England and France, some civilians managed illegally to possess them.

Europeans also evaded export controls on firearms. For example, in 1543 three Portuguese seafarers brought matchlock muskets to Japan, where these weapons entranced the warrior class. Soon, with Western help, Japanese craftsmen copied the guns, producing by 1556 more than three hundred thousand
of them. Students of the problem testify that the quantity of muskets in Japan’s armies came to exceed those in any contemporary European country.

Thirty-one years later, Toyotomi Hideyoshi, Japan’s major political unifier, “took the first step toward the control of firearms.” He disarmed soldier-monks and peasants and, as had European rulers, restricted the bearing of arms to the military aristocracy. He used firearms to defeat Korean and Chinese enemies. In 1598 a Japanese commander, Asano Yoshinaga, boasted, “I have killed a large number of [enemy] soldiers because I have used guns.”

Even though firearms had become a feature of Japanese warfare, many aristocrats preferred their swords to the cumbersome matchlocks. Early in the next century, when dictatorial Tokugawa shoguns through force isolated Japan from much of the world, they also ended that country’s first experimentation with guns. For the next two and a half centuries, Japan remained cut off from access to the major improvements in the destructive force of firearms.

Meanwhile, efforts in Europe to exercise some form of control over guns expanded in correlation with their availability. French and English princes often relied on militia equipped with firearms to maintain order and fight wars. In England, the obligation of free men, according to income, to serve the realm with their own arms went back to the Anglo-Saxon fyrd and to Henry II’s Assize of Arms in 1181, a practice monarchs relied upon especially in emergencies.

With the rise of the nation-state and the increasing use of professional soldiers, monarchs sought to escape this dependency on part-time citizen-soldiers by replacing militias with standing armies loyal to the Crown. As much as monarchs on the continent, English kings desired armies bound to the sovereign, but they developed full-time soldiers, made use of improved firearms, and exerted control over guns, more slowly, for instance, than did French monarchs. By 1630 French gunsmiths had perfected the flintlock musket, but for years it remained too expensive for extensive use. It gained wide acceptance thirty years later when Louis XIV equipped his army with it. Soon, the English Crown and others adopted it in place of the wheel lock.

As a rule, England’s monarch and Parliament expended more money on ships than on soldiers and small arms because they valued fleets over armies. Nonetheless, monarchs strove to reduce their reliance on militias because they dreaded having subjects who owned firearms that could be used in crime or against the government. Parliament, on the other hand, wished to retain the militias because it disliked standing armies with a virtual monopoly over the use of firearms, subject only to orders from the Crown. Unless faced with for-
eign war, Parliament refused to vote funds for a professional military force of substantial size.

At times, English monarchs tried to overcome this restraint on their exercise of power by revamping the militia. Instead of drawing on the population at large to conscript citizen-soldiers, they enrolled a select number of men, usually owners of property who could pay the costs of their arms and equipment. Out of self-interest, these propertied gun-owners usually sided with the Crown to maintain order. The government mustered them frequently and trained them carefully. Even so, when Charles I, in his quarrels with Parliament, tried with various tactics—including the use of select militiamen—to build his own army, he failed. He could not overcome widespread sentiment against a standing army.

In March 1642, over Charles’s opposition, Parliament passed the Militia Ordinance, which allowed it to assume critical control over militias without royal consent. Three years later, to win the civil war that had followed, Oliver Cromwell, the pious Protestant general with his New Model Army, created England’s first standing army. After Charles’s execution in January 1649, the role of the army and control over gun keeping nevertheless remained contentious. With the title of Lord Protector, Cromwell ruled the succeeding Commonwealth virtually as a dictator through the power of his disciplined, professional troops. As students of the problem have noted, “Men of every political persuasion expressed fear and dislike of the New Model Army and the major-generals.”

Cromwell viewed most Catholics as enemies of the state who should not have access to guns. In 1655, therefore, he ordered militia officers, acting as constables, to disarm “all Papists who declare against the present Government.” Despite this use of force to protect the privileges of the more numerous Protestants, he could never make his army popular even with them. Among others, political philosopher James Harrington called Cromwell “a Usurper” and denounced his army. As an antidote, Harrington latched onto Machiavelli’s idea of armed citizens as defenders of liberty and applied it to his utopian vision of a classical republic for England. From this time onward, much of the English citizenry opposed virtually any kind of compulsory military service with its requirement to bear arms.

After Cromwell’s death, Charles II continued the practice of promoting selective ownership of firearms. In 1661, with the intent of preventing “any design of Traitorous and factious persons” from forming, he prohibited the importation of firearms or parts for them. In this way the Crown exercised control over the distribution of guns while its military constabulary kept malcontents under surveillance. Overall, the Crown diminished the capacity of the
civilian population to take up arms. Its actions, along with the decline of the compulsory militia, contributed to a reduction in personal firearms among commoners who could afford them and in the number of men proficient in their use.\textsuperscript{14}

Parliament went along with the Crown’s disarming campaign, passing in the next year a second militia act. It empowered militia officers at their discretion “to search for and seize all arms in the custody or possession of any person or persons” who authorities “shall judge dangerous to the peace of the kingdom.” Private gun-keepers and other aroused citizens protested this renewed use of select militia as constables. “Although the country was infested by predatory bands,” one gun owner grumbled, “a Protestant gentleman could scarcely obtain permission to keep a brace of pistols.”\textsuperscript{15}

All along, medieval and Renaissance philosophers and other savants marveled at the destructive power of guns and gunpowder. Some praised the weapons as beneficial to humanity. For example, in 1665 a French virtuoso in arts and sciences commented on the place of the firearm in moral thought, military art, and progress in mechanical devices. He stated that “since the gun is without dispute the goodliest part of the Mechanicks, it follows that the gun and its Invention is the goodliest thing of the World.”\textsuperscript{16} As we have noted, many thinkers disputed such judgment.

England’s upper classes, however, valued guns so much that in 1670 their representatives in Parliament enacted another law restricting their ownership. For commoners who desired firearms, legislators raised the required annual income for ownership to 150 pounds, a hefty sum at that time. Meanwhile, the government framed more measures regulating the use of firearms, the most notable being the game act of the following year that Parliament passed unanimously.

The statute followed the long-established practice in England, France, and Italy of upholding the prerogative of the nobility and men of substance to hunt.\textsuperscript{17} This class legislation not only sought to keep commoners from destroying game, but also deprived them, whether Protestant or Catholic, of the privilege of owning firearms. It permitted gamekeepers to search their homes for guns and other prohibited weapons. Under this statute, the possession of a firearm indicated an intent to poach. The law provided the gentry with discretionary means to disarm and punish those they regarded as the wrong people and thereby with the power to maintain their kind of law and order. Critics contended that the game laws, in conjunction with other legislation, had as an important goal the disarming of a populace that by hook or crook had acquired firearms.\textsuperscript{18} Later, though, the summary seizure of guns became rare.
Origins and Precedents

Confiscation of firearms in Catholic hands continued, especially in autumn 1678, when people panicked following allegations of a “popish plot” to murder the king and massacre Protestants. They turned violently on Catholics. Throughout the country, militiamen acting as vigilantes ransacked Catholic homes in search of firearms. In addition, to keep them out of reach of Catholics and other wrong people, the government rigorously enforced regulations on the production, trade, and ownership of small arms.

Seven years later, after antipapal sentiment to some extent had abated, James II, a Catholic, came to the throne. As had other kings, he disparaged the compulsory militia as inefficient, ill trained, expensive, and of questionable loyalty to the Crown. He neglected it while enlarging the army. He claimed, “there is nothing but a good force of well disciplined troops in constant pay that can defend us from such, as either at home or abroad, are disposed to disturb us.”

This strategy alarmed the landed gentry, which regarded the king’s armed force, composed predominantly of Protestants but with a large number of Catholic officers, as a standing army they detested. The gentry also feared he would use his troops to destroy the Protestant militias that as a rule they controlled. For this and other reasons, such as the Crown’s granting freedom of worship to Catholics, seven eminent Protestant opponents secretly invited William of Orange, the stadtholder of the Netherlands and a staunch Protestant, to invade England. William accepted. In November 1688 when his army landed, both James’s army and the militia deserted. In this Glorious Revolution, wherein soldiers used improved flintlock muskets, Parliament dethroned him.

In February of the next year Parliament obliged William, who had become king, and his queen, Mary, to accept a declaration of rights. In December 1689, with slight changes, Parliament gave the declaration statutory force and the king signed it into law as the Bill of Rights. In this final form, the bill forbade the Crown from “keeping a standing army within the kingdom in time of peace, unless it be with consent of parliament.” It also granted Protestants the liberty of having firearms “for their defence suitable to their conditions and as allowed by law”—a first-time, nationwide, legal recognition of this privilege.

At least one analyst interpreted the bill as converting a “customary duty into a right” rather than a privilege. She claimed that this right of citizens to be armed on their own for self-defense, resistance, and preservation, as stated by jurist William Blackstone, became part of English common law. As such, government and immigrants brought this right to the colonies in North America. Later the colonists there passed it on to the American nation they formed.
Most other analysts maintain that by restricting the possession of arms to individuals who met qualifications based on class, who owned a stipulated amount of property, and who belonged to the proper religious faith, the Bill of Rights reinforced traditional selective gun control for the benefit of the right people. Shortly after the bill became law, Parliament voted to disarm Catholics, declaring they had no right to possess weapons. It thereby denied gun ownership by law selectively on a collective rather than an individual basis.22

At the same time, Parliament, as well as the Crown, recognized the superiority of a trained, paid army over a self-armed but poorly disciplined citizenry. Still, the Protestant legislators continued to praise local militias and to provide for them because they were popular. Furthermore, the militias, whether compulsory or volunteer, proved serviceable to the new government, which feared the Catholics of occupied Ireland. It used the Protestant, English citizen-soldiers against the Irish.

Even more than Catholics in England, those in Ireland rallied around the deposed James II in his bid to regain the throne. On July 1, 1690, William defeated James’s army at the battle of the Boyne but the Irish continued a bitter resistance. Five years later, therefore, Ireland’s English-dominated Parliament passed an act “for the Better Security of the Government, by Disarming the Papists.” It required Ireland’s Catholics to surrender all “arms, armour, and munitions” under the threat of severe penalties.23 Other prohibitions followed.

In the next decade, most European rulers placed restrictions of more or less comparable severity on the wrong kind of people who might seek to possess guns. Monarchs disarmed or abandoned remaining militias and equipped their professional armies with up-to-date firearms. French kings, for instance, created a well-drilled army based on long-term enlistments. As technology improved the lethality and reliability of guns, authorities became more exacting in their efforts to prohibit the lower classes from obtaining them.

At times, governments even tried to disarm nobles, especially troublesome ones, but failed. Bourbon monarchs acted on the principle that would later become commonplace—the state could protect its subjects better than they could defend themselves. The monarchy controlled all parts of the arms industry and imposed regulations that spelled out who could or could not possess firearms.

Neither English theory nor government practice stretched as far as French practice, largely because of the people’s continuing dread of standing armies. Englishmen of substance who expressed themselves openly argued, in the words of John Trenchard, that standing armies “are the instruments of Tyranny
and their Country’s ruin.” Such misery, he added, could be avoided “by making the Militia to consist of the same Persons as have the property.” This linking of liberty, property, and select militias would have a long life in both England and America.

The English monarchy functioned in line with these principles, especially after 1707 when it extended legislation regulating the possession of firearms. It placed ownership restraints not only on political and religious dissidents but also on the lower classes regardless of faith or politics. For instance, in 1752 aristocrats who loved hunting as sport formed the Society of Noblemen and Gentlemen for the Preservation of Game. It defined sporting privileges, which included shooting, and promoted a tough enforcement of laws designed to protect the pleasures of sportsmen.

In all, with laws directed against poachers and other wrong people, English gun restraints approximated those of France through much of the eighteenth century. Other European states also imposed regulations dictating who could or could not legally bear firearms. For these reasons and because firearms were scarce, costly, and had little value for ordinary people, most Europeans in the eighteenth century did not associate gun keeping with personal liberties or venerate it as part of their heritage.
Conventional lore tells us that English colonists brought with them to North America an established personal right to possess firearms. Accordingly, along with basic furnishings in their households they included at least one musket. Nearly every colonial, the story goes, “owned his own weapon and equipment,” had a gun ready to battle hostile Native American tribes or to keep slaves in line, and was prepared to fend off other dangers, as from criminals. Furthermore, in contrast to aristocrats in the home country who kept firearms mainly for hunting as sport, settlers in the colonies used their guns from the start for utilitarian purposes, such as to kill game and place food on the table. In all, such tradition maintains that the colonial experience made gun keeping in America unique.

As the record shows, part of the traditional depiction is valid. English colonists did bring firearms with them for self-defense as well as for offense against Indians and rival European settlers. They also brought the practice of restricting gun keeping, usually to selected upper-class males. In the first company of 105 English settlers who established Jamestown, Virginia, in May 1607, only the gentlemen among them had the privilege of carrying firearms. Quickly though, in the interest of defense, local authorities came to lift the restrictions on gun ownership and sought to arm all males. So the necessity to use the available small arms for the benefit of all the settlers in times of crisis gives the appearance of freeing English colonists from old-country restrictions. In this way, assumably, in North America men of the right sort who could afford to own guns were able to acquire them as a privilege regardless of their status as measured by birth and class.

To maintain their protective screen, the armed males “banded together in semi-military fashion.” Wherever possible, thereafter, as these bands evolved...
into militias, colonial leaders tried to funnel whatever firearms they had at hand to them. In time settlers formed two kinds of militias that functioned side by side. One operated with compulsory duty for young males and the other functioned with volunteer members. Both militias relied on firearms to help them protect their communities against hostile Indians and other colonists the English regarded as enemies. Thus, the settlers subordinated whatever personal rights they possessed in the matter of gun keeping to the collective welfare of their communities.

Problems over restrictions on gun keeping arose for a number of reasons but notably because of a clash of interests between individuals and the group as expressed in economics. Early on, when Indians became familiar with firearms, they desired them and were willing to pay well for them. So individual colonists with an eye on profit, when they could, traded firearms to Indians for items such as furs. This commerce alarmed authorities because of the harm the weapons, when in the wrong hands, could inflict on the whole settlement. Invariably, colonial lawmakers placed Indians high on their list of the wrong people. Indeed, all the colonial governments, whether Spanish, French, Dutch, or English, forbade the sale of arms and ammunition to Native Americans.

In keeping with this practice, the Virginia House of Burgesses in 1619 enacted legislation prohibiting any settler, on the penalty of being hanged, from selling or giving firearms to Indians. Three years later, following an Indian massacre of whites, colonial officials exercised their regulatory authority by enrolling every able-bodied male between sixteen and fifty in the compulsory militia. Similarly, in 1623 Plymouth colony passed a law requiring freemen or other inhabitants to arm themselves with muskets or other suitable firearms. Thereafter, colonists imported more firearms to try to meet such goals, but trustworthy weapons remained scarce. For example, by about 1630 when Virginia’s settlers had reached nearly five thousand, approximately half of them had guns. Not all of these weapons could be used safely, and not all of the men, even in the structured militias, possessed guns. Moreover, many of those who had firearms did not maintain them properly. This negligence prompted the authorities to fine laggards ten shillings.

Despite these difficulties in sustaining a well-prepared citizen military force, colonial governments, as in Massachusetts Bay in March 1631, continued to adopt laws requiring able-bodied men to enroll in militias with their own firearms. If a man did not have a gun or could not afford one, colonial governments at times advanced him the money to buy one. It was “to be repaid by the citizen as soon as possible.” Compliance proved troublesome, as for instance three
years later in Virginia when militia officers mustered their companies for drill. The officers discovered that despite the colony’s law obligating citizen-soldiers to have a firearm in good working order, few of them possessed such a weapon. That same year the Puritans in Massachusetts established five militia companies, even though like other colonists they chronically experienced a shortage of firearms. In Virginia only 10 percent of the militia had muskets. Primarily the volunteer militia companies in most colonies, which already had become characterized as social clubs for well-to-do, establishment males, had enough guns for their members.

Despite the shortage of firearms, merchants who could obtain guns continued to trade them to Native Americans. In this manner Indians in New England became reasonably well armed with flintlock muskets and carbines. To the south, Dutch authorities in New Netherland became so exasperated with those who provided firearms to Native Americans that in 1638 they prescribed death as the penalty for settlers who participated in this commerce.

Similarly, just three years later, the English Crown decreed that in its American colonies “in trucking or trading with the Indians, no man shall give them for any commodity of theirs, silver or gold, or any weapons of war, either guns or gunpowder, or sword, nor any other Munition, which might come to be used Against ourselves.” In 1642 Connecticut banned the sale of firearms or ammunition to Indians and prohibited colonists from repairing guns the Indians already owned. Nonetheless, English authorities regularly supplied the Iroquois, as allies, with guns and ammunition.

One widely accepted reason for warfare between Indian tribes and between them and Netherland settlers in 1643 was the resentment coastal Indians felt against the Dutch for denying them guns while selling them to Mohawks and Mohicans. Later, in response to the warfare with and between the Native Americans, the Netherland government urged each male colonist to enroll in a militia company and required each to have a firearm, stamped as to ownership to prevent its sale to Indians. In May 1647 the home government ordered Governor Peter Stuyvesant to furnish the colonists with guns. Instead, he sold them to Indians for profit, leading his people to view his actions as bordering on treason.

Meanwhile, in 1644 the United Colonies of New England had urged a ban on the sale of firearms and ammunition “either to the French or Dutch or to any other that do commonly trade the same with Indians.” The next year the general laws in Massachusetts followed the Connecticut practice by banning the sale and maintenance of firearms for Indians. Regardless, settlers continued
to market firearms and ammunition to Native Americans, instructed them in use of the weapons, and hired them as hunters. Moreover, Indians frequently learned from traders and European allies how to maintain and repair their firearms and to make ammunition. White entrepreneurs persisted in this commerce because colonial authorities often lacked the resources to enforce the trading bans they enacted.

This problem could be seen in Virginia in 1657 when the assembly decreed that anyone “selling arms or ammunition to Indians, forfeits his whole estate.” The next year the local lawmakers reversed themselves. They ruled that every man “may freely trade for gunns, powder and shott. It derogating nothing from our safety and adding much to our advantage.” In the sparring that led to King Philip’s War, in May 1674 Sir Edmund Andros, the governor-general of Massachusetts, sought to disarm local Indians and forbade the sale of guns and powder to all Indians but to no avail.

Meanwhile, frayed relations with Native Americans led the Virginia assembly to reverse itself several times in the matter of gun trafficking. In May 1676 it decreed death for anyone caught selling arms and ammunition to Indians, “whether friendly or enemy.” Yet, out of “sade experience,” the legislators knew that merchants traded arms in violation of the terms in earlier gun laws and assumed they would do so again. Consequently, whereas the new law excluded regular merchandisers from selling firearms and other goods to Indians, it allowed traders to do so if they obtained a permit from the authorities.

A number of individuals who engaged in the trade, such as Nathaniel Bacon Jr., an Henrico County planter, protested. They accused the governor, Sir William Berkeley, of giving permits to his favorites. Shortly thereafter, Bacon assumed leadership of frontiersmen who in May rose against the governor ostensibly because he refused to mobilize them against Indians who allegedly ravaged white settlements. In reality, the whites took to arms more for offensive purposes, mostly because they wished to seize Indian lands they coveted.

Initially, many of the Virginia rebels belonged to volunteer militias, but later Bacon recruited and armed the wrong people, such as white servants and black slaves. Berkeley’s supporters denounced the rebels as rabble, banditti, and the scum of the county. On October 26, 1676, Bacon died suddenly of a “Lousey Disease.” The rebels continued to fight for a few more months, but the governor’s loyalists defeated them. Although the causes of this struggle are complex, in simplified terms it had much to do with who would control firearms and decide when to use them.

This concern applied also to militia in New York, which in May 1689 sided
with Jacob Leisler, a trader recently from Germany, when he seized control of the local government in defiance of colonial authorities. English officials had to use regular troops to suppress the rebellion. Aggrieved colonists in North Carolina, Maryland, and Pennsylvania who had guns also took to them against alleged oppressors. In most of these frontier communities when disputes between colonial officers and settlers became heated, the common-folk militias did not hesitate in turning their arms on the authorities. Beginning in 1692, therefore, in the interest of public order the Massachusetts legislature enacted measures for control of firearms that though limited in scope affected much of the populace. The colony prohibited private citizens from carrying guns and other arms in public.

Restrictions of this nature appear to have had little effect on individuals who owned firearms or who continued to sell them to proscribed people such as Indians. As in the seventeenth century, Indians who obtained firearms and maintained them properly became formidable out of proportion to their numbers. They fought white frontiersmen who encroached on their lands and they terrorized enemy tribes. In the South, with firearms supplied by English traders, the Chickasaw “became the scourge of the defenseless western tribes.” By the early years of the eighteenth century, Indians had come to consider firearms so valuable and merchandisers found their sale so profitable that guns had become one of the chief commodities in the trade with forest tribes. Available statistics on this commerce show that traders charged thirty times more for a gun than for a hatchet, a hoe, or even a bottle of rum.17

As is well known, in all the colonies but especially in those in the South, authorities dealt differently with blacks than with whites. Racial prejudice and fear of slave insurrections motivated legislators to enact selective laws directed against blacks as evident in Virginia in 1648 in An Act Preventing Negroes from Bearing Arms. Even if at times they succeeded in evading such restrictions, the laws that denied them access to guns remained in force throughout the colonial period. In several instances, local authorities even ordered all white men to carry a gun to church because of the establishment’s anxiety that slaves would rebel during the gathering for prayer. South Carolina required masters of slaves to keep all firearms safely locked up in their home. Even Quaker Pennsylvania forbade slaves to carry arms without their masters’ certificated approval.

In 1712 South Carolina’s legislature and in 1723 Virginia’s burgesses attempted to close loopholes in their gun statutes directed at the wrong people. Virginia passed “An Act for the better government of Negroes, Mulattoes, and Indians.” It prescribed that “no negro, mullatto, or Indian whatsoever . . . shall
hereafter presume to keep, or carry any gun, powder, shot, or any club, or other weapon whatsoever, offensive or defensive.”18 Such legislation affected blacks more than it did Native Americans. In much of the South, armed white men formed slave patrols to keep blacks under surveillance—a task that in time became the responsibility of local militias.

Largely for this reason, white colonial establishments, even though usually short of manpower, refused to enroll blacks, enslaved or free, in militias. As an agent to Carolina merchants wrote in 1715, in considering blacks for military service “there must be great caution used, lest our slaves when armed might become our masters.” At times of crisis, though, some militia companies enrolled blacks.19

Colonial militias had other long-standing problems. The laws requiring the military training of able-bodied white males, ultimately in some six hundred militias in all the colonies, proved impossible to carry out for a variety of reasons but especially because of the high cost of firearms.20 In consequence, most colonial authorities ceased trying to compel citizens to acquire guns or providing them with guns.

In New England, colonists hired or appointed professional soldiers to protect them. Provincial officials also employed professionals to train their voluntary citizen militias. In time, every colony except Pennsylvania followed these procedures.21 Although such training of colonial militias proved adequate for constabulary duties, it did not prepare the soldiers for hostilities against well-armed opponents. When ordered to combat duty, as during the Seven Years’ War against France and her Indian allies, the militias performed poorly.

Also during this crisis, out of fear provincial authorities tightened old ethnic and religious regulations on gun ownership. Although the colonial demand for such discriminatory controls sprang from circumstances different from those in England, as in applying them against Indians and blacks, colonists usually followed home-country practices of excluding other distrusted people from ownership. In New England, officials of the dominant faith on occasion confiscated the arms of dissenters. They regularly barred Catholics and indentured servants from possessing firearms.

With its large Catholic population, Maryland had escaped such discrimination, but in 1756 its assembly prohibited Catholics from having firearms and confiscated the guns and ammunition they possessed.22 Massachusetts authorities seized guns from distrusted inhabitants with the intent of preventing social upheavals. In other colonies, too, ruling establishments perceived a connection between access to guns and rebellion. As in England, local authorities wanted
only those individuals they regarded as part of the right people—primarily, white Protestant men who owned property—to have firearms as private possessions with unhampered use.

These discriminatory restrictions embedded in local laws remained in force when the war ended in 1763 with the defeat of France. Though effective overall, the restraints did not prevent some guns, usually through discharged veterans, from becoming scattered through several colonies and reaching individuals of the wrong kind. An unknown number of flintlock muskets, such as the smoothbore English “Brown Bess,” and other firearms apparently fell into the hands of criminals.

As prosecutions for homicides in Pennsylvania and elsewhere in the colonies indicate, felons did not have ready access to guns and seldom used them in their offenses. Nonetheless, various forms of crime, such as horse thievery by armed outlaw bands, had existed in the colonies for years. Following the war it escalated, or at least appeared to do so, producing in summer 1766 a surge of violence in the backcountry of the Carolinas. At this time gangs brandishing pistols and other guns robbed and killed. Landowners complained of hunters who “range the Country with their horse and Gun without Home or Habitation.”

Because these southern frontier communities lacked adequate constables, sheriffs, or courts, these rampaging criminals escaped punishment. So in July and August 1767 a thousand “respectable Back Countrymen” decided to regulate the criminal forays, armed themselves, and attacked outlaw communities. They flogged or killed suspected lawbreakers. When bandit gangs counterattacked with gunfire, the loosely connected “Regulators” organized themselves as a disciplined paramilitary organization whose members swore oaths to support each other. By March 1768 they suppressed what they perceived as the criminal element.

The vigilantes then turned to violence against other improper people—nonpaying debtors, whores, and less-than-desirable members of the lower classes. In March of the following year, when moderates opposed the Regulators and the provincial government provided frontier communities with district courts and sheriffs, the Regulators disbanded. In their use of privately held firearms, they had set three examples. The first indicated that when law and order failed, private gun-keeping seemed justified; the second showed that private guns had become essential tools for vigilantism; and the third demonstrated that vigilantes could and would use the weapons in policing people they deemed undesirable. Popular chroniclers, as well as scholars, would come to regard these practices as characteristically American.
All the while, the few colonial craftsmen capable of making by hand rifles for hunters and well-to-do sport shooters produced them in numbers sufficient to satisfy local needs. Gunsmiths in the area of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, crafted the best known of these firearms, the Kentucky rifle modeled on the Jaeger, a German hunting rifle. It had a four-foot barrel of grooved, soft iron that made it heavy and cumbersome but with better range and accuracy than the smoothbore muskets of the time. Even though criminals and vigilantes apparently gained access to some of these guns, the locally crafted firearms and the ammunition for them remained too expensive for widespread private ownership. The other guns in circulation, which for almost two centuries had been coming from England, the Netherlands, and other European sources, also remained too costly for widespread private possession. Still, the availability of guns rose along with the growth of the white population and so did the selective restrictions on firearms use.

These restraints on gun keeping, as with folkways and other practices, continued to follow home-country models. As documented by careful historians, colonial attitudes toward matters of militia, toward standing armies, toward dealing with bandit gangs or frontier violence with vigilantes, and toward maintaining public order with constables, sheriffs, and night watchmen in towns all came from England. Scholars disagree, though, on the nature of English precedents in private gun-ownership. They differ on whether or not precedents changed when they reached North America and its special environment.

Those who perceive personal gun-keeping as necessary for the defense of liberty and as a “right” guaranteed to Englishmen in their Bill of Rights, contend that that right served as a model for the colonists. These writers usually regard England’s William Blackstone as most influential on this score. He depicted “the right of having arms” as proper for “self preservation, when the sanctions of society and laws are insufficient.” He also recognized the right of society to impose “restrictions” on the “offence of riding or going armed, with dangerous or unusual weapons,” calling it “a crime against the public peace.”

Other scholars who have studied the firearms question in the colonial era read the evidence differently. They maintain that colonists employed the phrase “to bear arms” to apply to their militias in a military context, one which did not extend to individual use of guns for private purposes. These researchers contend also that the legislatures in the colonies followed, as we have noted, the English practice of selectively containing private ownership by law. In the legal venues of the colonies, hence, rarely did anyone contest government authority over access to firearms.
This interpretation comes mainly from revisionist historians. It runs counter to conventional versions of gun keeping in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century England and North America. Traditionalists claim that much of the populace at this time had plentiful guns because the price of small arms in England, and hence correspondingly in the colonies, dropped sufficiently to allow ordinary citizens to buy them for personal use as well as for militia service.\(^3\)

Revisionists deny that such an abundance of privately held guns existed at this time. They point, in contrast, to the practice of the English aristocracy of perpetuating paucity by raising barriers even to limited possession by the lower classes. The elite establishment’s game laws that imposed a property qualification for hunting also had behind them the intent to institute a selective form of gun regulation over the masses. Doubtless, these controls did not always work as desired. Some of the expensive handcrafted firearms reached the hands of common men in England and the colonies often enough to alarm the upper classes. They dreaded “putting such dangerous weapons into the hands of the people at large,” but the regulation usually worked as intended.\(^3\)

The widely held abundance theory as applied to colonial North America can be summarized in the words of a prominent historian who described colonial Virginia as “full of guns,” that life there “required guns,” and that “you needed guns to stay alive.” Various other writers express this point of view with different nuances. They portray the colonists who settled along the Atlantic seaboard and then moved inland not only as well armed but also as promptly modifying the crude, handcrafted matchlocks and wheel locks they imported from Europe to suit their special needs. In the overall conventional perspective, these colonists regarded the gun, along with the ax and the plow, as a personal possession and an ever-ready tool in their continuing conquest of what they perceived incorrectly as a thinly populated wilderness.\(^3\)

This view of the colonial past notes properly a considerable reliance of European settlers on firearms but gives those weapons an exaggerated cultural significance. Through the examination of parliamentary debates that touched on the ownership of firearms, on game laws, and on statutes in England and the American colonies, revisionist historians show that as in Europe guns in private hands in North America were rare rather than ubiquitous. Few ordinary settlers could afford to own and maintain firearms because most of them had to be imported and were expensive. This scholarship demonstrates that the right to own firearms in colonial North America, as in England, took second place to the perceived public welfare and hence had been mostly collective and not part of a personal guarantee.\(^3\)
When the English colonies’ troubles with the mother country escalated, many of the discontented, military-age colonials belonged to local militias, either as draftees or volunteers. The Crown quickly realized it could not count on them to carry out its laws, so it ordered regular troops to Massachusetts. On October 1, 1768, they landed in Boston to take up the policing of the defiant colonists. After the massacre of March 5, 1770, they withdrew. Four years later, following the dissidents’ dumping of English tea in Boston Harbor, the troops, commanded by General Thomas Gage who ruled also as governor of Massachusetts, returned to the city as occupiers. Seeing themselves subjected to rule by a standing army and troubled by other discontents, colonists in Massachusetts and then elsewhere turned to rebellion.

Rebel leaders who assembled in the First Continental Congress in September 1774 in Philadelphia also distrusted the established colonial militias, perceiving them as too closely connected with imperial rule. The Congress therefore urged the people to form their own militias composed mostly of right-thinking native whites supposedly not tainted with loyalty to the Crown. Already, though, members of the rebel legislatures had started creating their own militias and had them out hunting for guns. Authorities in London attempted, among other measures, to control firearms that might fall into the hands of the militiamen. In October Parliament imposed an embargo on firearms, parts, and ammunition to the colonists. In Massachusetts it employed the troops already on duty to enforce this legislation.

Volunteer rebel militias resisted the ban. They also began functioning as a kind of prorevolutionary constabulary, which intimidated those with imperial sympathies. One of these militias amassed arms at Concord, Massachusetts. When Gage learned of this arsenal, which was but twenty-one miles from Bos-
ton, he decided to act. On the evening of April 18, 1775, he ordered seven hundred troops to confiscate or destroy the firearms and arrest the militia leaders. In the well-known bloody encounters that began the next day at Lexington and then at Concord, some four thousand volunteers in the county militia, known as minutemen, participated in the attacks on the British regulars as they retreated.

Legend holds that these rebels comprising “the armed populace of Massachusetts” and “the people themselves,” suddenly mobilized, prevailed because of their spirit and straight shooting. In fact, even though the minutemen belonged to elite units of militia, which were “well-organized, well-equipped, and relatively well trained,” they suffered higher casualties than the British regulars.¹ In accounts of the Revolutionary War that followed years later, writers who placed high value on the role of firearms added to the legend. They claimed that rebel patriots who fought to protect their heritage from England depicted as part of it “an ancient and indubitable right” for “individuals to be armed.”²

Previously when serving the Crown, the citizen-soldiers, regardless of how they had been recruited, had as one of their main duties the maintenance of domestic order. They also had to keep local Indians and blacks in line. The ability of these part-time troops at least to hold their own at Lexington and Concord, along with the North Americans’ inherited distrust of standing armies, led rebel leaders to overvalue the shooting prowess of the volunteer militia. As the conflict spread, the newly formed states and the Congress acted realistically to bolster the patriot militias, all of which lacked adequate arms and training. On June 14 Congress created the Continental army based on a soldiery with long-term commitments. The next day it placed that army under the command of George Washington, a colonel in the Virginia militia.

In the following month Congress called on the rebelling colonies to raise uniform militias to fight with the army. The Virginia burgesses, for instance, in July 1775 passed a defense act mandating the state to furnish arms and ammunition to its new militia. It made clear that the guns belonged to the counties that supplied them and not to individuals. Virginia also appropriated twenty-five hundred pounds for the manufacture of firearms at Fredericksburg, an effort that failed.³ At the same time, the meager domestic production of handcrafted firearms compelled the rebels to import 80 percent of their firearms and 90 percent of their powder from France and Holland. These munitions came slowly. In summer 1776, for instance, a quarter of Washington’s troops lacked arms.
Shortly, too, the performance of the rebel citizen-soldiers when they fought England’s regulars head-on convinced even strong supporters of their unreliability as a sustained fighting force. Poorly trained, most ordinary militiamen resisted army discipline, served only brief terms, and frequently deserted. Despite his own militia background, Washington complained that hardly a day passed without these amateur warriors shooting friends or in other ways mishandling their guns. He called the citizen-soldiers “dismayed, Intractable, and, Impatient to return” home. Later, he reported a number of times to Congress that “no dependence could be put in a militia.” As military historians point out, militias possessed at least one positive feature. They provided “reinforcements and even reluctant draftees” for the Continental army.  

While Washington chastised the militias and labored to whip the army into shape, the rebelling provinces established state governments with constitutions that replaced now-invalid colonial charters. Several of the new documents referred to citizens’ privilege to possess firearms as a means of countering tyranny from the top. Similar concerns bothered the framers of the Articles of Confederation, which the Continental Congress adopted on November 15, 1777. Most of them distrusted centralized government. They specified that every state “shall always keep up a well regulated and disciplined militia, sufficiently armed and accoutred” to be ready for action but did not include a proviso on any private right to bear arms.  

During the controversy over ratification of the Articles, attitudes of revolutionary political leaders toward the efficacy of the militia shifted slightly. Among others, Samuel Adams, a devotee of the New England militia, expressed doubts about citizen-soldiers. “Would any Man in his Senses, who wishes the War may be carried on with Vigor,” he wrote, “prefer the temporary and expensive Drafts of Militia, to a permanent and well-appointed Army!” Nonetheless, in March 1781 the states ratified the Articles as the first national constitution with the militia clause intact.  

Two years later, following the United States’s achievement of an internationally recognized independence, a Congress still fearful of a standing armed force probed what kind of a peacetime military establishment the country would need. As Adams and other patriots knew, the army rather than the militia had proved itself the most crucial force in winning the Revolutionary War. Later, folklore, patriotic histories, and even military chroniclers would exaggerate the skill of both the regulars and the citizen-soldiers with guns. Most of all, they endowed the contribution of the militia with fabled qualities. In addition, romanticizers, especially those who believed the “red blooded” American and his
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gun were “inseparable,” claimed “the rifle brought about the birth of these United States.”

Despite Washington’s wartime criticisms of citizen-troopers, at this point he appeared to join the chorus of contemporaries who placed high value on the militia. He responded to a query from Congress on the matter of a peacetime armed force with the comment that “the Militia of this Country must be considered as the Palladium of our security, and the first effectual resort in case of hostility.” Proponents of gun keeping later would use this phrase to argue that the founding fathers favored private firearms-ownership in militias for personal as well as for community defense. In his full statement, though, Washington did not recommend arms keeping on an individual basis. He explained “from experience” that “the formation and discipline of the Militia of the Continent should be absolutely uniform” as would be the case with an army and not as with variously mustered militias in the states.

Several months later a special congressional committee recommended that each state establish a “well-regulated militia” along with proper arsenals and magazines. Congress accepted some of this advice. Largely for political reasons, though, it chose to rely for defense on state militias with compulsory duty but without enforceable uniformity. In June 1784 it disbanded the Continental army. As a bonus, Congress allowed its veterans to keep their valuable arms. What remained of a national army now consisted of fifty-five men on duty at West Point and twenty-five at Fort Pitt to help guard stores.

Quickly, though, when Congress needed troops to fight Indians who resisted white encroachment on their lands, it called on the states to supply soldiers from their militias for a small army. Two years later, it extended this practice to deal with a domestic upheaval. The trouble began when debt-ridden farmers in western Massachusetts demanded that the state government reduce their taxes and provide them with relief from debts. In September 1786, under the leadership of Daniel Shays, a farmer and veteran of the Continental army, several thousand of them cast aside peaceful protest to rebel with guns, swords, and other weapons. As had the colonial vigilantes in the Carolinas, they called themselves Regulators. Some men in local militia units refused to fight their neighbors—or even joined the rebels—when ordered to suppress the uprising.

The former revolutionaries, who now comprised the new nation’s political establishment, showed no patience with citizens’ shouldering arms against them. They viewed the public resort to weaponry as anarchy and a threat to legitimate government. Cabinet officer and presidential adviser Alexander Hamilton, for instance, perceived the uprising as demonstrating the need for a
regular military force to maintain order. Washington urged the employment of force at once, if necessary. He wanted the government to be “braced” and that “every violation of the constitution be reprehended. If defective, let it be amended, but not suffered to be trampled upon whilst it has an existence.”

In the next month, after failure of the Massachusetts militia to suppress the insurrection, Congress authorized the recruiting of a force of some fourteen hundred men ostensibly to battle Indians but actually to suppress the Shaysites. It used this excuse to create an army because fundamental law did not provide for the use of federal troops to allay domestic unrest. The federal force proved unnecessary because the governor raised an armed force of approximately seven thousand men, many of them Revolutionary War veterans. In February of the following year, in one bloody encounter that citizen army crushed the heart of the uprising and disarmed most rebels. The fighting killed or wounded more than thirty yeomen and killed three troopers. A few defiant Shaysites continued to raid their opponents for several months and then stopped.

This confrontation between the central government and men armed with their own weapons exacerbated dissatisfaction with the Articles of Confederation that had been brewing for some time. As Washington explained, “but the other day we were shedding our blood to obtain the Constitution under which we now live . . . and now we are unsheathing the sword to overturn them! The thing is so unaccountable that I [have] to persuade my self that I am not under the vision of a dream.”

So, before the Shays insurrection had petered out, Congress called a convention to revise the Articles. After the delegates met in Philadelphia on May 25, 1787, they moved to construct a new constitution rather than amend the old one. Two weeks later James Madison, a prime mover for change, described the confederation as inherently defective and urged reorganization of the Union on republican principles. As did other Constitution makers, he frequently expressed dread of a permanent army and fondness for militia. He declared that “as the greatest danger to liberty is from large standing armies, it is best to prevent them by an effectual provision for a good Militia.” He envisioned this militia as “amounting to near half a million of citizens with arms in their hands.”

At the convention, delegates did not discuss small arms as a governmental concern. Instead, they debated armies, militias, and other issues pertaining to centralized power. A number of the delegates tagged as anti-Federalist, such as George Mason of Virginia and Elbridge Gerry of Massachusetts, urged limita-
tions on the federal government’s authority over the lives of citizens. These delegates desired specific guarantees of popular liberties as they assumed they existed in the old homeland in the English Bill of Rights.

Mason recommended a listing of such rights in the Constitution, he said, because of “it having been found from Universal experience that the most express declarations and reservations are necessary to protect the just rights and liberty of Mankind from the silent power and ever active conspiracy of those who govern.” Eight months later he still desired a declaration that stated “rights not given to the general government were retained by the states.” Still later, he urged the enumeration of citizens’ rights as a preface to the Constitution because it “would give great quiet to the people.” A few political leaders in several states expressed similar sentiment but the convention declined the rights proposals.

The rejection reflected sentiment among the majority delegates known as Federalists. Determined to have a strong constitution unimpaired with too many restraints, they viewed the proposed declaration of rights as redundant, even nauseous. Madison, one of the most articulate Federalist leaders on this matter, expressed their reasoning succinctly. He deemed a bill of rights unnecessary because “it brings more into question the fundamental principle of Republican Government, that the majority who rule in such governments are the safest Guardians both of public good and of private rights.”

On both sides of this issue, the men who debated it were well educated, were immersed in ancient history, understood the rise of monarchical power in western Europe, and drew lessons from what they had read. The Federalists’ intense desire for a powerful, energetic central government that would replace that of the confederation caused them to temper their distaste for standing armies as used, in their view, by tyrants in ancient Rome and later in England and France.

In a republican government as proposed, Madison contended, the discipline of the militia should be a national concern “and ought to be provided for in the National Constitution.” Furthermore, even though he regarded a “standing force” as dangerous, he thought that it, too, “may be a necessary provision” in a constitution that would be “fully adequate to the national defence, and the preservation of the Union.”

Unlike Madison, a number of other founders, mostly anti-Federalists, wanted to leave national defense solely to the civilian-soldiers. This proposal led still other founders, such as Washington and John Adams, to protest that draftees drawn from militias could not, on their own, withstand veteran troops. In addi-
tion, Adams decried the idea that citizens should use arms at individual discretion except in self-defense. Such a right, he wrote, would “demolish every institution and lay the laws prostrate, so that liberty can be enjoyed by no man.”18 In the face of such sentiment, especially among the delegates, the anti-army proponents lost out.

The men in Philadelphia then fleshed out a document that provided for compulsory militias raised by the states, dividing the power over them between the federal government and the states. To promote a degree of uniformity lacking in the local militias, through Article 1, Section 8 they bestowed on Congress the authority to organize and discipline the part-time soldiers. With such training, the militias could be called into service to execute federal laws, suppress insurrections, and repel invasions. While adopting this plan for the use of militias, the delegates reserved to the states the right to train the troops and appoint the officers. The Constitution also endowed Congress with the power to raise and support armies but limited the funding for a federal armed force to two-year appropriations. As with the Articles of Confederation, the proposed constitution said nothing about the right of private citizens to keep arms.

In September, after the delegates had approved the final document, it went to the thirteen states. They called special conventions to ratify it. In the matter of military power, the anti-Federalists who remained firmly opposed to a professional armed force expressed particular concern with the extent of authority over both a national army and the theoretically uniform militia given to the central government. They viewed the militia under federal control as possessing the same evils as a standing army. Typically, one critic asserted, “By far the greater part of the different nations, who have fallen from the glorious state of liberty, owe their ruin to standing armies.”19

At the Virginia ratifying convention in June 1788, Patrick Henry, who preferred strength in the states rather than in the federal government, objected that the new frame of government “does not leave us the means of defending our rights, or waging war against tyrants.” He asked, “Have we the means of resisting disciplined armies when our only defence, the militia is put into the hands of Congress?”20 In line with this reasoning, Virginia governor Edmund Randolph reported, “with respect to a standing army, there was not a member of the federal convention who did not feel indignation at such an institution.”21

During other campaigning for ratification, a number of individuals spoke of a right to bear arms for defense of the people and their states, and even for killing game. Others brought up the previously discarded idea of attaching a bill of rights to the Constitution. This persistent concern over rights persuaded
Madison and other Federalists they could no longer ignore the issue. They mulled it over and then promised the worried anti-Federalists that after ratification of the new constitution they would ask the new Congress to modify or amend it to protect various personal freedoms and to restrict federal powers, as in controlling state militias. These Federalist leaders abandoned their opposition to a bill of rights because they deemed the winning of support for the constitution from some of the prorights, promilitia anti-Federalists as crucial to its ratification, which came in August 1788.

On June 8, 1789, three months after the first Congress of the new government had convened, Madison reluctantly carried out what he had pledged. As anti-Federalists had suggested, he had gone ahead with the idea of amendments to the Constitution, helped draft them, and introduced them to Congress. Both houses discussed the proposals but as with the delegates at the Philadelphia convention, few of the legislators debated openly the virtues or drawbacks of personal gun-keeping. When matters related to firearms came up, they related usually to the militia, what its mission should be, and how it connected to liberty for both individuals and society as a whole.

Elbridge Gerry, now serving in the House of Representatives, took the lead in giving voice to these concerns. “What, sir, is the use of a militia?” he asked and answered. “It is to prevent the establishment of a standing army, the bane of liberty. . . . Whenever Governments mean to invade the rights and liberties of the people, they always attempt to destroy the militia, in order to raise an army upon their ruins.” As did many of his anti-Federalist colleagues, he perceived the army as the tool of tyranny and the draft militia with its citizen-soldiers as the people’s main instrument of defense against oppression.

After discussion of these and other issues, the legislators weighed the proposed amendments and sent twelve of them to the states for approval. There, officials and the involved publics debated the amendments for two and a half years before the necessary three-fourths of the states approved ten of them. On December 15, 1791, the ten became part of the Constitution. Even though these amendments placed restrictions on federal authority but not on state governments, they became known as the Bill of Rights. In theory they benefited the whole citizenry but in practice they served primarily white male Protestants.

The Second Amendment, which stated that “a well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed,” in time became a source of intense controversy. It took on the coloring of a riddle because in part, in adopting it, the legislators did not, as has been seen, carry on probing deliberations that clearly revealed
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their intent. Several members of Congress who argued in the amendment’s favor stressed that if Americans learned “the Use of arms,” they could withstand “a forighn [sic] foe.” Others debated the propriety of compelling the “religiously scrupulous” to bear arms.24 In the Senate, a majority favored an amendment that would not have allowed “the militia arms,” but the proposal failed to obtain a two-thirds majority because it might have deterred citizen resistance to tyranny.25

Beyond this information, we know that from both inherited ideology and experience with occupation troops (as with the British in Boston) most rights supporters could not shed their dislike of a regular army. They continued to view it as a more potent instrument of tyranny than were militias. We know, too, that they understood from the colonial and revolutionary experiences the fundamental weaknesses of the compulsory militias—their lack of adequate training and the unwillingness of drafted citizens to bear the costs of firearms and ammunition on their own.

In addition to working out a political compromise on the arms question, the Second Amendment framers appear to have sought an organized militia as specified in Article 1 of the Constitution. They wanted states to regulate their militias with uniform training so the federal government could call them to duty, ready for action, when needed. From this perspective, as in past practice in England and in the colonial era, militia draftees would keep firearms for defense of the nation and to cope with upheaval or tyranny but not primarily for personal use.

Later, academics and others would offer more elaborate interpretations for the need of the Second Amendment. One version of the amendment’s origin favored by those who cherish unrestricted access to firearms holds that the drafters followed the Anglo-American legacy on arms keeping. It contends the amendment descended directly from the English Bill of Rights. From it the framers took the concept of “the individual’s right to have weapons for his own defence rather than for collective defence.”26 In this view the founders, “in keeping with colonial precedent, broadened the English protection” of the traditional right of citizens to possess firearms by sweeping away limitations. The framers linked this absolute guarantee to the regulated militia with the aim of preventing the federal government from evolving into a military tyranny.27

Advocates of arms keeping of this persuasion would argue also that the “militias, at the time of the Framing, were universal in their membership.”28 By extension, therefore, the militia and the arms bearing mentioned in the Second Amendment applied to the entire citizenry. These theorists would repeat this
interpretation so often that many Americans would come to believe it as gospel. Yet in England and in the colonial past, as we have seen, militias had often been select, in the sense of being made up of volunteer local gentry, their core constituency. In North America, colonial legislatures had denied gun possession to citizens whom they deemed threats to the stability of the state and granted it as a privilege to the right people, usually law-abiding Protestant males.

In another perspective, the Second Amendment supposedly followed provisions in the bills of rights that Massachusetts, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Vermont had adopted during the Revolutionary War. Still another interpretation maintains that the amendment reflected the desires of ardent anti-Federalists who wanted it as a shield against a standing army in peacetime and as a deterrent to Congress from doing away with the state militias.

Along similar lines but with a different twist, those who came to regard unrestricted personal possession of firearms as a danger to society would argue that Madison modeled the amendment on Item 17 in his state’s declaration of rights. He sought to limit Congress’s authority over the militia with the aim of preventing the central government from disarming state militias and emasculating the South’s system of slave control. In theory, Madison thus refashioned the English concept of regulating the privilege of having arms as a restraint on the Crown into one of restraint on Congress.

Other restriction advocates would contend the amendment emanated from the founders’ fear of social turmoil and from a concern for preserving order in fractious communities. Prominent Federalists did, indeed, perceive the amendment as a means of regulating the militia, which would help check tumults such as Shays’s Rebellion, riots, and slave uprisings. They saw it also as a necessary concession, engineered by Madison, to the constitutional antagonists who disliked powerful, centralized government. Madison included the amendment in the Bill of Rights as part of the Federalists’ bargain with anti-Federalists for a strong constitution that balanced federal and state power over militias. His role had much to do with politics and little to do with the right to own scarce small firearms for personal use in self-defense and hunting or other forms of recreation.

When the Bill of Rights became law no well-regulated or uniform militia, national or state, existed. Nor did the existing militias have universal male membership. Organizers usually discriminated as to who could or could not join. In some instances prominent individuals and communities expressed belief in the right to have firearms for self-protection as well as for the common
defense. Nine states had bills of rights that contained either a privilege for individuals to bear arms or a provision for a militia. In addition, every state had some form of selective regulation regarding who could or could not possess a gun for personal use. In practice, therefore, most states treated possession selectively and more as a privilege than a right.

In all, the Second Amendment did not change past practice of keeping guns out of the hands of the wrong people. Nor did it catalyze universal male gun ownership in militias. Those Americans who desired and could afford to buy custom-made firearms for personal use continued to possess them with the minor restraints similar to those of the past. They appear to have had little concern about keeping small firearms for militia service or for combating tyranny should it arise. In time, the number of individual gun-keepers would increase. They would assume a “right” to own firearms because that word appeared in fundamental federal law as well as in a number of state constitutions.

Then, as we shall see, various constitutional analysts would begin to disagree with the rights perspective. Those who desired restraints on firearms ownership would argue that when individual citizens did not belong to a militia or reside in a state that explicitly granted the private bearing of arms, citizens had only a privilege to keep them. They would point out that an individual right has meaning only if available equally to all citizens. That equality in gun keeping did not exist in England, in the North American colonies, or in the American nation in its formative years. The differences in constitutional interpretation would set the stage for a struggle between Americans who contended the Second Amendment guarantees a personal right to own guns and those who viewed it as conferring only a collective privilege that government in its responsibility for the public welfare had the authority to curtail.
In the Federalist years following adoption of the Bill of Rights, the central government did not deal head-on with the issue of gun keeping but did touch on it indirectly through concern with the army and militias. Wary of still potent antiarmy sentiment, George Washington’s administration did not attempt immediately to build a sizable peacetime armed force. Yet, it had responsibility for protecting citizens on the frontiers against Indians who resisted white encroachments on their lands. Neither settlers nor local militias seemed capable on their own of defeating the Native Americans.

Washington, therefore, asked Congress to increase substantially the small national army of less than nine hundred men and officers he had inherited from the defunct confederation. He met stiff opposition from those who argued “the Constitution certainly never contemplated a standing army in time of peace.” Only after Indians in the Old Northwest in October 1790 and November 1791 had routed expeditions under generals Josiah Harmar and Arthur St. Clair did Congress deal meaningfully with this intertwined problem of the army, the militia, and firearms. Congress authorized increases in the size of the regular army and tried to overcome the scanty production of small firearms at home. It forbade the export of such arms and permitted foreign guns to enter the country duty free.

Congress also authorized the president to summon state militias for federal duty and to expand the regular army to more than five thousand men. On May 8, 1792, the Uniform Militia Act, designed to promote regularity in the state militias as called for in the Second Amendment, became law. Indirectly, the act also allowed a nominal federal check over who would use firearms. It required “every free, able-bodied, white male citizen” between ages eighteen and forty-five to enroll in a militia with his own weapon and equipment. As had
colonial legislation, this statute barred slaves, freed blacks, and Indians from serving.

Later that year Congress attempted to define dual control of the militias by passing the Calling Forth Act outlining how the president could employ state militias for federal duty. The next year Secretary of War Henry Knox assessed the arms and militia situations, expressing hope “that all the cannon, arms, and ammunition” the armed forces needed might be fabricated in the United States, even though the expense “may be greater than if imported.” He estimated also that 450,000 men belonged to militias and that about one in five possessed their own firearms. Of the 44,042 muskets the government owned, more than half were damaged, and similarly for its pistols.

To meet an arms shortage and to help maintain the small army as well as the militias when in federal service, the government stepped up the purchase of arms from importers. It also proceeded, as Knox had suggested, to overcome the dependence on foreign sources by going into the arms-making business, using as a model the arsenals of the French government. On April 2, 1794, Congress authorized the building of “three or four arsenals” for the manufacture of weapons, including muskets and pistols. It established the first arsenal at Springfield, Massachusetts, and a second one four years later at Harper’s Ferry, Virginia. In May Congress again prohibited the export of arms, this time for a year.

Within two months, Washington’s government had need for arms in facing its first test in the use of militia. The crisis began on July 16 when angry farmers in western Pennsylvania rose in arms to block collection of a federal tax on distilled liquor. Supporters of the administration—who had taken the name Federalists—regarded the uprising, as it spread along the frontier well beyond Pennsylvania, a dire threat to the Republic. Nonetheless, the president moved cautiously to suppress these whiskey rebels, as they became known, because he sought assurance from authorities in nearby states that they would provide the troops he required. Four states—Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and Virginia—responded positively but encountered trouble in raising manpower for their militias.

Volunteers represented a small number of the enlisted men, so militia officers called for more. Few responded. For instance, the commanding officer of a Maryland militia unit found even his enrolled men unwilling to serve. “I very much fear that we shall find great difficulty to complete the number required,” he reported. “I have not heard of a volunteer in the County.” In addition, when the authorities resorted to drafting men, they resisted.
The rank and file that emerged from the recruiting effort consisted mainly of draftees or substitutes, the poor, and the flotsam of society. Those who enlisted did so not out of duty but for bounties. Once paid, they deserted at a high rate. The officers, mostly upper-class gentlemen who volunteered for miscellaneous reasons—some personal, some patriotic—showed greater stability. They held the draftees in contempt, denouncing them as having little value as soldiers. Most of the 12,950 nationalized militiamen lacked their own arms so the war department had to provide nearly two-thirds of them with guns.

This army of the Constitution, as it became known, approximated in size the continental troops Washington had led during the Revolution. The rebels, whom Federalists characterized as the enemies of order, numbered around seven thousand. When the federalized troops, headed at first by Washington himself and then by General “Light Horse Harry” Lee, in October marched on the rebel counties, the opposition melted away because it realized that even with a motley army, the central government had guns and power. Although rebel resentment still festered, the president then released the citizen-soldiers from duty. They had performed about as the framers of the Second Amendment assumed a regulated militia would, as a constabulary to maintain law and order for the establishment. Accordingly, ardent Federalists such as Alexander Hamilton praised the government’s energy in putting down armed anarchism.

The outcome of the Whiskey Rebellion had a number of ramifications. It demonstrated the determination of the federal government to maintain the Union and its willingness to use its power on the frontier. It revealed again, as in the Shays uprising, the establishment’s lack of respect for the idea that dissatisfied citizens could keep firearms and use them against the will of the government even if the insurgents considered the regime tyrannical. In addition, the rebellion exposed the weakness of counting on untrained, compulsory militias as a meaningful national strike force in a crisis while raising the value of select militias as constabularies.

A month after the rebellion’s suppression, Knox underscored the defects of the universal militia concept. He reported that fewer than a third of the half million of the nation’s militiamen owned arms as the 1792 law required. Since the militia act provided no means for enforcing the self-arming of citizen-soldiers, he recommended creation of “a limited, but select, and efficient corps of militia.” Since neither most citizens nor the government could afford arms for the legislated compulsory militia, the federal government did not provide for organized training of militias. Thus, the citizen-arming requirement Congress had legislated never became effective.
Three years after suppression of the whiskey rebels, as President John Adams faced a crisis with France that led to the Quasi-War, national control over firearms for security again became a concern. The arsenals had not yet become fully functional and could not meet anticipated military need. In May 1797 and April 1798, therefore, Congress once more prohibited the export of firearms. It also appropriated eight hundred thousand dollars for the purchase of arms and ammunition and one hundred thousand dollars for work in the armories. The war department contracted with private craftsmen, such as Simeon North and Eli Whitney in Connecticut, for arms. They and the few other gunsmiths available could produce firearms only on a handicraft basis. So the government still had to rely largely on foreign manufacturers for the arms it desired.

Then, in February 1799, new federal taxes for the government’s war program aroused a widespread discontent that came to a head in Pennsylvania. German farmers led by John Fries, a Bucks County auctioneer who had commanded a company of militia during the Revolution and in the whiskey uprising, armed themselves with long guns and swords, harassed tax collectors, and rioted. On March 12 Adams proclaimed them rebels who had committed treason. He asked the governor to order militia into the disaffected counties. To assure compliance, Adams sent five hundred army regulars to assist local authorities in hunting down Fries and his followers.

Most accounts indicate that in crushing the farmers and capturing Fries, the soldiers and militia acted with unnecessary brutality. “And now,” a Republican opponent of the administration commented, “we see the effects of a standing army in time of peace.” Adams later recalled that the public reacted as though the army were “a ferocious wild beast let loose upon the nation to devour it.”

Again, the federal government had to bolster local militias and again it showed no regard for a personal right to use arms in a challenge to its authority.

Yet a number of America’s early jurists linked citizen arms-keeping with liberty. Look for instance at the words, expressed in 1803, of St. George Tucker, often called the American Blackstone. “Wherever standing armies are kept up, and the right of the people to keep and bear arms is, under any colour or pretext whatsoever, prohibited, liberty, if not already annihilated, is on the brink of destruction.”

Regardless of such sentiment, the federal government pursued its goal of attaining a reliable source of weapons for its armed forces, for their use in national defense, and for its own security against armed malcontents. It stepped up the effort when, with the invention of percussion powder in 1807, firearms improved in durability and ease of use. The next year Congress began devoting
a large portion of the budget for acquiring firearms. It also enacted legislation permitting the federal government to distribute arms and equipment annually to state militias, thereby eliminating the need for citizens in the compulsory militias to pay for their own guns. Some of the militias now took the name National Guard, a term based on the French revolutionary garde nationale.

At this time, too, as the nation started industrializing, arms makers began advancing beyond handicraft production. The government encouraged them to do so, often financing experimentation in the armories for the manufacture of solid, easily repaired small arms with uniform, and hopefully interchangeable, parts. Private manufacturers benefited from innovations in the armories as well as from federal financial assistance, usually in the form of long-term contracts and mass purchases of firearms.

The quest for quality in large-scale home production of arms became pressing as clashes with Great Britain over issues such as the impressment of American seamen pointed to possible war. Nonetheless, the government frequently did not take advantage of the innovation it fostered. For example, early in 1811 John H. Hall, a cabinetmaker from Portland, Maine, patented an improved breech-loading rifle based on similar foreign designs. Although the government had use for such a weapon, it moved slowly in adopting it. American soldiers, therefore, did not use breechloaders in the War of 1812. Later, the Hall breech-loader, which he demonstrated could be made with interchangeable parts, became popular in a number of volunteer state militias.9

As in the Revolutionary War, America’s militias performed badly in this second conflict with Britain, and for a number of reasons. Most soldiers of the compulsory militias lacked training in the use of muskets. In addition, state governors refused to abide by the terms of the Uniform Militia Act. They would not allow their militias to serve outside the home state or could not compel them to do so. Citizens avoided militia duty in large numbers. In most states the militia as an institution deteriorated so badly as to be practically useless in war. When the federal government considered conscription, New England opponents such as Daniel Webster perceived the effort as trying to raise “a standing army out of the militia by draft.” Later, the antiwar delegates at the Hartford Convention denounced as constitutionally illegal any resort “to forcible drafts, conscriptions, or impressments.”10

Meanwhile, in an effort to lure recruits, the federal government used bounties, cash, land, or whatever would produce fighting men. These practices initially did not work well because the strategy of rushing a hastily mobilized citizenry into battle against trained troops, which had always been chancy, had
become obsolete. For instance, Andrew Jackson, the war’s most noted general, had complained in 1812 that the behavior of Ohio and Kentucky militias “has tarnished the reputation of their state” and more than two years later that a detachment of the Kentucky militia “ingloriously fled before the Enemy.”

Thereafter, more and more of the nation’s leaders questioned reliance on citizen-soldiers for national security against a foreign foe. Postwar militia officers shared this skepticism. They complained frequently of the citizen-soldiers’ misuse of the guns provided them. One officer in Virginia reported that “some of the public arms are in the hands of men who are not on the rolls of the Militia; others are transferred from one individual to another as private property, and in many instances are carried out of the state.”

While in the postwar years the compulsory militia declined, dueling became increasingly distasteful to many Americans. Opponents of dueling organized one of the first movements to agitate for banishing a specific, personal use of firearms.

Colonists had brought dueling from western Europe, where it had developed from the medieval trial by combat. Men of status had long favored swords as weapons for one-on-one combat, but in the seventeenth century pistols supplanted them. Thereafter, gunsmiths competed in producing refinements that increased the firepower of their dueling guns. In Europe, custom required antagonists to have equal social standing. In America, individuals on various levels of the social scale fought duels even though colonial authorities often opposed such combat on religious and moral grounds. Pennsylvania legislators decreed a punishment of jail and hard labor for those who dueled. Benjamin Franklin condemned the duel as a trial wherein a man sets himself up as judge and attempts to be the executioner. Thomas Paine and Thomas Jefferson advocated the death penalty for such combat. Still, during the Revolution dueling gained an enlarged following, particularly among army officers.

In subsequent years planters, lawyers, newspaper editors, saloon keepers, militia and regular army officers, and politicians fought duels as though an affirmation of manhood. Much of the gentry, newspaper and periodical editors, and state dignitaries such as Jefferson Davis of Mississippi opposed the practice. In many communities, antidueling societies tried to counter the ritual. Although restricted to a minority of gun keepers, dueling aroused pro and con passions similar to those that would arise later over gun keeping.

Among states that by law prohibited dueling, some prescribed jail for violators, disqualified them from holding office, or threatened anyone who killed another in a duel with prosecution for murder. Because men of influence up-
held such combat as part of a code of honor, the laws did not have much effect. In the South where men regularly went armed, gentlemen had a penchant for the code duello and ostensibly stood “prepared at all times to turn a minor altercation into killing.” They often associated dueling with upward social mobility and concepts of manhood.\textsuperscript{15} Regardless of law, many office-seekers believed they had to demonstrate their virility and worthiness in combat by gun. Furthermore, in states that forbade duels, legislators often pardoned survivors.\textsuperscript{16}

The nation’s most noted duel took place in Weehawken, New Jersey, on July 11, 1804, between Vice President Aaron Burr and Alexander Hamilton over an alleged insult. Although Hamilton detested such combat, under pressure he accepted a challenge from Burr, who killed him. Hamilton’s death produced a revulsion against dueling throughout the North. Crowds gathered before Burr’s home, chanting

\begin{quote}
Oh Burr, Oh Burr, what hast thou done,
Thou hast shooted dead great Hamilton!
You hid behind a bunch of thistle,
And shoted him dead with a great hoss pistol\textsuperscript{17}
\end{quote}

New Jersey authorities charged Burr with murder. In the next year the general assembly of the Presbyterian Church denounced “the unhappy prevalence of Duelling in the United States” and urged its abolition by law. The Reverend Lyman Beecher preached on this theme, condemning dueling as “a great national sin” and “a wide spreading contagion,” and the shooters as murderers. He characterized them as comprising a minority whose opinion politicians “deemed of far greater consequence, than the opinion and feelings of the great mass of the people.” If the majority used the ballot against pro duel politicians, he maintained, “the practice of fighting duels will speedily cease.”\textsuperscript{18}

Neither this advice nor the public uproar ended dueling, even among men of prominence such as Andrew Jackson. He had the reputation of a sharpshooter with a remarkable record of survival in combat on the field of honor. He fought the best known of his duels over a betting debt and a reputed slandering of his wife, Rachel, against Charles Dickinson, a young lawyer and another expert marksman. Locals in Nashville, Tennessee, treated their confrontation as a sporting event, making bets on its outcome. When the two men met in combat on May 30, 1806, Dickinson’s bullet struck first, breaking two
of Jackson’s ribs. Jackson then aimed, misfired, recocked his pistol, aimed again, and killed Dickinson.

Dickinson’s friends and others called the shooting a murder—“a brutal, cold-blooded killing.” For a time, the affair harmed Jackson, marking him as “a fearful, violent, vengeful man.”19 People in western Tennessee treated him as an outcast. In the long run though, this episode did not, as in Burr’s case, destroy Jackson’s career, “tarnish his warlike fame among his admirers,” or end his willingness to duel.20 Eleven years later he challenged General Winfield Scott to single combat but that officer declined, saying neither man had need to prove his honor or courage.

In 1835 John Randolph of Virginia, who in the House of Representatives led the opposition to John Quincy Adams’s administration, insulted Secretary of State Henry Clay. Even though a decade earlier Clay had renounced the code of honor, he burned with rage and challenged Randolph to a duel. When on May 31 of the next year they exchanged shots, neither man suffered injury. Since each had denounced dueling out of principle, contemporaries as well as historians regarded this contest as ludicrous.

Nonetheless, specialists taught gentlemen the use of dueling pistols, people visited some fields of death as tourist attractions, and others defended the duel as the mark of a vigorous culture. Louis T. Wigfall, a senator from Texas, claimed it improved society because it “engendered courtesy of speech and demeanor . . . and as a preservative of the domestic relations it was without an equal.”21 In 1838 John Lyde Wilson, a former governor of South Carolina, published a pamphlet detailing civilized procedure for dueling, which was reprinted many times.

Europeans described American duelists as barbarous because, in comparison to their own combatants, they shot to kill rather than just to satisfy honor. This ferocity took place mostly in frontier areas where duels often resembled brawls, with contestants substituting revolvers, rifles, or shotguns for pistols. Dubiously, some writers characterized these contests as reflecting values of a developing society where men of status, or those seeking it, used firearms rather than reputedly inadequate laws to settle grievances.

At the same time, Whig political leaders—who assailed lynching, corporal punishment, child and animal abuse, drunkenness, warfare, and various forms of civil violence, legal and illegal—viewed the practice differently.22 They damned dueling not only as immoral but also as a form of assassination. Their politicking turned public sentiment against the deadly ritual and produced some effective legislation, as in 1838 when the District of Columbia outlawed
dueling. Thereafter, most states banned the practice with laws that amounted to a narrow form of gun regulation.

Reliable statistics on how many duels Americans fought, the number of casualties they produced, and how effectively antidueling laws worked, are sparse or nonexistent. Diehards kept dueling alive illicitly for years after most states had outlawed it. This underground shooting galvanized protests from antidueling groups, many of which extended their opposition to other kinds of gun violence with demands for restrictions on gun bearing.

Meanwhile, concerns over national security generated improvements in the manufacture of firearms. By 1820 the disorganized collection of gun craftsmen at the Springfield armory had become transformed into a body of disciplined industrial workers who produced quality weapons. They used techniques that included replacing hand power with machines, the use of single-purpose machine tools, and substituting individually crafted parts with some that were interchangeable. These methods, with emphasis on mechanization, came in time to be known as the American system of manufactures. A decade later, private manufacturers began producing more muskets, rifles, and revolvers than the military needed. Contracts with the government for military weapons declined. To dispose of their surplus small arms, gunmakers turned to the civilian market. The government helped them by encouraging citizens to buy guns. Private possession of firearms, which had risen slowly until the early thirties, began increasing markedly.

This growth corresponded also with the appearance of a new breed of patent-arms makers. They benefited from three decades of government-sponsored technology that allowed them to produce firearms of uniform quality for the public as well as for the military. In a number of industries incipient mass production reduced costs and lowered prices but not much in the manufacture of firearms. Even as arms making became mechanized, the production of small firearms still required individual skill. Gunsmiths who had it commanded high pay. Manufacturers passed on the costs to the enlarging pool of civilian purchasers. Except for excluded groups such as blacks, Americans who could pay the hefty prices for firearms and had the desire and time to learn shooting skills could purchase guns for personal gratification with no discernible hindrance.

In Britain, in contrast, the civilian demand for guns appeared insufficient to warrant capital-intensive, mechanized production. So, rival firearms industry continued to rely on handicraft production. At the same time, the British government followed its old practice of selective gun regulation while seeking to add broader restraints. In 1819, as part of six laws to control internal security,
Parliament had passed the seizure of arms act authorizing justices of the peace to confiscate guns that revolutionaries might use. Twelve years later a member of Parliament introduced a bill that would have affected all citizens. It would have prohibited individuals from carrying a loaded gun in public places, but the bill did not become law. Other European countries also looked closely at forms of gun control. France’s Louis Philippe, for example, in May 1834 proscribed private ownership of military firearms with up to two years’ imprisonment for violation of the law.

In the United States as population grew and became more diverse, old-line, white Protestants came to dislike the idea of arming strange, immigrant males, such as Irish Catholic youths, in draft militias and training them to shoot. As did their forefathers, the Anglo nativists deplored placing guns in the hands of inappropriate people. They disguised their desire for selective gun regulation by joining those who scorned militia levies as impractical.

Militias that survived, as in New York and Massachusetts, did so by dropping compulsory drafts and relying on volunteers. These reconstituted militias functioned as upper-class social clubs where members who had the time and money could shoot for recreation. In this manner, class-conscious militia leaders had some control over weapons and avoided giving firearms and training to unsuitable people called into service as citizen-soldiers. Most other states and municipalities followed this practice of forming elite militia companies.

Still, authorities continued to pay lip service to the concept of the universal militia. This abstraction, unsupported by warm bodies, could not provide the federal government with a reliable source of soldiers. Increasingly, the government depended on an armed force with a professional core augmented by the select volunteer militias when needed. By 1830 the federal government was furnishing by far most of the muskets and their accoutrements for what remained of the enrolled militias. Few of these citizen-soldiers, or only about 31 percent, used the arms.26

The notion of the conscript citizen-soldier remained alive, however, mainly because of the influence of militia officers and politicians wedded to the concept. Justice Joseph Story of the Supreme Court, writing in 1833 in words used by George Washington, exemplified this traditional sentiment. Story stated that “the right of the citizens to keep, and bear arms, has justly been considered the palladium of the liberties of a republic” because it checked the “usurpation and arbitrary power of rulers.”27 Jackson, who knew the failings of the militia firsthand, as president found it politically expedient to cater to that sentiment by speaking of the militia as the bulwark of national defense and praising the
patriotism of citizen-soldiers. He also appealed several times to Congress to do something to improve the militia system. In one instance, he said the problem "illustrated the importance of an increase in the rank and file of the Regular Army" because "the defects in our present militia system are every day more apparent."28

For this and other reasons, the rationale for a citizen’s private gun-bearing as a member of a militia virtually disappeared. In mounting numbers, Americans also continued to acquire firearms for personal reasons, as for sport in shooting matches and hunting. These activities appealed especially to members of the upwardly mobile middle class who, in their eagerness to acquire social status, frequently aped the doings of the mother country’s nobility. In Britain, sport shooting had increased in popularity with the upper classes along with improvements in the safety of the flintlock rifle, which had had a tendency to explode. The enthusiasm for shooting became such that some gentlemen “dedicated their lives to the sport.”29

The snobbery of the ritualized hunt transferred to those Americans who could afford the guns, the horses, and the other expensive accoutrements. New, elite sporting magazines, such as John Stuart Skinner’s *American Turf Register and Sporting Magazine* (1829) and William T. Porter’s *Spirit of the Times* (1831), fashioned after those in Britain, associated sport shooting with the qualities British nobility allegedly possessed. The writers praised hunting because supposedly it distinguished ordinary men from gentlemen. The journals focused also on male bonding, depicted guns as objects of affection, and advanced the idea that “our rifles and our liberties are synonymous.”30

The lower classes did not think in these terms. Despite the greater availability of firearms, most ordinary Americans still could not afford rifles. For them, as for commoners in Britain, ownership of firearms still rated as a luxury.31 Even so, immigrants such as the Irish, whom the elite despised and who served as volunteer firemen in cities, possessed firearms for use in target companies. Formed first around 1830 in New York communities, these companies practiced marksmanship. They differed from the elite target-shooting clubs founded a decade earlier but not just because of class. The new clubs had larger popular followings and devoted themselves more often to musketry practice than did the elite clubs.

German immigrants, also starting in New York, established different shooting clubs, similar to those they had known in their homeland. Members wore uniforms, marched in military style with firearms, practiced marksmanship as
recreation, ate heartily, drank beer, and caroused with women. These societies flourished in every eastern coastal city with a significant German population.

The heyday of these shooting clubs coincided with a rising use of guns in crime and other acts of violence. An attempted assassination brought such gun violence to the attention of the whole nation. On January 30, 1835, as Jackson left the chamber of the House of Representatives, Richard Lawrence, a young, unemployed house painter, from a distance of six feet aimed and triggered two pistols, one after the other, at him. Both misfired. "Boiling with rage," the president lunged at Lawrence and tried to club him. In April, a court ruled Lawrence insane and committed him to an asylum. Although upsetting to many Americans, this first attempt to assassinate a president appeared to have little impact on the spread of personal firearms ownership.

The shooting did add to the perception of the United States as an agricultural society with moving frontiers that bred a gun subculture. The federal government contributed to this nurturing with a system of Indian trading posts in frontier areas. With the posts, until 1822 when they closed, it continued the colonial practice of providing Native Americans with guns in exchange for furs and hides.32 Theoretically, the government supplied the arms so the Indians could hunt game for a livelihood. Also, the system helped it exercise some control over the trafficking in firearms with Indians, which otherwise would have no discernible regulation. In the West as in the East, most Indians used their guns in intertribal warfare rather than for hunting. Indians of the eastern forests had trapped animals for fur, and those living on the Great Plains rarely used guns to hunt buffalo or other large game.33

The federal government revived the trading system in 1834 with the Indian Intercourse Act. Under it, persons licensed by the government sold guns and ammunition to Native Americans.34 These agents tended to place their authority to monitor gun sales well behind their desire to profit from them. Some Plains Indians desired discriminating federal restraints on the arms trading. They wished to prevent firearms from falling into the hands of enemies, such as the Sioux nations. The Sioux in turn did not like to see guns and ammunition supplied to enemy Cheyenne.35

On the frontiers, white citizens who could afford firearms continued to have access to them without meaningful restraint. Imaginative chroniclers would write later of these Americans as carrying firearms everywhere—into the fields where they worked, to the marketplace, and even to church. In one prominent portrayal of frontier life, "men lived with rifles in their hands, ready to mount and ride" against murderous Indians. "A man often stood guard with a rifle
while another milked the cow or plowed the field. . . . It was as unusual to see a man without a rifle at that time as one without a hat today. And it always had to be loaded and ready.” The rifle, this historian maintained, “was the very center of frontier life.” The gun was “actually man’s best friend, and a boy early learned to use it.” In the real life of grubbing for a livelihood, however, mainly westward-moving migrants routinely carried rifles and other guns.

Writers such as James Fenimore Cooper, America’s first major novelist, bestowed heroic qualities on frontier folk. They praised Daniel Boone, the legendary hunter and trapper, as an Indian fighter and militia captain. They exalted the pioneer farmer but also frequently “the figure of the hunter” as shooter. They described his attachment to his rifle as “love with a passion almost comparable to his love of a woman.”

This view of firearms did not carry over to Americans who had taken to small, easily concealed handguns in increasing numbers. Nor did social critics perceive a need to love guns. Instead, they expressed concern over “the alarming frequency of bloody affrays attended with fatal results” emanating from such hidden gun-toting. As one of them commented, “This cowardly and disgraceful practice, if it is really unconstitutional to restrain by law, ought to be discountenanced by all persons who are actuated by proper feelings of humanity or a just regard for the dictates of religion.” He urged control legislation, asserting “the courts and juries may do much, if they will set their faces against it.” They could, he maintained, stem the gun violence “without either violating the constitution, or overstepping any legal principle.”

These concerns, along with the increase in gun violence, produced the first efforts to place some kind of limits on the freedom of individuals to use firearms beyond those imposed on blacks, Indians, and other minority peoples. Most states enacted legislation prohibiting even proper citizens from carrying concealed weapons on the assumption that they inflicted more harm than did displayed guns.

Disliking this mild prohibition, gun keepers protested. They contended that local authorities could not deprive them of free use of their firearms. As citizens, they had a constitutional right to arm and protect themselves as they saw fit. Whereas some state courts agreed with them, others differed. Most courts accepted the right of states to impose narrow restrictions on gun use that applied to all citizens as well as to maintain the older controls imposed on proscribed people. These state-court decisions held that the Bill of Rights, in the matter of arms keeping, limited only the authority of the federal government.

Only once did a court overturn state legislation that restrained weapons own-
ership beyond the previous selective limitations. In *Bliss v. Commonwealth*, 12 Ky. (2 Litt) 90 (1822), Kentucky’s supreme court ruled that regulation of concealed weapons, in this instance a sword cane, violated the state’s militia amendment that granted individuals a right to bear arms. In response, the legislature modified the state constitution to allow such control. Thereafter, court after court ruled in keeping with the logic expressed by Tennessee’s high court in *Aymette v. the State*, 21 Tenn. (2 Hum.) 154 (1840)—that the Constitution did not confer the right to keep concealed arms for personal protection.39
In the formative years of the Republic, tolerance for gun keeping, when combined with the practical limitations of enforcing state and local firearms regulations, translated often into casual law enforcement. Where authorities had public backing and the desire to monitor compliance with restrictions, they lacked the resources necessary to perform gun supervision duties. Under these conditions even laws prohibiting proscribed groups from having firearms often did not work.

In most parts of the country, responsibility for carrying out local ordinances and maintaining order fell to sheriffs in counties and constables and night watchmen in cities and towns. In large emergencies, *posse comitatus*, militia companies, or even vigilantes assumed the task. The official law-keepers were often volunteers who sometimes received pay or who, as a civic duty, served without remuneration. Some citizens found the task so distasteful or dangerous that even when they were desperately needed or faced possible conscription they evaded the obligation. As protectors of public safety against robberies and violent crime, these part-time guardians of law had marked deficiencies, such as being armed usually only with a club.

Sometimes, in special circumstances as in New York in 1801, the policing agents could carry guns. Faced with frequent jail breaks, authorities there equipped a special squad of watchmen with firearms to guard the penitentiary at night.¹ Cities that rose to the west resorted to part-time constabularies, usually without guns. Pittsburgh in 1804 responded to a rash of burglaries with a temporary patrol, whereas in the next year Cincinnati required all voters to serve in a night watch it established.²

A number of southern communities allowed their law keepers to carry guns on a regular basis, primarily to keep slave populations in line. In 1805 New Or-
leans initiated a military-style police, called city guards, who wore uniforms, carried firearms, and received wages rather than fees or performed compulsory, unpaid service as in some northern cities. Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, and Richmond adopted similar law enforcement practices. In contrast to northern cities, southern communities hired armed police primarily to keep black slaves under surveillance and to prevent them and other presumed dangerous people from acquiring guns.

Whether north or south, as much else in the United States, law enforcement practices corresponded to those in the mother country. In both countries, urban taxpayers regarded full-time, armed police forces as too expensive and as smacking of standing armies. In New York City in 1811 Charles Christian, a longtime magistrate, advised a change in policing procedure. He described the population as “increasing beyond all precedent” and the city as a place where “depredators merge in mass, and spoliate in secret and safety.” That situation, he believed, required “that there should be established, as soon as possible, as complete a system of preventive Police for this city as our laws will admit of.”

That did not happen at this time in New York. In Great Britain an apparent spurt in urban crime and other disorders, along with the political skills of Home Secretary Sir Robert Peel, similar concerns brought notable changes in urban law enforcement. In April 1829 in introducing a request for professional law-keeping in London, Peel told the House of Commons, “It is no longer possible to leave all the responsibility in connection with the detection of offenders, or the prevention of crimes, in the hands of the parochial authorities.”

Peel’s Metropolitan Police Bill, establishing Britain’s day-and-night police force responsible directly to the Home Secretary, passed its first reading in Parliament in June. In September, after it became law, newly hired officers replaced the constables and watchmen and started patrolling London’s streets. To avoid a backlash from those who regarded the full-time department as a wedge for a standing army, Peel took pains to ensure that the men in it did not look like soldiers. In contrast to the brightly clad men in the military, the new police wore drab, blue uniforms without decoration and wielded mainly clubs. Those with the rank of inspector or above could carry a pistol. Still, the authorities organized the force hierarchically, allowed it to practice military discipline as in parade-ground drill, and for years former soldiers filled its command structure.

A more important feature in the London force was the theory behind its formation. It corresponded to Christian’s earlier recommendation for New York. Previously, those entrusted with enforcing law sought to catch violators when they committed a crime and hold them for punishment. Peel’s depart-
ment had instructions to prevent crime or disorder rather than just to catch lawbreakers after the fact. It came into being as the first large department organized on that principle. This prevention mission led to greater day-and-night surveillance of the lives of the citizenry, some of whom grumbled over loss of personal liberty. In all, though, police intrusion into personal privilege amounted to a trade-off. Individuals lost a bit of their freedom of movement while society as a whole gained more security than in the past.

In the United States, most towns and cities continued to rely on part-time sentinels to maintain order and to enforce regulations against public nuisances and dangerous practices such as discharging guns in public places and storing gunpowder. Fear of explosion, fire, and destruction of large sections of cities made the production, storage, and sale of gunpowder one of the first to be policed as a matter of course. Few could defend the private right to sell or store gunpowder in the heart of America’s mushrooming cities.6

Crime, it seemed, increased in pace with the growth of cities. Concerned citizens became convinced that self-defense with private arms and reliance on part-time protection against assault, robbery, mobs, and riots had proved inadequate. No reliable data supported this assumption because statistics on crime would not be collected until the next century. Later, statistical studies would indicate that over the long run in the nineteenth century urban crime actually decreased. As in the colonial era, impression and anecdote exaggerated the extent of crime and violence.7 Nonetheless, belief became the basis for people supporting beefed-up police forces.

Municipal leaders turned to the London experience for guidance in urban policing. A number of them began using permanent police departments to provide security for person and property, particularly for the upper classes. At the same time numerous Americans could not shed their fear of police armed with guns. Even those southern cities with established paramilitary police eyed Britain’s civilian model because they found their own military types too menacing. For instance, the Louisianna Advertiser complained of the New Orleans police’s “parading the streets at noon day in all the panoply of war, ‘armed to the teeth’ [with] . . . [t]he badge of military rule, the sword belt, and the pistol, and . . . the musket and bayonet[.] And for what? To frighten freemen!”8 In 1836 New Orleans dropped the requirement for police to wear uniforms and carry firearms.

Meanwhile, marked changes in law-breaking and mayhem had led to fresh problems in policing in northern communities. Previously, thieves, street toughs, and rioters had used mainly fists, clubs, and knives in their violence. Now some of them acquired handguns, posing thereby a challenge that law
officers who were still armed mainly with clubs had difficulty meeting. This dilemma led many ordinary people who could afford firearms to buy them, sometimes for settling personal disputes but more often for self-defense as during riots. In a riot in New York City in April 1834 guns came into play because of political rivalry over an election. Whigs broke into a state arsenal, passed out rifles to cohorts, and barricaded the building. They defended the assault by contending they had acted as police auxiliaries.9

The next year, on a modest scale, Boston became the first northern city to establish a police force on the preventive principle, but it could not stop riots. In Philadelphia in 1834 and 1838 and Cincinnati in 1841 whites fired their guns supposedly to defend the urban establishment but really to keep down non-Anglo immigrants and oppressed blacks. As for the free blacks, even though they were denied open access to firearms by biased control laws, they seized them as best they could and in pitched battles fired back at rampaging whites. Blacks felt compelled to use guns for self-defense because rarely could they count on police for protection. In all, racial animosities, fear of crime, and inadequate police protection made cities a lucrative civilian market for guns regardless of cost.

For an undetermined number of Americans, the spurt in gun violence, along with the inadequacy of the few restrictive state and local laws on private arm-carrying, indicated a need for better firearms regulation. This attitude appeared in literature directed mainly to upper-class readers. In some instances the criticism went beyond crime and riot. It reflected a disdain for those who used guns for pleasure or sport, as in target shooting or hunting.

In 1843 the first book directed to juvenile readers that lavished attention on details of firearms use condemned their indiscriminate private possession. Carrying weapons, it warned, makes men “fierce in spirit, boastful, and revengeful.” It compared men with guns to little boys with sticks who were bound to hit each other with them.10 Though not widespread, such concern over arms keeping received increasing attention. For example, in State v. Buzzard, 4 Ark. 18 (1842), the Arkansas Supreme Court ruled that the sole purpose of the Second Amendment was to secure a well-regulated militia. It did not guarantee an “absolute” personal right to arms. Two years later in State v. Newsom, 27 N.C. (5 Ired.) 250, 251 (1844), the North Carolina high court held that the Second Amendment did not constrain state legislation controlling firearms, in this instance a law prohibiting free blacks from owning guns without a license.11

At this time also, in May 1844 riots that pitted white nativists, Irish immigrants, and local militia against each other swept over parts of Philadelphia. A
disdainful, upper-class witness and militia participant, Sidney George Fisher, commented in his diary that boys “scarce able to carry a musket” shot at people and killed several, while women carried weapons to rioters and cheered them. “These are strange things for Philadelphia,” Fisher added. “We have never had anything like it before, but now that firearms have been once used & become familiar to the minds of the mob, we may expect to see them employed on all occasions, and our riots in future will assume a more dangerous character.”

When the upheaval ended, with at least twenty people dead and well over one hundred injured, citizen posses armed with guns patrolled the city’s streets to keep unruly mobs in check. In July mass terror broke out again when nativists attacked a Catholic church. Authorities called in a militia unit that bombarded the church with a cannon. Irish rioters and others fought back with “musketry and cannon.” Fortunately for the troops, the rioters, using old and worn-out guns, could not shoot straight. In addition to numerous injuries, two troopers and about twenty rioters died. Despite the deadliness guns in civilian hands brought to urban life, the chief justice of Pennsylvania’s supreme court maintained that “a man has a right to keep whatever arms he pleases in his house. . . . This is a freeman’s choice.”

The recourse to guns in urban riots corresponded with their continuing use during election campaigns. In New York City in October 1844, for instance, emotionally aroused Democrats stored their small arms at party headquarters. Whig journalists then advised the faithful in their party “to go armed to every political meeting or procession which takes place.” Promptly, another writer reported, “the gun shops and hardware stores, where firearms are to be found, have had a most extraordinary increase of business.”

New York City’s violence led to renewed demands for replacement of the part-time law enforcement system with a professional police force as in London but without centralized control as in England. In responding to the pressure for reform, the state legislature authorized a reorganization of the city’s law keeping. The next year the city’s Common Council supplemented the constabulary with two hundred salaried police, a force too small to patrol the streets effectively. So the following year a newly elected council abolished the constabulary and established a full-time department. Thereafter, policing authority expanded through much of American society.

Since professional police were not numerous and rarely packed guns, even they could not contain large-scale tumults. During these upheavals, municipal authorities usually called on local militia to aid them. When properly trained, select militiamen could suppress rioting because they had firearms and knew
how to use them. And use them they did, invariably causing more bloodshed than did rioters. For this reason, among others, civilians detested the class-based militias. Consequently, these feared urban peacekeepers seldom appeared in accounts on the virtues of gun keeping.

During these years also, private manufacturers continued to benefit from improvements in the design of small arms as sponsored in the government arsenals. One entrepreneur, young Samuel Colt, a Yankee from Connecticut, applied the principle of percussion to single-action revolvers and patented the process in Europe and the United States. In 1836 he began manufacturing the new weapons, which had mostly interchangeable parts, in Paterson, New Jersey, but failed to make a profit. Four years later his company collapsed.

At the Springfield armory another gunsmith, Thomas Warner, employed the American system to fashion a musket with an advanced, reliable percussion cap that when struck sharply would explode. When the musket went into production in 1842 as the Springfield caplock, it replaced the flintlock as the infantry’s standard shoulder arm. Because it was also the first firearm with fully interchangeable parts produced in large quantities at the two national armories, it marked something of a technical watershed.17

These improvements came as the United States and Mexico plunged toward hostilities. James K. Polk had come to the presidency with a faith in the value of the militia based on a misreading of the past. In December 1845 he told Congress the nation must rely mainly on its citizen-soldiers “who will be ever ready . . . to rush with alacrity, at the call of their country.” Yet with the declaration of war against Mexico on May 13, 1846, neither the small regular army, deployed and equipped mainly for Indian-fighting, nor the depleted traditional militias could meet the need for trained military shooters. In December, therefore, he asked Congress, “in order to prosecute the war with vigor and success,” for prompt authority to increase the regular army.18

Polk could not muster troops immediately by recruiting from the compulsory militia because it was vanishing or by enlarging the regular army through conscription because of bitter political opposition to such a course. So he called for volunteers to fight as part of a national force. Congress authorized fifty thousand volunteers, with allotments for each state, to serve either for a year or for the duration of the war. The eligible citizenry responded to the call in overwhelming numbers. In Tennessee, which had a quota of three thousand soldiers, more than thirty thousand volunteered. Thousands of shooting-club members, as well as men in special militias familiar with small arms, joined the new army.
The federal armories lacked the capacity to arm these quickly mobilized troops while trying also to meet demands for ammunition and artillery. The government therefore turned to importers and private gun-makers such as Eliphalet Remington II and Colt, offering them contracts for small arms for which they frequently lobbied. In the previous year the army had purchased 150 Colt pistols and carbines. After the war had started, officers under “Old Rough-and-Ready” Zachary Taylor, the general in command of the army that invaded Mexico overland, asked for more of Colt’s patented firearms. So, on January 4, 1847, the secretary of war granted Colt a contract for one thousand revolvers with “parts sufficiently uniform to be interchanged with slight or no refitting.”

Lacking the time, capital, and production skills necessary to execute those terms on his own, Colt subcontracted with Eli Whitney Jr. With Whitney’s help, Colt made his first profit from handguns and then went into business on his own. With government financial assistance, innovative technology, and an amplified American system, other manufacturers also turned out firearms in quantity for the troops and profited.

During the course of the war, Colt learned something else about profit from the making of guns. About 50 percent of his production failed to meet government standards. He sold the rejected revolvers to civilians. They willingly paid a higher price for them than the war department would offer for first-rate weapons. He wrote at the time that “private orders for my pistols are very large” and that he was anxious “to get the government work off as fast as possible” to meet those orders.

The fighters for whom the new arms were intended brought with them problems similar to those of the citizen-soldiers in America’s earlier wars. The new recruits usually lacked discipline, defied their officers, plundered civilians, and raped women. As the journal *Niles Register* commented, “The graceless and lawless spirits, being the most difficult to control, join the ranks and carry with them their lawless propensities, as a matter of course.” About six months later General Winfield Scott noted that almost daily reports reached Washington that “the wild volunteers . . . committed, with impunity, all sorts of atrocities on the persons and properties of Mexicans.” With undisguised but not always justified bias, the regulars characterized these volunteers as virtually useless as soldiers.

Despite these problems, the president did not change his attitude toward militia and volunteers. After the decisive American victory, he even relied on the myths of wholesale gun-keeping and American uniqueness to praise them. “Our citizen-soldiers are unlike those drawn from the population of any other...
country,” he stated. “They are armed, and have been accustomed from their youth to handle and use firearms, and a large portion of them, especially in the Western and more newly settled states, are expert marksmen.”

Also after the war ended, firearms manufacturers benefited from a surge of popular interest in guns. It enabled manufacturers such as Colt, Sharps, Remington, Robbins and Lawrence, Smith & Wesson, and Winchester to improve the quality of their small arms, expand production, and lower prices. Private users who could afford the guns purchased them on an unprecedented scale.

One social critic linked the gun-buying spree to the war and crime. He commented that the war gave fresh impetus to lawlessness and caused a drop in the valuing of human life. When the volunteers returned home, he wrote, “crimes of violence and blood visibly increased. The revolver had become a cheaper and handier weapon.”

Colt, the prime maker of the revolver, traveled across America and Europe demonstrating it and drumming up sales for his guns. Since his revolvers had little or no value for hunting and in war only officers carried them, they became weapons prized primarily for use in violent close-quarters situations. Shooters valued them because they fired several rounds quickly, overcame the need for shooting skill, and cost less than comparable guns produced by competitors. As Colt’s revolver came “within the reach of the poor as well as the rich,” it became notably popular on the western frontier. Users there allegedly coined aphorisms such as “Colt found the pistol a single-shooter and left it a six-shooter” or “God created men; Colonel Colt made them equal.” In El Paso one gun lover wrote, “I would as soon go out into the street without my pants as without my Colt.”

Despite the hyperbole in this comment, it did indicate that handguns, now produced in quantity, had become a more important feature of American life than in the past. The arms industry’s mechanized manufacturing contributed to this change. American firms produced weapons that not only replaced reliance of civilians on craft gun-makers but also relieved the United States from dependence on arms made in other countries such as Britain. Much more than Americans, the British remained wedded largely to handcrafted weapons. The American industry, with a secure home market, patented firearms, and machine production, forged ahead to lead the world in the manufacture of guns. In 1851 at the Great Exhibition in London, American firearms won medals for design and quality of construction.

Among the firearms entrepreneurs, Colt stood out as the most successful in designing handguns specifically for civilians. In 1855 he built the largest private
armory in the world, allowing him to fill foreign as well as domestic contracts for his weapons. During the Crimean War, for instance, British, Turkish, and Russian officers wore his revolvers, but more for personal reasons than for combat. When he died seven years later, he “had made and sold almost one million guns, a first in the history of American manufacturing.”

The easier civilian access to firearms such as Colt’s revolver, along with the tradition that individuals could keep them for any purpose they desired without significant restraints, affected state and local regulatory laws. The denial of firearms to people deemed unfit to have them no longer worked as well as legislators intended. As more people acquired guns, the few narrowly focused restraints became increasingly difficult to enforce. Still, the restrictions designed to keep the dangerous classes disarmed operated with more effect than laws aimed directly at gun-toting, upper-class whites. Consequently, state and local officials continued to impose the special controls and some lower courts approved them. In all, the robust firearms industry, middle-class men who hunted or shot for sport, and lower-class males who aped them created, as the scholarship of Michael Bellesiles has shown, “for the first time a gun subculture.”

As could be expected in these circumstances, the expansion in the number of civilian gun-keepers also complicated the maintaining of law, order, and public tranquillity in both town and country. Even New York City’s professionalized police continued having difficulty dealing with aroused mobs. The city’s most troubling postwar upheaval developed out of animosities between Anglophobes and Anglophiles that rabble-rousers such as the writer Edward Z. C. Judson, better known as Ned Buntline, compounded.

At the height of the tension on May 10, 1849, British tragedian William Macready performed at the Astor Place opera house guarded by about two hundred police and three hundred militiamen. Some twenty thousand people gathered outside, rioted, and showered the protectors with bricks and paving stones, injuring fifty volunteer citizen-soldiers. The militia fired warning shots over the rioters’ heads but failed to stop them. The troopers then pumped live ammunition into the crowd, killing twenty-two people and wounding many more.

Those who disliked deploying citizen-soldiers as an elite constabulary denounced this use of firearms to cut down unarmed citizens as though a first-time event. Actually, the militia behaved in line with precedents set in England, in the colonies, and in tumults such as the Shays uprising.

Rioters made the policing of cities difficult but so did the activities of popular, raucous, lowbrow, urban clubs associated with volunteer fire-fighting that sponsored shooting at targets as sport. According to a careful estimate, mem-
bership in New York target companies in 1850 had come to number ten thousand. Their drinking, gun blasting, and rowdiness on excursions aroused complaints from those who lived near the contest grounds. Later, the city’s police commission recommended outlawing the excursions but the targeters had enough political clout to defeat legislation that would have curbed their shooting and prevented them from parading with arms. Municipal authorities tried to cope with the disturbances with ordinances prohibiting individuals from carrying concealed weapons. These laws frequently flopped.

Failure continued also to dog laws requiring service in traditional militias. Evasion had become so widespread that by midcentury most states had abolished such duty, but they maintained their volunteer militias. As in the Astor Place confrontation, these militias suppressed riots and coped with other public tumults as though extensions of police forces. Most small towns had at least one volunteer company whereas large cities had a dozen or more. Because state officials viewed these units as the most reliable military forces available to them, they readily incorporated them into their National Guard establishment to maintain order on a larger scale.

The popular attitude toward police provided another reason why state and local establishments valued volunteer militias. Much of the citizenry still held to the tradition of viewing any large, well-armed constabulary as a potential instrument of tyranny. In most cities those who governed still hesitated to allow the men entrusted with law enforcement to carry guns—at least officially. City fathers who desired decentralized police forces controlled by civilians still objected to uniforms or military attitudes.

Furthermore, despite their desire for order in the cities, upper-class Americans often distrusted and looked down on the police because they were usually recruited from the lower levels of society. The elite viewed more kindly the militia companies filled with middle-class males who usually were better armed than police and kept their guns in better working condition than had compulsory militiamen. Consequently, in the 1850s most police departments outside the South remained small and not yet legally armed with guns. Six cities had uniformed police and only a few had armed constabularies. In large cities, though, authorities stepped up adoption of professional police departments along with full-time fire departments.

As newspapers played up stories on crimes of violence, these hires seemed necessary. In New York City in summer 1852 homicides rose markedly, increasing the citizenry’s fear of venturing onto the streets after dark. The next year the mayor reacted by ordering police, who wore only badges to indicate their
status, into uniforms. With uniforms, the Evening Post editorialized, police were more likely to “watch society, and society will watch them.”

Two years later police in St. Louis could not prevent mob violence. Not even militia with firearms could cope with it. So, mainstream citizens made a run on gun stores. Despite such difficulties, most cities continued to professionalize their police departments, as did Philadelphia the next year. The following year New Orleans reuniformed its police and attempted to reduce gun violence by prohibiting its people to carry concealed weapons.

Permanent police departments tended to enhance security for many urbanites, but they also brought problems. Police frequently became instruments of political factions, abused their power, and incurred public disdain. When city fathers believed they would be less brutal if they did not have firearms, officers armed themselves anyway with pocket revolvers. Some municipal authorities turned a blind eye to this practice.

The debate over whether or not police should officially carry guns beyond emergency situations became heated in New York City when gangs of street toughs using revolvers instigated a rash of robberies. A prominent attorney, George Templeton Strong, noted, “An epidemic of crime this winter [1856–7]. . . . Most of my friends are investing in revolvers and carry them about at night, and if I expect to have to do a great deal of late night street-walking of Broadway, I think I should make the like provision; though it’s a very bad practice carrying concealed weapons.”

In light of this gun violence and because three officers armed only with billy clubs had been recently murdered, the chief of police asked the police commissioners for authority to arm “ten prudent and discreet patrolmen with revolvers.” He believed that this firepower might help his small force in dealing with the crime. Critics contended that the mere knowledge of a few police being armed with revolvers “will invest them with much greater terror than they now possess.” Moreover, they perceived “the danger of placing deadly weapons in the hands of men who may use them with impunity at their own discretion, is too great to be lightly incurred; and it is only as the choice of a lesser evil that such a measure could be recommended.”

Despite denial of the request, some of the police continued to pack guns anyway. The next year, when one of them killed an escaping prisoner, the shooting aroused public concern. Critics called it “a deliberate murder,” saying the police did not use pistols “in self-defence” but as “substitutes for swift feet and long arms.” These social watchdogs pointed out that police had no authority to have pistols or to violate the local law prohibiting anyone from carrying con-
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cleared weapons. They remained opposed to the official arming of police with revolvers. Later, to combat the greater evil of crime and disorder, municipal authorities allowed officers to carry their own revolvers while on duty. At the same time, beginning with Baltimore, more cities authorized their police to use firearms in emergencies.

Meanwhile, civilian gun-violence had become a feature of the controversy over slavery and states’ rights. Proslavery and antislavery militants forsook logical discussion for the gun, especially in 1856 in “Bleeding Kansas.” Foreign travelers noted the arming and the climate of fear. One of them, after visiting Missouri in May, commented that “deeds of violence were almost daily occurrences. The St. Louis papers contained advertisements, by the half-column, of rifles, revolvers, gunpowder, and lead.” For example, one ad announced, “SHOT GUNS will be sold cheap for cash.”

In this turmoil, those who wanted to keep Kansas from becoming a slave state, such as members of the Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Company, sponsored free-soil settlers and smuggled new breech-loading Sharps single-shot rifles into the territory with them. Henry Ward Beecher and other abolitionists pointed out that Northern free-soil settlers had gone there with weapons in hand to battle proslavery settlers from neighboring Missouri. These slaveholders, often called “Border Ruffians,” entered the territory with enough firearms and ammunition to fight a war. The English visitor observed one of them with a hundred pistols. Beecher, who said that at times self-defense is a religious duty, contributed twenty-five rifles and twenty-five Bibles to free-soilers. Many contemporaries then called the Sharps rifles “Beecher’s Bibles” and his Plymouth Church in Brooklyn the “Church of the Holy Rifles.”

When Senator Andrew P. Butler of South Carolina urged the disarming of the embattled factions, Charles Sumner, the antislavery senator from Massachusetts, protested. In a two-day speech beginning on May 19 that was immediately published as a pamphlet and sold an estimated one million copies, he conjured up the pioneer gun myth. “The rifle has ever been the companion of the pioneer, and, under God, his tutelary protector against the red man and the beast of the forest,” he declared. “Never was this efficient weapon more needed in just self-defence, than now in Kansas, and at least one article in our National Constitution must be blotted out, before the complete right to it can in anyway be impeached.” Yet, he added, in defiance of the Second Amendment, the “people of Kansas have been arraigned for keeping and bearing arms.”

The Republican National Convention also objected to the disarming. It protested that “the dearest Constitutional rights of the people of Kansas have been
fraudulently and violently taken from them” and their territory “has been invaded by an armed force.” In sum, it stated, “The right of the people to keep and bear arms has been infringed.”

Shortly after, the Supreme Court for the first time touched on the gun issue. Unlike the Republican Party and Sumner, it opted for traditional restrictions on gun keeping by the wrong people. In March 1857 in *Dred Scott v. Sanford*, 60 U.S. (19 How.), 393, 417 (1856), Chief Justice Roger B. Taney indicated legislators could deny blacks, slave or free, the right to possess arms just as they had been denied freedom of speech, assembly, and travel. Now the widespread prejudice against armed blacks, whether free or slave, had the sanction of federal law.

As is well known, sectional differences in matters of race and slavery also soon precipitated the great sectional confrontation on secession. In winter 1860–61 as the crisis came to a head, militants in both the North and the South scampered to amass firearms. Elite militias in the Southern states seized federal forts and arsenals, grabbing all the armaments they could. In the North, when in April 1861 the Civil War erupted, the federal government had more guns than the Confederacy and a small regular army but few state militias trained capably in the use of firearms.

At first, at the order of President Abraham Lincoln, the Union relied on volunteers, select militia, and the army to do the fighting. The Confederacy, too, started with an army of volunteers. When they fell short of the number of troops needed, on April 16, 1862, the South began drafting males eighteen to thirty-five years old. In the North, when states failed to meet militia quotas, Congress enacted the militia act of July 17, 1862, the country’s first national military draft. It subjected all able-bodied men, for a period of nine months, to national military service. The federal government exercised this power over the citizenry under the guise of militia duty because of the experience in the War of 1812 and the continuing public distaste for conscription. When volunteers lagged, Congress passed the enrollment act of March 13, 1863, which allowed holding draftees for longer service. It, too, carried a deceptive title because of fear that a straightforward name would incite popular resistance. Thereafter, the Union fielded armies composed of volunteers, enticed often with bounties, and ranks filled as well as with conscripts and regulars.

As the armies expanded, the federal government could not furnish the troops with all the small arms they needed. Even though the North contained a well-established arms industry, only twelve firms produced revolvers and none made sophisticated breech-loading guns with fully interchangeable parts. Quickly,
though, manufacturers interrupted their more lucrative civilian production to meet military demands. Within a year or so, with new plants and expanded old ones, gunmakers delivered most of what the Union forces required, though mostly muzzle-loading, single-shot rifles. The Union government also contracted abroad for firearms and sent agents to scour Europe’s armories for guns, often with the purpose of preventing Confederate buyers from obtaining them. The Union imported one million small arms out of the estimated four million it used.

Lacking a substantial arms industry and the means to build one, the Confederate government had greater difficulty obtaining firearms. At the start of hostilities it had to turn away recruits because its armies had insufficient guns. When Confederate forces captured and then evacuated the arsenal at Harper’s Ferry, they carried its rifle-making machinery to Richmond, Virginia, and Fayetteville, North Carolina, where workers produced thousands of firearms.

The Confederate government also contracted with foreign producers for arms. Its agents packed them in special vessels designed to run the Union naval blockade. On its own, the South produced no more than seventy thousand shoulder arms but purchased more than two hundred thousand weapons from European makers until the Union blockade shut off that source. Still, as a student of the subject concluded, “rarely was the South in want of small arms.”

At the outset of the conflict, as was the practice in most armies at the time, infantry on both sides used smoothbore muskets because muzzle-loading rifles with longer range took too long to load for use in combat. Soon the contestants started replacing the smoothbores with newly developed guns such as one using a concave-based bullet that expanded on firing and thereby took to the rifle grooves. This bullet made clumsy, muzzle-loading rifles more efficient weapons of death.

Large-scale production of repeating breech-loading guns also significantly changed the style of combat. By 1862 most regiments in the Union army had Springfield or Enfield rifles that embodied these features or became equipped with muskets converted to grooved rifles. In the hands of trained shooters, these weapons proved deadly against traditional infantry tactics. The military historian Russell Weigley maintains that as a consequence “the Civil War became the first great war of the rifle, and the rifle dominated the battlefields.”

Internally during the hostilities, Lincoln’s government impaired civil liberties as with the suspension of habeas corpus in civilian areas. It also used federal authority to curb private arms-keeping in border states under Union control such as Maryland and Missouri that contained large numbers of Confederate
sympathizers. There, under its war power, the Union government confiscated firearms in civilian hands. In 1864 the Democratic National Convention, in a tone similar to that of the Republicans eight years earlier, denounced “subversion of the civil by military law in States not in insurrection.” It condemned “the interference with and denial of the right of the people to bear arms in their defence.”

Earlier, as the armies battled, urban rioting accompanied by the heightened criminal use of guns led more white civilians, North and South, to pack personal firearms. In 1861 a sheriff described New Orleans, for instance, as a hell on earth because of its murders and deadly assaults. When authorities there enforced the ban on public toting of guns, the violence diminished but did not disappear.

Within Union territory, conscription triggered violence. Well-to-do young men evaded the draft by paying a three-hundred-dollar exemption fee or by hiring substitutes. Poor whites who could not afford such costs perceived the draft not only as an unfair, class-based, federal intrusion into their lives but also properly as falling most heavily on them. When local police and federal authorities tried to enforce the conscription act, thousands of workingmen resisted.

In Detroit, the draft, racism, and the shooting and killing of civilians by police set off a riot in March 1863 whose suppression required five or six hundred militiamen and a detachment of federal troops. Two years later the lesson of this riot led the Detroit fathers to create a permanent police force. In July in New York City and Boston, resisters attacked federal draft-enforcement agents. New York police tried at first to contain the rioters with clubs and in several instances turned on them with personal pistols. When a mob pillaged a building where small arms and ammunition were stored, the police fought pitched battles with roving gangs armed with rifles and handguns. Whole companies of the volunteer fire department joined the rioters.

The city’s four days of violence, which degenerated into a pogrom against blacks, stopped only after five regiments of federal troops from Gettysburg used their firearms to restore order. The deaths, inflicted by the guns of the military, numbered at least 105, making this civil upheaval the bloodiest of the century.

Other riots followed in Troy and Buffalo, New York; Newark, New Jersey; Philadelphia; Portsmouth, New Hampshire; and elsewhere. The civilian gun violence in these outbreaks aroused anxiety among local authorities. Draft resisters killed ninety-eight federal registrars. The men at the top of the federal government, though, gave low priority to suppressing civilian gun violence because they concentrated on mobilizing resources to win the war. They con-
cerned themselves much more with the military demand for firearms and victory on the battlefields than with mayhem on city streets.

In the North, the war brought renewed prosperity to the arms industry, which continued to make guns for civilians as well as for soldiers. The conflict also acquainted thousands of youths who knew nothing about firearms with their use. This happened even in the South, where shooting skills were supposedly more widespread than in the North. In the South the conflict brought legal freedom to blacks, but to whites it brought defeat and military occupation.

For most Americans the surrender of the Confederate forces under General Robert E. Lee on April 9, 1865, at Appomattox Court House in Virginia to Union General Ulysses S. Grant symbolized the depth of that defeat. It struck John Wilkes Booth, a disillusioned actor and Southern patriot, particularly hard. He blamed Lincoln for the South’s suffering. So, five days later at Ford’s Theater in Washington, shouting reputedly “sic semper tyrannis” (ever thus to tyrants), he discharged the ball of a single-shot derringer into the president’s brain as he stood in an unguarded box. Booth believed that with the pistol he had slain despotism and had achieved enduring fame rather than the infamy that became his fate.50

Grant, meanwhile, had allowed Confederate officers to retain their side arms. In capitulations elsewhere in the South that followed Appomattox, the federal government did not always demand complete disarmament of the former enemy soldiers. They had to give up their long guns, but some with pistols kept them for personal use. The Union army allowed its own discharged soldiers to take their firearms home. Thus, thousands of men trained in the use of firearms returned to civilian life with their own government-issue guns.

This reentry of weapons into society appeared to cause no immediate concern to most Americans. Regardless of the complexities of the causes and result of the war, they believed the North’s heavy manufacture of firearms had contributed to the salvation of the Union. They also evinced a marked change in sentiment toward volunteer soldiers, regulars, and arms keeping for military use. “It is a little singular that the country receives with perfect equanimity, with positive approval, perhaps,” the nation’s military periodical commented, “the prospect of the establishment of an institution which for nearly eighty years it has opposed and rejected . . . the establishment of a large Standing Army. The Great Rebellion has reversed national opinion on this point, as on so many others.”51

Nationalists also accepted as permanent the wartime expansion of federal
power well beyond what it had been since the founding of the Republic. In addition, nationalists perceived the war’s result as a message that the ability to use a gun made a man better than he had been as well as a sturdier patriot able to defend the nation’s liberties. Others who were more concerned with the civilian environment came to value guns as necessary tools for social control.
Reconstruction, Cheap Guns, and the Wild West

In the post–Civil War years, firearms became more accessible, more lethal, and subject to greater willingness by Americans to use them in homicides than in the past. As one observer commented, “the increase of crimes of blood has been beyond all comparison to that of the years previous to it. The war, in effect, demoralized and changed the habits and sentiments and conduct of thousands of the men who engaged in it on either side.” Many, “reckless of life and hardened to the terrors of death,” used their guns for personal violence. Crime and disorder rose throughout the nation at an unprecedented rate.

The most striking—and to many the most disturbing—private use of firearms took place in the South not just for petty crime but for purposes of social control. Before his death, Abraham Lincoln had placed in motion a program for reconstruction that included amnesty for most whites who had backed the Confederacy and aid to emancipated blacks designed to make them, in time, citizens. He moved circumspectly because with the return of free black soldiers to the South—men who had been taught “how to fight”—he anticipated problems. If white Southerners oppressed them and sympathetic Northerners supplied them with firearms, he dreaded a possible race war.

Congress had gone along with Lincoln’s plan by establishing on March 3, 1865, the temporary Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands. When Andrew Johnson, the vice president and an antislavery Democrat, took over the presidency he indicated he would follow Lincoln’s policy. Soon, on May 29 in a proclamation for North Carolina’s reconstruction, Johnson revealed the minimum conditions for return of the Southern states to the Union. This plan excluded blacks from suffrage. As it unfolded in greater detail, it infuriated Republicans, who controlled Congress. They considered it too harsh on blacks.
and too lenient for former Confederates, particularly in light of the behavior of the white Southern establishment.

These Southerners feared that blacks would arm themselves to seek revenge for past abuses. Occasional black rhetoric added fuel to the rumors of insurrection. For example, in summer a Freedmen’s Bureau officer told other blacks in South Carolina that “200,000 of our men well drilled in arms and used to warfare” were ready to fight. As we have seen, before the war whites had always relied on force to keep slaves cowed. Now, purportedly, the fear of armed blacks and the loose talk of some blacks reinforced the resolve of the Southern legislatures to vote to keep guns away from the freedmen, to restrict membership in local militias to whites, and to reimpose bonds of control over freed blacks.

Beginning with Mississippi in November, former Confederate states under presidential Reconstruction codified the new restrictions on the behavior, living conditions, and mobility of the former slaves. In all, these Black Codes negated their rights as free human beings. In addition to reflecting the continuing racism throughout the region, the codes expressed the deterrence of whites who controlled the police forces and the courts to command black labor on their own terms. So, in a region where whites had routinely flaunted guns for racial reasons, local authorities continued their traditional behavior with the added twist of the codes to impose selective firearms control on African Americans. Virtually all of the codes forbade blacks to possess or carry guns.

In December, when with the Thirteenth Amendment the federal government abolished slavery for good, Congress attempted also to block Southern states from enforcing the discriminatory Black Codes. It debated two bills, one to extend the life of the Freedmen’s Bureau and the other to grant civil rights to former slaves, including a provision to prevent white state officials from denying them the privilege of possessing firearms. Proponents referred to the arms-keeping clause in the Second Amendment as among the rights African Americans should be able to exercise freely in all states.

As the congressman and editor of the New York Times, Henry J. Raymond, implored his colleagues, “Make the [newly freed] colored man a citizen of the United States” with every right under the Constitution, including “a right to defend himself and his wife and children; a right to bear arms.” For this and other reasons, opponents in both the House and Senate fought to kill the bills. Southerners objected vehemently to all their provisions but with particular passion to those that would invalidate state and local laws prohibiting African Americans from possessing firearms or ammunition.

Johnson vetoed both pieces of legislation but on June 9, 1866, Congress over-
ruled him by passing the Civil Rights Act. It extended citizenship and other rights enjoyed by whites to African Americans. When the Supreme Court ruled the act unconstitutional, Congress embodied its features in the Fourteenth Amendment, which on June 13 it approved. The issue of civil rights then moved to the states where opponents battled ratification of the amendment. To protect blacks, Congress on July 16 again overturned the president’s veto of legislation to enlarge the authority of the Freedmen’s Bureau. Among other rights, Congress permitted freed slaves to bear arms. It thus abolished legally the old practice in local laws of imposing restrictions on gun keeping based on race or color.

The determination of African Americans to exercise their newly acquired privileges and rights and to defend them with available firearms played prominently in race riots in Norfolk, Memphis, and New Orleans. A black Louisiana activist summed up this feeling, declaring, “As one of the disenfranchised race, I would say to every colored soldier, ‘Bring your gun home.’” In Norfolk on April 16, 1866, when some eight hundred blacks paraded in celebration of the Civil Rights Act, a white man fired a gun into their midst. The blacks broke ranks, charged, and killed him. Then about one hundred armed men in Confederate gray uniforms gathered to assault the black community. Because the small, all-white police force would not protect the blacks, federal troops did so with minor bloodshed.

Riots in Memphis on May 1 spilled much more blood. There, tension between a number of recently discharged black soldiers aware of their new status and the mostly Irish American police erupted into a pogrom against blacks. The violence destroyed property valued at more than one hundred thousand dollars and left nearly forty-six people, mostly black, dead.

Whites planned another clash, this one in New Orleans, to block a redrafted state charter that granted suffrage to blacks. On the morning of July 29, the involved whites rushed into the city’s gun shops and bought up their pistols and ammunition. Then these whites hunted and fired on outnumbered and outgunned blacks. Police, made up mostly of former Confederate soldiers, joined the white mob. The carnage stopped only when federal troops arrived more than three hours later. The official report estimated that the violence killed at least thirty-eight blacks while several hundred suffered wounds. Whites incurred few casualties. The riots, the slaughter of blacks, and the violence against them by secret white-supremacist societies such as the Knights of the White Camellia and the Ku Klux Klan contributed to the eviscerating of Johnson’s Reconstruction policy.
In the November elections, Radical Republicans won control of Congress and mapped their own Reconstruction program for the South. On March 2, 1867, over Johnson’s veto, the radicals framed and passed the first Reconstruction Act, a rider to an army appropriations bill. It took Reconstruction out of the hands of the president, disbanded the Southern state militias, and divided ten former Confederate states into five military districts commanded by federal generals with powers superior to those of the state governments. Regardless of the Second Amendment, the federal government thus disarmed the organized citizen-soldiers of the Southern states being reconstructed. This disarming stood out as one reason why President Johnson considered the act unconstitutional, but it and two supplemental acts became law anyway.9

The southern states, meanwhile, had rejected the Fourteenth Amendment. Congress then required them to ratify it and to adopt constitutions consistent with it before they could reenter the Union. Finally, on July 28, 1868, when the requisite number of states had ratified the amendment, it became part of the federal Constitution. Thereafter, cases involving the constitutionality of civil rights laws, state arms laws, and the Second Amendment began reaching the federal courts.

At this time also, Congress restored the power to establish militias to southern states that Republican regimes now controlled. These governments created new volunteer militias, many of them composed of former slaves officered by black veterans of the Union army. White racist groups such as the Klan, made up in part of Confederate veterans, often had more and better firearms than these militias. So Republican governors sometimes acquired guns for the black citizen-soldiers from Northern manufacturers, but the firearms did not always reach their intended destination.

For example, Governor Powell Clayton of Arkansas bought four thousand rifles with ammunition in New York. When the weapons arrived in Memphis in October 1868, the editor of the Democratic newspaper *Avalanche* claimed the guns were “to be placed in the hands of the negroes of Arkansas . . . for the purpose of shooting down inoffensive citizens.” Klansmen then seized the weapons, kept some, and destroyed the others. Similarly, in November Florida’s governor purchased for his militia two thousand muskets and forty thousand rounds of ammunition. Klansmen alerted by railroad personnel who belonged to the Klan seized the weapons, which were en route to Tallahassee under guard by federal soldiers, and destroyed them.10 Through this use of extralegal violence, the Klan attempted, and usually succeeded despite the Second Amend-
ment, in keeping firearms out of the hands of blacks it designated as preeminently the wrong people.

This vigilante control of firearms in the southern states had significance for whites, blacks, Republicans, and Democrats for various reasons but notably because guns provided an effective means of gaining and holding political power. During elections, armed conflict often broke out between black, Republican-supported militias and bands of armed whites backed by local Democrats.

In this ambiance, African Americans viewed guns as symbols of freedom as well as instruments with which to defend it. As scholars have often reported, ever apprehensive of a black revolt, “nothing inflamed whites more than Negroes with guns.” Southern whites, on the other hand, used guns to kill, to suppress enfranchised blacks, and to try to restore the old order. By far, in most conflicts, the whites prevailed. A federal report for 1868 estimated that just in Louisiana white terrorists killed more than one thousand people, most of them black.

Then, as southern states regained authority to recreate their own militias and power shifted back into the hands of white Democrats, they cleansed what had been Republican militias of their black members. Also, despite the civil rights guarantees in the amended Constitution, white legislators again resorted to broad discrimination and selective gun controls based on race. They imposed rigid permit systems on African Americans for obtaining firearms or empowered local authorities to confiscate arms, virtually at will, from these allegedly unsuitable people as a class.

As in Tennessee, some laws aimed to keep guns out of the hands not only of blacks but also of poor whites. Although phrased as a generalized form of regulation, such as banning the sale of cheap handguns, the laws usually had a carefully targeted discriminatory intent. A more straightforward Mississippi statute forbade blacks to keep or carry firearms of any kind. Regardless of the Second and Fourteenth Amendments, state courts consistently upheld these prejudicial restrictions on who could or could not possess guns.

Federal legislators, primarily from the North, tended to view the selective firearms curbs as part of the larger civil rights issue involving the illegal activities of secret white-supremacist societies. In an effort to resolve the violence problem and uphold the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, Congress enacted three enforcement laws. The first in May 1870 and the second in February 1871 empowered the president to use federal courts in cases involving voters who had been denied their constitutional rights, authorized him to use military
force when deemed necessary, placed congressional elections under federal supervision, and enhanced federal authority in large cities.

Since the white violence in the South hardly paused, in April 1871 Congress passed a third enforcement law, the tougher Ku Klux Klan Act that expanded the Civil Rights Act of 1866. For the first time, the new law made individuals who committed designated crimes subject to prosecution and punishment by federal authorities. If states failed to protect certain civil rights, the federal government could intervene with armed force. “These are momentous changes,” The Nation commented. “They not only increase the power of the central government, but they arm it with jurisdiction over a class of cases of which it has hitherto never had, and never pretended to have, any jurisdiction whatever.”

Democrats warned that with this intrusion of federal police power in the states, local self-government would vanish. Republicans and freed African Americans contended that if the federal government could not protect the rights of all citizens, why have those rights embodied in the Constitution? This simple logic did not prevent Congress, twenty-three years later when Democrats again controlled it and the presidency, from repealing the Force Acts.

Meanwhile, the white Southerners’ gun violence, the intimidation, the murder of blacks, and the enforcement of the codes to keep them disarmed had continued. Occasionally, as in Chicot County, Arkansas, on December 15, 1871, organized African Americans struck back. In this instance, members of “colored militia companies” along with blacks from a nearby plantation smashed into the community of Lake Village, “firing off their weapons as they galloped into town, cursing and making threats to avenge the murder” of a black man. Local whites regarded the arming of these militiamen “with pistols and shot-guns” as irresponsible and as producing what many of them had prophesied, “the humiliating oppression of negro supremacy.”

More often blacks had to find refuge from rampaging bands of armed whites. A case in point took place in March 1873 when the Radical Republican sheriff of Colfax, the county seat of Grant Parish in Louisiana, deputized blacks to help defend the small town against white Democrats he feared would seize it. Some 150 black farmers and their families camped in and around a brick stable that served as a courthouse. Black veterans and militia officers led them in armed drills and digging trenches. Most defenders were armed with shotguns but about twelve had Enfield rifles. For about three weeks they held off surrounding whites, who carried more rifles and had a small artillery piece. On Easter Sunday, April 13, the whites prevailed. In their assault they slaughtered most of the defenders, many of these blacks as they tried to surrender. Three
whites died. This racial carnage ranks as the worst in a single day “in the history of Reconstruction.”

The next year in New Orleans when police seized firearms being smuggled to the White League, an antiblack organization committed to opposing the Radical Republican state government, they set off more communal violence. Ignoring the racial animus behind their own arming, whites complained that the police establishment had infringed their constitutional right to bear arms. On September 14, 1874, several thousand well-armed leaguers and supporters clashed with five hundred police and black militia. The leaguers routed their opponents and temporarily seized control of the state government. Twenty-seven people died and 105 nursed injuries.

Up to this time, neither local nor state laws that touched on the assumed private right to keep firearms had engendered litigation sufficiently significant for it to reach the federal courts. Finally, in *United States v. Cruikshank*, 92 U.S. 542 (1876) 1, the Supreme Court heard its first gun case. It concerned William J. Cruikshank, one of the leaders of the white mob in the Colfax massacre. Local authorities indicted him and ninety-five others identified as participants. Among the various charges lodged against these men under the Enforcement Act of 1870, one asserted that they had prevented black citizens from exercising the constitutional right to bear arms as extended to them through the Fourteenth Amendment.

This charge touched on a legal controversy over whether or not the Bill of Rights applied just to the federal government. In the past, most jurists held that it restricted the powers of the federal government but not those of state and local governments. After passage of the Fourteenth Amendment, various attorneys defending blacks focused on its first section, which followed wording in the Fifth Amendment. That section declared no state shall enact laws abridging the privileges or immunities of citizens “without . . . due process of law.” They claimed the Fourteenth Amendment, in its capacity of protecting civil liberties in the Bill of Rights against violation by the states, absorbed the Second Amendment. This explication came to be known as the doctrine of incorporation.

In the Cruikshank case, the Court in a majority opinion on March 27 ruled that the bearing of arms for a lawful purpose was not a right granted by the Constitution. The judges thus held that the Bill of Rights limited the powers of the national government, not those of the states. They thus rejected full incorporation of the Bill of Rights into the Fourteenth Amendment, especially as it applied to the bearing of arms.
For gun owners, this ruling would have great significance. It upheld as principle the right of states to legislate firearms controls affecting individuals without fear of federal sanction. This decision also had a racist slant. It made federal prosecution of those who committed crimes against blacks, especially in areas where local authorities would not enforce the law, virtually impossible. Thus, in denying blacks a Second Amendment privilege, the Court condoned white vigilantism.

In South Carolina, for instance, Democratic vigilantes had formed rifle clubs, wore red shirts, and “rode about with rifles and revolvers to frighten blacks and disrupt Republican meetings.” In one of their excursions in the town of Hamburg they murdered a black militiaman. To protest that killing and the rifle clubbers’ oppression, blacks, on July 17, 1876, held a rally in Charleston. They cautioned “that there are 80,000 black men in this State who can bear Winchester rifles and know how to use them.” They would not “submit to be shot down by lawless regulators for no crimes committed against society and law.”

This kind of threat, along with Republican actions such as countering white gun-violence by arming blacks, as we have noted in other brutal episodes, further incensed rather than deterred the Regulators. In September, sixteen members of the rifle clubs gathered in the town of Ellenton, ostensibly to seek out those responsible for the rape and robbery of a white woman. The search turned into a racial witch hunt. For three days and nights, gunmen pursued and shot blacks until United States Army troops stopped the killing. In this massacre, forty to fifty blacks died but only two or three whites.

All this gunplay, along with roving bands of outlaws, appeared to substantiate the popular perception of white Southern society as more violent than that to the North. Noting that Southerners had been shooting and cutting each other for decades, historians tended to perceive in them a special fondness for guns associated with a regional culture of violence and machismo that extended from the colonial era, through Reconstruction, and beyond. Some writers claimed that in the Reconstruction years, men, even boys of fourteen, carried handguns everywhere. Seemingly, one maintained, “every trifling dispute was ended with the pistol.” Another chronicler reported, “it became fashionable and a sign of manhood” to carry guns. “And the more guns there were, the more they were used.”

Whether or not any single area of the country has nurtured more gun violence than any other has long been speculative. A number of researchers indicate that neither the South nor any other region had a special culture of gun
violence. White Southerners did use guns frequently to decide social issues but so did other Americans. The Southerners’ flaunting of firearms, though, affected the lives and safety of blacks who according to constitutional theory could now openly acquire their own guns. Despite selective local statutes and court decisions that vitiated African Americans’ free access to firearms, they eagerly sought handguns. At times when they acquired them, as we have seen, they used them for defense against vigilante terrorism. Much as did whites, they also employed guns in crime.

In the postbellum North, meanwhile, crime and economic considerations more than racial clashes aggravated concerns over gun violence. During the war, felonies and prison commitments had dropped, but juvenile offenses had increased. Handguns contributed significantly to the escalating severity of the crimes and became a leading means of self-destruction. They came from an industry that during the war had came to produce some of the most sophisticated small arms in the world. When the conflict ended, the government abruptly ceased its arms purchases, leaving the manufacturers with a greater capacity than even mushrooming civilian customers absorbed. The army aggravated the surplus production problem by dumping its excess guns on the civilian market.

To survive, manufacturers such as Colt and Remington cut output, reduced plant space, shaved profits, attempted to create new foreign outlets, and diversified by making other products such as cash registers. They tailored their firearms to meet particular niches in the civilian market, notably for hunters and for civilians who wanted small, inexpensive, and easily concealed handguns. Having largely abandoned craft production for mass production, manufacturers produced these weapons considerably cheaper in real costs than in the past. Americans reacted to the availability by becoming more interested in handguns and by buying them for private use in greater quantity than before the war. They thus reinvigorated the gun culture that the machine production of firearms had started almost two decades earlier.

The mass production of handguns not only increased their use in violent crime but also altered the nature of criminal assaults, murders, and suicides. Investigators of the postwar crime wave reported “the character of crimes had changed. They had become more marked with violence.” Ascertainable rates for murders and suicides climbed because anyone could kill easily with a cheap handgun. Previously, social observers tended to view these deaths as acts of deranged individuals. Now, with the pull of a trigger, suicide attempts became
more deadly. With guns, murders seemed more calculated, anonymous, impersonal, and less comprehensible than in the past.

Concealed-weapons carriers, many of them former soldiers who in some state prisons made up more than half the inmates, contributed heavily to the civilian gun violence. Instead of assigning at least some blame to them, municipal authorities in eastern seaboard cities placed the onus on the poor and other members of the local underclass. “They rush eagerly into quarrels and fights,” a journalist reported, “and at the first opportunity draw their weapons and fire promiscuously about them.” This “sudden passion and ready pistols lead to homicides almost innumerable.”

At the same time, gun keepers and firearms merchants intent on profit preached the old doctrine that the individual ownership of firearms served society with a cadre of shooters who could defend liberty when imperiled. They ignored the reality of the militias’ ineptness in war and their conversion to special-interest constabularies. Army authorities continued to regard them as “almost valueless in a strictly military point of view.”

Still, popular lore stressed a need for the theoretically universal militias and the private gun-keeping associated with them. When used as a booster for patriotism, this assumed need for gun keeping seemed harmless. When employed to justify the reality of indiscriminate gun use in paramilitary organizations, it alarmed military men. The editors of the *Army and Navy Journal* commented, “It is never safe for any community to have irregular bodies of armed men patrolling the streets and practicing with firearms.”

In the 1870s the mounting sales of specialty sporting arms, derringers, and other pocket pistols at affordable prices boosted the profit margins of the firearms manufacturers. By the end of the decade the production of the small-arms industry, stimulated by demand at home and by that of foreign markets its leaders had cultivated, reached something of a high point. At least fifty companies were producing small revolvers, often with names such as Protector, Little All Right, Tramp’s Terror, and Banker’s Pal stamped on the barrel.

At this time, too, firearms makers and shooters refurbished the myth of the frontiersman as a Cincinnatus who had put aside his plow, grabbed his flintlock rifle, always at hand, and joined neighbors to battle Indians, French, British, and Mexicans. This legend lived side by side with the popular image of the Wild West symbolized by the gunslinger. As on earlier frontiers, the conventional story goes, law enforcement in the West lagged behind settlement; therefore “a man had to have a gun” not only “for game to feed his family” but also to defend it.
This attitude toward gun toting could be seen in 1849 during the early movement to the far West. In February Congress voted to sell emigrants surplus pistols, rifles, and ammunition at cost so they could arm themselves against Indians. A number of senators, including Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri, objected. They contended the government “ought not to be peddling arms to anybody,” but the plan went through and emigrants to California bought and carried with them a remarkable number of firearms.32

As one pioneer, William Swain, in May recorded, “All emigrants are armed to the teeth. It is like one continual glorious 4th of July.” He described the emigrants as “walking arsenals” and the frequent injuries from accidental shootings. As they reached the coast, most of them threw their rifles away. By August few men carried guns. In California, he reported in April 1850, “instead of going armed as was necessary two or three months ago, we can traverse the mountain trails . . . with no other arms than a good jackknife to cut our raw pork.”33

Miners in California felt so secure about life and property that few saw the need for their own firearms, at least not to protect themselves from other Americans. They wrote, for example, that “almost any rifle is useless and valueless to a miner.” One remarked that settlers “laugh at the man that talks of taking a Pistol with him,” and those that have come with their weapons “seem rather ashamed of them.”34

Despite this sense of security in the gold fields and San Francisco’s creation in 1850 of an up-to-date police force, businessmen and property owners exaggerated crime and gun toting in the city. These reputedly “best men in the city” called the police careless or corrupt, armed themselves, brought together a vigilance committee with a membership of seven hundred, and imposed their kind of law and order. In 1856 some of the same people formed another large committee, about six thousand to eight thousand strong. They claimed “all sorts of assaults, robberies, and other crimes were common” and that they were “tired of having [their] people shot down in the streets.”35 So, the well-armed vigilantes organized themselves into a paramilitary force, causing the governor on June 3 to declare the county of San Francisco in a state of insurrection. Nonetheless, the vigilantes imposed their will on the people. As in the past, strong-willed men had used private firearms for their political or economic purposes in defiance of legitimate authority.

Later, on the Western cattle and mining frontiers of the post–Civil War era, more vigilantism and gun violence erupted with some frequency. Popular writers described Wichita, Kansas, in the 1870s as brimming with pistols. Cowboys,
many of them combat veterans, reputedly packed guns everywhere, had itchy trigger fingers, fired freely, and defied local control efforts. With the exception of professional hunters, cowboys had the reputation of being the nation’s most heavily armed civilians. They also carried their firearms carelessly. More of them died from accidental gun discharges than from murders. As elsewhere, such fatalities created alarm, leading a Denver editor, for instance, to denounce shootings as too frequent, outrageous, and dangerous to innocent parties.

With omnipresent firearms, Westerners allegedly settled personal disputes resulting from affronts, insults, challenges, feuds, crime, or racial animosities on the spot. To cope with this violence, communities usually hired lower-class men as marshals or sheriffs. Even though many of these gunfighters “did not even know the law they were supposed to enforce,” at times they acted as judge, jury, and executioner.

Writers for pulp magazines romanticized gunslinging sheriffs, praised them for upholding a kind of order out of a gun barrel, and embellished their activities with myth. Dime novelists depicted other gunslingers such as Jesse and Frank James, who were former Confederate guerrillas and murderers, James Butler “Wild Bill” Hickok, Wyatt Berry Stapp Earp, and William Barclay “Bat” Masterson as men of heroic stature primarily because allegedly they could shoot straight. Mostly, they could not. Earp and Masterson augmented their incomes as gamblers and procurers. As lawmen and gamblers, Earp and John Henry “Doc” Holliday robbed a stagecoach of eighty thousand dollars and murdered the driver and a passenger. Later, debunkers would characterize such peace officers as social misfits whose only claim to fame rested on violence.

On occasion, when serving on the side of law, gunfighters did try selectively to enforce ordinances against the wearing of firearms. When employed as chief of police in Abilene, Kansas, Hickok, the former Union army scout, posted printed notices stating he would enforce the town’s ordinance against carrying firearms. The local newspaper editor commented, “There’s no bravery in carrying revolvers in a civilized community. Such a practice is well enough and perhaps necessary when among Indians or other barbarians,” he added, “but among white people it ought to be discontinued.” Even the right people on occasion disregarded the ordinance, as they did weapons restrictions in Dodge City. There two gunmen murdered Masterson at age twenty-six while in “discharge of his duty” in enforcing law and order as marshal. The local newspaper noted, “A frontier life stimulates all the qualities of manhood—the true, the good and the bad.”

Chroniclers who perpetuated the image of frontier gunfighters as heroes ig-
nored their bad qualities while embroidering what may have been true. Later, revisionist scholars would challenge these portrayals. Except for special circumstances, they would argue that “the law of the east was the law of the west.”

Just as settlements on the early eastern or Midwestern frontiers had not been ridden constantly with gun violence, so it was, they pointed out, with farming and religious settlements along the Great Plains frontier. Neither lumberjacks in Michigan, Norwegian farmers in North Dakota, nor German Mennonites in Kansas squared off with Colt 45s to settle disputes over oxen, land, or personal grievances.

As in cities, when crime and Indian warfare on the frontier did increase, so did gun keeping. In some instances, out of fear, teachers and older male pupils brought firearms to school. Out of resistance to legal restraints, gun-toting Confederate veterans moved in large numbers into Texas where in the central area violence seemed unceasing. From 1865 to 1871 sheriffs reported 4,425 crimes and only 588 arrests. That state had the nation’s highest homicide rate, attributable to frontier conditions and inadequate policing. Galveston and Houston sought to curb the violence with fines of one hundred dollars for those caught carrying concealed weapons. In July 1870 the Republican state government organized a state police force, about 60 percent white and 40 percent black, to cope with the crime. Most white Texans hated the force because it placed guns legally in the hands of blacks, and disparaged it as a carpetbag army.

The next year the antipathy precipitated a crisis that began in Groesbeck when a black policeman attempted to arrest a white man for carrying illegally concealed weapons. In an exchange of gunfire, the white man died. A mob of several hundred whites rioted and defied the state’s Republican administration. The governor declared martial law in two counties. In April the executive committee of the Dallas Democratic Party attacked the Republican administration’s conduct. On the issue of guns, it stated, “Every person shall have the right to keep and bear arms in the lawful defense of himself and the state, under such regulations as the legislature may prescribe.” Two years later when a Democratic regime came to power, it abolished the state police force. The Texas Rangers, a paramilitary constabulary that earlier had battled mainly Indians and Mexicans and had been admired by much of the public, took over many of the force’s duties.

Meanwhile, elsewhere in the West journalists and politicians called for laws prohibiting the carrying of firearms. Abilene and Wichita, Kansas, did so in 1871 and later so did other cattle towns. Court records and newspaper accounts
indicate also that the cow towns enforced these laws. They did not, as legend holds, depend on lone marshals for maintaining order. Some had paid law-enforcement departments. For example, Abilene’s funding for police for three months at this time amounted to 48 percent of its expenditure.

Writers who perceive greater gun violence in the rural West than in cities seldom cite such control efforts. They point out instead that the single men common in the frontier cattle and mining communities often resorted to all kinds of violence but that their guns provided the principal instruments of violent death. These chroniclers based their views on various sources, some of them compelling, but also on anecdotal accounts such as those of European visitors who commented on what they regarded as the singular gun-toting penchant of Americans. In total, these writers maintain that the frontier practice of carrying weapons virtually assured a high homicide rate and that few westerners obeyed laws prohibiting such toting.

Instances of such defiance of law could be seen in the rough-and-tumble cattle center of Dodge City, Kansas, and the mining communities of Aurora, Nevada, and Bodie, California, in their heydays in the late 1860s through the 1870s. Aurora and Bodie had few robberies, little larceny, and no rapes but a high rate of homicides, attributable largely to drunken brawls involving single males who toted firearms openly or concealed.

In some parts of the West, government contributed to gun violence. Citizens petitioned state governments for guns to fight Indians and frontier lawlessness. Some just wanted free firearms. Regardless, governors supplied most of them with rifles and pistols. Kansas loaned militia companies, sheriffs, and settlers one hundred thousand dollars for firearms. Overall, though, western homicides do not appear to have ranked higher than those in heavily populated eastern cities. Some researchers, using comparative statistics, explained this phenomenon by contending that crime rates rose more in urban than in rural areas.

As in the East, people in the West defended their right to have guns as constitutionally protected as well as proper for hunting game such as buffalo, for killing pests such as coyotes, and for self-defense. In 1875 in the case of *Horbach v. State of Texas*, the court strengthened the self-defense argument in hidden-gun toting. It ruled that if a man fears a violent attack, he can meet it with equal force, in this instance with a shot in the head. Citizens must be allowed to defend themselves.

As had Indians in the East, those in the West relied on firearms to defend themselves against whites but unsuccessfully. Journalists reported that “it is murder throughout the length and breadth of the Indian country. . . . Villains
Members of the five civilized tribes in Oklahoma tried to curb this gun toting with laws similar to those of cities and states. In 1875 the Cherokee Nation revised a thirty-four-year-old statute prohibiting the carrying of deadly weapons by boosting the fine and adding imprisonment for its violation. The next year the Chickasaw Nation forbade the carrying of guns and their discharge in specified public places under penalty of a fine or imprisonment. The Choctaws had similar gun laws but their constitution stated they had the right to bear arms in defense of self and nation.

In the Territory of New Mexico at this time the use of firearms reputedly had become so prevalent that “death by gunfire became the prevailing method of settling a dispute,” and “killings occurred so frequently that they came to be accepted as a matter of course.” When local enforcement could not cope with the gun violence known as the Lincoln County War, President Rutherford B. Hayes intervened on October 7, 1878, by declaring the county in a state of insurrection. In this conflict William H. Bonney, a youth with a “preoccupation with guns” known as “Billy the Kid,” worked as a hired killer and gained notoriety, even fame. In his twenty-one years of life he shot dead eighteen men.

Concurrently, cattle ranchers, too, came to take a stand against private-firearms violence by cowboys, mainly because it injured their pocketbooks. Investors would not risk their money where gunplay disturbed the peace. As one newspaper editor put it to ranchers in convention, “We hope to see the stockmen . . . adopt a resolution to dispense with the services of those cowboys who cannot move, eat, or sleep without being armed to the teeth like a Mexican bandit.”

So in 1882 concerned western journalists and ranchers started what a researcher called “the nation’s first gun control movement.” Texas ranchers declared that “there is no reason for packing pistols in cow camps, on the range or in towns and cities.” The surest way for cattlemen to break up the custom “is to have no man in their employment who persists in carrying such dangerous toggery about them.” About a month later an editor pronounced gun packing “an evil that should be eradicated from society.” When the weapon carrying persisted, a New Mexico editor asked, “What is a six-shooter?” It is, he said, “a weapon made for the purpose of destroying life. It is not a toy or ornament.”

The interpretations of available data on frontier gun violence presents a mixed-up picture. In the West plenty of violence existed, as on the ranching frontier in the 1870s, but the popular, and some historical, literature exaggerated the gunfighting, robbery, and feuding. Gunplay on America’s changing
frontiers varied according to time, circumstance, and place. Even the cowboy’s reputation as a shooter is questionable. For instance, the memoir of a cowpuncher who lived on the ranching frontier in Montana, which historians have used widely, labels “this business of gun fights” as “nearly all exaggeration.” He “saw a lot of hard work on the range but very little shooting.” Bias against gun keeping by the wrong people flourished in the West as well as elsewhere. So did opposition to flagrant gun-toting.

A different kind of bias affected members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints who settled in the West. Outsiders reacted against Mormons because they favored theocratic government, allegedly maintained a militia or standing army, and practiced plural marriages. Populist hostility drove Mormons out of New York, Ohio, Missouri, and Illinois.

When their prophet, Brigham Young, finally led Mormons to Utah they created Deseret, their own state. When the United States seized the territory from Mexico, problems arose, especially after Mormons in 1852 publicly acknowledged polygyny. They defended it as a religious right under the Constitution’s First Amendment. Critics such as Justin S. Morrill, a Republican congressman from Vermont, attacked polygyny as a moral outrage in religious garb. Congress, which had the authority to make laws for governing territories, could therefore ban the practice without violating freedom of religion. He and others in Congress accused the Saints of defying federal laws, as in February 1857 when they ordered Gentiles to leave Deseret and Mormon militias murdered some of them.

In response, President James Buchanan in May declared Mormons in “a state of substantial rebellion.” He ordered twenty-five hundred troops to the Utah Territory to enforce federal law. Mormon leaders massed two thousand men of their Nauvoo Legion to resist what they regarded as an invading army.

On September 7, as the federal troops approached, Mormon zealots and Indian allies in Mountain Meadows in southwest Utah slaughtered 120 immigrants, including women and children, headed for California. This massacre enraged Congress and non-Mormons. That winter when Young recognized that the Saints did not have the weapons to sustain a long war, the confrontation ended. Thereafter the federal government asserted a veneer of control over the territory, but Young retained the real power.

In February 1860 Morrill proposed an antipolygamy bill that denounced the “open and defiant license which, under the name of religion and latitudinous interpretation of our Constitution, has been given to this crime in one of our Territories [Utah].” On July 1, 1862, Abraham Lincoln signed the bill into
law. Mormons defied it. Because the president would not divert Union soldiers needed elsewhere to enforce the statute, the law remained a dead letter.

Later, in January 1879 in *Reynolds v. the United States*, the Supreme Court affirmed the measure’s legality. Polygamists still defied it. So, in March 1881 Congress passed and President Chester A. Arthur approved the Edmunds Act, which declared polygamy a felony. Six years later, the Edmunds-Tucker Act, considered by some scholars as “one of the most farreaching pieces of federal legislation ever passed in peacetime,” provided for stronger enforcement of the laws against plural marriage.\(^5^9\) It gave federal marshals the authority to conduct cohabitation hunts. They jailed more than thirteen hundred Mormon men and a few women for defying the statute.

Finally, in 1890, the government’s enforcement program, and its insistence that for Utah to become a state Mormons must give up plural marriages, compelled the church to capitulate. Four years later Utah attained statehood. Diehards continued secretly to practice polygamy. In the campaign against it the federal government exercised a centralized police power with troops and marshals on the theory that the nation’s welfare took precedence over individual rights or a minority’s wishes. This episode, as with the government’s actions on private gun-keeping during the Civil War and during Reconstruction by white-supremacist militias, had significance as a precedent for those who would in the future seek through federal law to control gun violence.
The National Rifle Association

Along with a spreading addiction to private gun-keeping, proliferating shooting clubs, a surge in crime, and public acceptance of policing with guns, post–Civil War America gave birth to a special firearms organization. The idea for the club began small in the minds of a number of Union army veterans and National Guard officers. They had been appalled by what they regarded as the poor marksmanship of soldiers with Springfield and Enfield rifles in the war. So, in August 1871 Colonel William C. Church, editor of the *United States Army and Navy Journal*, Captain George W. Wingate of the New York National Guard, and a number of other Guard officers formed the National Rifle Association, modeled after the twelve-year-old British rifle association but with a specifically American goal.

These men aimed to teach marksmanship with new-style rifles to soldiers in the army and National Guard and promote shooting skills, as a patriotic duty, among youths who might become soldiers. In November the association received a charter as a nonprofit organization from the state of New York. With connections to state and federal government, the rifle club quickly achieved the standing of “a semi-official arm of the War Department,” a status that helped it obtain financial support from the state treasury.¹

Prominent military men, including President Ulysses S. Grant, joined the association. Their presence benefited it as did a craze for shooting matches, which at this time swept over much of the country. The organization sponsored competitions with pistols, rifles, and shotguns. In the following decade the fad ended and in 1880 so did the association’s state subsidy. New York’s governor, Alonzo B. Cornell, saw no need for the organization or the National Guard except “to show itself in parades and ceremonies.” He added, “Rifle practice for these men is a waste of money.”² The rifle association went into eclipse.
siasm for guns among civilians who hunted or engaged in trap-shooting for sport, however, remained strong.

As did other gun enthusiasts, people who bought firearms as tools for sport continued to experience few restraints while enjoying their hobbies. Often, they adopted the values of past arms keepers, as in backing state and local laws that denied racial, ethnic, or religious minorities the privilege of possessing firearms.

At the same time class restraints on gun keeping broke down because even poor whites determined to have a firearm could buy the mass-produced pistols without difficulty. Firms such as the Norwich Pistol Company manufactured pistols made with pot metal or other cheap materials and sold them for a dollar or two. Children in slums of cities such as New York obtained guns and practiced shooting them in alleys, drew on each other, or shot at goats. Fairs and carnivals dangled guns before customers as prizes. Boys won them for selling gadgets.

A religious weekly, for instance, offered a revolver as a premium to its subscribers. Few readers protested. Indeed, of the many who ordered guns five out of seven were clergymen. One man of God commented, “I have found . . . a sport which professional men can undertake that will give them rest, recreation, and be a sport men would want their wives and children to take part in.” Some churches constructed shooting ranges within their premises that members of both sexes could use.

The expanding availability of firearms for civilians became evident also in the civil disturbances that rocked cities. Since police could not cope with the turmoil, state officials in 1877 formed the National Guard Association to do so. After that, state militias became known officially as units of the National Guard that functioned mostly as instruments of state authority to maintain domestic order, protect property, and uphold the prevailing class structure. In the eyes of the laboring class, the citizen-soldiers of the Guard, like some of the earlier volunteer militias, had become vehicles of, rather than opponents of, tyranny.

Despite this view, most states expanded their Guard units. Large towns and cities constructed impressive armories but not as in the past to manufacture small arms. Often built like fortresses, these structures served Guard members as places to store firearms and ammunition, meet, drill, socialize, and muster when they were called to deal with social turbulence.

On July 1 of the year of the Guard Association’s formation, railroads cut their employees’ wages by 10 percent. Workers at the Baltimore and Ohio line
launched a strike that spread from Baltimore to West Virginia, to Chicago, and to other cities. Authorities ordered police, sheriffs, and then Guard and federal army units to open the rail lines. Strikers in Pittsburgh stormed an arsenal to obtain firearms. Thousands elsewhere, armed with guns, knives, and whatever weapons they could scrounge, battled the state militias. In breaking the strike, Guard troops shot and killed as many as a hundred workers.

In the wake of riots in Chicago, newspapers reported that “every man who could beg, buy, or borrow a revolver carried it” with total disregard of a local ordinance against concealed weapons.\(^4\) Journalists estimated that one inhabitant in ten packed a pistol. Similar gun-toting prevailed in New York even though at this time the city’s aldermen required individuals to obtain permits to carry hidden pistols. This control measure proved meaningless because officials issued permits virtually to all who asked. Local gun regulations elsewhere suffered from similar inadequate enforcement.

Upper-class businessmen and community leaders formed vigilante groups, or Law and Order Leagues, to keep radicals and the dangerous classes at bay. Corporations established their own private police forces, armed them, and trained them. In Pennsylvania “Railroad Police” and “Coal and Iron Police,” accountable only to their employers, “armed with handguns and rifles . . . patrolled the state much like an occupying army.”\(^5\) In the South, states used National Guard companies far more than did the northern industrial states in aiding civil authorities in quelling riots and “policing racial incidents.” Often, too on the plus side, the Guard tried to prevent white mobs from lynching African Americans.\(^6\)

Europe’s industrially advanced nations also had to deal with social unrest and at times they, too, did so with troops. Unlike the United States, Western European countries attacked the problem of gun violence associated with populist turmoil on a broad basis with legislation that placed at least some restrictions on the private ownership of firearms. Britain, for example, had two such gun laws, the Game Licences Act of 1860 and the Gun Licences Act of 1870. The first law obliged hunters to purchase a license and the second required almost any gun owner to obtain a license for ten shillings. Although the legislation imposed a restriction on firearms use, the government designed both acts to raise revenue. But this tax had the effect of restricting gun keeping.

Nine years later Germany’s government countered a perceived threat from socialist movements by expanding its police power. In areas of strife, it banned even the possession of civilian guns for up to a year. In Belgium and Holland labor disorders also produced restrictions on the private use of firearms.
Americans who concerned themselves with the problem of social control tended to view such police empowerment through the central government as paving the way to despotism. They still connected the right to firearms with the discredited concept of civil militias as guardians against oppression. Such sentiment had always rested on shaky ground but more so now because the character of the militias’ offspring, the National Guard, had changed markedly. By law its citizen-soldiers had become subject to call for muster from Washington and increasingly came under more federal regulation. Indeed, after passage of the *posse comitatus* act in June 1878, which terminated the practice of federal marshals using troops as civilians in a posse to chase outlaws, states regularly employed Guard troops as independent military forces to aid in the suppression of civilian disturbances. The Greenback Party called this practice an “insidious scheme to establish an enormous military power under the guise of militia laws.”

All the while, even though the homicide rate and crime broadly defined had declined, the use of firearms in crime rose. Gun violence also again made national headlines. On July 2, 1881, Charles J. Guiteau, a rejected, mentally disturbed office-seeker, shot President James A. Garfield at a railroad station in Washington, inflicting wounds that on September 19 killed him. Popular outrage focused on the shooter, who, among other strange explanations, stated he “never had the slightest doubt as to the Divine inspiration of the act, and that it was for the best interest of the American people.” For those concerned with curbing gun violence this deed brought up the question of how a deranged person could easily obtain the firearm that made the assassination possible.

Those who worried about gun fatalities also criticized careless sport shooting. About six weeks after the assault on the president, the New York *Times* reported that three Englishmen engaged in target practice in a vacant field killed a little boy. British authorities punished them for manslaughter. The *Times*’s writer cited the episode as “instructive to American ‘target shootists.’” He reported also that American “courts continue to take utmost pains to discourage the practice of brandishing pistols or pointing guns, whether loaded or unloaded.”

Five years later, the problem of restraining civilian brandishing of firearms rose beyond local courts to reach the Supreme Court for the second time in the matter of *Presser v. Illinois*, 116 U.S. 252, 265 (1886). The litigation revolved around Herman Presser, who headed a German-American paramilitary shooting organization. An Illinois law prohibited drilling and parading in a military style without a license from the governor. When Presser, on horseback, led a parade of four hundred privately armed men in the streets of Chicago state
authorities arrested him and a court convicted him for violating the statute. After lower courts upheld his conviction, Presser appealed to the Supreme Court to overturn it, claiming the state had violated his Second Amendment rights.

In rejecting this defense, the high court reaffirmed the Cruikshank decision, holding that the Second Amendment restricted Congress but not the states. The states possessed authority for maintaining the public security, as for example in suppressing armed mobs bent on riot and rapine. Citizens, therefore, had no right to create their own militias or to own weapons for semimilitary purposes. This decision upheld the states' police power in regulating militias, paramilitary groups, and the private possession of firearms. Other states and cities continued enacting laws that restricted gun keeping in small ways. Lower courts usually upheld these restraints but state judges at times also ruled in favor of the gun owners who claimed the constitutional right to possess and shoot firearms freely.

Meanwhile, fearful urbanites regarded crime with firearms as accelerating in pace with multiplying gun sales. This perception led journalists to demand selective firearms regulation more restrictive than in existing local and state laws. They targeted the practice, still legally tolerated in many communities, of individuals carrying concealed small firearms, citing it as a prime contributor to the spread of deadly violence. Other concerned citizens played up the notion that the mail-order distribution of concealable handguns contributed heavily to their availability and hence to robbing and killing. Some social commentators contended that without ready access to cheap guns the criminal classes could not kill with ease.

When criminals carrying mass-produced guns increasingly felled police, many urbanites switched attitudes on arming their professional defenders. This citizenry concluded that without firearms the police could no longer enforce law and order adequately. Local officials then accepted the idea that those charged with maintaining the law and paid by municipal taxes should carry guns not just in emergencies and for self-protection but also openly while on duty as a deterrent to crime. Even though the popular conception of police as corrupt and abusers of authority did not disappear, more city fathers began officially supplying their law enforcers with firearms.

In New Orleans and Nashville, authorities had been equipping their officers with Winchester rifles and revolvers for a decade. In the 1880s, Philadelphia gave its police on night duty the authority to carry pistols, and Boston in 1884 distributed eight hundred Smith & Wesson .38-caliber revolvers to its police
who “for the first time” pounded their beats “routinely armed.” New York City during this time officially issued its officers firearms. The character of the police also changed. They became more and more representative of the population at large and hence more democratic, though not necessarily less corrupt.

Statistical data on the placing of guns in the hands of police to curb crime do not tell us clearly how effectively the practice worked as a deterrent. It did, however, theoretically nullify what shooters proclaimed as a fundamental principle of personal gun-keeping—the need for self-protection. Society entrusted police forces with firearms as part of a social contract. As its servants, the police—and not private citizens, individually or collectively as in vigilance committees—could use those arms to fight crime and maintain order. As had monarchs in the rising nation-states with their standing armies, city governments promised or implied that with firepower the police could protect the people more effectively than individuals could defend themselves.

In town and country local gun restrictions, accompanied by the improved policing and by employers who took action against gun-toting workers, appeared to have some effect in curbing firearms violence, but it still appeared high. Fragmentary statistics for the 1880s showed a rise in murders and incarcerations but also indicated a drop in most crimes. Under these conditions guns in the hands of sport shooters and thugs rose and armed police became a feature of America’s cityscapes.

In Britain, too, public concern over civilian gun violence connected to crime rose and led to calls for restrictions on the carrying of handguns. London’s Saturday Review editorialized, “It is impossible to regard with indifference . . . repeated proofs that every kind of criminal and roughs who are ready to commit crimes on the very slightest provocation, carry about with them [handguns with] the potentiality of murder.” It urged stiff penalties aimed at stopping this “revolvering.” Such agitation persuaded government officials to call for new legislation on the carrying of deadly weapons. Before acting, they decided in 1889 to solicit information on practices in other countries on “the carrying of firearms by private persons in populous places.”

The investigation revealed a wide range of attitudes. Scandinavian countries had hardly any laws on the use of firearms. Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain, however, required permits for individuals to carry any type of firearm. Most countries still linked the right to bear arms with hunting privileges. They restricted the use of guns by vagrants, minors, the mentally retarded, and habitual criminals. Resting usually on established precedent, these laws represented
centralized responses to crime, violence, and sedition in increasingly crowded industrializing societies.

In the relatively uncrowded United States, the local control statutes did not block the flow of firearms into private hands. Aided by a protective tariff coupled with aggressive marketing, domestic manufacturers readily outperformed foreign firms in the sale of cheap weapons and ammunition. American companies produced handguns, shotguns, and rifles in the multiples of thousands.

Few Americans attached stigma to those who kept guns, who manufactured them, or who peddled them for private use. Schools and colleges taught shooting and marksmanship. Harvard University’s president, Charles W. Eliot, praised target practice as the finest sport available for young men. As did no other, he said, it built character and coordination. Some educators, such as a regent of the University of Wisconsin, dissented. He complained to another that “discipline which savors least of culture or mentality and most of brute passion and wars, is being pushed most persistently and vigorously. To study classics is choice or whim—to train with a gun and know how to shoot is a requirement.”

Social critics commented on “the increase of crimes of violence and bloodshed” in the United States as “without parallel in any other of the enlightened nations of the globe.” They blamed the violence on the availability of handguns and their easy concealment. “It is noteworthy,” one wrote, “that not until the manufacture of revolvers of small size, suitable to easy concealment on the person, was the increase of crimes of violence and bloodshed so alarming.” The jump in these crimes, he maintained, “has been in cities and communities in which the practice of carrying concealed weapons is common.” Where they are not allowed, “this order of crime is comparatively rare.”

Despite such concern, most of the public appeared to approve of private gun-keeping. It even sided with those who advocated shooting as a part of education. At this time Americans purchased 750,000 pistols, 400,000 shotguns, and 500,000 rifles. This consumption led a journalist to comment, “For a quiet, peace loving nation, it is surprising how many firearms are sold in this country every year.”

This acceptance of guns influenced their manufacture. In particular, it helped shield producers against those who would target them for regulation. The industry set its own standards for quality and safety, a practice different from that followed in Europe. Most European countries with small-arms industries entrusted public officials with the testing of commercial arms and re-
required manufacturers to pay for the certification. American firms did their own testing.

America’s communities with firearms producers within their jurisdiction possessed the authority to compel manufacturers to meet safety standards. Few manufacturing towns enacted such regulatory laws. For instance, in 1892 Alabama, which required an expensive business license for those who sold handguns, passed legislation governing gun manufacture and sales. The law did little to curtail gun violence because, as did other states, Alabama monitored compliance indifferently. Those states that attempted strict supervision of their firearms laws aroused fierce opposition from gun owners.

This resistance to regulation occurred even in instances of criminal behavior by gun wielders, as in 1894 in the case of Miller v. Texas, 153 U.S. 535 (1894). In this litigation, a court in Dallas County, Texas, tried, convicted, and sentenced Franklin P. Miller to execution for shooting a police officer to death, one of the several who sought to arrest him for carrying an unlicensed handgun. At the time state law did not require a warrant for such an arrest. Miller appealed his conviction to the Supreme Court, contending that the Texas law “prohibiting the carrying of dangerous weapons” and allowing the arrest of the individual carrier without warrant violated his Second, Fourth, and Fourteenth Amendment rights. Up to this time, courts usually had confined their rulings on these amendments to matters involving blacks’ claims to having the same rights enjoyed by whites.19

Miller’s lawyers challenged this narrow interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment’s due process clause. They argued it had a broader scope, claiming that under it the states had to respect the individual’s right to keep and bear arms, or that the Fourteenth Amendment totally incorporated the Second Amendment. In line with the Cruikshank and Presser decisions, the Court rejected this reasoning. It maintained that the Fourteenth Amendment did not shelter the whole Bill of Rights against the states. The Court thus again followed the doctrine of selective incorporation of the Bill of Rights.

Later, in cases involving usually the criminal process and the civil rights of African Americans, federal courts would accept consistently the incorporating concept but also not in full. They would convert the Fourteenth Amendment’s due process clause into a second bill of rights most of whose guaranties applied to the states.20 In particular, they would exclude the right to bear arms and thereby leave intact the power of states, counties, and cities to enact gun-control laws. Gun owners would protest this exclusion, citing limited opinions that were favorable to total incorporation.
Regardless of the Miller ruling and other federal court decisions upholding selective incorporation, attorneys for firearms organizations would continue to argue that “the second amendment should apply to the states by incorporation through the fourteenth amendment.” They would also use a refined interpretation of the incorporation concept to contend “the right to bear arms becomes a quintessentially individual right.” As a consequence of gun owners’ promoting of total incorporation theory as applied to the Second Amendment and of public acceptance of shooters’ privileges, the courts’ selective acceptance or rejection of the incorporation theory had little or no immediate effect on the struggle to check gun violence.

Unlike the courts, the executive and legislative branches of the federal government skirted the incorporation issue as applied to individual gun-keeping. Washington also did virtually nothing to regulate the private traffic in firearms. It did not act even in areas of international commerce and foreign relations where it possessed authority greater than in domestic matters. Occasionally it tried to block foreign gunrunning, as to Canada during troubles there in the 1830s and to Chile in 1891 during a civil war there where it earned ill will by denying weapons to the rebels who won the war. In such situations the federal government did not accomplish much because it had little authority to act. Not until 1898 did Congress authorize the president to impose, in such instances, embargoes on arms trafficking.

Meanwhile, the popular opposition to utilizing the National Guard in domestic disputes had become more widespread. For instance, in spring 1892 when the Carnegie Steel Corporation, the nation’s largest manufacturer, attempted to lower wages at its Homestead, Pennsylvania, plant the unionized workers went on strike. On July 6 when three hundred heavily armed, private Pinkerton guards tried to bring nonunion workers into the plant, the strikers, armed with carbines, rifles, and pistols, battled the guards head-on. Ten people died and scores incurred injuries. The strikers defeated the Pinkertons but the governor intervened with eight thousand state National Guardsmen, broke the strike, and destroyed the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel Workers, one of the country’s biggest unions.

Samuel Gompers, head of the American Federation of Labor, declared that the militia, instead of operating as an institution to protect the people, had been transformed into an organization to oppress workers. Populists perceived the Guard as “a private army directly under the command of the capitalists.” Others denounced it as an instrument to defeat workingmen on strike. They warned workers, “Don’t join the militia.”
Two years later, in the wake of a financial depression, the Pullman Palace Car Company slashed wages. When the American Railway Union refused to handle Pullman cars, the confrontation escalated into a national railroad strike. The most notable violence erupted in Chicago. Over the opposition of Illinois’s governor, President Grover Cleveland ordered federal troops to the city. These troops, along with the courts, local police, and National Guard soldiers, broke the strike. This upheaval climaxed nearly two decades of industrial and social strife marked by widespread gun wielding.

Organized workers came to view the citizen-soldiers, with their willingness to shoot, as enemies much as Englishmen and earlier Americans regarded other standing armed forces. As a writer for the Knights of Labor stated, “The National Guard is a standing army and a menace to liberty. . . . Its promoters, supporters and patrons are the plutocrats, the corporations, syndicates and trusts.”26 This sentiment did not stop the practice of using armed, uniformed, part-time citizen-soldiers against armed or unarmed worker-citizens.

Also in this last decade of the nineteenth century, the frontier, and much of the gun toting associated with it, passed out of existence. Observers concerned with gun violence believed that New Yorkers now packed more pistols than did Texans. In increasing numbers, Americans deplored the carrying of firearms. More and more, law officers in the major cities—New York, Chicago, San Francisco—joined those who saw a direct relationship between perceived rising crime and the carrying of concealed handguns. In Texas, Governor James Stephen Hogg characterized “the practice of carrying concealed deadly weapons” as unmanly and cowardly and as “a fruitful source of crime.” He warned that “the mission of the concealed deadly weapon is murder. To check it is the duty of every self-respecting, law abiding man.”27

Religious leaders and others backed this attitude, urging enforcement of Texas’s pistol law with stiff penalties for violators. They argued that “beyond a doubt the practice of carrying concealed weapons is responsible for the widespread epidemic of murder. Every man who carries a revolver, carries it for the purpose of killing other men. There is no escape from this logic. If he didn’t expect to kill with it, he would not have it with him.” The writer and others urged the legislature to make carrying of concealed weapons punishable by imprisonment in the state penitentiary from one to five years.28

Still, much of the public remained captivated with stories of the last frontier’s glorified gunslingers. As in the past, in both urban and rural environments that fascination often included firearms. Gun clubs retained their popularity countrywide, and esteem for those who could shoot was evidenced in the many
magazine articles, novels, and accounts of hunters and marksmen in various competitions that appeared. Much of this concern with shooting carried over into the martial fervor leading to the eruption in April 1898 of the Spanish-American War.

Five years earlier the army had adopted the best-known firearm used in the war, the Danish .30-caliber Krag-Jorgenson, a repeating rifle, to replace the decade-old, single-shot, breech-loading Springfield. Unlike the Springfield, the Krag carried a box magazine with a five-round capacity and fired smokeless cartridges. Kraggs required training to be effective, but few of the troops had benefited from target practice and many were still armed with the Springfields. In its arsenals the government accelerated the production of rifles, carbines, ammunition, and other arms and placed large orders for weapons with private arms-makers. Since the war against Spain was brief, these arms did not come into much use in combat.

As for manpower, at the start of the conflict Congress designated state National Guard units as the main source for volunteers to augment the regular army. These hastily mobilized troops lacked training and discipline. As with militia in past wars, nearly half the Guardsmen refused to leave home for any length of time. The regulars, who did much of the fighting in Cuba, regarded them as unfit for soldiering. Later, the volunteers—about two hundred thousand of them—carried most of the burden of battling Filipinos who fought for independence against the American occupation of their country. The quick victory over Spain with the mix of regulars and National Guardsmen overshadowed the Filipino war, enabling the Guard lobby to extol the volunteers’ role in it. The hostilities in Cuba and the Philippines contributed to the popularity of shooting.

Gun boosters enjoyed their war-enhanced status but some of them wanted to take steps to perpetuate it. As had officer veterans of the Civil War in their time, those conspicuous in the gun circles expressed dissatisfaction with the marksmanship of soldiers in the Spanish war as well as with those in the conflict still raging in the Philippines. In June 1900, therefore, Albert S. Jones, an officer in the New Jersey National Guard and secretary of the state’s rifle association, invited various gun groups to form a national organization for reenergizing efforts to make marksmen of American youths. Prominent politicians such as Theodore Roosevelt, then governor of New York, backed this move.

At the meeting in September to plan for the new firearms society, Wingate, now president of the National Rifle Association (NRA), suggested that his organization could achieve the goal Jones desired. The delegates agreed, backed
away from forming the new society, and allowed Wingate, with the help of politicians and the federal government, to embark on a program for bringing new life to the presently frail rifle association. The organization also helped rejuvenate itself by expanding its membership beyond men with military connections. It swept into its ranks many of the gun owners interested primarily in shooting sports.

As for gun-control legislation, it remained segmented in numerous state and local jurisdictions. Individual gun keepers continued often to defy the usual mild restrictions enacted by these entities. Under these conditions, when Leon F. Czolgosz, the twenty-eight-year-old son of Polish immigrants attracted to doctrines of anarchism, shopped for a gun he had no trouble buying an easily concealed short-barreled .32-caliber Iver-Johnson revolver for four dollars. On September 6, 1901, when he attended a reception for William McKinley at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, New York, he covered the gun in the palm of his hand with a handkerchief. When the president reached out to shake hands with him, Czolgosz fired two shots, mortally wounding McKinley. “I killed the President,” the shooter said later, “because he was the enemy of the good people—the good working people. I am not sorry for my crime.”

A stunned nation demanded revenge against all anarchists. Police quizzed hundreds of them and arrested many. The assassination did not prompt a notable outcry against the sale of lethal weapons to demented persons. Bursts of crime in cities did, however, spur businesspeople to organize against lawbreakers with handguns. In some cities, as in Houston, the effort produced numerous arrests, but lenient juries voted only mild punishment to pistol-packing criminals.

Meanwhile, Roosevelt, well known as an apostle of the strenuous life, rose from the vice presidency to master of the White House. He had loved guns since receiving his first firearm at age fourteen and collected them. He had hunted animals for sport, belonged to the National Rifle Association, and took a macho pride in his marksmanship. He had explained in one instance that he “never made steadier shooting than at the grizzlies” and that he “had grand sport with the elk too.” In comparison to “bear killing,” he added, “other sport seemed tame.” He also kept in close touch with arms manufacturers.

Roosevelt began his presidency as the regulatory zeal of the Progressive era had started rising and moving in a direction affecting firearms use. His personality fit the times even though he denounced as muckrakers journalists who in inexpensive magazines exposed corruption throughout the nation and gave prominence to the Progressive agenda. Progressive politicians as well as sensa-
ionalist writers looked closely at poverty, slums, prostitution, crime, unsanitary health conditions, and child labor in cotton mills, mines, and elsewhere. Dislik-
ing what they saw, these social crusaders mobilized public outrage to demand “government intervention—municipal, state, and federal—in behalf of the poor, the weak, and the young.” They also campaigned to mitigate the abuse of domesticated animals and to regulate the producing and marketing of food and patent medicines.

The humane movement, led by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, mounted an effort that led many states to ban the use of live pigeons or turkeys in competitive rifle shooting. The shooting continued but at clay pigeons or turkeys. Similarly, conservationists facilitated passage of state game laws that brought hunting under limited controls. These state regulations became sufficiently extensive to prompt the Department of Agriculture to publish an annual bulletin listing them.

In addition, as law enforcement became more professional and the nation’s military forces formidable, Progressives questioned the need for perpetuating the myth of a citizenry in arms. Roosevelt agreed, primarily because he wished well-trained troops rather than untrustworthy transfers from the National Guard to enter the federal armed forces. In December 1901 he called for change in military legislation, urging action in the matter of “raising volunteer forces.” He pointed out, “Our militia law is obsolete and worthless. The organization and armament of the National Guard of the several states, which are treated as militia in the appropriations by the Congress, should be made identical with those provided for the regular forces.”

The next year, in line with presidential thinking, Congress considered a bill that, among other provisions, would have created a national board for the promotion of rifle practice. Roosevelt urged passage, explaining he wanted urgently to teach Americans to shoot by encouraging rifle practice among youths, people of all classes, and those in the military services. “The marksmanship of the men,” he told Congress, “must receive special attention.”

Congress seemed congenial to the shooting program but refused to go along with the administration’s proposed reorganization of the National Guard because its well-organized association opposed some of the bill’s features. As Secretary of War Elihu Root put it, this lobby had the clout “to defeat any measure” for a reserve system “which did not commend itself to them.” So he met with Guard leaders to work out a compromise for reforming and perpetuating the militia as succeeded by state Guard units.

Finally, on January 19, 1903, largely through the politicking of Charles F.
Dick, a congressman, a major general in the Ohio National Guard, and chairman of the House militia committee, Congress passed legislation that replaced the 111-year-old militia law. This measure attempted to clarify the confusing militia concept primarily by retaining the volunteer National Guard but providing for change in its status. By designating the Guard as the organized militia, it gave new life to the armed citizenry myth by stating that able-bodied males between eighteen and forty-five must serve in the armed forces. That requirement applied to what the legislation called the reserve militia.

In addition, the Dick act enhanced federal influence over the Guard through shared funding, partly from the states and partly from Washington. The war department provided Guard units in the states with arms, ammunition, and training. The law also empowered the president to call out the Guard in case of invasion, rebellion, or when he could not execute laws with other forces at his command.

In harmony with this legislation and at the request of the National Rifle Association, Congress encouraged shooting by establishing, as Roosevelt had asked, the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice and appropriating funds for annual marksmanship contests. From the standpoint of the gun community, the legislators had established “the program of the National Rifle Association as the law of the land.” In its initial meeting on March 31, 1903, the association’s governing board recommended that the government open federal facilities to civilians for rifle practice. Washington obliged.

A few days after the request, Secretary Root undermined the association’s major contention that the nation needed a compulsory militia for national defense. Echoing the president’s sentiment, he pointed out that the idea of the nation’s founders of relying for defense on a militia composed of the entire male population, with each one keeping “in his own home the gun and powder,” in practice “never worked.” He declared correctly that the militia had become “absolutely a dead letter.” Nonetheless, special-interest lobbying again pumped blood into the compulsory citizen-militia concept.

Two years later, in Salina v. Blakesly, 72 Kan. 230, 83 (1905), the connection of the militia to civilian gun-owning again came under legal scrutiny. The Kansas Supreme Court held that the constitutional right to bear arms applied only to members of the state militia in their official capacity while in actual service. It thus upheld the theory of the Second Amendment conferring only a collective right to own arms.

That same year a Congress attuned to the popularity of guns and shooting supported in substance the individual theory of gun ownership by showering
more favors on the NRA and affiliated clubs. It gave their members the privilege of buying surplus government rifles, ammunition, and other military equipment at cost. This legislation encouraged still unattached gun enthusiasts to join the rifle association, thereby widening its membership. A change in rules also attracted new members. Unofficially, the association had allowed women to shoot in its matches but, ostensibly because of its quasimilitary character, it had barred them from membership. In 1906 it admitted women. By this time the NRA had emerged from a period of decline larger, more diverse, and stronger than in the past.

With the backing of powerful figures in government such as Roosevelt and Root, now secretary of state, the association became a remarkably successful special-interest group. It succeeded in good measure because its objectives reflected the convictions of America’s leaders as well as the attitudes of shooters. Root, for instance, believed “that the young men of America shall know how to shoot straight is one of the fundamental requirements of our scheme of national defense.”40 To solidify its relationship with the government with more direct access to policymakers in promoting national legislation favored by its membership, the NRA in 1908 moved its headquarters from New York City to Washington, D.C.

At the same time, in keeping with the nation’s status as a world power, Congress passed another militia act that provided for more centralization of the armed forces. It granted the federal government authority to deploy National Guardsmen beyond the limits of the continental United States and to determine, once they were accepted as federal troops, how long they would serve.41 This law dealt another blow to the concept, still upheld in theory by gun keepers of the rifle association, of an armed local citizenry as a safeguard against a standing army and as protection against internal tyranny.

This minor setback in a matter of ideology did not deter leaders of the NRA from enlarging its interests. James A. Drain, its president, campaigned to widen its base again, this time geographically. Most members still resided on the East Coast. As a means of converting the association to an umbrella organization for hunters, farmers, ranchers, sport shooters, and gun collectors everywhere, he promoted the founding of rifle club branches throughout the country. He also guided the organization into sponsoring nationwide target shooting contests.

In the year of the move to Washington, the association organized the first American Olympic rifle team, which in the international competition captured the gold medal. American shooters in teams also won other competitions on
several continents. A pleased Roosevelt asked Congress to appropriate funds for constructing rifle ranges in public schools. With such official support and popular approval, target shooting became a sport practiced year-round and was widely identified with the NRA.

In this manner the rifle brotherhood completed its transformation from a regional, militarist club to the nation’s foremost firearms lobby representing an ideologically conservative and an increasingly politically activist constituency. Throughout the process, the NRA took care to preserve its special relationship with the government. For example, as the army had done previously, in 1910 it gave, or sold at bargain prices, surplus rifles and ammunition only to association members or affiliates.
As gun keeping in the early twentieth century experienced growth, Progressive reformers became alarmed by a surge of armed robberies and killings in large cities. This violence led students of criminology to turn from dealing mainly with conjectures to a systematic but still limited probing of the connection between the availability of guns for private use and lawlessness. Criminologists gathered opinions on the problem as expressed mostly by newspaper editorials, newly formed citizen groups alarmed by the crime situation, and police records. In New York City in June 1903 police estimated that twenty thousand people regularly carried handguns, about six thousand of them with requisite permits. Even though these numbers come from crude record-keeping, they and other data did indicate that New Yorkers had a lot of pistols.

Various investigators concluded that pistols, which could be had for two dollars, had become so widespread that society should regulate their possession. Some perturbed journalists urged high taxes on the sale of firearms that would make them too costly for most people to own, a system of indirect constraint going back to the Middle Ages. These concerns over mounting gun violence and schemes hatched to counter it opened to fresh scrutiny the constitutional right to bear arms. The court rulings had brought at least aspects of that assumed right into question, but Americans who worried over the blood spilled with guns believed the courts had not gone far enough. These critics of the status quo desired some form of gun control beyond local ordinances and state laws. They accomplished little because at this time nationally they constituted a clear minority. In addition, gun owners and federal legislators stood firmly behind the preindustrial practice of allowing private gun-keeping with only minimum restrictions.

In contrast, publics in Europe’s industrially advanced countries increasingly
accepted demands for government-imposed gun controls. In Britain following
the Boer War and a spurt in civilian gun violence, popular sentiment provided
momentum for the Pistols Act of 1903. It prohibited the sale of pistols and
revolvers to minors and felons while permitting only persons with a proper li-
cense to own a firearm.\(^2\) Although the law struck mostly at the usual wrong
people, it placed for the first time an explicit restriction on gun ownership that
applied to the whole population.

In the United States, despite the lack of a significant popular gun-control
constituency, a number of states continued their efforts to deal with the prob-
lem of firearms violence. They, and municipalities too, enacted broader restric-
tions than in the past on who could use small arms. For instance, in 1906
Massachusetts prohibited private citizens from carrying a loaded pistol without
a permit and jurists spoke of guns such as the repeating pistol as a menace
meriting regulation.

Texas in May 1907 passed legislation designed to break the gun-carrying
habit by requiring all who sold revolvers to pay a tax of 50 percent on their gross
against pistols? The thing seems incredible.” But he approved, writing that “if
there is an industry which we should like to see a Government monopoly, it is
the manufacture and sale of firearms. They ought to be made the costliest kind
of luxury.”\(^3\)

The next month a reader commented, “It seems entirely logical that the
manufacture of weapons for the destruction of human life, in this boasted age
of enlightenment, should be confined wholly to Government agencies, to be
used only against foreign enemies or for police purposes at home.” He called
laws against concealed weapons “merely plucking a few leaves from the evil
tree, whereas the true remedy lies in attacking the tree itself.” He urged the
“total cutting off of the present superabundant supply of deadly weapons.”
More than anything else, he concluded, it would mitigate the gun-keeping evil,
“the greatest in our social system.”\(^4\)

The next year a journalist claimed that an Oklahoma law carrying a fine of
fifty dollars and three months in jail for anyone pointing a gun at another per-
son was probably the toughest firearms legislation in the nation.\(^5\) Although the
state laws and the budding antigun sentiment upset some gun keepers, the
antigun agitation had no discernible impact on their behavior. In Texas, dealers
evaded that state’s tough law by leasing rather than selling handguns to their
customers.

In most instances, the local antigun legislation struck as usual at those desig-
nated as belonging to the dangerous classes. As part of a larger pattern, this discrimination reflected the changing values of a society transformed by industrialization and by masses of what earlier settlers perceived as strange newcomers. The established, xenophobic, and often gun-owning citizenry accused those whom they called ignorant and quarrelsome immigrants—Jews, Italians, Poles, and Russians—of allegedly lawbreaking propensities for abusing the use of pistols and instigating violence. This stereotyped thinking, similar to that of the pre–Civil War white upper classes toward outsiders and the poor, led authorities in New York City, for instance, to cancel pistol permits in immigrant neighborhoods.

When this narrowly targeted regulation failed discernibly to alleviate crime, considerable sentiment in the city switched to the support of the emerging gun-control movement that would become the most effective in the nation. Newspaper editors, judges, police officials, and others fed up with the rising criminal use of guns demanded effective action to stop it. Their crusade helped shape the local control sentiment while giving it momentum. At the urging of the district attorney, William T. Jerome, the city’s board of aldermen in February 1905 adopted a new concealed-weapons ordinance. It continued an already established permit system but greatly increased the penalty for violation of the law to a maximum fine of 250 dollars and prescribed a prison term of up to six months.

Jerome tried to buttress this measure with a similar state statute. Even though this effort garnered substantial support, it failed to produce the desired legislation. The state legislature then enacted its own selective control measure. It prohibited aliens from carrying firearms in any public place. While New York’s control advocates continued their campaign, several other states also attempted to deal with the crime problem with mild regulations on gun sales and ownership.

Also, as the National Rifle Association continued to grow in numbers and political influence, a few gun-control advocates began questioning its cozy relationship with government. In particular, they protested the federal promotion of marksmanship through the association. This concern over the encouraging of shooting even spilled into the national council of the newly organized Boy Scouts of America. Its leaders split over whether or not to have a merit badge for marksmanship. In the end, at the cost of losing some longtime supporters, scout leaders sided with the shooting promoters by authorizing a marksman badge.

Despite this victory for the firearms network and despite its impressive power
in repulsing attacks, the most determined of the small number of control promoters—newspaper editors, law enforcement officials, and judges—persisted in challenging it. George C. Holt, a federal district court judge who had served in New York, declared that “the repeating pistol is the greatest nuisance in modern life.” He characterized carrying it as an indefensible, monstrous habit. These critics called for laws that would make pistol carrying a penitentiary offense.

These efforts received a boost from an episode of gun violence splashed across headlines in urban newspapers. On August 9, 1910, James Gallagher, an embittered municipal employee, stalked Mayor William J. Gaynor of New York while he attended a crowded celebration aboard a ship berthed at a municipal pier. Gallagher aimed and fired a pistol, and the bullet pierced Gaynor’s neck. The mayor recovered but had to undergo a long, painful convalescence. This shooting and other local gun violence led a coroner, using a popular but flawed analogy, to comment, “This city is like a wild Western town. The gun men rule.”

Promptly, organized antigun activists and a number of politicians demanded statewide regulatory legislation, mainly, they said, to curb the reckless and habitual use of firearms in the city. Some of these reformers contended the state should lead the nation in breaking the gun community’s grip on legislators when they considered proposals affecting the keeping of firearms.

One of the city’s most conspicuous control proponents, George P. Lebrun, secretary to the board of coroners and its chief medical examiner, called for severe measures to curtail the sale of firearms. Other prominent civic leaders such as John Wannamaker, merchant; John D. Rockefeller Jr., oil baron; and Arthur Brisbane, journalist, endorsed this program, maintaining that morality and the public welfare required containment of the pistol habit.

When Timothy D. “Big Tim” Sullivan, a Tammany politician with a forceful personality, not only joined this campaign but also positioned himself at its head, it built up steam. He pledged to introduce a bill in the state legislature, drafted by Lebrun, for regulating the purchase, possession, and carrying of firearms. On January 5, 1911, soon after the legislature had convened and as more gun violence rocked New York City, Sullivan introduced the bill. He moved at a moment when criminologists had compiled data that pointed to a correlation between the ready availability of pistols and the perceived rise in crime. Lebrun used these findings in a report showing that in the previous year the number of local gun homicides had jumped upward by almost 50 percent. He suggested,
as had the researchers, that easy access to the weapons bore some responsibility for the increase in deaths.

With these statistics at hand, a state legislative committee in the following months held hearings on Sullivan’s bill. Hardware merchants and spokesmen for small-arms manufacturers opposed it with arguments that would become standard for gun enthusiasts in protesting virtually any kind of control. Dealers cautioned that the measure would merely drive their pistol customers to New Jersey and Connecticut whereas manufacturers contended it would work the greatest hardship not on criminals but on legitimate gun purchasers, however they might be defined. The firearms constituency also warned that crooks would not obey the law. Felons and others prone to crime would steal, buy elsewhere, or make any handgun they needed.

Thoughtful supporters of the bill did not deny the validity of some of these arguments but insisted the legislation would at least help reduce gun violence. Others, such as Sullivan himself, accused opponents of fronting for a gun trust. He pontificated, “If this bill passes, it will do more to carry out the commandment thou shalt not kill and save more souls than all the talk of all the ministers and priests in the state for the next ten years.”

Such rhetoric did less for the bill than did its anticrime focus and the progressive ferment of the times. It fell into the enlarging pattern of social regulation closely fought in Congress and the courts that included demands for the eight-hour day, for exclusion of all children from night work and from tasks dangerous to life or limb, and for the regulation of factory health and safety conditions. The New York legislators voted for the Sullivan bill as part of this reform wave. Later, pro-gun writers would discount this reformist agitation to argue incorrectly that the bill passed because “there was no organized opposition in those days to ill-conceived firearms laws.” On May 25 the governor signed the measure into law.

The law revised another two-year-old statute on hidden small arms. As we have seen, other municipalities and states had enforced legislation against concealed gun-carrying but the Sullivan law attempted to do more. Unlike previous state and local gun statutes, it regulated not only the carrying and possession of pistols, machine guns, and sawed-off shotguns but also their sale and private possession. These restrictions as well as the law’s requirement of a license to keep a concealable gun in one’s home or place of business had no precedent in American law. Violation of the statute’s provisions was punishable as a felony rather than as a misdemeanor.

In the same year, legislators enacted another law allowing police to search
and arrest without warrant anyone suspected of carrying an illegal gun. It and the Sullivan law were tailored to fit the situation in New York City and State. Proponents, though, hoped the statute would serve as a model for other states seeking to control gun violence. When it went into effect in September, it did have national ramifications. Police, legislators, and gun owners in other parts of the country followed its course.

As New York police and the courts proceeded with enforcement of the statute, critics denounced it as despotic, vicious, asinine, as an outrage against the rights of all Americans, and challenged its constitutionality. In two instances courts upheld the validity of the Sullivan law but its effect on gun keeping brought mixed assessments. Lebrun’s report on deaths for 1912 appeared to bear out the control advocates’ optimism. He assembled statistics showing that suicides with firearms had dropped 40 percent from the previous year, and credited the law for the decline.

Opponents pointed out, however, that homicides by shooting had increased from 108 in 1910, the last pre-Sullivan year, to 113 in 1912. Moreover, even antigun journalists admitted that criminals remained as well armed as ever. This happened in part because, as opponents had prophesied, New Yorkers who wanted guns bought them in neighboring states without undergoing any questioning. For these reasons critics never ceased calling the legislation a failure.11 Despite the negative data, supporters claimed the law worked well enough, insisting that in the long run it would show more obviously positive results.

Two of the statute’s most articulate defenders, Lebrun and William G. McAdoo, a former police commissioner and the city’s chief magistrate who superintended the courts, called for similar legislation in New Jersey and Connecticut that would help make gun control more effective in New York as well as elsewhere. McAdoo believed that “if every citizen joined in the movement to do away with pistols and revolvers, this would be a safer land in which to live.” Accordingly, he also urged passage of a federal law banning the carrying of concealed guns.12

As for the Sullivan law’s ripple effect, a number of states or communities across the country did adopt similar legislation, thereby alarming the National Rifle Association. Previously it had concentrated much of its lobbying on gaining goodwill with leaders in the federal government rather than on opposing scattered lawmaking it disliked. Given the prevalence of progun sentiment, local battles against isolated controllers had not seemed necessary. Under Drain’s leadership, the association now jumped into local and state control struggles with carefully organized, well-financed battle plans. He denounced all
Sullivan-like legislation, claiming, in words common in the gun fraternity, that “such laws have the effect of arming the bad man and disarming the good one to the injury of the community.”

Since the NRA and gun keepers everywhere would repeat this sentiment as though it were gospel, it prevailed nationally. It appeared plausible also because state and local regulation outside the state of New York as usual failed to stop gun violence or to make a real dent in the sale and possession of firearms. Both the old and the new gun-carrying habits of most Americans remained largely untouched. All of these data convinced many in the control movement that for gun regulation to be effective it needed federal as well as state backing.

No support came from the White House. As did Theodore Roosevelt, President William H. Taft, his successor, belonged to the NRA and approved of teaching the young to shoot. Although he did nothing for the domestic regulation of firearms, for about a year he faced what amounted to a gun-control problem in foreign relations. Beginning in 1910, revolution convulsed Mexico. From the start, without legal or other restraints, American dealers and manufacturers sold guns and ammunition to factions on both sides. Taft wanted to regulate this cross-border commerce so it would reflect his policy toward the upheaval but felt he needed more authority than he assumed he had before he could act. Finally, in consultation with members of Congress, he worked out a plan to block this arms trafficking on his terms.

On March 14, 1912, Congress voted legislation empowering the president to forbid American firms from exporting arms to countries where he found they promoted violence. The next day Taft issued a proclamation banning the export of firearms to Mexico. Violation of this law carried a fine of up to ten thousand dollars, imprisonment of up to two years, or both. No punishment of comparable severity applied to sales of guns at home, an action that could be construed as promoting violence. Indeed, the nation’s gun enthusiasts still believed as passionately as ever that they had the right to use their weapons against what they would regard as tyrannical government.

Several months later, this right came under public scrutiny in a way that cast a shadow over the three-way race for the presidency. On October 14, while campaigning in Milwaukee on the third-party Bull Moose ticket, Roosevelt became the target of an assassin. John N. Schrank, a disturbed immigrant from Bavaria who appeared incapable of conceptualizing tyranny but who sported a sign that read, “Theodore Roosevelt is a murderer,” wounded the former president with a .38-caliber Colt police revolver he had purchased for fourteen dollars. “Friends,” Roosevelt announced immediately, “I have been shot but it
takes more than that to kill a Bull Moose.” Then with a rib fractured by the bullet that lodged in his chest, he spoke for an hour.

Later, in discussing the attempted murder and Schrank himself, Roosevelt explained, “I have not the slightest feeling against him; I have a very strong feeling against the people, who, by their ceaseless and intemperate abuse, excited him to the action, and against the mushy people who would excuse him and all other criminals once the crime has been committed.” In this castigation, however, Roosevelt expressed no anger or other emotion against the society that permitted persons such as Schrank to have unconstrained access to guns.

Of course, as gun defenders pointed out, neither police vigilance nor state gun-control laws could have done much to prevent the kind of shooting that injured Roosevelt. Even federal regulation probably could not have stopped it. Nonetheless, an alarmed minority indicated that those in positions of authority should denounce the unfettered sale of guns to the likes of Schrank. Given that the public did not demand meaningful regulation of firearms, those who desired it were convinced that unstable persons would continue to possess guns freely and would be able to attempt more assassinations.

This pessimism toward controls reflected reality. Legislators, jurists, and most Americans still assumed they could not curb gun violence significantly because the Second Amendment barred virtually any kind of federal regulation. Why battle for tight controls, they reasoned, and surely fail? In addition, the Supreme Court still seldom heard cases touching on that amendment. When the Court did consent to consider appeals from states on litigation involving guns, it focused on the broader points of law rather than specifically on claimed constitutional rights.

In the case of *Joseph Patsone v. Commonwealth*, 1915 232 U.S. 138, which in 1914 reached the Supreme Court on appeal, the justices seemed ready to go beyond former restraints. A resident alien originally from Italy, Patsone challenged a state law that forbade a noncitizen to own firearms. He lost but appealed the lower court’s decision. He contended Pennsylvania had violated the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment with legislation prohibiting unnaturalized foreign-born persons from possessing firearms to hunt. In ruling against him, the high court again upheld the states’ police power to control the use of guns, declaring the state had “the right to prohibit the possession of the instruments of killing” but said also the ban did not extend to “weapons such as pistols that may supposed to be needed occasionally for self-defense.”
all, while ruling in support of state power to control, the court still refused to take a firm, clear-cut stand on the constitutional issue of private gun-keeping.

All the while, privately owned guns continued to play a significant role in labor violence, as in Las Animas and Huerfano Counties, Colorado. In the summer of 1913 the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company imported men from Baldwin-Felts, a private detective agency, as guards in anticipation of a strike. According to contemporary estimates, the company equipped them with nine thousand or more firearms. In turn the United Mine Workers armed themselves with Remington, Savage, and larger numbers of Winchester rifles. With such armaments, the strike, which began on September 23, quickly turned into a shooting war that police could not control. The next month President Woodrow Wilson attempted to bring the operators and the miners together for a settlement. His effort failed and the private warfare spread to mining camps throughout the area. So, on October 28, the governor ordered National Guard troops into the fray, an intervention that aggravated the strife because the troops functioned as auxiliaries of the mine owners.17

The bloodiest encounter occurred on April 20, 1914, when National Guard troops poured machine-gun and rifle fire into a tent camp of striking miners and their families, killing ten people. Eight days later, as Colorado’s governor requested, the president ordered federal troops into the strike zone. He took care to explain that he intervened to maintain order and not to force a settlement, which he said “falls strictly within the fields of State power.”18 Within a week the troopers collected three thousand firearms. Before the strike ended, with the company refusing to recognize the United Mine Workers union, fifty-nine people had died in gunfire whereas total casualties were much higher.19

This carnage involving civilian gun-toting and indiscriminate use of firearms by poorly trained Guardsmen had little impact on the movement to restrict private gun-keeping, in particular because of the war that in August 1914 had broken out in Europe. Even so, by this time legal scholars on their own had begun reassessing the problem of private gun violence in light of contemporary social circumstances.

As one academician, Lucius Emery, wrote, “The greater deadliness of small firearms,” along with alarming increases in homicides and felonious assaults, “are now pressing home” the limitation of the presumed legal guarantee on arms carrying. “Women, young boys, the blind, tramps, persons non compos mentis or dissolute in habits,” he asserted, “may be prohibited from carrying weapons.” Indeed, he believed government could go further. “For the protection of the people,” he maintained, it could restrict, even prohibit, the carrying
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This reasoning attracted little attention beyond the legal and academic communities. Concern over the war just about smothered the nascent gun-control movement where Emery’s message had greatest meaning.

Initially, after the outbreak of hostilities, national worry over a business depression aggravated by the loss of trade with belligerents pushed aside reform programs such as firearms regulation. When the war took on the character of a stalemate and Allied belligerents began purchasing munitions and other supplies in the United States, depression turned into prosperity. Economic benefits overshadowed the need for reform.

As the conflict dragged on, perhaps a majority of Americans feared possible involvement. To a small group of military officers such as Major General Leonard Wood, a former army chief of staff, and other aggressive men of prominence such as Roosevelt, it also provided an opportunity to energize a static military-preparedness program they had been advocating. Trained in shooting skills, many of these espousers were militarists and civilian gun enthusiasts who identified with the goals of the National Rifle Association.

Tapping the myth of an armed citizenry rising on its own to defend an endangered nation, these men persuaded citizen groups, patriotic organizations, and corporate leaders to back their program. They created clubs where on weekends civilians drilled with privately owned firearms. Since the originators did their marching and shooting at a camp at Plattsburg, New York, journalists and others dubbed a part of the preparedness campaign the Plattsburg Movement.

These upper-class, primarily East Coast, pro-Allied militarists who organized and advanced the movement wanted to prod the nation into war. They also deplored data indicating that 60 percent of the National Guard personnel could not use the army rifle. To remedy this shooting problem, Roosevelt and other preparedness patriots urged universal military training linked to the old concept of the compulsory militia. He praised the “virile strength of manliness which accepts as the ideal the stern, unflinching performance of duty.”

Pacifists, a number of organized minorities, and workers’ groups opposed the preparedness movement as class based and militarist. President Wilson and other Democrats disliked it mainly because most of its leaders were antiadministration Republicans. Like the Plattsburgers, though, he still had faith in the concept of an armed citizenry. In October 1914 he had stated that in time of peril the nation should not depend on either a standing army or a reserve army “but upon a citizenry trained and accustomed to arms . . . a system by which every citizen who will volunteer for the training may be made familiar with the use of modern arms.”
The following January, as though emphasizing his antimilitarist stance, the president stopped the sale of surplus government guns to the NRA and the clubs affiliated with it. Soon, the public mood shifted. A journal of opinion noted in April, “Nothing has become plainer” than the growth of a “widespread belief that we of the United States must get ready to fight somebody.”23 After a diplomatic clash with Germany, when a U-boat on May 7 torpedoed the British passenger liner Lusitania off the Irish coast taking 1,100 lives, the president gradually warmed up to the preparedness idea.

As this happened, Wilson’s private secretary, Joseph Tumulty, wrote him in August that adoption of a preparedness program would be “the ultimate test of our party’s power to govern the nation.”24 Wilson did not switch to a buildup of arms because of this advice alone. On his own that autumn he realized that preparedness had become a nationwide concern and that opposition to it could affect his reelection campaign. In January 1916 he toured the country plugging his own version of preparedness. In addition to political considerations, difficulties in an armed confrontation with Mexico influenced him.

In March in a reaction to Mexican raids on American border towns, Wilson ordered troops under Brigadier General John J. Pershing into Mexico to pursue the raiders. Because all the army regulars were with Pershing or dispersed on the border, two months later, as allowed by law, the president called National Guard units from several states into federal service to supplement the regulars. Many Guardsmen refused to serve or deserted. As in the past, regulars disparaged the citizen-soldiers who served with them, saying in one instance, their behavior “only strengthens my belief the militia is worthless.”25

That May, in passing the National Defense Act, Congress accepted only part of the president’s preparedness plan. The legislators bowed to the power of the National Guard lobby and to the idea that the country needed an army of citizen-soldiers taken from Guard units as though from militias in the past. The defense statute, which became law on June 3, reasserted the principle of a universal military obligation among able-bodied males, expanded the regular army, and divided the source for citizen-soldiers “into three classes, the National Guard, the Naval Militia, and the unorganized Militia.”26 It placed the National Guard units in the states under federal authority subject to call for duty as part of the army. Promptly, on June 18, Wilson exercised his fresh power by summoning one hundred thousand National Guardsmen to seal off the Mexican border.

The legislation also created the Office of the Director of Civilian Marksman-ship. Congress appropriated three hundred thousand dollars for the promotion
of private shooting, primarily through the National Rifle Association. The gun organization provided a core of young shooters. Nearly half of its eight thousand members under age eighteen participated as Boy Scouts.  

At this time, too, the NRA took over an established gun magazine, *Arms and the Man*, changing its name later to *American Rifleman*, which would become the shooter’s bible. As for the nascent gun-control movement, even its most determined supporters realized the futility of denouncing firearms ownership when the nation was arming for possible war.

Despite much of the public’s esteem for firearms, the general prosperity, the success of the preparedness movement, and sales to belligerents such as Britain and Russia, gunmakers complained of meager profits. Executives of the Winchester company, for instance, grumbled they had “a plant entirely equipped for making small arms and ammunition and an organization completely trained and nothing to do.”  

After April 6, 1917, when the United States entered the World War, that situation quickly changed. Much as had involvement in previous conflicts, such as the Civil War, the intervention in Europe revitalized the arms industry. The government again became its foremost customer. The army had 100,000 Springfield rifles on hand and possession of armories that could produce 350,000 a year but it projected a need for 4 million rifles. So army procurement turned to the private arms-makers to provide most of them. At the start, though, until home production could catch up to demand, American troops in France had to use French machine guns and automatic rifles. At home, arms manufacturing became part of a wartime economic boom that attracted thousands upon thousands of Americans to well-paying jobs.

On the day after the declaration of war, as had Abraham Lincoln, Wilson openly abandoned the armed-citizen shibboleth, whether through state militias or national volunteering. He asked Congress for national conscription. Despite considerable popular opposition, expressed especially in a deluge of letters and telegrams, the legislators responded with the Selective Service Act. On May 18 he signed it into law.

That legislation authorized volunteer divisions but the president refused to exercise that authority, preferring instead to conscript young men for service but not call them conscripts. “It [the draft] is in no sense a conscription of the unwilling,” he announced. “It is rather, selection from a nation which has volunteered in mass.”  

This convoluted explanation represented the opposite of reality. His and other interventionists’ lack of faith in the willingness of the masses to learn to use guns and fight without compulsion produced the con-
scription that ended heavy reliance on volunteerism. Thereafter, to avoid a possible backlash, administration leaders spoke carefully of “selective service” rather than conscription or the draft and referred to draftees with euphemisms such as “selectees” and “servicemen.”

Ostensibly to help pay for the costs of the conflict, Congress in 1919 passed a war revenue act. This statute imposed a manufacturer’s tax of 10 percent on firearms and ammunition. Some control proponents perceived this first federal assertion of a regulatory power over guns as a means of reducing “the sale of revolvers and pistols.” That did not happen, but beginning with this legislation the Treasury Department’s responsibility for enforcement of gun laws became a fixed feature of government procedure. In addition, the statute itself set a precedent for further federal involvement in the control struggle.

In contrast to this anemic domestic measure, the federal government from the start of its occupation of the Philippines had decreed stringent gun control for the people of the conquered islands. The Philippine Constabulary, a nationwide organization of military police, enforced the measure. In October 1917 the American regime had gone further, adopting regulations that forbade “any person to possess any firearms,” not even air guns, unless licensed and registered. Noting this double standard that placed controls on Filipinos and none on American citizens, island nationalists attributed it to a racist colonialism. Regardless, the gun controls remained in effect in the Philippines for decades.

In the United States when the war ended so did conscription and the trumpeting of the people-in-arms concept it embodied. Politicians who girded for national elections realized that large segments of the public still had no taste for having its sons compelled to use guns in the military. So to avoid possible alienation of voters, legislators in June 1920 passed the National Defense Act, which, unlike in the act of 1916 that it amended, deleted all reference to the draft or selective service. But the new law retained a militia bureau as part of the War Department.

At this time also the prosperity of the arms industry plummeted, largely because, as after the Civil War, it had a huge investment in plants and equipment, many of which now lay idle. The gun manufacturers also had to cope with a sated domestic civilian market because during the war they had not stopped their commercial production of small arms. In addition, they faced competition from the government, which now sold surplus rifles to civilians below cost. Soon, as had previous postwar manufacturers, arms industrialists absorbed their excess plant capacity by diversifying. The Remington and Winchester companies, for instance, manufactured hardware for homes, cutlery, and cash
registers. Most firms also continued to turn out guns for the public because they could make them in quantity, sell them cheaply to expand the market, and, despite competition, earn profits. Thus, in the postwar years industrial production, pumped-up sales efforts, government dumping on a scale greater than ever before, and low cost all contributed to placing a gun within the reach of virtually any American who wanted one. Through its tax on firearms and ammunition the federal government as well as the arms manufacturers benefited from these swelling sales of firearms to civilians.

During the hostilities, as during those of the Civil War, crime in the United States, as measured by prison inmates, decreased while juvenile delinquency rose. When the fighting ceased, crime with small arms as well as fatal gunshot accidents started climbing as had been the case in previous postwar eras. Most belligerent countries experienced an escalation in crime. In all of them the plethora of guns became a worry. In the United States, crime and its associated gun violence became so pervasive as to become the focus of worldwide attention. It generated among concerned Americans renewed efforts to limit the open civilian access to firearms.
As in the past, in the United States in the early twenties the responsibility for dealing with crime and gun violence remained with state and municipal authorities. Even though criminal activity now often crossed state lines, the federal government took care not to intrude directly on those responsibilities. In contrast in Great Britain, government moved to combat the surge in gun violence nationally by stiffening the seventeen-year-old pistols act. The proposed legislation aimed “to prevent criminals and persons of that description from being able to have revolvers and to use them.”

During the debate in Parliament, opponents raised the traditional arguments, asserting that additional regulation would not reduce crime but would deny law-abiding people a means of personal protection, and would benefit only murderers and other criminals. Rejecting this rationalizing, the House of Commons on June 8 by a vote of 254 to 6 passed the Firearms Act of 1920, Britain’s first comprehensive gun-control law. It repealed what remained of the legal privilege of civilians keeping arms. Now anyone wishing to purchase, possess, use, or carry any description of gun or ammunition for it required a special certificate.

The statute entrusted local chiefs of police with the authority to decide who could obtain this document. They could deny a gun to anyone of intemperate habits, of unsound mind, or, for other reasons, deemed unfit to possess a firearm. In addition, the applicant had to convince the officer that he or she had a good reason for requiring a permit. If refused, an English person could appeal to a court to reverse the certificate decision, but an Irish applicant could not.

Although civilian gun violence caused more blood to flow in the United States, it did not arouse similar sentiment for comparable firearm regulation. Shortly, though, desperadoes who mocked law and order with seeming impu-
nity stimulated the revival of the gun-control movement that in much of the nation had lain dormant during the war. Police departments, city dwellers, and others disgusted with well-armed criminals became involved in the cause.

As in previous postwar periods, some analysts connected the crime to “ex-servicemen” and as “directly traceable to their military experience.” Others attributed the rise in homicide rates to cheap guns, automobiles, disillusionment, and economic depression. Some of these activists and much of the public blamed it also on the foremost social issue of the time, the effort to prohibit the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages for general consumption. The prohibition campaign had culminated on January 29, 1919, when the Eighteenth Amendment became part of the Constitution.

On October 28, over President Woodrow Wilson’s veto, Congress approved the enabling legislation, known as the National Prohibition Act or Volstead Act. As the law provided, on January 17 of the next year the ban went into effect. The Treasury Department placed authority for enforcement in the hands of a commissioner of Prohibition within the bureau of internal revenue. Americans of all classes soon violated what subsequently historians and others dubbed the “toothless” law.

This regulation of the liquor traffic, which gave birth to the first nationwide venture in domestic crime-busting, appeared unenforceable for various reasons. For example, within three years twenty-two thousand bootleg cases, far more than the judiciary could handle, clogged the federal courts. In addition, many in the federal, state, and local agencies entrusted with policing the illicit liquor traffic in the trenches succumbed to corruption. The most notable defiers of the law, mainly gangsters lured by huge profits, made a big business of bootlegging liquor. Their gun violence in battles for turf contributed to swelling murder rates.

Despite Prohibition’s failures, it at least achieved one of the objectives its framers desired. The consumption of alcohol declined. Prohibition also brought national authority indirectly into an area of domestic policing through agents attached to a special federal Prohibition unit. In this sense the Volstead Act—along with the earlier Ku Klux Klan Acts, laws against polygamy, and the War Revenue Act—enforced with federal agents, contributed to a precedent for possible future federal policing of gun keeping.

Meanwhile, in a number of cities, robbery and murder seemed rampant. In Chicago, after a rash of daylight bank robberies and lethal shootings, public indignation prompted leading citizens to organize a special crime commission of 130 citizens to oversee politicized and often corrupt law enforcement. On
January 1, 1919, it launched a campaign for police, among their other duties, to round up those who violated the city’s regulation on the sale of guns and its ban on the carrying of concealed weapons. Organized gun-keepers decried these anticrime measures as dangerous, arguing they really targeted honest, law-abiding gun owners. Despite the objections, Chicago’s regulatory effort continued.

On the basis of the concealment charge, police arrested as many as three alleged violators a day but with little apparent effect on the crime rate. Apprehended individuals usually gained freedom at the hands of lenient judges or by promptly posting bail. They easily replaced their confiscated guns by stealing, by purchasing others in nearby towns, or by buying from mail-order houses. Frustrated Chicagoans fumed over the ineffectiveness of even their city’s most modest controls. As part of this anger, in summer 1921 a prominent businessmen, John R. Thompson, initiated his own crusade against the handgun. In newspaper notices throughout the country, he offered one thousand dollars “to anyone who would give one good reason why the revolver manufacturing industry should be allowed to exist and enjoy the facilities of the mails.” Many of the city’s leaders applauded his campaign, but gun crime continued.

In one day’s criminal activity in January 1922 Chicago experienced two kidnappings, two burglaries, twenty-eight street robberies, and the attempted murder of the president of a music college. Repeated violence of this nature brought the Tribune, the city’s most outspoken newspaper, into the antihandgun crusade. Although just a few months earlier it had run advertisements for mail-order pistols, the journal attacked the handgun and the gangsters in daily articles and editorials. In one instance, along with its presentation of crime statistics, it announced that “big guns and little guns, blue steel and nickel steel, continued to plunder Chicagoans . . . at the behest of the Crime Camorra.” The Tribune also solicited a pledge from the head of the Illinois bar to “rid the state of concealable weapons.”

In Chicago and elsewhere, other control advocates demanded tougher official action aimed at the source of guns. They wanted to shut down the factories that produced firearms for civilians, an idea that in September the American Bar Association endorsed. Its committee studying the problem found that over 90 percent of the nation’s murderers used pistols. Concluding that the various state and local laws prohibiting the carrying of firearms were ineffective, it recommended a countrywide ban on the manufacture and sale of pistols and ammunition except for law officials and under specified controls. Using the slogan
“If nobody had a gun, nobody would need a gun,” some control activists even urged disarming the police.

These ideas failed to convert into action. Indeed, in the perception of city dwellers, gun violence hardly faltered. Appalled because city and state regulations appeared inadequate to stop it, leaders of local gun-control movements turned to Washington for help. Federal legislators with large city constituencies responded positively. They introduced bills for various forms of national firearms regulation but with clocklike regularity the measures expired in committees.

An example of such failure can be seen in a bill that had been sponsored since 1915 by Senator John K. Shields, a Tennessee Democrat, that embodied the hope of those who wanted the federal government to banish the pistol from civilian use. Shields aimed at prohibiting the interstate shipment of handguns except for large army and navy pistols. He assumed that with the weapons’ manufacturing industry highly concentrated, this measure ultimately would stop the production of other types of commercial guns because they would become unprofitable. The bill did not attract much attention until April 1921 when the Senate Judiciary Committee granted it a brief hearing.

Most of those who testified, such as a representative of the United States Revolver Association, expressed hostility. Railroad officials spoke against the bill because they feared they would suffer by violating it unwittingly. Pistol manufacturers argued that firearms laws should be left to the state legislatures. A Colt company official warned that the proposal could hamper inventiveness in a field vital to national defense. The bill suffered also because of the racist aim of some of its Southern supporters. They wanted to prevent blacks from carrying concealed pistols. “Can not we, the dominant race, upon whom depends the enforcement of the law,” Shields asked, “so enforce the law that we will prevent the colored people from preying upon each other?” All the testimony seemed unnecessary because Frank Brandegee of Connecticut blocked any measure that might injure one of his state’s important industries. So until 1924 when Tennessee constituents voted Shields out of office, his bill never traveled beyond the committee hearing.

At this point, the control agitation had little tangible effect on the gun problem nationally or locally because, among other reasons, city, state, and other laws often clashed. Chicago, for instance, issued no permits to individuals to carry pistols but a state court order compelled it to honor firearms licenses issued elsewhere in Illinois. Another court ruled the city’s strict pistol ordinance invalid because it conflicted with state law. Approximately the same thing hap-
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pened to Chattanooga, which had enacted a weapons ban more severe than had the state of Tennessee.9

In contrast to their more powerful opponents, the scattered proponents of gun regulation who tried to cope with these miscellaneous laws faced constant disappointment. Members of the gun community succeeded much more often in achieving their goals but they, too, did not always pull together for their common cause. Firearms manufacturers saw no reason to defend the sale of cheap pistols made by foreign competitors who distributed them through mail-order firms. Even though marksmen with military interests and sport shooters in growing numbers now belonged to the rifle association, they, too, did not join readily in politicking for the same goals.

Both shooter groups did stand unified in opposing gun controls but the conservative former military officers who dominated the organization were willing to accept minor regulation. The soldier types still gave high priority to training the young in rifle marksmanship for national defense whereas the sportsmen backed shooting for almost any purpose. Through the staffs of sporting magazines, the recreational shooters attacked even modest antigun agitation as harmful to what they perceived as their legitimate interests, and which they identified with the public welfare. The sporting breed preached the old self-defense doctrine but with a slightly different twist. Instead of focusing on combating potential tyranny, they contended that self-armed citizens stood as society’s best protection against robbery, murder, and rape.

Although voiced as propaganda from a special-interest group, this perspective appealed to numerous frightened ordinary citizens who dreaded criminals much as the founding fathers had feared tyrants. In small towns, Americans of this persuasion formed armed bands to shield their banks from robbers. In cities, brokers, bankers, and some women, too, bought pistols in record numbers to defend themselves against possible assault. Owners of gun stores reported a record demand for firearms of every kind.10 The marketing of guns boomed also because authorities in most localities did not place restrictions, or their enforcement, high on their agendas.

This largely unfettered gun keeping, the distaste for controls in most of the country, and the wall of opposition in Washington to federal regulation discouraged but did not crush the few who espoused some kind of government control. Joined by journalists and concerned city dwellers, they launched selective campaigns for regulation similar to that in Chicago. These dedicated regulators experienced some limited success, mainly in the expansion of state and local policing power in matters pertaining to guns.
For example, in 1923 Arkansas required registration of all handguns in the state, and in California legislators passed a law prohibiting felons from possessing a pistol. Shortly thereafter state authorities prosecuted and a court convicted Joseph Camperlingo, a convicted felon, for violating the statute. He appealed, arguing he had a Second Amendment right to have the weapon. On October 1924, in the *People v. Camperlingo*, 69 CA 466 (1924), the appeals court affirmed his conviction. It held that as a function of the state’s police power and for the public safety the “right to bear arms may be either regulated or, in proper cases, entirely destroyed.”

In that year Atlanta, which had long barred the discharge of firearms within city limits, adopted a stronger measure designed to control possession of handguns. As with other municipal and state firearm cases, this one had no discernible national impact. All the while, those who agitated for some kind of federal gun control continued to bring a number of regulatory measures before Congress, but they, too, went nowhere.

In Detroit, where crime thrived with bootlegging, homicides rose markedly. The police chief perceived mail-order firms as a cause, estimating that they alone supplied bootleggers, dope dealers, and stick-up men with five thousand pistols a year. Guns available by mail, consequently, evoked a widespread popular concern. Organized control proponents then concentrated on one objective that seemed attainable—keeping pistols from the mails. John F. Miller, a congressman from Washington State, introduced the bill that attracted the most support. It called for a ban on the sending of pistols and other small firearms through the federal mail service across state lines to private individuals.

After emerging from committee hearings with a favorable report, the bill went to the floor of Congress where, for the first time, the legislators had an opportunity to debate openly a direct form of gun control. In the House of Representatives Miller denounced the pistol as “the favorite weapon of the assassin,” the “pet of the highway man, of the robber, and the thief,” and “the handy weapon for suicides.” He and his supporters stressed that city people needed the legislation as a tool to curb crime.

Most congressmen, especially those with urban constituencies, agreed with Miller. Those from the rural South and West opposed his bill. The most vocal among them, Thomas Blanton of Texas, said, “I do not believe this bill would stop a single thug or a single bootlegger or a single murderer from carrying firearms unlawfully.” Neither federal nor state laws, he contended, would “keep a criminal from having and carrying arms.” He and other opponents argued also
that the bill would violate the Second Amendment as well as the states’ prerogative to control guns. Then the bill stalled.

While Congress procrastinated, the crime issue became more pressing. Screaming headlines recounted the violence of gun-toting gangsters who bootlegged, robbed banks, heisted payrolls, often killed, and streaked away in automobiles. Nowhere did mobsters strike with greater frequency or with more publicity than in Chicago. There gangsters such as John Torrio and Roger Touhy reputedly made the city the “headquarters in America for crime and vice.” As the kingpin illegal brewer and beer distributor in the northwestern suburbs, Touhy even employed off-duty police. They served as drivers of trucks hauling illegal booze and as guards to protect the product against hijacking or confiscation by honest law-enforcement agents.

This corruption alarmed urbanites but the perceived private firearms menace disturbed Americans nationwide. Gun packing had become so prevalent that the attorney general of South Carolina blamed the local high murder rate on “the deplorable custom of carrying pistols, a custom carried to such an extent that our State may be regarded as an armed camp in time of peace.” He pointed out that “pistols are carried, not as protection at night on some lonely road, or in some remote part of the country during the day or in some dangerous neighborhood, but at public meetings, on the streets, at social gatherings, even at dances, even at daily labor and following the plow, and . . . also even at church and prayer meeting.”

A prominent statistician asserted that “the outstanding fact of our deplorable murder situation is the large proportion of homicides by means of firearms.” He added that “nearly every so-called ‘Detective Magazine’ carries a string of advertisements of cheap revolvers, guaranteed to kill. Mail order houses furnish weapons to anyone, old or young, sane or insane, good or bad, without the least difficulty.” A journalist reported that “in the opinion of many the only way to finally stamp out the firearm evil is a Federal law forbidding the advertising of pistols in magazines as well as their shipment through the mails.” A group of concerned citizens, organized as the American Reclamation Society, offered five thousand dollars for “one good reason for the existence of revolvers.”

Gradually this kind of pressure led to the removal of advertisements for cheap pistols from most newspapers and magazines. In addition, the larger mail-order houses began restricting their sales. The Sears and Roebuck company stopped selling handguns from its catalog because it wished to protect its
good name and maintain public goodwill. Smaller firms, though, continued using the government mail service to deliver their guns.

At this point control proponents benefited from the support of editors of national journals who viewed the pistol toting as ominous and gave it stepped-up coverage. In addition, seventeen states enacted legislation for some kind of regulation of these handguns. Ardent control activists regarded these measures as inadequate. They believed, as a prominent newspaper editorialized, “that any effective regulation prohibiting the traffic in firearms must be imposed by Federal authority.”

This agitation had enough public impact to come to the attention of President Calvin Coolidge. He expressed uncertainty about “whether anything could be accomplished in reducing crime,” as controllers wanted, “by legislation prohibiting the shipment of arms in interstate commerce.” He expressed his own belief in standard gun-keeping phraseology, stating that “such a law would prevent firearms reaching those entitled to them to protect their homes while criminals would have no trouble obtaining them.”

The president’s thinking corresponded with that of the gun-keeping public. Most gun owners opposed any kind of federal regulation. They resisted as well the spurt of localized firearms restrictions and viewed the social contract with police as inadequate. They continued to contend that firearms in the hands of the citizenry, more than the police establishment, acted as a deterrent to criminal activity. This concept obviously had little effect in curbing mobster violence. Indeed, gangster feuding and killing became more notorious with a new weapon, the submachine gun.

John T. Thompson, a former brigadier general and a lover of guns, had developed the gun as a trench weapon at the end of the First World War. He received a patent for it in 1921 and within a few years it became available to the public. Known as the “Tommy gun,” manufacturers advertised it “for use by those on the side of law and order” and as the “antibandit” gun that would stop getaway cars in their tracks. Few law-enforcement officials bought it but mobsters found it a useful tool for their business. It was portable, automatic, and capable, with the press of a finger, of firing bullets at the rate of eight hundred rounds a minute. A journal writer described the submachine gun as “nothing less than a diabolical engine of death . . . the paramount example of peace-time barbarism” that man had devised “to murder his neighbor.” With it one bandit could “stand off a whole platoon of policemen.”

Chicago gangsters began using the submachine gun against each other in fall 1925 in battles over turf in their bootlegging rackets. One notorious shooting
occurred at noon, September 20, 1926, in Chicago’s Cicero area. In eleven cars gunmen affiliated with gangster Hymie Weiss converged on the headquarters of Alphonse “Scarface Al” Capone, a rival mobster and bootlegger. They raked the building with “thousands of bullets and slugs from machine guns, pistols, and shotguns” but missed Capone because he was having lunch next door. Three weeks later enemy thugs riddled Weiss.25 That month an Illinois crime survey revealed that mobsters at this time had murdered 215 of their own kind and police had killed 160 gangsters.26 Within a year or two, gangsters elsewhere adopted the submachine gun. Most petty criminals, though, still preferred the pistol.

Meanwhile, control proponents rallied around the stymied Miller proposal. In early February 1926 some of them showered Coolidge with form letters from various states maintaining that the easy access to mail-order pistols lured young boys into crime. “Is there, Mr. President, any good reason to hope,” they asked, “that Congress will give relief from this unspeakable thing by enacting a law closing the mails to firearms?”27

This publicized event appeared to embolden Miller, for shortly after, on February 17, he managed to have another hearing on his bill. Several control proponents favored stronger measures such as the registration of handguns. Thomas L. Rubey, a representative from Missouri, urged a measure that would ban from the mails journals that carried gun advertisements. He saw this as “one way by which we could stop this firearms business.”28 Miller’s more modest bill received a favorable hearing and cleared the House several times. Finally it passed in the Senate and on February 8, 1927, became law. This second federal effort to restrict the free traffic in firearms failed to achieve its purpose of ending their purchase by mail order because traders simply shipped their guns via private express. Efforts to widen the ban to cover delivery by such interstate carriers failed.

At the hearings William G. McAdoo had attacked the gun industry for blocking federal controls. Shortly after he expressed his feelings in a popular journal. He damned the pistol as “the curse of America,” whether used in crime or by citizens as a deterrent to crime. “The pistol manufacturers, dealers, importers and mail order people are represented in all our capitals, both state and national, by one of the most efficient, best organized and cleverly managed lobbies connected with any other business enterprise,” he complained. “They flood the country with specious and easily answered arguments in favor of pistols.”29

Neither such denouncing nor opposition activism fazed the gun keepers.
They never tired of repeating arguments, such as the outlawing of pistols would not diminish crime but might increase it because thugs would no longer fear that their victims might be armed with a gun. But criminologists maintained that “it is almost suicidal for the average householder to attempt to use a firearm against a professional burglar or robber.”

Regardless, the reasoning of the gun keepers figured in the repeal of firearms registration laws in Arkansas, Michigan, and Virginia, as well as in the American Bar Association’s reversal of its opposition to pistol manufacture.

These setbacks for gun-control advocates, the shortcomings of the Miller law, and the failure of efforts to expand it typified the feebleness in the twenties of the movement to obtain significant federal or state gun regulation. Wherever advocates carried their message, they did so against heavy odds. They failed to circumvent the entrenched congressmen from the New England munitions belt who strangled proposed gun measures as they arose while also exerting enough clout to obtain high tariff protection for local small-arms manufacturers. In addition, control-minded legislators could not overcome the opposition from gun enthusiasts representing Western and Southern constituencies or the indifference in the White House and Congress.

The chief executive and the legislators had a number of precedents for the exercise of a federal police power but they did not use them because they understood the political reality of their time. Americans concerned about states’ rights and individual rights remained convinced that the central government should not exercise regulatory authority in domestic matters, as in the liquor traffic. This belief worked against most efforts to establish federal controls over gun keeping. States’ rights devotees usually coalesced with gun owners and others against attempts to create such a power. The federal record in the enforcement of Prohibition contributed to the distrust of centering firearms control in Washington. If the federal government could not block the landing and distribution of shiploads of rum, journalists and others asked, how could it prevent criminals from obtaining guns, the most easily concealed and vital tools of their trade?

To those committed to the cause of regulatory measures, the distrust of centralized policing and the indifference to cutting down gun violence seemed shameful. Even though nationally, violent crime had been declining, they perceived small firearms and those who used them in crime as having become more formidable than in the past. They assumed further that this new breed of gun wielders had become too powerful or elusive for local police to control. With ready access to telephones, automobiles, gun silencers, sawed-off shotguns, and
submachine guns, desperadoes now roamed larger areas faster than in the past, sped across state lines, robbed and killed, and at times outgunned police.

This mayhem persuaded at least one vocal advocate of government action to argue that “the prevention and detection of crime are national rather than local problems” and could be handled more efficiently on a national scale. He pointed out that among the great powers, only the United States “had not realized the necessity for national supervision of the national problem of crime prevention.”

Fourteen months later one of the nation’s most notorious submachine-gun slaughters, engineered by Al Capone and his ally Jack Guzik, appeared to give a boost to those who desired federal action on crime and guns. On St. Valentine’s Day, February 14, 1929, four of Capone’s gunmen, two of them dressed as police, lined up seven men of rival George “Bugs” Moran’s gang against a wall in a garage on North Clark Street in Chicago and mowed them down. The murderers escaped punishment. The next April the angered crime commission listed twenty-eight mobsters as the city’s most dangerous public enemies. Capone emerged as the nation’s public enemy number one. Despite public outrage, the city’s infamous crime spree, which added to a surge in homicides, continued for several more years, or until the end of Prohibition.

During this binge of gun violence, newspaper editors, activists in the struggling control movement, and federal legislators alarmed by the perceived rise in crime and some by fear of armed communists demanded a countrywide revolution against what they termed hoodlum depredation. In response, in April 1930 a House of Representatives subcommittee held hearings on six bills aimed at restricting interstate commerce in pistols, revolvers, and machine guns. They included one proposal modeled on the prohibition law and another that would have allowed states to prohibit the weapons from crossing state lines.

Hamilton Fish Jr., a New York Republican, introduced a bill “to prevent organized groups that control crime in the larger cities” from securing “machine guns and automatic rifles and [using] them against the public, against the police and even against themselves in their contests for the control of crime.” An opponent of the measure, George Huddleston, a Democrat from Alabama, dismissed it because “the Federal Government has nothing to do with the preservation of public order,” a power reserved to the states. The bill, he claimed, would serve an “unconstitutional purpose” under the guise of regulating commerce.

Nonetheless, Joe Crail of California introduced the redraft of a bill he had proposed three years earlier. Like many similar proposals, it aimed to ban pis-
Guns, revolvers, short-barreled rifles, and machine guns from interstate commerce. He perceived the measure as “absolutely within all legal and constitutional restrictions.” He preferred a ban on the importation of firearms but pushed his milder bill because he thought Congress might accept it.

Crail cited his experience with gun control in a Cuba “infested with bandits” during the Spanish-American War as a reason for advancing the bill. Federal authorities who supervised the occupation of Cuba, he said, forbade “the use of rifles and deadly weapons” and offered a bounty in gold to anyone who gave up a firearm. Cubans surrendered their guns “by the thousands and thousands, old flintlocks, of Revolutionary days, muzzle-loading Remingtons of the Civil War period, and new pieces right up to the minute.” The government dumped them in the ocean. Placing firearms “out of the reach of the people” and restricting their possession to law-enforcement officers, he maintained, made peace possible on the island.

Despite this argument as an example of an effective exercise of federal power in regulating firearms, control opponents and devotees of states’ rights blocked all the gun bills before Congress. They could not, however, stop the debate in the press, in Congress, or even in the executive branch over whether or not the federal government should take action on regulating guns.

This agitation had an impact on President Herbert C. Hoover. Shortly after taking office he announced that he considered law enforcement the “dominant issue before the American people.” So on May 20, 1929, he established the eleven-member National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement, headed by George W. Wickersham, a former attorney general, to study the problem. After eighteen months of investigation, the commission came up with nothing significant for coping with crime and gun violence.

Since crime remained a foremost public concern, Hoover came under pressure to do more than investigate. Perhaps, some citizens thought, he might address the problem directly with federal authority. He resisted, making a point of defending his attachment to the states’ rights philosophy prominent in the thinking of many Americans and especially among gun defenders in Congress. He opposed any plan to cope with gun violence that resembled a blueprint for a national police force. “Every state has ample laws that cover such criminality,” he stated. “What is needed is the enforcement of those laws, and not new laws. Any suggestion of increasing Federal criminal laws in general is a reflection on the sovereignty and the standing of state government.” Although true that by this time most states and cities imposed special regulations on firearms sales, to call them adequate required broad imagination.
Within six months of Hoover's words, a fresh crime wave struck New York City and other parts of the nation. One notable tragedy in that city involving the submachine gun—the "Baby Massacre"—created a national furor. On July 28, 1931, racketeer Vincent "Mad Dog" Coll tried to rub out a gangland rival by spraying bullets randomly. He killed one child and wounded five others. Despite the public outrage over this and other bloodletting, mobsters continued to take up the Tommy gun.

Finally, numerous citizens, law officers, and legislators condemned it as a firearm so deadly that no reputable person should want or need it. Above all, they wished to keep it out of the hands of criminals. An assistant federal attorney, for instance, asserted that "the next Congress should take immediate steps to pass a law prohibiting both the transportation of firearms in interstate commerce and the importation of guns from abroad except under Federal supervision."37

Such sentiment persuaded control advocates that despite the apprehension over federal policing authority, the assumed crime crisis had converted many Americans to their cause. Even with this optimism, with new followers, and with the aggressiveness of its most dedicated members, the gun-control movement remained weak. Nonetheless, its growing visibility along with its few local accomplishments alarmed shooters.

In particular, the control agitation had long disturbed Karl T. Frederick, a onetime Olympic pistol champion and vice president of the National Rifle Association. He detested New York's Sullivan law and other local gun ordinances. So, right after the World War, he and several other members of a competitive handgun shooting club, the United States Revolver Association, formulated a proposal for a modest pistol statute weaker than the Sullivan law. They hoped it would serve as a model for firearms legislation that all states would adopt. This activity for preemptive legislation coincided with the rifle association's continuing expansion, as in its taking on as affiliates two thousand local sportsmen's clubs.

The federal government contributed to the association's continuing growth, primarily through perpetuating its civilian marksmanship program. Its members continued to benefit from the government's requirement that the War Department sell surplus firearms to them at cost. As in the past, thousands of gun devotees joined the association and affiliated clubs to buy these guns at the bargain rate. In total, shooters purchased some two hundred thousand rifles and other weapons released from government arsenals. When the association took over the youth marksmanship program that the Winchester firearms com-
pany had sponsored, membership received another boost, particularly among the young. In tandem with its expansion throughout the twenties, the organization beefed up its political clout.

Meanwhile, Frederick and friends completed the framing of their model for a gun law but only three states adopted it. The sponsors then revised their tactics, producing in August 1926 a tentative draft and, in the following July, a revision of what they called the Uniform Firearms Act or at times the Uniform Revolver Act. It dealt only with pistols and revolvers, requiring a buyer to register with a licensed gun dealer and wait forty-eight hours before receiving the weapon. During that time police could examine the application to determine if the purchaser was a drunkard, a convicted criminal, a drug addict, or a minor—all of whom the measure forbade to own handguns. In addition, the act would have directed police to issue permits to assumed respectable citizens who had good reason to carry a gun. Police and other critics objected to the model act as too soft.

The following year the National Crime Commission, an organization of distinguished citizens, wrote its own tougher archetype for a gun law and submitted it to the states. Opposition from gun enthusiasts, notably from the NRA, killed it. Other groups concerned with doing something about firearms regulation while preserving shooting rights then returned their attention to the uniform act. After undergoing further study and slight change, the act in 1930 went back to the states for consideration. In the next few years, only five states and the District of Columbia adopted it, usually with modifications to meet their special needs.

For a time, beginning late in 1931, lobbyists for the NRA and other gun owners appeared to have pulled a coup for the uniform act in New York State. They pressured the legislature to pass the Hanley-Fake firearms bill aimed at replacing the Sullivan law with the act’s weaker regulations. Only the governor’s veto prevented the bill from becoming law.

The dissatisfaction with the Uniform Firearms Act persuaded the interstate commission on crime to adopt a new, tougher model designated the Uniform Pistol Act. It included stiffer penalties for designated crimes than did the earlier measure, banned possession of a pistol by anyone convicted of a serious crime, not just one of violence, and required a license for anyone purchasing a pistol. Largely because of this last provision, the rifle association opposed this measure. No state adopted it. In all, the uniform idea, even where accepted, failed to produce meaningful control. Furthermore, the states did not or would not enact gun laws within a standard pattern.
During the gun proponents’ experiment with possible model legislation, the control promoters won another small victory. Arthur Capper, a former Progressive newspaperman and now a senator from Kansas, introduced a bill, modeled on the uniform act, to regulate firearms in the District of Columbia. It attracted nationwide attention because a gun battle in downtown Washington between police and bootleggers had caught a senator in the crossfire, seriously wounding him. Even so, before becoming law in 1932, the Capper bill had to survive years of extensive hearings.

Rarely before this time had the gun problem attracted broad attention other than in a context of crime. In January it engaged public interest as a social issue. At a White House conference on child health and protection Capper spoke for the National Anti-Weapons Society, on whose advisory board he served. He linked the plight of disadvantaged children with firearms, pointing to “a growing spirit of lawlessness” in the cities with its “ghastly succession of shootings and murders in which children and young people were principal participants.” Then he focused on guns. “To sober minds,” he said, it had become evident “that the laws of this country . . . made it too easy to get a gun. Firearms dealers were passing weapons and cartridges over the counter to persons who could not be trusted with any deadly weapon. There was practically no regulation of sales.”

Shortly after, on March 1, another tragedy that stunned the nation struck the family of Charles A. Lindbergh, the aviation hero, and his wife, the writer Anne Morrow Lindbergh. An unknown individual snatched their twenty-month-old son out of his crib in their home near Hopewell, New Jersey. Either deliberately or accidentally he killed the child and demanded ransom. Initially this crime had little to do with the gun regulation issue but when state authorities asked the president for help in tracking down the kidnapper, the case came to touch on the control issue through the fundamental question of federal police power.

Hoover offered assistance from national agencies but pointed out that the “federal government does not have police authority in such crimes.” This stance, similar to his position on national gun management, failed to stem the public outcry for making kidnapping a federal crime. On June 17 Congress enacted legislation, known as the Lindbergh law, that made the transporting of a kidnapped person from one state to another a federal offense with a maximum penalty of life imprisonment. Five days after its passage, the president reluctantly signed it into law. He also approved a companion bill that made the send-
ing of a demand for ransom, or a threat to kidnap, a federal crime. These laws built up more precedent for possible federal legislation to control gun violence.

Seven months later as Hoover campaigned for reelection, he condemned “the gangster life” in the cities and states as a danger “to the whole of our civilization.” He also indicated he had not abandoned his opposition to the expansion of federal power in enforcing domestic security, as with gun regulation. He repeated that “the responsibility for the control of crime rests emphatically upon the States and local communities.” Shortly thereafter, his attorney general, William D. Mitchell, echoed this sentiment, stating that prosecution for criminal offenses “primarily belong[s] under State law.” He told Congress he had striven to discourage any tendency in his office “to grab cases away from the State criminal authorities.”

By this time, the large number of Americans disturbed by what they viewed as rampant crime thought that in this matter the federal government should do what the administration disapproved. The contrasting perspectives on the federal role in dealing with crime clashed in the presidential campaign.

The Democratic candidate, Franklin D. Roosevelt, knew guns from personal use, from having served as assistant secretary of the navy on the board for the promotion of rifle practice, and from working closely with the rifle association. For years, he had served also on the executive committee of the National Crime Commission, which studied means of combating crime nationally. As New York’s governor, he had supported restrictive state and federal handgun controls, tangled personally with Karl Frederick on gun-control legislation, and defied the NRA.

When Roosevelt vetoed legislation such as the Hanley-Fake bill, he spoke out forcefully. “A great many sportsmen have urged me to approve this legislation,” he declared. “It is hard to understand the interest of sportsmen in pistols. I have myself fished and hunted a great deal. I have a deep interest in outdoor sports and in the various associations which foster them, but it is common knowledge, of course, that fishermen never use a pistol and that hunters practically never use a pistol.” Even for “theoretical self-protection,” he added, “the value of a revolver is very problematical.” A New York Times editorial concurred under the headline “Another Wise Veto.”

Unlike Hoover, Roosevelt considered aspects of gun violence and crime, along with unemployment, national problems that required federal action. He announced that if elected he would back centralized regulation of interstate commerce in handguns that control proponents had been pushing for years.

After winning the election in a landslide, Roosevelt personally experienced
gun violence. When he visited Miami on February 14, 1933, to address a political rally, Giuseppe Zangara, an unemployed bricklayer and anarchist, standing thirty-five feet from Roosevelt with a .32-caliber revolver he had purchased in a local pawnshop for eight dollars, fired five shots. He narrowly missed Roosevelt but struck five bystanders, including Chicago’s mayor, Anton J. Cermak, who died a few weeks later from his wound. “I do not hate Mr. Roosevelt personally,” Zangara explained while jailed, “I hate all Presidents, no matter from what country they come, and I hate all officials and everybody who is rich.”

Again, an unbalanced individual’s shooting spree shocked the nation. It also strengthened the determination of control groups to move ahead in pursuit of federal gun legislation.

Judge Uly O. Thompson, who presided over Zangara’s trial and sentenced him to death, summed up much of the controllers’ attitude. He pointed out that the assassinations of presidents “have either been perfected or undertaken by a man armed with a pistol.” Yet, he added, “the people of this country steadfastly permit the manufacture, sale and possession of such deadly and useless weapons. I say ‘useless’ for this reason: A pistol in the hands of an assassin is sure death and murder, while a pistol in the hands of . . . the good people of this country is about the most useless weapon of defense with which you can arm yourself.” He believed Congress should enact legislation for the “confiscation of all firearms that may be carried or concealed about the person.”

Although earlier control activists had often expressed similar sentiment, they had made no tangible impact on either Congress or the public. Now, along with Roosevelt’s own views and the assassination attempt, the agitation of control advocates helped pave the way for the first serious exertion for federal legislation to regulate directly an aspect of gun keeping.
On March 4, 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt entered the White House as the first president with a record of having fought to control gun violence and with a commitment to do something about it on a national scale. As promised during his campaign, he shortly addressed the issue of civilians’ largely uncontrolled access to handguns. He made it part of his New Deal program that focused public attention on social issues such as poverty, crime, and the environment, which, as the conventional wisdom assumed, bred much of the nation’s gun violence.

To avoid a head-on battle with gun keepers and others who viewed the Second Amendment as untouchable, the president initially favored a uniform gun licensing law patterned on the concept the NRA had previously accepted and that he had backed while on the National Crime Commission. He intended to use federal authority to persuade the states to adopt his plan, which would be stronger than the NRA’s defunct Uniform Firearms Act. With this strategy, he believed he could overcome the traditional American fear of a national police force that in the previous year Herbert Hoover and Congress pointedly had opposed.

Roosevelt placed the national gun-regulation campaign in the hands of his attorney general, Homer S. Cummings, an idealistic former state prosecutor in Connecticut, a Democratic Party national chairman, and the man who had nominated him for the party’s presidential candidate. Despite protests from the War Department, the president also cut off federal funding for the national rifle practice program.

As empowered, the attorney general approached firearms regulation in keeping with the president’s outlook. Cummings criticized existing state and other pistol laws as woefully deficient for the task at hand. Optimistically, he an-
nounced in June that the country’s law-enforcement agencies were in a “more cooperative mood than at anytime within memory” with Washington. He maintained that the public appeared ready to accept “a measure of federal leadership that would have been deemed impossible only a short while ago.” To push ahead with the gun-control and crime campaign headed by the executive branch but carried out by the states and to implement other reforms, the administration reorganized the investigating responsibilities within the Department of Justice.

Years earlier, in 1907, Theodore Roosevelt’s attorney general, Charles J. Bonaparte, had complained that a “Department of Justice with no force of permanent police under its control is assuredly not fully equipped for its work.” He asked Congress to authorize such a group within the department. Congress refused. Regardless, in July the next year he launched such a force on his own, staffing it with agents who had worked in the department. This agency grew, especially during the World War, and became the Bureau of Investigation. When Franklin Roosevelt came to power, a young attorney, J. Edgar Hoover, headed it.

In conjunction with his anticrime campaign, Roosevelt left Hoover in charge and by executive order in June 1933 reshaped the bureau with England’s Scotland Yard as the model. His confidant and political adviser, Louis McHenry Howe, characterized it as “an organized and disciplined army of inspectors, investigators, and Federal agents such as the department . . . never possessed in history.” Two years later the bureau would change its name to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

With the aid of the bureau and Justice Department staff officers, Cummings prepared a dozen anticrime bills, including one for direct national controls on firearms. Legislators introduced an equal number of gun bills, several of which called for employing the federal government’s taxing power to restrict firearms usage. All this activity seemed to indicate, as Cummings believed, that the time was ripe for passage of at least one of the proposed measures designed to end the easy availability of specified guns.

The continuing gangster killings provided another major stimulant for the control movement as, for instance, in the Kansas City massacre. In that city on June 17 Charles A. “Pretty Boy” Floyd and associates attempted to rescue a friend being returned to a federal prison. With a hail of fire from Tommy guns they slaughtered three policemen and a federal agent. Howe placed the onus for this gun brutality on “modern invention.” He explained, “Successful holdups, gang killings and profitable kidnappings have been made possible
largely by the automobile and the machine gun.” He called revolver shootings “an uncertain form of murder” because “in the old days” rival gangs would shoot at each other for hours without causing serious damage. “But the victim of the modern gang is sprayed with a hundred bullets a minute and is certainly marked for death beyond hope.”

In addition, in 1934 the popular and congressional emotion against munitions and gun manufacturers, or so-called merchants of death who reputedly sold arms to whomever would pay for them, appeared indirectly to add to the momentum for some kind of centralized control. Investigators charged that the federal government had become a “sales agency for the arms industry.” Despite the close connection between the government and the private arms-makers, the critics demanded that it regulate the international gun-trafficking of the American-based munitions companies. Why, others asked, should it not also exercise some control over domestic arms-trading?

This sentiment in the concerned public, along with the president’s commitment to eliminate the gun toter as well as the manufacture of specified guns, except for military and police use, energized Cummings. He acted on the assumption that with his war on crime, with the federal taxing power, and with the authority of the Constitution’s commerce clause (sec. 8, para. 3) he could succeed with some form of federal gun regulation where others had failed. As part of the program, he entrusted J. Edgar Hoover and his bureau with enforcing the Lindbergh law against kidnappers and racketeers.

At this time also, Congress furthered this federalizing trend by giving the executive branch more control over the armed forces than it had exercised in the past. Congress authorized the War Department to build a national reserve force with no constitutional ties to the Second Amendment. It declared that federally supported organized militia units now constituted “the National Guard of the United States of America,” an organized component of the army. Even though this legislation buried even the ghost of the old militia system, gun advocates continued to insist that the militia tradition as stated in the Second Amendment still stood as a symbol of an armed citizenry.

Meanwhile, Cummings’s bills, aimed at stepping up the federal government’s involvement in investigating and punishing violent gangsters and racketeers, made no discernible progress in Congress. Legislators who focused on the gun proposals kept the bills stranded in committees. William A. King, a Democratic senator from Utah, on March 29 explained one reason for the stalling. “We are assuming,” he said, “that the States are wholly impotent to deal with questions which properly arise under their authority. We are challenging...
the competency of the States to govern their own affairs. We are substituting a Federal criminal code for the criminal codes of the States.”8 He had touched on what the administration desired, in a small way, in the matter of gun violence.

Meanwhile, the escapades of John Dillinger, a former Indiana farm boy who had become the nation’s number one gunman, had given the administration’s plan a boost. His shooting, particularly in a fourteen-month rampage beginning in January 1934, shook up Congress. In that period he broke out of jail twice in sensational circumstances; robbed at least a dozen banks; supplied friends in the Michigan City, Indiana, prison with guns and managed their escape; raided a police station in Warsaw, Indiana, for guns; and assaulted city halls elsewhere in the Midwest. On April 22 at Little Bohemia, a resort hotel in Wisconsin, his gang engaged federal agents in a roaring gun battle that left a bystander and one agent dead and two others wounded. Dillinger escaped, but on the heels of this crime rampage Roosevelt asked Congress to step up passage of some of the stalled bills that would increase the federal government’s police power.

Congress responded by retreating from its commitment to the priority of states in policing matters. Without even taking a record vote, it passed six crime-control acts. They empowered the federal government to punish those who committed specified crimes such as robbing banks with federal deposits and murdering federal agents. One act made it a federal crime to extort money or other valuables by telephone or by any other means subject to interstate regulation. Another measure amended the Lindbergh law to provide the death penalty for those who injured a kidnapped victim. On May 18, in signing the legislation into law, the president announced that he regarded this “an event of the first importance.” He added that “federal men are constantly facing machine-gun fire in the pursuit of gangsters” and that he stood squarely behind the Justice Department’s efforts “to bring to book every law breaker, big and little.”9

By providing the federal government with its first comprehensive criminal code, these statutes thrust it directly into areas formerly entrusted only to the states. Initially, the administration took care not to use its new police power, still dreaded by much of the citizenry, too boldly. It did not, for instance, try on its own to eradicate local crime and criminal organizations. In keeping with this attitude, in another statute the following month the federal government encouraged the states to cooperate with each other in dealing with crime.

Nonetheless, Congress had opened the door much wider than it had with the Volstead Act, the Lindbergh law, and any other peacetime legislation to what it designated as federal crimes. It placed responsibility for enforcing the
new laws on the FBI. Its aggressive director strained his still-slender authority to conduct nationwide manhunts for criminals such as Dillinger. On July 22 outside a theater in Chicago, FBI agents shot and killed him. Later that year they also killed, as public enemies, Pretty Boy Floyd near East Liverpool, Ohio, and Baby Face Nelson near Niles Center, Illinois. The public hailed the agents, or G-men as they came to be called, as heroes.

G-man movies took the country by storm. In 1935 Hollywood produced seven of them.10 The popular praise showered on Hoover and his G-men in newspapers and magazines as well as in the movies appeared to make legislative opposition to federal police power wither.11 A foremost interpreter of the New Deal perceived the federal government as expanding enormously. Not only New Dealers but also many Republicans accepted “almost unquestionably the use of coercion by the state to achieve reforms.”12 Given that national mood, activists such as Cummings perceived correctly that some form of national gun control probably could slip through the door that had been pushed open to federal police power.

The opening, the mood, and the Dillinger escapades prompted House committees to begin hearings on Cummings’s bill and other firearms proposals. His measure called for a federal tax to secure nationwide registration of designated firearms, reputedly favored by criminals, as well as a federal license for anyone who manufactured, imported, or dealt with the weapons. It would have required each purchaser to fill out a form provided by the Internal Revenue Service, submit to fingerprinting, and pay a transfer tax such as one dollar for a pistol and two hundred dollars for a machine gun. One version would have asked all pistol owners to register their guns voluntarily within four months.

In testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee in April, the attorney general stressed the need for federal action. The bills before Congress, he said, “are predicated upon the proposition that there has developed in this country a situation which is far beyond the power of control of merely local authorities.” He pointed out that at least five hundred thousand lawbreakers were “carrying about with them, or have available at hand, weapons of the most deadly character.”13

Representatives of the National Rifle Association, which recently had expanded membership tenfold to become the largest and best-organized gun-user’s society in the nation, disagreed. Its executive vice president, retired General Milton A. Reckord of the National Guard, told the House legislators that “the association I represent is absolutely favorable to reasonable legislation.” They were not, he added, “obstructionists in any way” and wanted “to help
you.” Yet he opposed the control bill, warning it would deprive rural America of the opportunity to secure weapons it needed for “self-defense and protection” because in small communities “police forces are not adequate.” Karl T. Frederick, now the association’s president, focused on the states’-rights issue, denouncing the Cummings bill as a crime measure “under the guise of a revenue raising bill” and hence beyond the power of Congress.14 Seth Gordon, president of the American Game Association, testified that six million sportsmen in the United States stood against the bill.

In the Senate, Royal S. Copeland of New York, a onetime medical-school dean and former state health commissioner, annually over twelve years had introduced gun-control bills that had gone nowhere. Now he offered legislation stronger than what Cummings had proposed. As had numerous predecessors, Copeland chose to deal with the control problem through the authority of the federal government to regulate interstate commerce. Two of his bills would have allowed only manufacturers to ship concealable firearms across state lines and only to licensed dealers. It would, as well, have banned interstate shipment of machine guns. He wished also to mandate the coding of guns and ammunition for ballistic purposes, a procedure useful in criminal investigations.

Both the senator and the attorney general misjudged the resources of the gun devotees. Following the House hearings fifteen small-arms manufacturers, organized in a trade group called the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Association, along with seventy thousand gun dealers concerned over survival during the Depression, put up a solid front of opposition. So did the gun clubs, with the most effective being the rifle association. The NRA increased the scope and efficiency of its political monitoring to oppose head-on the proposed firearms restrictions.

The association’s political activism accompanied a deepening cooperation between it and firearms manufacturers and dealers. Officers of the firearms companies, many of whom had been in the military, joined the shooting clubs. They often took over leadership positions, producing, in the case of the NRA, an intimacy that led critics to dub it the unofficial trade organization for the firearms industry. The gunmakers and dealers supported the association for both practical and ideological reasons. Its firearms advocacy and its extolling of gun ownership as a right contributed to sales and profits. Both groups hated the idea of regulation and both praised the nation’s gun culture as a fount of patriotism.

The camaraderie of the gun fraternity stood out during the Senate hearings on the control bills. Representatives of shooting clubs, sporting and wildlife
organizations, and weapons manufacturers all testified against the proposed legislation. The Colt company’s officers spoke for the small-arms producers who feared that high federal license fees on arms sales would destroy their domestic market. Only Colt manufactured the submachine guns prized by gangsters but Frank C. Nichols, its president, defended his industry as though it were unfairly on trial. His company, he said, had conducted an honorable business for nearly one hundred years, employing utmost care in selling its products.

These opponents, acting as a gun lobby headed by the NRA, proved most potent. It mobilized constituents who flooded Congress with letters and telegrams denouncing the proposed legislation. An NRA circular announced, “The issue is clear cut between the Attorney General and his undesirable law on the one side, and the sportsmen of America and all other law-abiding citizens of America on the other side, with the armed criminals of the country on the side lines, rooting for the Attorney General.”

When Copeland on May 28 opened commerce committee hearings on several of the firearms bills before the Senate, he, too, felt gun-lobby heat. He immediately clashed with Reckord, whom senators regarded as the nation’s most influential opponent of firearms legislation. Abandoning the conciliatory posture he had assumed during the House hearings, Reckord now testified that the proposed bills would not do a bit of good. With other association leaders, he raised the specter of compulsory registration for all firearms and those who owned them. He warned that with the passage of Cummings’s bill “every rifle and shotgun owner in the country will find himself paying a special revenue tax and having himself fingerprinted and photographed for a federal ‘rogue’s gallery’ every time he buys or sells a gun of any description.”

An incensed Copeland accused Reckord and the gun lobby of misrepresentation. Deliberately and wrongly, the senator complained, they conveyed the impression that the government sought to keep the farmer from using a revolver or shotgun, from leaving a firearm with his wife, or from carrying a pistol in his car. Copeland’s protest had little effect. The scare tactics and the lobbying of the gun groups worked well enough to upset the momentum of the control advocates. Both the House and Senate committees reported to Congress amended versions of the bill that omitted pistols from the list of weapons to be registered and taxed.

The attorney general tried to rescue the legislation by drumming up public support. His assistant told a meeting of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, with two million members across the country, that in emasculating his bill, the rifle association had shown itself more powerful than the Justice De-
partment. For years the confederation had worked for gun control so as to keep deadly weapons out of the hands of children, irresponsible people, and criminals. Its women responded by mounting a letter and telegram campaign to put the deleted pistol feature back into the measure. The effort failed. Even the amended bill faced obstacles. Hatton W. Sumners of Texas, the chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, blocked it because he judged it as violating states’ rights.

Roosevelt called Sumners to the White House, where he succeeded in persuading the congressman to release the legislation. On June 26, 1934, just before adjourning, Congress hurriedly passed the bill as the National Firearms Act, and the president signed it into law. This third federal statute dealing with guns attempted more control than had its predecessors. It aimed to block the traffic in weapons most often identified with the gangster activity of the era, such as submachine guns and sawed-off shotguns. It required firearms manufacturers, dealers, and importers to register, keep records, and pay a special tax. Purchasers of the regulated firearms had to be fingerprinted, undergo a background investigation, endure a waiting period of months, and pay a substantial transfer tax. The legislation, however, ignored pistols, revolvers, shotguns, and rifles. Despite the law’s limitations, the rifle association still attacked it as an effort to disguise a federal police measure as a revenue bill.

In this instance, the appeal to the traditional fear of a national police establishment failed. It did so partially because on September 19, after a long, intensive search, agents of the existing national force, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, arrested Bruno R. Hauptmann, a German-born carpenter with a criminal record, for kidnapping the Lindbergh baby. The stock of the federal officers, as well as of the attorney general’s crusade against crime, again rose. “The time is ripe for action,” Cummings announced. “The American people, unless I misread the public temper, demand action.”

In this mood, Cummings again pressed ahead with his anticrime program, including a plea for a more comprehensive gun-control statute. As part of this agenda, he invited representatives from local, state, and federal agencies, as well as others from civic and religious groups, to Washington to discuss a possible law-enforcement alliance. Attended by six hundred people, the three-day conference opened on December 10 with greetings from the president. He called on the public to back the attorney general’s crusade, stressing “the importance of common action all along the line, starting with crime prevention.” He did not, at this time, mention gun control.

However, another speaker, J. Allen Weston, Massachusetts’s attorney general
and the chairman of the National Crime Commission, did stress firearms regulation. “The American people have been asleep for a quarter of a century so far as an appreciation of the inadequacy of the existing laws regulating the possession of firearms is concerned,” he stated. The federal government and the states have failed utterly “to control by the strong arm of the law the possession and use of firearms.” Delegates, as from the General Confederation of Women’s Clubs, praised Weston’s message. In addition, their spokeswoman, Mrs. William D. Sporborg, urged an amendment to the National Firearms Act that would regulate “all deadly firearms, because if we remove firearms we remove a great part of the danger of the gangster.”

Neither the conference nor the government generated enough public pressure for the recommended tougher controls, or for a national alliance against crime. Nonetheless, the conference did bring considerable publicity to the issue of controlling gun violence. Furthermore, in the next few years, the firearms law demonstrated a limited effectiveness. Backed by federal and state authorities, it virtually ended the private ownership and casual sale of the easily portable machine guns of the era.

Meantime, as newspapers and magazines gave increasing coverage to the gun-violence issue, a segment of the public expressed a rising concern over children’s use of firearms. Parents’ Magazine even carried a symposium on the question, “Should a Boy Have a Gun?” The affirmative writer advised, “Give the boy a gun” if he has proper supervision because a rifle offers “healthy sport” and “is also a character builder.” He praised the NRA “for its fine work in cultivating rifle shooting and gun handling in general among the schoolboys of the nation.” The other side believed differently. It condemned even toy guns as harmful because, as did the real weapons, they symbolized gangsterism and war.

Sensitive to such criticism of its products, the small-arms industry responded to pressure from activists, especially those in the conservation movement, by creating in April 1935 the American Wildlife Institute, which later became the Wildlife Management Institute. They contributed funds to it and other conservation groups such as the National Wildlife Federation. Even though hunters and the arms makers approved of the conservation agenda, as we have seen, they both disliked the idea of the federal government imposing taxes on firearms. Nonetheless, they backed the Federal Aid in Wild Life Restoration Act, better known as the Pittman-Robertson Act. Signed into law on September 2, 1937, it placed a 10-percent tax on ammunition and firearms used in hunting. Those proceeds went to the states for conservation programs. Even though this law amounted to another federal encroachment on gun rights, it
brought benefits to the manufacturers and the NRA by helping retain conserva-
tionists as gun supporters. Six months later the rifle association received un-
usual approval on another level from the president. He praised its “meritorious
work,” particularly in its marksmanship program.24

Control advocates, though, perceived no merit in the NRA’s lobbying. They,
as well as Cummings and Copeland, regarded it as fundamental in efforts to
undo the new federal firearms law. The statute withstood initial assaults, how-
ever. In 1937 in *Sonzinsky v. United States* the Supreme Court upheld the law.
Justice Harlan F. Stone commented that Congress could choose how it exer-
cised its taxing authority and could use it to regulate.

Cummings, who favored controls through the taxing power, still viewed a
comprehensive system of national firearms registration as worthwhile. He char-
acterized it as simpler than automobile registration, saying that “no honest
man can object to it. Show me the man who does not want his gun registered
and I will show you a man who should not have a gun.”25 Accordingly, he pro-
posed another bill to extend the provisions of the National Firearms Act to
cover all types of firearms. Because the rifle association opposed it, out of re-
spect for its power he modified the bill to exclude rifles and shotguns, but still
the gun lobby killed it. In addition, Roosevelt soon backed away from overt
personal involvement in the gun-control issue to devote himself to national and
international concerns he regarded as having a higher priority.

Copeland, though, all the while had remained determined to secure addi-
tional gun regulation through federal authority over commerce. Wary of the
power of the NRA, he worked closely with it and framed a bill it approved. On
January 3, 1935, he introduced the bill to Congress and hearings followed.
When Frederick of the rifle association testified, he tried to counter the widely
accepted connection between the NRA and the arms industry, insisting that it
did not “represent any commercial interests, either directly or indirectly.” Rec-
kord sounded cooperative, saying he was absolutely in favor of the bill because
it focused on the criminal rather than the gun. Copeland responded, “You
ought to be. You had a lot to do with writing it.”26

Through the Justice Department, the president opposed the bill. Assistant
Attorney General Joseph B. Keenan explained why. The firearms commerce, he
stated, “should have more drastic treatment,” and the bill had provisions that
would weaken the National Firearms Act.27 In a second hearing, a representa-
tive of the then politically influential American Legion, acting as part of the
gun community, supported the bill. With thirteen thousand posts across the
country, annually it taught more than 350,000 young boys how to shoot guns.
A representative of the Colt Patented Firearms Company also gave the bill a firm recommendation.28

The bill benefited as well from broad public sentiment as expressed in April in the first Gallup poll on gun control. That survey showed that 84 percent of those queried felt that “all owners of pistols and revolvers should be required to register with the Government.”29 In addition, various organizations such as the New York City Federation of Women’s Clubs backed the measure.30

In tune with such opinion, Congress on June 30 approved Copeland’s bill as the Federal Firearms Act of 1938. This veneer of federal regulation required manufacturers, importers, dealers, and others who engaged in interstate or foreign commerce in guns to obtain a federal license and to keep a record of the disposition of their firearms. The license fee was low—only one dollar. The law also barred the shipment of arms to individuals who did not have permits in the states that required them, prohibited convicted felons from receiving interstate arms shipments, and sought to curb the movement of stolen arms or any guns with altered serial numbers.

The NRA accepted the law because it did little regulating, and the association wanted to fend off the more stringent proposals that control advocates were pressing in Congress. The gun fraternity’s strategy paid off. The law never really worked because felons and others easily evaded its provisions by lying and because the Treasury Department did not enforce it adequately.

Even if the Treasury had carried out the law to the letter, the law paled in comparison to gun regulation in Europe. In Britain, for instance, critics had long denounced existing firearms controls as too weak. The example of gun crime in the United States and the murder of a London police officer had moved Parliament in 1934 to study the effectiveness of its gun law. The legislators incorporated their investigatory committee’s recommendation in the Firearms Amendment Act of 1937. It strengthened existing controls, prohibited the manufacture and sale of machine guns save by military authority, and banned sawed-off shotguns because the act’s framers saw no legitimate reason for civilians to own such weapons. British law provided for penalties of up to fourteen years’ imprisonment for anyone possessing a gun in criminal activity. In subsequent years, police policies and increases in fees sharply reduced the number of people in Britain holding certificates permitting gun ownership.31

The American federal statutes, on the other hand, placed only insignificant restraints on individuals who wanted guns or possessed one of some kind. As a critic noted, the measures amounted to “a symbolic denunciation of firearms
in the hands of criminals coupled with an . . . ineffective regulatory scheme that did not inconvenience the American firearms industry or its customers.”

Much in American society still stood in the way of practical regulation. The most obvious obstacles—the Second Amendment, the arms industry, and the gun lobby—remained seemingly insurmountable. Elements of popular culture, such as novels, perpetuated the myths of the frontier, the West, and the cowboy, among them Owen Wister’s *The Virginian* (1902) and Zane Grey’s *Riders of the Purple Sage* (1910). Something new also contributed to the mystiques of the West and guns—the rising influence of filmmakers. They produced movies, immensely popular with children as well as with adults, that celebrated gun violence, among them *Shooting Straight* (1917), *Gun Law* (1919), *Wild Bill Hickok* (1923), *Cimarron* (1931), *Trail of the Lonesome Pine* (1936), and *Jesse James* (1939).

Gangster films, such as *Public Enemy* (1931), *Little Caesar* (1931), *Scarface* (1934), and *The Roaring Twenties* (1939), became the next moneymakers. In most instances, producers simply transferred qualities they had attributed to the frontier outlaw to the gun-packing gangster. The pervasiveness of guns in films and in other forms of popular culture blended with the popularity of shooting.

Despite the gun-control sponsors’ inability to overcome these cultural and other hurdles, they took solace in the passage of the federal statutes. While recognizing the legislation’s flaws, some of its defenders argued that the laws had a significance beyond their specific features. At the least, it contributed to an environment that could possibly accommodate more federal gun regulation. Optimistic control advocates went further. They perceived public sentiment toward all firearms as shifting away from acceptance of their free use. They cited the growing number of Americans who had begun viewing even the hunter’s shotgun and the marksman’s rifle as part of a social problem. For the first time, moreover, the executive branch had made an issue of gun violence and had campaigned for national laws to curb it. Most important, the Roosevelt administration had obtained legislative and public acceptance of the legitimacy of a federal role in controlling the use of personal firearms.

Before Roosevelt’s time, presidents usually had been gun enthusiasts or had ignored the issue of control. Now, with a chief executive who had initiated a program for regulation of firearms in private hands, as well as with mounting evidence of a shift in public attitude toward favoring curbs on arms keeping, gun devotees reacted with alarm. Militants among them viewed the attack on the pistol and the machine gun in exaggerated terms. They interpreted this
limited goal of the controllers as part of an avowed long-term effort to deny all citizens the right to possess firearms of any kind for any purpose. All the while, most states continued imposing regulation in some manner on gun use and the federal courts kept on upholding this localized form of control.

In several cases, as we have seen, the Supreme Court declared the two federal gun laws valid exercises of the government’s taxing and commerce powers. But the most important challenge to the National Firearms Act reached the Supreme Court in 1939 in United States v. Miller, 307 US 174, 34. This case began five years earlier when federal authorities arrested two men, Jack Miller and Frank Layton, for violating the firearms act by transporting an unregistered short-barreled shotgun from Oklahoma to Arkansas. The men pleaded the statute violated the Second Amendment because it usurped the police power reserved to the states and improperly used the federal taxing power to control firearms. In agreement, a district court in Arkansas quashed the indictment.

Federal attorneys appealed the case to the Supreme Court, which for the first time in 150 years addressed the scope of the Second Amendment. The high court upheld the constitutionality of the firearms act. It ruled that the “obvious purpose” of the Second Amendment was “to assure the continuation and render possible the effectiveness” of the state militia. It did not protect possession of the shotgun because it was not “any part of the ordinary military equipment” and its use could not “contribute to the common defense.” Pro- and antigun activists disputed the intent of this decision as it pertained to broader issues of gun keeping.34 Regardless, by upholding the government’s power to regulate the use of a particular firearm the ruling dealt a blow to the gun fraternity’s theory of a personal right to bear firearms of almost any kind.

A dip in crime nationwide and events abroad blunted the impact of this ruling on the struggle to control civilian arms. In September, when war broke out in Europe and then spread over much of the world, many Americans feared it would also engulf them. As during the First World War, concerns for preparedness, coupled with an upper-class martial ardor, sidetracked the movement to check domestic gun violence. On May 16, 1940, a few days after the German army had slammed into the Netherlands and Belgium, the president asked Congress for some $900 million in additional military appropriations and authority to call the National Guard into federal service.

Right after the Nazi conquest of the Low Countries and France in June and with Germans poised to invade England, Americans organized various groups to aid the British, among them the American Committee for Defense of British Homes. Evoking the old concept of militia volunteers arming to combat tyr-
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Army, it ran advertisements in the American press that pleaded, “Send a Gun to Defend a British Home.” The committee solicited civilian pistols, rifles, revolvers, and shotguns. This made good propaganda, but the seven thousand or so guns that reached the British in this manner did not help much because they needed military arms instead. Other pro-Allied groups lobbied for intervention to save Britain.

Administration leaders encouraged such activities while seeking to prepare for possible war. As had Woodrow Wilson in his preparedness program, Roosevelt considered conscription a vital ingredient. Yet he resisted the urging of eastern-establishment interventionists, such as his Anglophile friend Grenville Clark of the Plattsburg movement of the First World War, to call for a draft publicly. The president moved cautiously because much of the public and many in Congress opposed compulsory militia duty. He did not wish to risk conflict with the legislators over conscription. So, he waited until he could dig up enough votes to secure passage for it in Congress.

Private individuals who worked closely with the interventionists, such as Medal of Honor recipient Colonel William J. Donovan, spoke out publicly. He argued that “primitive military skills,” such as those acquired in civilian shooting, would not do in modern mechanized war fought with sophisticated weapons. Nor would a voluntary recruiting system work. No matter how distasteful peacetime conscription might be, he contended, Americans must accept it because “if you want to fight, you’ve got to be strong.”

Acting on this principle, on August 27 Roosevelt ordered the National Guard and other army reserve components to active duty for extended training. Now, after the lobby of interventionists backed by men like Clark had softened Congress, the time for further action without mortal political risk seemed ripe. They framed a conscription bill that went before Congress in the guise of necessary preparation for the defense of the Western Hemisphere.

As for Roosevelt, like his former boss Wilson he carefully avoided hot-button words such as “conscription” and “draft” and hence used the euphemism “selective service” from the First World War because he realized that straightforward terms would arouse intense opposition. He did not fool the emotionally aroused opponents, one of whom blurted out wrongly during the debate in the House of Representatives, “American conscription is American fascism.” Congress approved the bill with euphemism intact as the Selective Training and Service Act, known also as the Burke-Wadsworth Act.

The record of the battle for and against the nation’s first peacetime conscription law shows no effort to resurrect the dead concept of a citizenry in
arms eager to combat tyranny, that is, except by the interventionists and Roosevelt. In signing the bill into law on September 16, he called conscription a “muster” thereby evoking the myth “of the farmers of Lexington and Concord taking their flintlock muskets down from above the fireplace.”

Both the National Guard and conscription measures restricted the call to service to one year. When that year ended, after bitter opposition from a Congress and a public that wanted its boys home again, the government extended the laws. It drafted young men not as members of state militias but as individuals to be integrated with Guardsmen on a national basis into the regular army.

Also as part of the preparedness agenda, a plan for registering guns in civilian hands through a national census gained considerable support, even among vociferous patriots. It would, Attorney General Robert H. Jackson explained, “be of great importance in the interests of national defense, as it would hamper the possible accumulation of firearms on the part of subversive groups. It is also of outstanding importance in the enforcement of the criminal law.” He added that the legislation would not restrict personal liberty any more than did automobile registration.

Even so, the proposal ran afoul of hunting and sporting periodicals and of organized gun-owners who condemned it as an intrusion on a presumed civil right. The American Rifleman claimed that England had to plead with America for small arms and ammunition because she had adopted a firearms registration law that created a shortage of such arms. The editorialist warned, “America’s defense requires the rejection of any attempt to impose on Americans the discredited European firearms registration system.” A month later the editor maintained that Britain’s “Firearms Law has resulted in a condition of gun-ignorance and lack of manufacturing facilities which has gravely threatened the life of that nation.” In light of this opposition, nothing came of the registration plan.

Shortly, another preparedness proposal aroused similar concern among gun owners. Congress considered a bill authorizing the president, upon payment of adequate compensation, to requisition private property that had military uses. In the debate in the House, the NRA’s legislative allies moved to exclude guns. They accepted the concept of granting “certain extraordinary powers to the Executive in the furtherance of the common defense during critical times,” but they saw no need “for the requisition of firearms owned and maintained by the people for sport and recreation” that would in their view infringe the Second Amendment. In the Senate, Albert B. Chandler of Kentucky expressed widespread sentiment when he declared, “We have no reason to take the per-
sonal property of individuals which is kept solely for protection of their homes.” So, in passing the Property Requisition Act Congress exempted privately owned firearms from its purview.43

Less than two months later, after the United States on December 7, 1941, entered the war, the gun became a symbol of the nation’s strength, with proficiency in its use a celebrated asset. For example, gun enthusiasts continued to urge parents to teach their children to shoot as a game or as a sport. “It makes for clean, straight living,” a gun club officer wrote, “for one must live straight, and think straight to shoot that way” and to become in time of war an asset to the nation.44

At the same time in 1942, two significant gun-control cases, designed to challenge the Federal Firearms Act, reached the federal courts. In Cases v. United States, 131 F. 2d 916 (1st Cir. 1942), a Puerto Rican felon who possessed a gun and ammunition in violation of the act claimed a constitutional right to have them. The First Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the 1938 law, commenting that it curtailed “to some extent the right of individuals to keep and bear arms.” But, the court added, that right “is not conferred upon the people by the federal constitution.”

In United States v. Tot, 131 F. 2d 261 (3d Cir. 1942), Frank Tot, another former felon, this one in New Jersey, appealed his conviction for possessing a Colt automatic pistol capable of being fitted with a silencer in violation of the law. He contended the decision breached his Second Amendment rights. The third circuit court disagreed. In upholding the ruling and the statute, it stated that in the common law, weapon bearing had never been an absolute right. It held that the Second Amendment “was not adopted with individual rights in mind, but as a protection for the States in the maintenance of their militia organizations against possible encroachments by federal power.”45

As with the Miller and Cases rulings, this decision reflected a continuing trend in the federal courts to interpret the Second Amendment right to bear arms as collective, not individual. The courts viewed that right, or privilege, as existing only to the extent necessary to preserve a militia. As we have seen, that institution had long been an anachronism but it still retained a constituency with political influence and therefore remained an excuse for individual gun-ownership.

The irrelevance of the militia issue to gun keeping and the court decisions favorable to limited regulation could not counter the wartime fervor for bearing arms and the legislators’ disdain for stronger federal gun controls. The conversion of the United States into an arsenal of democracy and then into a belliger-
ent revived what for several years had been a stagnant arms industry. It became the world’s foremost producer of big-ticket munitions. To fulfill government contracts for arms, the Remington company expanded by 2,000 percent. Smith & Wesson, which now produced more arms than in its preceding ninety years, developed a manufacturing capacity larger than that of the combined revolver makers of the world. The war absorbed virtually everything the small-arms firms produced. It thereby created a pent-up civilian demand for guns, a demand that in the immediate postwar years would thwart efforts to contain civilian gun violence.
Guns Flourish, Opposition Rises

When the Second World War ended, the prestige of the gun fraternity rode high. The nation’s leaders lauded the contributions of the arms industry and the shooting clubs to the great victory. Generals Dwight D. Eisenhower and Omar N. Bradley, among those who had led the armies in Europe, praised the work of the National Rifle Association with its marksmanship program as “vital to the proper training of a citizen army.”

President Harry S. Truman, a former National Guard officer who had fought in France during the First World War, also lauded the association for its contribution to the war effort. “The tradition of a citizen soldiery,” he wrote, “is firmly, and properly, imbedded in our national ideals. Initiative, discipline, and skill in the use of small arms are essentials for the development of the finished citizen soldier.” He expressed hope that the NRA would continue its “splendid” small-arms marksmanship program because it “is good for a free America.”

This approbation registered well with the gun community eager to keep the marksmanship program going and to resume buying firearms freely on the open market. To meet this latter desire, domestic manufacturers again peddled small arms to civilians on a grand scale. Many of the twelve million men who had received military training brought home a variety of firearms, either as souvenirs or for personal use. They also returned to civilian life with a continuing interest in weaponry that affected the politics of controlling firearms violence. In addition, more than in the past, cheap guns flooded the country from other sources. While the former warring nations dumped a large number of obsolete but still usable firearms into third-world countries, they exported most of them to the United States. With its lax firearms laws, a huge market of well-heeled firearms zealots, a history of having the world’s largest market for civilian guns,
and pent-up demand, the United States could absorb them. Gun hobbyists view these early cold war years, when one could have a “choice of useable arms at prices beginning at far less than ten dollars,” with nostalgia. As one of them explained, “Many recall this as the golden age of choice in arms along with a freedom of essentially unrestricted purchase.”

As documented by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, felons and delinquent minors who generated a postwar surge in crime were prominent among the many who had no real trouble in obtaining a large number of these firearms. In 1946 youths under eighteen years of age committed more than five hundred thousand crimes, most of them with guns. Urbanites frightened by street violence, many of whom previously had no affection for guns, rushed to buy them for self-defense because they assumed police protection had failed them. Organizations such as the Committee to Ban Teen-Age Weapons, which attracted several hundred religious, civic, and other leaders and which in 1947, in New York City, evolved into the National Committee for the Control of Weapons, urged stricter gun laws locally and nationally.

Concurrently, the proliferation of guns in private hands along with escalation in crime also disturbed Attorney General Thomas C. Clark, who decided to try to do something about the situation. He asked Alexander Wiley, chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, to introduce legislation requiring individuals who possessed firearms to register them and then to record any transfers of ownership. On the floor of the Senate on January 24, 1947, Wiley explained why the federal government needed the requested authority. “At present,” he said, “thousands of small arms, principally revolvers and automatic pistols, originally issued to members of the Armed Forces, are in the possession of persons who do not appear to have acquired them legitimately.” He added that high military sources confirmed that a “tremendous number” of the small arms were unaccounted for or lost. Law-enforcement officers believed that underworld thugs bought or stole many of them.

This argument not only failed to persuade the legislators to act on the Justice Department’s request but also infuriated leaders of the National Rifle Association. They denounced the proposed measure as another attempt “to revive the idea of a Gestapo-type Federal firearms registration law.” This hostility, backed by the resources of the gun lobby, as well as the resistance of his colleagues, caused Wiley to withdraw his bill. Later in the year, crime rates, as measured by police arrests, fell.

In the Wiley episode the NRA’s muscle flexing, as usual, demonstrated its political potency. As former soldiers and sailors joined in large numbers that
power expanded. Their pressure contributed to change. It led the organization’s leaders to acknowledge that the demarcations separating hunter, target shooter, and gun collector had become blurred. It also compelled them to cooperate with all kinds of gun owners and to devote more of their attention to shooting as sport, especially to hunting. These shooters now bought most of the firearms. For example, in 1947 the Winchester Repeating Arms Company reported a record production of sporting guns in response to escalating demand.6

By the following year new members had contributed to the tripling of the association’s size. Still, its leaders retained some of the old-time military orientation. In 1949 the executive council, for instance, consisted of five generals and a colonel. Its house organ, the *American Rifleman*, in comparison to competitors, seemed geared to articles on technical firearms issues of interest primarily to soldiers and other military veterans. Moreover, it refused advertisements for products the editors considered dangerous or shoddy, such as for bazookas and antitank guns. In all, though, to the interested public the association still conveyed a solid red, white, and blue military image.

When the NRA shed its military trappings and its leaders shared power with the countrywide pool of new members, that image also changed. But the association became immensely popular with shooters of the current generation. It also accommodated itself to the rise of nonmilitary gun clubs, which in a few years had nearly doubled in number.7 In line with the other changes, in 1949 the expanded membership elected its first woman to the executive council, thereby further widening the association’s base.

Furthermore, the NRA shifted focus from its traditional concern with the rifle to a more vehement defense of all firearms but particularly of the handgun. In its various guises, this small firearm had acquired far more firepower and accuracy than during the prewar years when Franklin D. Roosevelt had denounced its use. For this reason, leading shooters claimed it as a hunting weapon even though hunters, as always in the past, still relied mostly on long guns. A more important reason why avid shooters resisted proposed restrictions on the handgun was their conviction that the assault on it would curtail their freedom to choose any kind of firearm. Other gun-keepers touted it as useful for self-defense. These justifications for free and private use of the handgun proved contentious because most Americans viewed it as the favored weapon of criminals.

At the same time, large numbers of those who cherished guns for any reason evaded existing local controls of consequence, such as New York’s Sullivan law,
with impunity. Not even the rampant crime that had followed the immediate postwar years could channel public outrage sufficiently against guns to reinvigorate the control struggle as an issue of pressing national concern. Nor could scattered shooting episodes, as for instance in 1949.

In January, Atlantic City experienced a crime wave in which juvenile delinquents with guns figured prominently. Elsewhere, older shooters rampaged. In April, in daylight on a street on Staten Island, Charles Van Newkirk, an unemployed merchant marine engineer armed with a .38 special target revolver, shot and wounded Ellsworth H. Buck, a former congressman and former president of New York City’s board of education. Newkirk said he had “a grievance against Buck.” In October Joe Runyan, a farmer in Waterford, Michigan, went berserk. With a shotgun he suddenly shot and wounded nine persons in two taverns and then killed himself. He told one tavern owner, “If a man feels like he is going to die in his old age he might just as well take a few people along with him.”

These shootings do not stand out as isolated incidents. Stories of civilian gun violence could be found almost daily in most newspapers. The violence aroused some concern as expressed by sensationalists and popular writers. One of them, in florid rhetoric, claimed that “a pattern of hoodlum crime has emerged with stark clarity: a pattern of lustful, violent psychopathic crime which has burst upon the streets of the nation like a fearsome plague. It does not differ basically from city to city.” For much of the public, though, the easy availability of guns that contributed to the more lethal aspects of the country’s crime did not seem to matter much.

Even members of Congress expressed more concern over other aspects of crime such as racketeering and corruption in local politics. So, in response to an alleged groundswell of public sentiment to do something about such crime, the Senate on May 10, 1950, established a special committee, headed by Estes Kefauver of Tennessee, to investigate organized crime in interstate commerce. In highly publicized, year-long hearings held in key cities across the country, some of them televised, he focused mainly on gambling and organized crime, or gangs.

Most of the committee’s conclusions, such as that Chicago remained the center of criminal activity in the nation, contained few surprises except one. Even though the committee admitted that “crime is largely a local problem,” it recommended creation of “an independent Federal Crime Commission in the executive branch of the Government.” Seeing the proposal as a step toward a “national-type police force,” the attorney general and others opposed
it. Hence, nothing came of it. Surprisingly also, the committee’s various reports did not refer to criminal or civilian gun violence of any kind.

During the Kefauver hearings, another episode of gun violence splashed across headlines. On November 1, 1950, two zealous Puerto Rican nationalists from New York City, Oscar Collazo and Griselio Torresola, armed with 9mm automatic German guns, shot their way into Blair House, the president’s temporary home, with the intent of assassinating Truman. They murdered one Secret Service agent and wounded two but other agents gunned down one intruder fatally and wounded the other before either could reach the president. The survivor, Collazo, explained the assassination attempt as an effort to draw attention to the cause of their homeland’s independence. About fifteen minutes after the shooting, Truman traveled to Arlington, Virginia, to deliver a scheduled speech.

As in previous assassinations or attempted assassinations, no pressing public demand for enhanced federal gun regulation followed. Politicians and press pundits expressed much more concern over the political effect, as on imminent congressional elections, than with the gun violence itself. Moreover, unlike in the recent past when social unrest, civil disorder, and crime had sparked activism for some kind of response from state or federal authorities, the public tolerated the civilian mayhem as though a commonplace activity. In these years, the government’s emphasis on armaments, the national anticommunist phobia, which gave stimulus to much of the FBI’s activities, and the growing militarism may not have contributed to the violence but they did help enhance the popularity of guns.

The prominence of the military in American life could be seen in Truman’s behavior. Unlike Wilson in 1920, he had not at the end of the Second World War terminated conscription. Indeed, in one of his first acts as president he requested an extension of the draft before it expired, and Congress obliged. In May 1946 it extended conscription. Immediately Truman sought to use the law to break a railroad strike by drafting the workers. When his attorney general questioned the constitutionality of such action, the president reportedly retorted, “We’ll draft them and think about the law later.” Congress turned down his request to conscript.

Truman’s administration ended the 1940 draft law in March 1947 but soon he contended the peacetime armed forces could not attract sufficient volunteers to maintain a huge standing army. So, despite protests from educators, pacifists, organized labor, and the black community, he again asked for the draft. Congress responded with the Selective Service Act of 1948. This law,
along with the Universal Military and Training Service Act of June 1951, contributed to Truman’s ability to fight in Korea without a declaration of war. He needed the draft because few citizens or members of organized reserves volunteered to join the army.\textsuperscript{14} Even so, students and blacks and other minorities evinced no interest in becoming military shooters. Where they could, they resisted or evaded conscription.

During the Korean War and after, concern with weapons often dominated public discourse on foreign and military policy. In August 1950, for instance, Truman asked Congress to expand and accelerate “military assistance to vital areas in other parts of the world” and sought four billion dollars for armaments. Several months later, he spoke of the United States as the “arsenal for the defense of freedom” and pledged it would provide “weapons to other free nations.”\textsuperscript{15}

Although the next president, Dwight D. Eisenhower, preferred a large, professional standing army rather than one filled with conscripts, he also asked Congress to continue the draft, and it did. In addition, he enlarged the anti-communist, military aid program, mainly under the Mutual Security Act of 1954 that gave the State Department authority over importing and exporting arms. Like Truman, he believed American arms would strengthen the defenses of what he called the free world. Throughout 1954 he proposed “a defense establishment in which all three of the services [army, navy, and air force] were to remain far larger, stronger, and more effective than ever previously in peacetime.”\textsuperscript{16} For similar reasons President John F. Kennedy also supported a big armed establishment and supplied firearms to allies or potential allies.

This maintenance of huge armed forces, an army based on conscription, and a program of dispersing weapons abroad as instruments of foreign policy aroused no major popular opposition. Vocal believers in firearms control continued to express concern over the menacing aspect of gun violence in civilian life but neither the executive branch, nor Congress, nor much of the public demanded more national firearms regulation. For a while, when gun violence on March 1, 1954, again erupted in the nation’s capital, the apathy appeared to change. Three Puerto Rican nationalist gunmen, firing twenty to twenty-five times at random from the visitors’ gallery onto the floor of the House of Representatives, wounded five congressmen, two of them seriously.\textsuperscript{17} Capitol police subdued the assailants. Some observers compared the shootings to the actions of communists.

Other concerns that this turmoil generated dissipated quickly. They did so in part because in the cold-war atmosphere most Americans continued to be
attracted to what they perceived as the positive aspects of gun keeping. Magazines and other enterprises associated with guns prospered. Gun enthusiasts read mainly the American Rifleman and the annual Gun Digest along with articles in hunting journals and a column for gun collectors in Hobbies magazine. A few years later other gun journals entered the field, found ready readers, and flourished. Books on firearms that formerly had been rare now became profitable to publish. Before the war, gun collecting had been a pastime for an elite; now it mushroomed into a nationwide hobby with an estimated 650,000 gun collectors.

At this time, too, the self-styled gun buff who liked anything that would shoot, from antique derringer to antitank gun, became prominent in the gun fraternity. In addition to buying the magazines, these enthusiasts built a network with avid collectors, shooters, and gun traders. They attended gun shows held all over the country where they displayed, traded, and bought firearms in staggering numbers without significant restraint.

As in the thirties, gun merchants benefited from a nostalgia for the mythical frontier, for self-reliance, and for rugged masculinity. Gun possession flourished in a popular culture that welcomed books, magazines, and films that dealt with firearms violence. Producers revived old Western themes, portraying the gunslinger in films such as those in the Hopalong Cassidy series in which by 1943 the cowboy hero, as portrayed by former romantic actor William Boyd, “had shot his way through fifty-four separate movies.” Gun-toting Cassidy also appeared on 152 radio stations and in 155 newspaper comic strips. Other films, such as The Gunfighter (1950), Colt .45 (1950), High Noon (1952), Springfield Rifle (1952), Winchester ’73 (1953), Shane (1953), and The Gun That Won the West (1955), depicted guns as symbols of right and weapons of heroes. In 1956 Hollywood completed “eight films with ‘gun’ in the title,” keeping actors busy “learning to shoot.”

The new medium of television often followed the same themes. Night and day with the press of a button Americans could now view programs featuring graphic firearms violence. They watched pop action dramas such as reruns of the Hopalong Cassidy films, which appeared on sixty-three television stations. Various other serialized depictions of violence, such as Gunsmoke, Have Gun Will Travel, The Rifleman, and Wanted Dead or Alive, highlighted guns in titles and scripts. Television transformed Davy Crockett into a folk hero and played up his Kentucky rifle as the all-American weapon. Replicas of that rifle, along with always popular toy guns of various kinds for boys, became best sellers while the sales of real guns also zoomed.
Journalists, academics, and others increasingly viewed this fascination with firearms and the depiction of gun violence in comic books, movies, and television as a deeply rooted social problem. One of them, in discussing the gunfighter as “a killer by profession,” asked, “What sort of society is it in which those who have money can hire a killer? And what kind of people are we, that our strong men find such work to their liking?”

Educators and others pointed out that the gunfighter model admired by adults posed a social problem because children emulated their parents’ values. Parents gave boys toy guns, and sometimes real ones, as though to prepare them for violence in the same way they presented dolls to girls to prepare them for motherhood. Although this indoctrinating of children to value guns had always been a part of American culture, more critics than in the past now denounced it as inherently evil. They also condemned the easy availability of firearms as a prime ingredient in teenage crime. Despite a stable national homicide rate, such crime had risen annually since 1948. These statistics prompted concerned legislators to prod the Senate’s Judiciary Committee on May 28, 1953, to authorize a subcommittee to investigate juvenile delinquency.

The gun lobby denied the connection between teen crime and firearms availability or dismissed the reproaches of worried citizens and legislators over gun violence as wrong minded. It focused more on what its constituents regarded as an immediate enemy—the agency for administering the federal gun regulations. For years the agency’s task had been to collect taxes on alcoholic beverages. In 1951, as its jurisdiction expanded to include tobacco and supervision of the national gun laws, it became the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division of the Internal Revenue Service. Gun owners attributed to it an institutionalized determination to limit their shooting rights. They rose in wrath when in May 1957 they learned that officials had recommended several minor changes in the division’s procedures for carrying out the nineteen-year-old Federal Firearms Act.

One revision called for manufacturers and importers of guns to stamp each weapon with a serial number and other identifying information. This recommendation accorded with the statute’s prohibition on altered serial numbers as well as with what most American gunmakers were already doing. Another proposal would have required the buyer of a handgun, or of ammunition for it, to sign his or her name at the time of purchase. This plan accorded with the obligation of dealers to keep a record of their sales. A third modification would have compelled manufacturers and merchants to save their records for a given
period of time, something the law specified but that the agency had not previously enforced.

Gun enthusiasts viewed the division officials as bureaucrats aligned with would-be firearms regulators who had become poised to accomplish through administrative maneuvering what they had been unable to do through legislation. To block the proposed changes, the National Rifle Association sent out danger signals that mobilized the gun community’s constituent groups. Their lobbyists argued that through subterfuge and the bypassing of Congress, an agency of the executive branch intended to snuff out one by one the rights of private gun-keepers. The alerted owners poured thousands of letters into the offices of the Internal Revenue Service.

In August in two days of hearings crowded with gun aficionados, only four out of sixty-two witnesses spoke in favor of the changes. One prominent opponent, James H. Holton, representing the Veterans of Foreign Wars and the views of many other gun fans, declared as the conclusion of a long written statement, “We Believe That the Ultimate Defender of His Personal Liberty Is an Angry and Resolute Free Man, Armed with a Firearm.”

Even though in this era of nuclear armaments when the concept of a militia composed of ill-trained citizens had long become obsolete, the purveyors of sentiment such as Holton’s prevailed. The alcohol and tobacco division’s new regulations, adopted on January 18, 1958, contained the original plan but in a version watered down sufficiently to satisfy the gun community. The new procedures did, however, retain the requirement for manufacturers to stamp serial numbers on most firearms.

Despite the NRA’s political activism in this episode as in others, its officials denied that it lobbied. It classified itself a nonprofit, private, nonpolitical organization, a status that exempted it from paying taxes on its substantial income. Its leaders took care not to lose that privilege. They maintained they merely informed or educated their members and the public on issues the association considered important to all of them rather than trying to influence them or legislators. This stance fooled few because the association officers’ lobbying, for example, against the alcohol and tobacco agency proposals, had been obvious and well orchestrated.

Even though the gun fanciers had succeeded cooperatively in opposing the administrative changes, they split over a concurrent effort to impose a minor restriction on the sale of handguns. Small-arms makers were unhappy with the government’s program of selling surplus guns cheaply through the rifle association and even more dissatisfied with the foreign weapons that for more than a
decade had flooded the country. In 1958 the sales of American-made guns slumped badly. So, in April, Representative Albert P. Morano from Connecticut and Senator John F. Kennedy from Massachusetts, the two states that then housed most gun manufacturers, introduced similar measures in the House and Senate to bar the importing of foreign military firearms. Both legislators described these guns as spoiling the domestic industry and contributing to unemployment. In addition, Morano sought to elicit support by describing the weapons as posing “a definite safety hazard to American sportsmen” because they tended “to blow up in the shooter’s face.”

Despite these arguments, progun members of Congress beholden or sympathetic to the gun lobby scuttled the bills. In their place, on June 23, Congress passed a bill sponsored by Robert L. F. Sikes of Florida, a hunter, an avid gun defender, and a director of the National Rifle Association. It prohibited only the return to the United States of those military arms it had sent abroad under its foreign assistance program.

The course of this legislation reflected the lack of focused concern in these cold-war years, in government and elsewhere, for checking gun violence. At this time, though, crime had started rising at an annual rate of 44 percent as estimated by the FBI, and the number of youths arrested for carrying guns rose 46 percent. This jump in gun violence led a journalist to ask President Eisenhower if he personally believed in the need for more restrictions on the civilian use of firearms “at the Federal, State, or local level” to fight crime. The question seemed to startle the president. I need more data on this matter, he replied, “but my own instant reaction would be well, if there weren’t so many of these weapons around, why, maybe you could be a little more peaceful.” Neither he nor others in his administration pursued the issue much beyond these words.

Nonetheless, as youth crime spiraled upward for the tenth straight year, the opposition of urban leaders and police to the free circulation of handguns rose. A survey in 1957 revealed that sixty-three of sixty-nine city chiefs of police queried favored more federal regulation of firearms entering their jurisdictions. Their professional association of some fifty-five hundred members wanted “existing controls of the sales of firearms” strengthened in the public interest.

These data persuaded Thomas C. Hennings Jr.—one of the chairmen of the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, which had been functioning for five years, and who had a record of interest in gun control—to decide to look into the possible connection between available guns and teenage crime. Hearings on this subject began on September 23, 1958, in New York City where
Mayor Robert F. Wagner and Governor Nelson Rockefeller discussed how easily guns, bought or stolen, were reaching more and more youths. Hennings commented that he had sponsored a number of bills calling for tougher gun controls that attracted no real backing. He reminded those who testified that speeches and pious words calling for gun control were fine but without votes in Congress nothing would happen. Even so, his committee held hearings in cities across the country.

Despite Hennings’s pessimism, with the launching of these hearings gun keepers began sensing the possible end of an era of failed efforts to place additional selective restraints on guns. The American Rifleman’s editorialist warned that “there is a growing prejudice against firearms.” Year after year, he pointed out, gun enthusiasts have to oppose “some sort of ill-advised” firearms legislation, frequently “the same stupid proposal.” The time has come, he wrote, to make a nationwide effort to overcome the ignorance, “prejudice and fear and opposition to guns and shooting. . . . Let’s take the offensive.”27 Another writer urged readers to act “before it’s too late” against antigun agitators who would usurp their rights.28

This fear of possible new gun regulation on the federal level increased on the heels of the publication in August 1959 of the results of a Gallup poll. This first survey of the gun problem in twenty years revealed that roughly half of America’s homes had firearms. Even so, three out of four of those queried believed that anyone wishing to purchase a gun should be required to obtain a police permit. Fifty-nine percent wanted private ownership of handguns outlawed.29 The NRA moved to counteract such reports.

At the end of the year, as part of its anticontrol offensive, the Rifleman came out with a new column, the “Armed Citizen.” It listed instances in which a heroic, law-abiding American with a gun thwarted criminals. Two years later Field and Stream magazine beefed up the progun propaganda by sponsoring a conference that gave birth to the National Shooting Sports Foundation. This umbrella organization, headed by the president of the Colt firearms company, represented about one hundred firms dealing in guns, sporting publications, and various shooting groups. The foundation underwrote a campaign to emphasize the positive aspects of shooting as sport.30

The opponents of the free use of firearms, who now spoke out in greater numbers than in the previous decade, saw no social benefit in recreational shooting. They decried the large number of fatal accidents connected with it. With Americans firing guns in record numbers, often without adequate training in their use, the mishaps escalated. The quick-draw faddists, or neogun-
slingers who insisted on using live ammunition, shot themselves so often that doctors spoke of a new epidemic—gunshot wounds of the lower extremity, or the fast-draw syndrome.

Hunting, where millions of novices manned rifles, produced a greater number of firearms casualties. Even gun enthusiasts who rarely criticized their brethren-in-arms, for years had periodically complained about hunters’ recklessness. They warned that those who could not handle a gun with proper care had no business in the field. A later hunter commented, “So-called sportsmen who stagger into the woods, shoot anything that moves,” are “more deadly than grizzlies.” Another critic observed that “the countryside is full of incompetent gunners and their human victims.” He called the unregulated granting of hunting privileges “idiotic.”

Rifle association monitors became so concerned over the rate of injuries that they took to compiling statistics on hunting accidents and introduced courses on hunting safety. Still, the numbers of the wounded and dead mounted. So did the aversion to hunting, much of it now coming from ecologists and animal rights groups. They questioned the moral aspects of sport hunting, condemning its brutality. They suggested that people who engaged in it did so because they liked to kill. Regardless, according to gunmakers and their lobbyists, those who shot for pleasure exceeded the number of participants in any other sport.

Meanwhile, the civil rights movement, with its exposure of deeply rooted racial wrongs, had shaken millions of Americans out of their seeming complacency toward social issues. It gained national prominence when Rosa Parks, a black, forty-three-year-old seamstress in Montgomery, Alabama, on December 1, 1955, refused to move to the back of a segregated bus to make room for a white passenger. Following her arrest, African Americans boycotted the bus system. Elsewhere they took to defying Jim Crow laws. In Greensboro, North Carolina, on February 1, 1960, black students staged a sit-in at the whites-only lunch counter of a variety store. As the rights movement spread, so did gun violence. Once again, as during the Reconstruction era, communities in the South came to resemble armed camps.

During this turmoil, gun organizations backed by manufacturers and sportsmen thrived. In the next year, the magazine Shooting Times reported that the foundation had taken as its mission “to educate the American public—to get across the facts about guns and shooting, and counter the Red-inspired propaganda ‘scare’ articles such as appeared recently in two women’s magazines.”

All the while the National Rifle Association continued to thrive as a presti-
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It attracted members luminary such as Eisenhower, Richard M. Nixon, and John F. Kennedy. In 1963 its rolls showed a membership of more than five hundred thousand. Its impressive continuing growth over fifteen years came from aggressive recruiting, the expanding population, the continuing sale of cheap surplus arms to those who joined, and particularly from the popular interest in all that had to do with firearms.

For years, gunmakers had consistently recruited young boys as shooters in advertisements that claimed guns promoted “close companionship . . . between father and son” and agility in sports. As one advertisement stated it, “The boy who can put nine out of ten shots into the bull’s eye learns the accuracy that makes a perfect ‘forward pass’ in football, or makes for victory at basketball, tennis or baseball.”

This fascination with arms existed alongside robberies, a suicide rate with firearms the highest in the world, and a continuing public concern with crime. The crime aspect persuaded the new attorney general, Robert F. Kennedy, the brother of President John F. Kennedy, to launch an assault on organized crime without showing overtly a concern over private gun-keeping. Even so, the obvious gun violence enlivened the gun-control movement especially in urban areas. For instance, the toy-gun craze among children alarmed citizens and health and law-enforcement officials in New York City. To counter the fad, municipal authorities prohibited the sale or possession of lifelike toy pistols in black, blue, silver, or aluminum colors. The ban hardly dented the craze.

Elsewhere, too, the enthusiasm for guns of both children and adults remained high. Aware of this sentiment, Congress and the executive branch could largely ignore the gun-control movement. The firearms community could thwart the movement but could not ignore it because it had grown. Even in the previous decade during its seeming hibernation, the movement’s dedicated supporters in Congress had introduced more than thirty-five regulatory bills. The gun lobby had blocked all of them.

In its struggle against gun violence, the movement had a long way to go in overcoming the power of the lobby because constituents benefited from the national security hysteria of the time. One gun defender, the popular novelist Robert Ruark, as others had done for years linked patriotism and gun keeping but with a new twist. “I wonder,” he wrote, “how many people realize that federal and state registration of all firearms has long been a worked-for ideal of the Communist party in America. No doubt they stole this from the Nazis and Fascists.” As this far-fetched commentary indicated, patriotism, anticommunism, and gun keeping in these cold-war years lived in harmony. At the same
time, public opposition to such thinking, along with the desire for more federal gun control, had risen.

The interest in regulation could be seen in the continuing investigations of the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency under Thomas J. Dodd of Connecticut, a former FBI agent, who after the death of Hennings in September 1960 took over as chairman. Some writers have depicted him as a gun-control crusader whereas others have portrayed him as an opportunist. In any case, in March 1961 as a consequence of a boom in the mail-order sale of guns, Dodd’s committee revived the probe of juvenile access to firearms.

In hearings that followed, Dodd focused on a narrow aspect of gun control—the mail-order sale of cheap, imported, snub-nosed pistols. In three decades, their distribution, often to teenagers, had proliferated. These disparaged and easily concealed weapons had become infamous as Saturday night specials, a name originated by the Detroit police who associated the pistols with the gun violence on that night in their city. Foreign-made specials often entered the country dismantled and labeled as parts or as junk. Dealers then reassembled them and sold them through magazines for a few dollars each to anyone who ordered them. To avoid violating federal law, the suppliers shipped the guns to buyers through private parcel companies. Thus, the State Department, which licensed arms imports, and the Treasury Department’s agency in charge of enforcing federal firearms regulation did nothing to stop the flow of these guns.

Although Congress purportedly had designed the federal gun laws to aid the states with their own control measures, only seven states required permits to purchase firearms. Even in the permit states, exporters could ship arms to federally licensed dealers. Almost anyone who filled out a form and paid a dollar could secure a dealer’s license. In the public hearings Dodd emphasized, “We do not intend to tamper with the constitutionally guaranteed right of a free people to keep and bear arms,” but instead will direct attention “to the sources of the ‘criminal’ gun.”

In another hearing, a Treasury official estimated that only half of the sixty thousand individuals with licenses were bona fide dealers. Despite Dodd’s anti-weapons rhetoric, gun-club officials and gunmakers went along with him because he catered to them. Domestic arms-producers, however, complained that the imports really hurt them. They wanted the legislators to distinguish between good quality arms of reputable manufacturers and the cheap imports. Dodd then adopted the manufacturers’ cause.

From the hearings, from data assembled over several years, and from the advice of gun lobbyists who promised support, Dodd prepared a bill. It proposed
to tighten the dealer licensing system, raise the merchants’ registration fee to ten dollars, and require them to be twenty-one years or older. On August 2, 1963, along with four other sponsors, he introduced the measure to the Senate as an amendment to the Federal Firearms Act. In keeping with Senate practice, the bill went to the commerce committee headed by Warren D. Magnuson of Washington, a legislator sensitive to the interests of his progun constituents.

In November the Christian Science Monitor ran a series of articles on the gun trade. It expressed concern over the “alarming rate at which the United States is being flooded with cheap foreign-made guns,” which it described as “the hottest items in the mail-order gun business.” On November 19 in an editorial, “Murder by Mail Order,” it announced support for the Dodd bill, which it characterized as “minimum legislation” and as “not tough enough to suit many.” For the gun lobby, though, it seemed too tough. Consequently, it languished in Magnuson’s committee for three and a half months until another tragedy brought national attention to the gun issue.
On November 22, 1963, in Dallas, Texas, when the self-styled Marxist Lee Harvey Oswald assassinated President John F. Kennedy, he used an Italian Mannlicher-Carcano carbine fitted with a four-power telescopic sight. This gun was one of the hot mail-order items and one of about one hundred thousand of its kind that had entered the American market. Oswald had purchased it for $19.95 under a fictitious name from a mail-order house in Chicago with a coupon clipped from the *American Rifleman*.

This murder marked the beginning of a new era in the struggle over gun violence. As no assassination, attempted assassination, or firearms episode had before then, this shooting, captured on film and shown repeatedly on television, sensitized much of the public to the issues of gun keeping. It also galvanized the control movement into a stepped-up political activism. A river of mail calling for strong curbs on gun access poured into Congress. Within a few weeks, federal legislators introduced 17 gun-control bills while lawmakers in the states proposed more than 170 such bills. Most of the proposals aimed at banning all mail-order sales of firearms, not just of pistols.

The next week Senator Thomas Dodd amended his bill twice to include rifles and shotguns and to require dealers to have their licenses authenticated by senior law-enforcement officials. “What more do we need than the death of a beloved President,” he asked, “to arouse us to place some regulation on the traffic in guns for crime?” As did many within the administration of the new president, antigun activists wanted a stronger bill. At this point, Lyndon B. Johnson himself did not place stricter gun control high on his political agenda, but he quickly backed the measure.

Polls indicated broad public support for meaningful federal regulation. Organizations such as the National Committee for the Control of Weapons called
for legislation requiring registration of rifles and shotguns as well as handguns, and for other restraints. Legislators linked to the NRA tried to avoid any positive connection with control proposals.

For instance, on December 13 when the Senate commerce committee began hearings on the various control bills, Senator Warren Magnuson chose not to preside. For the record, though, he stated that neither the present proposals nor any other federal legislation would provide effective firearms control. The public’s demands, he said, “should be directed to their State legislatures. This is where the responsibility belongs . . . and the only place where there can be effective and meaningful control.” He warned also against action “born of ignorance” in an atmosphere of “hysteria” against responsible citizens who “have the right to possess firearms.”

Iowa’s Bourke B. Hickenlooper, a senator who belonged to and spoke for the National Rifle Association, claimed that with the federal legislation “we would, in effect, be establishing a police state.” Representative John D. Dingell of Michigan warned, “There is a growing prejudice against firearms in many segments of our society,” and Congressman Robert Sikes of Florida stated “that a crime committed by one man [Oswald] should not cause 35 million gun owners to be persecuted.” These sentiments set the tone for the hearings and for a battle over controls that echoed across the nation.

The rifle association, whose membership now approached one million, or about one out of every forty gun owners, immediately sprang into action by mobilizing its devoted constituency and ample financial resources. Its leaders felt they had to move decisively because, as the American Rifleman acknowledged, “never before has there been such a wave of anti-firearm feeling or such vocal and almost universal demand for tighter controls over the mail-order sales of guns.” Although characterizing much of this reaction as emotional, the official organ warned that “it has had its impact upon the U.S. Congress.”

Single-minded, grassroots gun devotees responded quickly to their lobby’s SOS, even though thousands of them, one spokesman admitted, “didn’t know what was in the bill.” On their own initiative four NRA members drove night and day from Phoenix, Arizona, to Washington, D.C.—a distance of twenty-five hundred miles—to plead with the Senate committee to preserve what one of them called their “God-given right” to keep arms. Another claimed that “the gun is the standard of freedom in the United States of America,” and still others asked the legislators not to disarm honest citizens. The bill had nothing in it about disarming.

In countertestimony, control advocates, well outnumbered by the progun
representatives, pointed out this and other inconsistencies in the gun lobby’s arguments. One control supporter, Representative John V. Lindsay of New York, had framed a gun bill stronger than Dodd’s. To bring attention to his position, he brought a Carcano rifle to the hearings. Senator Ralph Yarborough of Texas, who at that point presided, asked him please to observe the NRA rules of safe gun-handling. Knowing the senator belonged to the association, Lindsay replied he could not do otherwise because the NRA ran the show.

Lindsay’s views epitomized the position of moderate Republicans and other believers in the constitutional right of “responsible people” to own guns but who wished also to banish the use of “notoriously dangerous” guns. He perceived the Second Amendment right as subject to reasonable regulation in the same fashion as the right of free speech. The gun-keeping right, he wrote, “is not so absolute that it permits infringement of other rights of other people.”

This constitutional perspective did not have the impact on the public that moderate control advocates desired largely because the organized gun buffs opposed it. To this opposition Dodd responded, “I do not propose to let this legislation fade away.” It did fade because the civil rights violence and the turmoil over the Vietnam War overshadowed his committee hearings.

The war, the agitation against it, and the antiestablishment activities of militant blacks such as Stokely Carmichael and Malcolm X captured most of the headlines. In fiery rhetoric, these agitators rejected the nonviolence of Martin Luther King Jr., who had become the nation’s foremost civil rights leader. King deplored what he called “raging torrents of violence,” including gun violence. After Kennedy’s murder he had stated that by “our readiness to allow arms to be purchased at will and fired at whim; by allowing our movie and television screens to teach our children that the hero is one who masters the art of shooting and the technique of killing . . . we have created an atmosphere in which violence and hatred have become popular pastimes.”

As had militant blacks since Reconstruction, Malcolm X argued differently. When “the government has proven itself unwilling or unable to defend the lives and the property of Negroes,” he advised an audience in Cleveland, “it’s time for Negroes to defend themselves. Article number two of the constitutional amendments provides you and me the right to own a rifle or a shotgun.” He added, “If the white man doesn’t want the black man buying rifles and shotguns, then let the government do its job. That’s all.” He had brought up a problem that faced blacks constantly, especially in the South. They could not rely on police for protection. He also touched on an old fear widespread among whites—that of angry, armed blacks.
This apprehension dovetailed with the desire of most Americans, as well as of the president, that domestic gun violence, whether white or black, be checked. Even though the nation had been experiencing a long-term decline in such behavior, at this time this violence began to rise again. As polls indicated, much of the public wished also to curb at least some homicides with tighter but not comprehensive federal gun control. Knowing this, members of the pro-gun fraternity in the commerce committee hearings and elsewhere depicted themselves as belonging to an embattled minority shielded by the Constitution. As always, its spokesmen played on the public’s reverence for that document, citing Second Amendment rights. As always, they also hammered away with the slogan “Guns don’t kill people, people kill people.” Typically, critics disparaged the statement as mindless because people could not kill as readily without guns as with them.

Other control advocates reminded opponents that the handgun “is really designed as an efficient instrument for one purpose: the killing and wounding of humans.” Even a pro-gun witness in the hearings, which had resumed on March 26, 1964, admitted that whenever people have guns they will shoot somebody. This, he contended, is “part of the price of freedom that we are going to have to pay in order to have freedom.” Others of similar persuasion denounced gun control with traditional conspiracy theory. They depicted it as a plot to disarm law-abiding citizens. With these views repeated often in testimony before the commerce committee, sentiment ran overwhelmingly against the Dodd bill. On August 11 the committee buried the bill simply by doing nothing with it.

During this phase of the control struggle, the army and the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice continued to sell surplus firearms at bargain prices to civilians and to give them millions of rounds of free ammunition. As in the past, numerous government officials in the program and elsewhere operated as allies of the gun community. Their activities reflected the rift within the executive branch between pro-gun military men and pro-control civilian leaders.

As for the president, despite his relentless concentration on the war in Vietnam, he remained committed to working for some kind of additional federal gun regulation. His goal appeared attainable because in a landslide victory in November 1964 he won the presidency in his own right. The electorate also chose a liberal Congress. Immediately, the national debate on guns heated up again. In this atmosphere, on January 6, 1965, Dodd reintroduced his bill to ban mail-order guns as part of what he called a war on the firearms lobby. Now,
though, the control struggle had widened to swirl around various aspects of gun violence.

Two months later in a special message, the president urged Congress to do something meaningful about crime. As a significant factor in its prevalence, he cited what had long been evident—“the ease with which any person can acquire firearms.” At a minimum, he desired increased “federal control over interstate shipment of firearms” and limits on the importation of “surplus military weapons and other used firearms.” On March 22 Dodd presented the administration’s bill and amended his own to reflect the president’s wishes and to make it stronger. The two measures then differed only slightly.

At this point national attention became fixed on the war as well as on the civil rights movement, especially on Selma, Alabama, where segregationists murdered two blacks as they protested racial discrimination. Local authorities attacked demonstrators with clubs, whips, and tear gas. In response, King organized a civil rights march from Selma to Montgomery. On March 25, a Ku Klux Klansman gunned down Viola Gregg Liuzzo, a white participant from Detroit, as she rode in a car with a black youth. Again, gun violence outraged many but it did not stop. Both whites and blacks scurried for more firearms.

In the course of these racial confrontations, the gun lobby stepped up its campaign to demolish the firearms control bills. Thousands of pro-gun letters streamed into Congress. During this struggle the NRA still presented itself as a quasigovernmental institution whose activities benefited society as well as gun owners. Its marksmanship and surplus arms distribution programs, still subsidized by Washington, continued to attract new members. This favorable relationship with the government did not in itself explain the association’s continuing effectiveness in eviscerating gun-control legislation. Its leaders demonstrated impressive skill as coordinators of pro-gun forces. With a signal, they could in a few days inundate Congress with thousands of pro-gun telegrams or letters.

The NRA and other firearms organizations placed full-page advertisements in newspapers that mobilized constituents to battle for the gun lobby’s cause as their cause. For example, the American Sportsmen’s Foundation, Inc., exhorted shooters to write letters of protest to all members of Dodd’s committee. “Our Goal—” it announced, “1,000,000 Letters to Protect Our Sport and Our Hobby.” This activism had a grassroots character that made it appear to arise spontaneously.

Firearms people reacted passionately to calls of alarm because they perceived the control movement in intensely personal terms. Many regarded themselves
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As belonging to a persecuted minority and hence viewed the control issue as so important to their lives that it guided their votes at election time. On May 19, 1965, after Dodd’s subcommittee had again resumed hearings, this persecution attitude came out clearly. Gordon Allott, a Colorado senator and opponent of the bills, complained that “‘guns’ is not a four-letter, Anglo-Saxon word with dirty connotations as some seem to think.”

The testimony of Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach especially riled gun people by pointing out that in addition to handguns being widely used in crime, “it remains a fact that fully 30 percent of all murders committed by firearms involve rifles and shotguns.” He also upset them by stating the Second Amendment did not protect the right of individuals to keep firearms.

Five days later, Robert F. Kennedy, who had become a senator from New York, also spoke of the thousands killed each year by guns. “The great majority of these deaths,” he said, “would not have occurred if firearms had not been readily available. For the evidence is clear that the availability of firearms is itself a major factor in these deaths.” He urged legislative action, because “it is past time we wipe this stain of violence from our land.” In July as the hearings ended, the president established the Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. Composed of jurists, law-enforcement officials, and scholars, it investigated the causes and cost of crime.

Less than a month later, one of the nation’s worst race riots broke out in California. On the hot, smoggy night of August 11 near Watts, the sprawling black district of Los Angeles, a white California Highway Patrol motorcycle officer stopped Marquette Frye, a twenty-one-year-old black high-school dropout, for reckless driving. Frye failed a roadside sobriety test. When police officers arrived to cart him to jail, a crowd of blacks gathered and became unruly. An officer unsheathed his gun, the blacks stoned police cars, and rioting erupted.

Guns in private hands and in those of law officers quickly came into play. A teenage girl shouted at news reporters, “The next time you see us we’ll be carrying guns. It’s too late, white man. You had your chance. Now it’s our turn.” Looters broke into gun shops and war surplus stores for firearms. Whites bought up guns throughout the city. In one day they bought four thousand guns. Snipers from rooftops shot at police and firefighters. Snipers also fired at police helicopters, as one observer reported, “in emulation of the South Vietnamese liberation army.” They also shot at passenger planes landing at the nearby Los Angeles International Airport, causing disruptions in air traffic.

Authorities set up checkpoints. They took guns away from blacks and whites, some of whom sold weapons out of their cars to whomever would buy. Whites
described the six days of shooting, looting, and torching of businesses as rioting. Blacks, and even some police, termed the violence guerrilla warfare, an uprising, or a revolt. Police and National Guard troops numbering sixteen thousand gunned down looters and rioters. The upheaval left thirty-five people dead, most of them black, more than one thousand injured, some four thousand arrested, $200 million in property damage, and Watts’s central business district in ashes. To deal with future urban guerrilla tactics with more than just police cars, the Los Angeles department acquired military equipment such as armored personnel carriers and helicopters.

In addition to shocking the nation, the civilian and police use of firearms delivered a mixed message. Control proponents read it as calling for much stronger federal firearms regulation whereas others perceived it as demonstrating the need for more guns in private hands for self-defense.

Elsewhere, right-wing paramilitary organizations such as the Minutemen of America, founded in 1960 by Missouri businessman and extremist Robert Bolivar de Pugh to counter “the international Communist conspiracy,” flaunted guns. Minutemen practiced military tactics with rifles and other firearms, hid caches of weapons for use against a possible communist invasion, and supported the National Rifle Association. Like it, they opposed “laws which regulate the private ownership of firearms or which detract from the individual’s ability to defend his family and personal property.”

Radical-left groups and militant blacks also continued to denounce firearms regulation, or what their spokespeople called antiweapon propaganda and legislation. They argued that when guns are outlawed, only pigs will have guns. This rhetoric, along with bloodletting as in Los Angeles, whipped up more demands for stricter federal firearms control. Even so, progun legislators kept the Dodd and administration bills bottled up in committee.

At the same time, as a favor to an arms manufacturer, Congress passed legislation easing access to guns. Under existing federal law, convicted felons automatically lost the privilege of owning firearms. The Olin Mathieson corporation pleaded guilty to felony counts involving kickbacks on pharmaceutical sales to Vietnamese and Cambodian importers. This conviction blocked the company’s Winchester arms division from shipping its guns in interstate commerce. The new measure exempted Winchester from penalties under the umbrella statute but specifically excluded persons convicted of firearms crimes from the benefit. Through this broad interpretation of the exemption’s wording, however, the firearms agency allowed convicted felons “once again” to acquire guns legally.

Despite this end run around the existing law by the government’s own en-
forcement agents, the president, in a special message on crime in March 1966, again asked for legislation “to regulate and control interstate traffic in dangerous firearms.” With some care, he attempted also not to alienate most gun owners. He told them he saw “no need to curtail the right of citizens to keep arms for such traditional pastimes as hunting and marksmanship.”24 This overture failed to appease gun keepers. They viewed the message as confirming their conviction that virtually any control measure aimed ultimately to deprive them of firearms.

Two days later, Emanuel Celler of New York, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, took up the president’s crime bill. Shortly after, so did a Senate committee. Promptly, the gun lobby organized opposition to the measure. Pro-gun committee members employed various tactics to block consideration of the bill by the whole Congress.

While Congress stalled, gun violence, mingling at times with civil rights protests and the antics of right-wing extremist organizations, continued to capture headlines. A police roundup of New England Minutemen found them hoarding one million rounds of rifle and small-arms ammunition, more than one hundred rifles, numerous pistols and machine guns, and a mass of other arms. William E. Thorensen III, son of the president of the Great Western Steel Corporation, a thief, and an assault-and-battery specialist, owned an arsenal of seventy tons of weapons. At his arrest the next year for an attempted murder, a United States attorney quipped, “The guy has so many munitions, I don’t know whether the government should prosecute him or negotiate with him.”25 When authorities in Illinois apprehended Rick Lauchli, a founding member of the Minutemen, they discovered another cache of more than one thousand firearms, primarily Thompson submachine guns.

In January 1967, during this firearms turmoil, the president’s commission on law enforcement submitted its report. It concluded that crime and fear of it had eroded the quality of life of many Americans. It recommended that “each state should require the registration of all handguns, rifles, and shotguns.” If, after five years, the states had not acted, the commission advised a federal control law stricter than what the administration had urged.26

Johnson adopted most of the recommendations. The next month he again implored Congress to place firearms legislation “high on its agenda in this session” and to enact the safe streets bill he favored.27 As before, the legislators balked. In April they did pass the Civil Disobedience Act, which prohibited paramilitary instruction of civilians aimed at fomenting civil disorders and interstate travel with the intent to riot. Other countries, which at this time also
were experiencing escalating gun violence associated usually with crime, enacted tougher measures.

An episode in Sacramento, California, appeared to demonstrate the need for the civil disobedience law. Since the incident involved race as well as guns, it received widespread publicity. On May 2 two dozen or more African American militants, calling themselves Black Panthers and armed with pistols, rifles, and at least one sawed-off shotgun, invaded the state’s assembly chamber. They had come to the capitol to protest a bill prohibiting the carrying of loaded firearms openly in cities. They contended that their organization required each member “to acquire a gun and become familiar with its care and use.” Panther chiefs preached that “the gun was a tool of black liberation.”\(^28\) When state police disarmed and arrested the Panthers, one leader, Bobby Seale, insisted they had a right to defend themselves. Quite a few gun proponents agreed.

In another instance that linked guns and civil rights, black activist Rap Brown urged ideological leftists to help him promote the racial uprising. “If you can’t see yourself in the context of being John Brown, then bring me the guns,” he urged. “If you can’t give a gun, then give a dollar to somebody who can buy a gun.”\(^29\)

That summer the dread such words aroused among whites appeared to turn into reality. Race riots erupted in cities across the country. In most instances, they pitted black communities against police. The confrontation involved a greater dispersal of firearms and a much more intense use of firepower than in comparable past situations.

The first upheaval struck Newark, New Jersey, on July 12, and eleven days later the second hit Detroit. In Detroit the looting and arson escalated into one of the country’s worst internal upheavals thus far. Rioters stole more than three thousand guns, few of which police tracked down. Again snipers targeted firefighters and police. “This is more than a riot,” a police officer declared in alluding to the shooting. “This is war.”\(^30\) Clamoring for a means of protection, whole classes of people bought guns and hoarded them. The week of hell, with forty-three deaths, more than one thousand people injured, and millions of dollars in property damage, ended only after Washington dispatched federal troops to aid local and state enforcement units. Analysts concluded that “the sheer availability of weapons . . . tended to escalate racial conflict.”\(^31\)

Two days before the riots had erupted, Dodd’s committee had resumed hearings on the gun-control bills before Congress. As usual, proponents and opponents remained far apart. For example, Neal Knox, editor of \textit{Gun Week}, a firearms newspaper, explained that the “individual members of the gun frater-
nity are deeply concerned about the legislation before this committee.” They regarded the bills as prohibition, not regulation and as “unreasonable and unnecessary,” whereas Richard J. Hughes, New Jersey’s governor, called for immediate “enactment of a strong and meaningful interstate gun control bill.” He added, “Why must we make it so easy for everyone to purchase firearms of every kind with absolutely no questions asked?” On August 1 the hearings adjourned with both sides still sparring.

On that same day another act of gratuitous gun violence shifted some attention away from the congressional deliberations and from the riots. At the University of Texas at Austin, Charles J. Whitman, an unbalanced twenty-five-year-old student, hauled a footlocker filled with guns to the observation ramp of a tower 307 feet above the campus. With a Remington rifle equipped with a telescopic lens, he indiscriminately picked off students below. Before police killed him, he murdered sixteen people, including his mother and wife, and wounded thirty-three.

This massacre again raised the question as to what state and national governments would do to curb the civilian gun carnage. The president denounced the killings and the next day pleaded once more with Congress to pass his gun-control bill. Within weeks a number of legislators came up with proposals to enhance federal authority in dealing with random shootings, as well as with urban riots, as a matter of public safety. Uncompromising weapons fanciers attacked the mild controls proposed in the president’s bill. Guns & Ammo editors, for instance, denounced those who supported the bill as “criminal coddling do-gooders, borderline psychotics as well as Communists and leftists who want to lead us into the one world welfare state.”

This name-calling bothered antigun activists far less than did the situation in Congress. Despite Johnson’s pleas for action, legislators beholden to the gun lobby still blocked consideration of the firearms measure. Gun-control leaders blamed it and specifically the National Rifle Association for throttling what they believed most Americans desired. To a degree, as polls indicated, the activists had assumed correctly, but the association did not regard itself as thwarting popular will.

Even though critics of the NRA may have been harsh, zealots frequently did push it into combative, hard-hitting campaigns in defense of guns. In turn, opponents picketed its headquarters, dissected its finances, challenged its tax-exempt status, and demanded that it register as a lobby according to the Federal Lobbying Act of 1946. Control activists also assailed the rifle association’s marksmanship program, compelling the Department of Defense in 1967 to
withdraw support from the national shooting matches. The next year when another trimmed budget terminated the pistol program and cut off or limited free ammunition, it almost killed the civilian marksmanship program. Anti-gun lobbyists in the states, as in Connecticut, Illinois, New Jersey, and New York, also scored successes with regulatory legislation. Cities such as Chicago, Philadelphia, and New York adopted new, though still selective, gun-control measures.

At the same time, as though trying to deflect the wrath of gun keepers, Johnson announced he “did not propose that the Federal Government take over the job of dealing with crime in American streets” from local authorities. Later, he repeated that the federal government “must never assume the role of the Nation’s policeman.”

In January 1968 the president renewed his appeal to Congress for action on his crime bill. He noted that in the previous year Americans with firearms had committed 7,700 murders, 55,000 aggravated assaults, and more than 71,000 robberies, a record of gun crime purportedly exceeding that in any other country. “There is no more urgent business before this Congress,” he announced, “than to pass the Safe Streets Act this year that I proposed last year.” In the next few months, he reiterated his conviction several times.

Without blinking, the association’s officials still pretended that it educated rather than lobbied. “All this talk about the gun lobby is baloney,” its president, Harold W. Glassen, asserted. “We have yet to spend a single dollar on lobbying; we never hired a lobbyist. We don’t tell anyone to write his Congressman.” The association’s educating could not be distinguished from lobbying. Educating included tracking every proposed piece of federal or state legislation, carefully preparing critiques of the proposals, and promptly disseminating the materials to the membership to arouse pressure on pertinent legislators.

Despite the control ferment, the structure of American democracy as well as gun fans’ militancy helped them derail significant new federal firearms legislation. On their side, the progun people had a Congress positioned to the right of the populace on matters affecting firearms. Many of the legislators shared the perspective of the weapons fraternity, belonged to it, or received funding from it. Gun money corrupted even Dodd. As aides disclosed, he accepted both “personal financial gifts and campaign contributions from officials of the arms industry” who opposed the meaningful gun controls he professed to desire. He thus damaged the control movement he claimed to help.

Legislators from all parts of the country incurred obligations to the gun lobby but members of the House less so than senators. The House had the strongest
control impulse because of heavy representation from the urban areas where the antigun movement had most of its followers. A larger proportion of the Senate came from the South and West, where constituents viewed gun control as anathema. Furthermore at this time, senators from these regions wielded crucial power because through seniority they usually dominated committees where most of the gun bills lodged. Therefore, the Senate tended to look askance at control proposals. In all, on the gun issue the legislators preferred to do little or nothing. They used obstructing techniques that casual voters usually forgave rather than giving support to regulation that would surely offend the potent and unforgiving gun minority.

Even presidents and presidential hopefuls of liberal persuasion took care not to go too far in antagonizing the organized progun forces. For instance, even though Johnson sided with control advocates, he had always to weigh the gun lobby’s influence. It affected other policies he considered vital to his presidency, such as his conduct of the war in Vietnam. The rifle association wholeheartedly supported that conflict, citing it “as ample vindication for the marksmanship programs” it sponsored.39 Although this stance pleased Johnson, it did not, outwardly at least, lessen his commitment to tighter federal gun control.

Ironically, in waging war in Vietnam against an enemy that millions of Americans viewed as posing no danger to their well-being, the pro–gun control president drafted youths by the thousands, placed guns in their hands, and taught them how to shoot to kill. Conscription permitted Johnson and his hawkish advisers to fight cheaply for five years. It also aroused intense opposition among conscripts, their families, friends, and others.

By fall 1967 both Republicans and liberal Democrats had challenged the legitimacy of the draft as well as of the war. Few perceived compulsory military duty as necessary or patriotic in an unwanted war. Massive dissent, greater than the antidraft opposition during the Civil War, compelled Johnson on March 31, 1968, to announce withdrawal of his bid for reelection. With this decision he appeared to lose some of his ability to influence the outcome of the gun-violence struggle. Shortly after, two more assassinations counterbalanced his assumed weakness as a lame duck. They energized his fight for more federal authority over civilian gun-keeping and catalyzed the antigun sentiment sufficiently to break the logjam blocking consideration of the control measures before Congress.

On April 4 James Earl Ray, a convict who had escaped from prison, shot Martin Luther King Jr. as he stood outside his motel room in Memphis, Tennessee.
The murder touched off more racial rioting, this time in 211 cities, to make it collectively the largest civil disorder in the nation’s recent past. Various governmental entities deployed 21,000 regular army troops, 34,000 National Guardsmen, uncounted numbers of police, sheriff forces, and 22,000 other army troops on standby. This amounted to the biggest assembly of armed force to cope with internal violence since the Civil War.40

During this turmoil, the president again pleaded for modest gun control, writing, “Now, it is the time to stand up and show we are not a Government by lobby but a Government of law.”41 On June 5, less than a month later in Los Angeles in full view of a nationwide television audience, gun tragedy struck again. Right after Robert Kennedy had delivered a speech in his campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination, Sirhan Bishara Sirhan, a Jordanian immigrant and Arab nationalist, murdered him with a cheap .22-caliber pistol.

As had the King killing, the second Kennedy assassination prompted various bitter comments on gun keeping. Senator Joseph D. Tydings of Maryland asserted, “It is just tragic that in all Western Civilization the United States is the one country with an insane gun policy.” The distinguished economist Gunnar Myrdal announced that if the Constitution allowed indiscriminate ownership of guns, “then to hell with the Constitution.”42 Time magazine characterized the United States as an arsenal. It editorialized that abroad “the country is regarded as a blood-drenched, continent-wide shooting range where toddlers blast off with real rifles, housewives pack pearl-handled revolvers, and political assassins stalk their victims at will.”43

Meanwhile, on the day Kennedy died, pickets paraded before the rifle association’s headquarters in Washington with placards reading, “NRA: Your Arms Have Bloody Hands,” “The Air Is Alive with the Sound of Bullets,” “Stop Violence, Stop the NRA,” “When Will We Learn; Abolish the NRA,” and “Ready, Aim, Love.” Fear of bombs emptied the building twice and the association’s president received death threats.44

The next day on national television, Johnson announced, “Today the nation cries out to the conscience of the Congress. Criminal violence from the muzzle of a gun has once again brought heartbreak to America.” He also renewed his plea for broader control legislation than Dodd had shaped. He viewed the measures the senator had incorporated in the crime bill as inadequate. “The hour has come,” Johnson told legislators, “for Congress to enact a strong and effective gun control law governing the full range of lethal weapons.” He reminded them he had “fought for such a law through all the days of my presidency.”45
That same day Congress passed the president’s bill as the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968.

Three days later, the president named another special investigatory body, the National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. Then he turned his attention to the omnibus act’s Title IV, the gun-control section. Unlike the twenty-one-year-old Miller act, it banned the shipment by any means of pistols and revolvers across state lines to individuals. It also forbade the purchase of handguns in stores in a state where the buyer did not reside. Johnson called it a halfway step and a victory for the gun lobby because it excluded from regulation other firearms such as shotguns and rifles. But it did enhance the federal government’s authority to exercise a police power at the local level. So, despite the measure’s flaws, on June 19 he reluctantly signed it into law, declaring that the good in it outweighed the bad. In addition, once more he urged Congress to take immediate action on his own wider-ranging control bill.

In an effort to stimulate broad support for the latter measure, Attorney General Ramsay Clark had asked the National Council for a Responsible Firearms Policy, a special-interest organization concerned with informing the public about the dangers of unrestrained gun use, to help him. Previously, as a small, underfunded lobby, the council had been ineffectual. This time, however, it brought together representatives from thirty-eight groups that advocated comprehensive federal gun control. They included labor unions, the American Bar Association, and the American Civil Liberties Union. On the day of Johnson’s speech, Clark met with the delegates. They established the Emergency Committee for Gun Control, a spin-off from the council.

The founders chose John Glenn, the former astronaut and close friend of the Kennedy family, as the committee’s national chairperson. He announced that this first antigun political action committee aimed “to stir into action the overwhelming majority of the American people . . . who favor strong gun controls.” He wanted those “tens of millions of Americans” to speak up, because “if there is ever to be strong and effective gun control, the time is now.” His committee launched a nationwide write-in campaign for the president’s bill.46

As Glenn’s words indicated, unlike the national council with its long-term goals his organization had immediate objectives. It worked for registration of all guns and a ban on their interstate and mail-order sale. With a letter-writing program, newspaper ads, and television commercials it sought to persuade legislators to support its program. The committee leaders also favored a stronger measure than the one the administration proposed, but they deferred to the
president’s agenda. The control activists at the organization’s helm thought this effort could succeed because the King and Kennedy assassinations had stimulated interest in gun regulation and that they could convey their message nationally. They also perceived, incorrectly, a splintering of the powerful gun lobby. Instead, the lobby proved itself solid and as effective as ever. The emergency committee had difficulty even in buying television time to make its case.47

Under these conditions, Johnson proceeded with his proposal for additional legislation dealing specifically with the gun-violence issue. In a televised presentation, he pointed out that “registration and licensing have long been an accepted part of daily life in America.” Since we register automobiles, boats, bicycles, and even dogs, and require licenses to fish, to hunt, and to drive, he explained, “no less should be required for the possession of lethal weapons that have caused so much heartbreak and horror in this country.” He appealed to Congress “in the name of sanity . . . in the name of safety and in the name of an aroused nation to give America the gun control law it needs.”48 As in past pleas, he also assured hunters and sport shooters he did not seek ultimately to confiscate privately owned guns.

Promptly, Dodd presented Johnson’s bill to the Senate while Celler introduced it in the House. As with other control measures, it spurred resistance from the gun buffs and their organizations such as Gun Owners of America. In another Senate committee hearing, the NRA’s Glassen attacked proponents of the bill as seeking “complete abolition of civilian ownership of firearms. The situation demands immediate action by every law abiding firearms owner in the United States.”49 On the Senate floor, Dodd accused the association of “blackmail, intimidation and unscrupulous propaganda.”50

Polls indicated the public approved of registering all firearms as the best way of curbing gun violence.51 The concerned gun lobby responded by exerting some of its most intense pressure to prevent any kind of registration. Glassen sent a letter to the NRA’s one million or so members urging them to counter the rising pressure for stricter controls with a barrage of protests to Congress.52 Gun devotees responded vigorously. In the state of Washington, for instance, they turned against Senator Warren Magnuson, who had a change of heart and now supported stricter controls. Majority leader Mike Mansfield of Montana, a state where gun toters had clout, reported that “mail on this subject is the heaviest to reach my office in 26 years as a Member of the Congress. . . . The division is overwhelmingly against control legislation.”53

As various committees scrutinized the bill, congressional allies of the gun
lobby excised its two key provisions, those calling for the registering of all firearms and the licensing of all gun owners. This amputating frustrated control advocates to the point that prompted Senator Tydings to threaten to take the “fight for a sane gun law to the floor of the Senate.” Others, such as a Washington Post editorial writer, denounced the “gun peddlers’ lobby” as a “monstrous fraud—without any valid claim to the exemption it enjoys from taxation and from registration as a lobbying agent.”54

The NRA continued to whip up the emotions of constituents under headlines that warned they were faced with “stiff controls” and that the “administration’s aim [was] now total gun registration and owner licensing.”55 Leaders of the gun community also felt so secure about their power that they no longer minced words about their lobbying. “We don’t give a damn under what banner any candidate chooses to run,” one of their leading journals explained. “We care about one thing only—what is his—or her—attitude on gun laws, gun restrictions.” Every candidate is asked, “Are you for or against us?”56

Although this strategy failed to deter the control activists, it succeeded at this time in castrating the meaningful legislation they desired. After the House and Senate ironed out their differences and after the majority overrode the die-hard opposition of Southern and Western legislators, Congress passed the weakened control bill. On October 22 Johnson reluctantly signed it into law as the Gun Control Act of 1968 because he could obtain nothing better from Congress. Along with the omnibus crime law, this legislation replaced the thirty-year-old Federal Firearms Act with more comprehensive measures intended to help state and local law-enforcement agents, as well as federal officials, fight crime.

This new law tightened the dealer system by limiting the foreign and interstate traffic in arms primarily to bona fide importers, manufacturers, and merchandisers and by raising the dealer license fee to ten dollars.57 It forbade the importing of military rifles and Saturday night specials, and prohibited the sale of rifles and shotguns to anyone under eighteen and of pistols to anyone less than twenty-one years old. It placed restrictions but not prohibitions on the marketing of bazookas, antitank guns, mortars, and other destructive devices. Other provisions blocked the interstate transfer of firearms as well as their sale to criminals and the mentally impaired. Lastly, it established a separate penalty for anyone who used a gun in the commission of a federal felony. Johnson attributed the law’s lack of an effective ban on all Saturday night specials, as well as the defeat of his core features, to the power of the gun lobby.

In contrast, numerous firearms enthusiasts grumbled that, in this instance,
their lobby had failed them. They perceived the administration as coercing patriotic gun-keepers into accepting restrictions they abhorred with the hackneyed threat of hammering out more stringent legislation. The rifle association called the act “the most sweeping Federal legislation ever imposed on U.S. firearms owners.” It pointed out that Johnson wanted a tighter law and had taken “a backhand slap” at the association as a lobby.58 The more ardent gun-keepers, then and later, denounced the law as part of “the fetish against guns.” They linked its passage to “a dearth of old fashioned masculinity” in the United States, arguing in the words of one buff, “Our female-dominated, spastic, society has been working overtime for a generation or more to discredit manhood.” Real men “still like blood sports, and practice the old skills, and have a hard-core contempt for softness and excessive emotionalism. They prefer to kill their own snakes.”59

Despite the gun minority’s bitterness toward the statute, in comparison to firearms regulations in other industrialized countries the new law was pallid. Various surveys found that most European countries, and others such as Argentina, Canada, and New Zealand, restricted the ownership of handguns and required their registration and/or a license to own or carry one. Britain, for instance, in 1962 had expanded its ban on ownership of small arms to include shotguns and in 1965, 1967, and 1968 had increased restrictions on obtaining firearms and penalties for possessing them with intent to endanger life or resist arrest.60 Italy and France enforced similarly stringent laws. French gun-enthusiasts complained that they lived “under the heavy heel of a law which makes even the liking for guns itself inherently suspect.” Furthermore, the government assiduously discouraged “public interest in firearms and the shooting sports.”61 In Greece, where the state had long controlled guns, few citizens questioned its right to do so. Embattled Israel, with a high gun density for military purposes, imposed strict rules for private gun-permits, with harsh penalties for their infringement. Switzerland, with a high percentage of its population owning firearms, had the most permissive gun laws in Europe. Nonetheless, it required individuals who bought guns from dealers to have a license and to submit to a background check.

Even though Japan had a tradition of violence marked by assassinations of political figures, riots, and a cult of the sword, it had laws going back to 1872 that controlled the possession of guns and ammunition. Except for a few individuals who participated in international shooting exhibitions, legislation passed in 1946 and 1958 forbade private ownership of firearms. As a result, Japan’s gun-control legislation came to be “among the toughest in the world,”
and its people’s use of firearms in crimes was negligible. Mistakenly attributing this accomplishment to the postwar American occupation regime, a journalist, Yasushi Hara, commented, “we cannot quite comprehend that Americans cannot do for themselves what they did for us.” Exacting gun controls did not, however, cut down Japan’s suicide rate, which stood as high or higher than that of the United States. Nor did the stringent laws prevent gangsters from acquiring pistols.

In the United States, the investigations of select commissions, the concern over crime, and the fear engendered by rioting kept the gun-violence problem before the public as never before. For instance, one commission reported on the nation’s glut of guns. In the past twenty-two years, it noted, domestic gun industries poured approximately forty-five million small arms, or as many as they had sold in the previous fifty years, onto the civilian market. Foreign producers still sold as many as ten million guns annually to American civilians, many of whom also purchased surplus government guns. Even so, as critics of the Gun Control Act of 1968 charged, “The gun control issue remained a relatively unimportant one for Congress.” Others who expressed disappointment with the statute characterized the title as its most imposing feature. As had the president, advocates of meaningful federal control moaned they had lost again to the NRA, widely regarded by friend and foe as the nation’s most effective single-issue special-interest group. The more militant controllers portrayed the organization as Satan.

Those in the control cause overplayed their loss. Even though they had not obtained the stringent regulation they desired, they had registered notable gains, one of them being the law itself. With its authority resting on the federal government’s power to regulate interstate commerce, it marked a significant step toward a national gun-control policy. In practice, the effectiveness of the law would depend on the disposition of the gun lobby to abide by it, proper enforcement by police and judges, and the willingness of Americans to embrace it as part of Washington’s expanding role in social matters—as in health, the environment, welfare, and education.
Control Groups on the Rise

The contending perspectives on the federal role in combating gun violence, the furor over the series of assassinations, the racial riots, and the framing of the national control law expanded the public debate over firearms regulation. Procontrol activists spoke up publicly with increasing frequency for tougher demands and with direct attacks on the gun lobby. “Put simply,” in the words of one critic, “private citizens should be disarmed” and face stiff penalties for violating control laws.1

A religious editorialist wrote that the gun lobby wanted to solve the problem of killing and maiming with firearms “by turning a violent nation into an armed camp.” He added that the “hazardousness of such an approach is exceeded only by its stupidity.”2 In response to such aroused emotion, politicians in 1968 for the first time placed differing attitudes toward the gun-control issue squarely in party platforms.

Richard M. Nixon, the Republican presidential nominee, ran on a platform that called for controls covering the “indiscriminate availability of firearms.” It maintained that the primary responsibility for their regulation should remain with the states, which would establish as well safeguards for “the right of responsible citizens to collect, own and use firearms for legitimate purposes.” The Democratic platform of nominee Hubert H. Humphrey praised the party’s leadership in gaining enactment of the “new gun control law as a step toward putting the weapons of wanton violence beyond the reach of criminal and irresponsible hands.”3 In the campaign, however, Humphrey backed away from the platform, acting as “the hard-nosed old Nimrod, with rifle or shotgun under his arm,” stalking game and NRA votes at the risk of alienating the majority of voters in favor of controls.4

These platforms laid out the fundamental positions of the major parties on
the gun-violence struggle, usually in a crime-fighting context, for years to come. With occasional variation, Republicans would oppose federal controls and support private gun-ownership free of government regulation, except in the case of criminals. With similar consistency, Democrats would favor federal controls on gun keeping as well as regulations at the state and local level. Henceforth, clashes over what to do about guns in civilian hands and their use would become features of American politics at all levels of government and in all regions.

One such dispute started on November 6, just a few days after Nixon won the election. The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division of the Treasury Department revealed rules that it proposed to follow in its task of implementing the new federal gun-control act. Immediately, pro-gun activists charged the agency with making the standard for enforcement “as tough as it is possible to make it.” An academic analyst thought differently. He maintained that many of the gun proponents’ charges, particularly as laid out in their magazines, “were patently false or misleading.” Nonetheless, with an awareness that a more conservative administration on firearms matters would soon take over, the tax division caved in and made its rules conform to the suggestions offered by the gun lobbyists.

This lobby clout bothered Lyndon Johnson even as he prepared to leave office. He confessed that “one of the great disappointments” of his presidency was the apparent unwillingness of the American people to accept “a gun registration law.” Ramsay Clark, who had managed much of Johnson’s struggle for firearms control, viewed gun violence as “a national catastrophe.” But he retained faith in regulation. “We must control guns,” he wrote, “or continue to suffer the violence they generate, the crime they cause and the injury they inflict.” He believed that past control efforts had not gone far enough or had failed not because of deficiency of will in government but “because history and habit are more powerful influences on human conduct than reason and recent experience.”

Although many people and organizations had been involved in the struggle over gun violence on a national scale, no individual did more to intensify it and bring about the strongest federal control up to this time than Johnson. Critics maintained that initially he had sponsored control legislation reluctantly but few of them could deny that later he backed it tenaciously. Often in the past, even legislators not beholden to the gun lobby had refused to embrace gun control because doing so would have brought them few votes and many headaches from gun-loving constituents. Even in the battles for the existing federal controls, without pressure from the White House most lawmakers would have settled for the status quo as the gun lobby desired.
While Johnson did not change this fence-sitting attitude, his efforts at least modified it. More even than Franklin D. Roosevelt, he used presidential clout to goad Congress and to place gun control center stage in American life. After Johnson left office, he lamented that “the issue faded away” because his successor and Congress made no serious effort to enforce the gun-control legislation he had obtained. He was wrong. Even though later executives and legislators would try to reverse the progress he had made, or attempt to brush aside the problem of civilian gun violence, it would not go away.

For years Congress had also steered away from the related issue of American participation in the international arms commerce. American firms had long profited from this trade but not without having at times to cope with attacks from investigative journalists or probing politicians. For instance, in the thirties congressional and other critics had denounced those who allegedly dominated the munitions trade as merchants of death. This agitation prompted the federal government to regulate some of this trafficking. During the Second World War when Allied belligerents pleaded for arms of all kinds and the United States produced them, these modest restraints languished. Restrictions remained dormant also during the early cold-war years.

To advance their national interests, the United States, Great Britain, and the Soviet Union gave away or sold at bargain-basement prices surplus firearms to allies or potential allies in various parts of the world. Later, in the sixties, the American government began selling arms abroad for profit on its own. It did so because newly independent nations boosted the demand for weapons and they and other countries could now pay for them. Washington wanted the money, in part to help fund the Vietnam War.

With both the government and private merchants immersed in the international arms trade, the United States became the world’s leading supplier of guns and other conventional arms. The government operated the business subject to no designated controls, national or international. Toward the end of the decade, when sales rose to several billion dollars annually, a number of legislators concluded that this marketing of arms abroad, as with the sales at home, needed regulation. Their efforts to bring this about, as had the domestic gun-control movement, met stiff resistance from the arms industry and the executive branch.

Nixon, a cold warrior who as a presidential candidate had spoken of a secret peace plan he never produced, was determined to win the Vietnam War with massive force. So, as president he offered no hope for regulating the trade in arms to foreign countries. He wanted no restraints on his ability to use weapons
as a tool in international politics. Even though he had made law and order one of the major issues in his election campaign, he also opposed gun control at home.

At first Nixon appeared ready to continue his predecessor’s assault on civilian bloodletting by extending on May 13, 1969, the life of the Johnson-appointed Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence. As had other commissions dealing with related problems, this one issued a report later in the year that called for more federal restrictions on the possession of firearms. It explained the obvious—that guns themselves did not cause the suicides, crime, and accidental deaths it analyzed. But it demonstrated that they did stand out as the common ingredient in the civilian mayhem.

With other substantial research, the report supported more common knowledge. It showed the doubtful utility of a gun to potential victims of crime. “Firearms, particularly handguns,” it stressed, “facilitate the commission and increase the danger of the most violent crimes—assassination, murder, robbery and assault.” Moreover, “the widespread availability of guns” contributed to civil disorder. Simply put, the more firearms, the more fatalities.9

Despite the piling of such data and the limitations of the federal gun-control statute, opponents of regulation either ignored the report or strove to counter it. Also, virtually from the day of the new federal control law’s enactment, they had launched a campaign to eviscerate it. In November, they partially succeeded. They persuaded Congress to repeal the statute’s provision requiring the sellers of shotgun and rifle ammunition to register the names and addresses of purchasers.

Such activity led humorist Art Buchwald to satirize the NRA’s program to overturn or delete federal firearms law. “Unless everyone in America owns a handgun there will never be peace in this country [for] no country in the world offers its citizens a greater choice of guns than the United States,” he wrote. “We are blessed because anyone in America can have the gun of his choice at a price he can afford. For those who are on relief and unemployed the government could supply surplus weapons from the armed forces at the same time they give out food stamps and unemployment checks. There is absolutely no reason why everyone in this country could not be armed by 1973.”10

This humor pleased control advocates but did little for them in dealing with Congress. Friendly legislators offered a number of bills designed to close the federal control statute’s loopholes and to stiffen it. Only one of the bills called for drastic change, such as outlawing the private possession of handguns. Opponents either killed these proposals or refused to report them out of the committees supposedly considering them.
The gun lobby continued likewise to thwart effective enforcement of what remained of the federal gun law. Ironically, the lobby acquired as a quasi-ally the Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms agency. The firearms statute had given it enlarged responsibility over weapons but the agency did little actual regulating, largely because of the gun lobby’s influence and the administration’s pro-gun orientation. This Treasury division still functioned mainly to issue licenses to firearms dealers and to oversee record keeping. On July 1, 1972, to advance his war on crime and to facilitate direct control over the agency, Nixon removed the division from the immediate jurisdiction of the Internal Revenue Service. He elevated it from the status of a division to that of a bureau, or a specialized administrative unit such as the FBI, within the Treasury Department.

Technically, this change gave the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms more independence than its predecessor had enjoyed. Soon, a few of the bureau’s officers attempted cautiously to exercise this paper authority by enforcing the control law as its provisions required. Immediately, gun groups saw this activity as a betrayal of an understanding with the administration that enforcement would be modest or lax. They accused the bureau of instituting arbitrary procedures to harass legitimate gun-owners and dealers. The president, who had promised the rifle association he would not increase efforts to stop the gun traffic, then placed wraps on the bureau.

Critics charged Nixon with having made his bargain with the firearms community because he believed his “political strength lies where the guns are,” or basically with the Western and Southern conservative core of his constituency. Those backers appreciated him. “I like Nixon,” a writer for *Guns & Ammo* magazine wrote. “When a man supports the law abiding citizens’ right to keep and bear arms it is likely other virtues naturally accrue to him.” That journal designated him “The Shooter’s Man for ’72.”

Earlier, Congress had passed legislation that in November 1967 created the National Commission on Product Safety. For more than two years it identified products, including guns, which might present serious risks to consumers. Nixon endorsed the commission’s work, praising in December 1971 a bill based on its recommendations as fully satisfying the public need for protection against hazardous products. It empowered the commission to test and regulate the marketing of thousands of commodities to determine if they might endanger the health and well being of consumers. Leaders of the still amorphous gun control movement did not share the president’s perspective because in the next year when the bill became law as the Consumer Product Safety Act, only firearms had been excluded from its provisions.
Many Americans, among them Justice William O. Douglas of the Supreme Court, saw the collective power of the gun owners as the source of a serious social dilemma. He summarized his position while dissenting in the decision in *Adams v. Williams* (1972) that extended the authority of police to stop and frisk suspects. He regarded the policing problem as acute “because of the ease with which anyone can acquire a pistol. A powerful lobby dins into the ears of our citizenry that these gun purchases are constitutional rights. . . . There is no reason why all pistols should not be barred to everyone except the police.”

Sentiment of this nature, the inadequacy of the four-year-old gun-control act, and an attempted assassination of Governor George Wallace of Alabama stirred concerned congressmen to hold hearings on a number of proposed regulatory bills. One of them, introduced by Emanuel Celler and titled the Gun Control, Registration and Licensing Act of 1971, received considerable attention.

Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts called it “a model of the most comprehensive and logical way to begin curbing the widespread violence caused by the abuse and misuse of guns.” Various religious, law enforcement, and civic groups testified in support of the proposed legislation. The Union of American Hebrew Congregations, which had opposed what it tagged as the gun lobby’s repeated thwarting of effective control legislation, contended that the gun violence “has now become intolerable.” As usual in such instances, the NRA opposed the bills. Its spokesmen argued that “the very term ‘gun control’ is a misnomer. What we should be talking about is ‘crime control.’” The hearings produced no control legislation.

The hearings, as well as the enlivened public interest in gun violence, did lead journalists to query the president if he had changed his views on the need for additional firearms regulation. “I have always felt there should be a Federal law for the control of handguns,” Nixon responded. “The problem there is to write the law . . . in such a way that it is precise and deals with that kind of handgun [the Saturday night special] which ought to be controlled.” If Congress should pass such a law, he added, “I will sign it.” As though to compensate for their frustration over the administration’s position, the more flippant controllers sarcastically disparaged firearms owners as “gun nuts” who “think their weapons are extensions of their penises.”

Nonetheless, within ten months the president repeated his position on gun violence, stating, “I have never hunted in my life. I have no interest in guns. . . . I am not interested in the National Rifle Association or anything from a personal standpoint.” What is needed, he added, is “a precise definition which will keep the guns out of the hands of the criminals and not one that will im-
pinge on the rights of others to have them for their own purposes in a legitimate way.” He indicated an interest in a formula “that can get through Congress” but he never pursued the matter. As a critic pointed out, “It has been exactly those ‘precise definitions’ which . . . gun lobby senators have used to gun down restrictive legislation.”

Even though Nixon had given only lip service to mild regulation, in focusing on the Saturday night special he had touched on one of the least effective features of the federal law. Dealers had quickly circumvented the ban on cheap foreign handguns in two ways. First, much as they had done before the law, they imported parts, assembled them in the United States, and sold the reassembled guns as American weapons. Second, as the imports dropped, domestic manufacturers stepped up their own production of these guns. Indeed, in the seventies, sales by American gunmakers exploded. These manufacturers delivered 5.7 million small firearms to distributors. In addition, as the flow of foreign rifles fell, shotgun imports increased. In all, small arms remained as available as ever, gun violence increased, and death by handguns continued to rise.

In other countries, too, the availability of inexpensive firearms contributed to violence, much of it criminal. In Nigeria, for one, when civil war ended in January 1970 guns became readily accessible to civilians throughout the country on an unprecedented scale. Armed robbery rose dramatically. To stop it, the government took draconian measures. It decreed that anyone found guilty of robbery with a firearm would suffer death before a firing squad. The robberies decreased considerably but possibly for reasons other than the decree, such as improvements in the economy. Although this approach to gun violence certainly did not deserve emulation, it did indicate the sense of desperation un fettered gun-keeping could produce.

At about the same time in the Philippines, lax or nonenforcement of colonial gun-control regulations into the era of independence, along with a proliferation of firearms, produced what outsiders called a reign of terror. Filipinos carried firearms everywhere, using them in crime, rebellion, and personal vendettas. “Macho trippers” swaggered around with guns “as if they had just stepped out of American-made Western and gangster movies.” This disorder, or what some termed “gun pollution,” prompted, or provided the excuse, for President Ferdinand E. Marcos on September 1, 1972, to declare martial law and impose a dictatorship on the country. The gun violence abated in part because of his enforcing existing control legislation. Gun advocates claimed that the stepped-up effectiveness of regulation came at the cost of destroying civil liberties.

Other countries also had gun lobbies but they usually organized for a specific
purpose as, for example, in Italy. There, despite tight firearms laws, hunters reputedly constituted “a powerful, well-heeled force” backed by a civilian hunting federation and merchants of hunting gear, rifles, and ammunition. In newspapers, the federation regularly placed advertisements showing brawny males holding firearms along with an invitation to “join the ranks of men.” This macho approach to shooting hardly differed from that in the United States. In political influence, however, the Italian and other foreign firearms organizations did not match America’s National Rifle Association. Nor did Italy’s gun crime compare in severity with that of the United States.

For 1972 the Federal Bureau of Investigation reported that murders had increased by 5 percent over the previous year while crime as a whole had decreased by 2 percent. Since 1967, however, violent crimes had jumped by 67 percent. As for years, the gun predominated as the weapon most favored in homicides. Of the 18,250 murders committed, 54 percent of the killers used handguns and another 12 percent used other firearms. A third of the homicides occurred within families or between estranged lovers, whereas more than 40 percent erupted out of quarrels, mostly between people who knew each other. Criminals accounted for about 28 percent of the murders. Private investigators estimated that every two minutes someone committed a crime with a gun.

Dismal statistics of this nature did little to stop, or even slow down, the gun lobby’s efforts to uphold the alleged right to shoot. But the data did alarm numerous other Americans. One critic of the lobby, in a piece of admittedly sensationalist journalism, claimed that “next to the Mafia the National Rifle Association surely ranks as the most dangerously irresponsible organization in the country.” The more moderate opponents of the shooters, connected loosely in the gun-control movement, followed a different path. They advocated dealing with firearms violence by countering the rifle association’s clout with coordinated national tactics similar to those the NRA used.

All the while, the NRA’s liking for Nixon included its support of the continuing war in Vietnam. When he had campaigned for the presidency in 1968, he had capitalized on the popular opposition to the draft. He had said he would replace it with an all-volunteer army. On reaching the White House, he qualified the commitment, explaining he considered the movement to end the draft in the midst of war unwise. So he, too, extended conscription and counted on draftees to carry on the conflict in Southeast Asia. Predominantly for this reason, during his first administration student protests against the war continued, swelled, and intensified.

This dissent persuaded the president and other politicians that conscription
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had become an albatross. So in December 1972 he ended draft levies. When Nixon resigned the presidency in August 1974 an all-volunteer armed force had replaced the conscription army. What the nation’s founders had dreaded had at last become a prominent feature of American life—a large standing army made up of professional soldiers instead of one with a core of regulars and mostly disadvantaged draftees. Few, except extreme gun activists, now spouted rhetoric about preserving what had long been patriotic myth—the concept of the self-armed citizen-soldier—even as a reason for civilian gun-keeping.

Conventional accounts tell us that just as the Vietnam War led to the creation of a professional army, that conflict, the riots, the dissent at home, and the rise in violent crime laid the groundwork for the emergence in 1974 of national gun-control organizations. Actually, as we have seen, control activists with at least hopes for national effect had been active since the beginning of the century. In the thirties, the National Anti-Weapons Society had national aspirations. In 1968 so did John Glenn’s Emergency Committee for Gun Control and the National Council for a Responsible Firearms Policy.26 Four years later the Americans for Democratic Action assembled a coalition of labor, religious, and other organizations for common action in combating gun violence. These groups diminished in importance or disappeared when the battle over a specific issue ended.

From this sketch, we can see that the precise origins of a nationwide effort to counter the affiliation of gun clubs are hazy. We do know that in 1974 control promoters moved more decisively than in the past toward a coordinated national antigun network. They succeeded in establishing one and with changes it has survived into the twenty-first century.

The new coordinating effort began when representatives of more than thirty religious, educational, and social institutions, such as the United Methodist Church, Common Cause, the American Jewish Committee, and the National Women’s Political Caucus, came together. With the backing of prominent intellectuals and civic and political leaders, they formed the National Coalition to Ban Handguns and employed a young student of diplomacy, Michael K. Beard, as its executive director. It became a permanent lobby for outlawing the production and circulation of handguns, whether cheap or expensive, imported or produced domestically. As an umbrella organization, it sought to aid groups across the country that were dedicated to combating gun violence. Initially, this striving had a limited impact nationally for various reasons but mainly because the coalition was underfinanced.

What would become the most prominent of the coalition’s member groups
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originated in the humiliation of Mark Borinsky, a graduate student at the University of Chicago. In 1973 thugs had robbed him at gunpoint, had threatened to shoot him, and had traumatized him. This experience led him, in the next year when he moved to Washington, D.C., to found with like-minded people the National Council to Control Handguns.

Meanwhile, several months after the Borinsky robbery, members of a black Muslim group known as the Zebra Killers, who declared whites so evil they must be destroyed, brought death and fear to San Francisco. One of them murdered Nick Shields, the twenty-three-year-old son of Nelson T. “Pete” Shields, a conservative Republican and a Du Pont company marketing executive. This violence turned Shields, too, into an antigun crusader. In May 1975 he left his job, joined the national council, helped energize it, and, in the next year, became its executive director.

Outwardly, the gun-control coalition seemed in tune with discernible popular sentiment. As had the opinion survey conducted sixteen years earlier, polls in June indicated that about half of all Americans favored a ban on the private ownership of handguns and 67 percent supported the idea of registering firearms. Although the National Rifle Association questioned the validity of the surveys, it took them into account in its political strategy and later countered them with surveys of its own. Those polls placed the “weight of public thinking” on its side of the gun issue.

Within two years, the Council to Control Handguns reassessed its readings of the polls and its position vis-à-vis the gun lobby. Then it decided to face what it perceived as “political reality.” It took as a working premise that the American public would not at this time accept “an outright ban on handguns,” or as Shields put it, a ban that would be “inconsistent with the feelings of Americans.” As a result, the council switched its goal from seeking to prohibit the keeping of handguns to promoting their tight control while accepting their private ownership for specified purposes. It also changed its name to Handgun Control Inc. but with Shields still at the helm of the coalition.

Unlike the umbrella organization, Handgun Control Inc. focused its lobbying on incremental, selective controls rather than on immediate sweeping measures. Both it and the coalition, as did most other control groups, still viewed gun violence primarily from the perspective of abating crime. Like their opponents, and as had selective controllers for several hundred years, both organizations sought to keep guns out of the wrong hands. With these limited, old-fashioned goals, and despite their differences, the two major antigun societies battled the gun lobby. Immediately, their diverse strategies faced a critical test.
in Massachusetts. Citizens in the control movement there had mounted the nation’s first statewide antihandgun campaign.

The effort had started slowly several years earlier when control activists in Massachusetts conducted polls that indicated popular support for strict handgun regulation. Nonetheless, all attempts to push a control bill through the state legislature failed. So in March 1974 the advocates founded People vs. Handguns, a statewide organization dedicated to placing the control issue before the public through the initiative process. In the Boston area a major newspaper, all three television network affiliates, and many radio stations backed the tight-control idea as did 79 percent of the people in a nonbinding referendum in five communities.

This antigun activity moved lawmakers to try to placate the controllers with some concession. In July the legislature enacted an amendment to a 1968 gun-control law, naming it after David Bartley, speaker of the state legislature, and J. John Fox, a former criminal court judge. The new statute, which went into effect on April 1, 1975, mandated a one-year prison sentence for anyone convicted of carrying an unlicensed gun outside the home or place of business. Despite the Bartley-Fox law’s narrow focus on crime rather than on direct firearms control, progun attorneys attacked it in state and federal courts as unconstitutional but failed to overturn it.29

As research later would indicate, the Bartley-Fox measure had mixed results, in part because police and the courts did not enforce it rigidly as against presumed respectable violators. It did not produce a decrease in armed robberies, reduce the number of firearms in the state, or directly deter crime. It did contribute to diminished gun assaults and gun homicides. Even so, proponents of tougher legislation regarded it as inadequate.30 In December these controllers succeeded in obtaining the necessary number of signatures on a petition to qualify their referendum on gun control for the ballot. It proposed a ban on the private ownership of handguns except for collectors, licensed pistol clubs, police, and security personnel.

Early in the referendum campaign, an alliance of sportsmen’s clubs, calling itself the Gun Owners Action League, opposed the ban movement. The league gained the support of the National Rifle Association whose leadership viewed Massachusetts as “a pilot battleground in the national effort to halt the increasing threat of firearms control laws.”31 Gun manufacturers, such as Smith & Wesson, also contributed funds to the progun side or promoted advertising that supported it. The Democratic governor, Michael Dukakis, on the other hand, favored the referendum, said he would vote for it, and also urged the
people to do so “if they were serious about controlling crime.” Despite all this procontrol activity, in the course of the campaigning public support for the referendum dwindled. On November 2, 1976, the voters defeated the measure by a margin of two to one.

Stunned control activists pondered why they had lost so decisively in one of the most liberal states in the nation. Diverse factors contributed to the defeat. First, opponents raised more money than proponents. With their ample dollars the gun people through advertising succeeded in labeling the referendum as “really nothing less than confiscation” and in convincing many voters that the gun ban “would leave the law-abiding citizen unprotected.” Second, the gun-owner league persuaded voters the measure would be too expensive to enforce. Third, the opponents had a deeper concern with the issue than the control proponents who had spread their interest over other proposals on the ballot. Fourth and last, the controllers pursued a flawed strategy.

The gun fraternity’s victory in this battle enhanced its reputation for skill in overcoming initial majority sentiment on firearms regulation while exposing the weaknesses in the control movement’s coordinating effort. The movement still suffered from a splintered attitude within its constituent groups toward what goals they could or should pursue in common.

As for the gun lobby, its success in Massachusetts impressed friend and foe. Its handling of the control issue on the national level through its allies in Congress and in the White House, however, held greater significance. Gerald R. Ford, who had assumed the presidency in August 1974 when scandal forced Nixon to resign rather than face impeachment, followed his predecessor’s policies where he could. For instance, in April of the next year Ford suspended draft registration and later terminated it. He also adopted Nixon’s policy of opposition to gun control almost to the letter but defended it more forthrightly. When journalists asked Ford repeatedly if he would get behind effective control legislation, he responded as though NRA propagandists had programmed him.

The new president explained he had “very strong feelings” about gun control and that he had “long been an adamant opponent of the registration of guns or the registration of gun owners, period.” He favored state and local prohibitions on the manufacture of Saturday night specials but not on other firearms because “it is the person who uses the gun that causes the trouble.” He claimed that the “most effective way to combat the illicit use of handguns” was mandatory prison terms for those who employed them in a crime. Even with such punishment, he urged caution so as not to “infringe upon the rights of law
abiding citizens” or “penalize the people who are collectors or individuals who properly use guns.”

Throughout his presidency Ford never departed from these views, even after surviving two efforts to assassinate him. Lynette Alice Fromme, a young member of a cult with a record of murder, made the first attempt on September 5, 1975, in Sacramento, California. From a distance of two feet she pointed a borrowed automatic .45-caliber pistol at the president as he walked from his hotel. Fortunately, a Secret Service agent disarmed her before she could fire.

The second attempted assault followed shortly, on October 22 in San Francisco. When Ford left the St. Francis Hotel, Sara Jane Moore, a maladjusted police informer, at a distance of forty feet attempted to fire at him with a .38-caliber Smith & Wesson revolver. As she aimed, a bystander grabbed her arm. She still fired one shot but it missed the president. The court found Fromme guilty of attempted assassination and sentenced her to life imprisonment. Moore pleaded guilty to the same charge and received the same sentence. These acts again linked the protection of presidents and other public figures with the gun-violence issue, placing it in headline news everywhere in the country.

As with the assassination attempts, the clamor for tighter curbs on firearms use did not noticeably affect the rifle association’s lobbying. It continued to devote time and money on specific legislative races where tangible results came promptly. It claimed credit, for example, for the earlier close defeats, in 1970, of two gun-control proponents, Democratic senators Joseph Clark of Pennsylvania and Joseph Tydings of Maryland. Tydings had commented, “I suppose this will discourage others from taking on the gun lobby,” and apparently it did.

Buoyed by triumphs such as these, the association in 1975 reconstituted its lobbying activities by concentrating them in its Institute for Legislative Action formed two years earlier. The institute could do its own fund-raising and even act independently of the rest of the association. More intensively than had NRA activists in the past, the institute concentrated on mobilizing support among legislators and gun proponents everywhere so as to balk gun-control legislation in the states as well as in Washington. When in the summer congressional committees in both houses of Congress held hearings on possible gun-control measures, the NRA opposed them and the legislators’ interest in the matter waned. Soon, the institute became the association’s center of power. Its watchdog activities, along with the politicians’ knowledge that gun owners made up one of the largest and most potent single-interest blocs of the voting population, had an impact on the 1976 presidential campaign.
During the later cold-war years, the role of the United States as global gunmaster became a political issue. Even though President Gerald Ford defended the selling of weapons abroad, Congress responded to the mounting criticism of the program with restrictive legislation. In 1976 the legislators pulled together earlier piecemeal restraints on arms exports with some modest reforms and placed them in the International Security Assistance and Arms Export Control Act. Armaments industry lobbyists blocked most of the important initial reform features, such as an annual ceiling on arms shipments.

When Congress finally passed and Ford signed the legislation, it contained striking inconsistencies. In one section it called for disarmament and for reduced international arms races and in another for arming allied countries, as in NATO, as well as countries threatened with “international communism.” By requiring the executive branch to report its weapons sales to Congress, the legislation had at least one seemingly workable control over the dispersal of firearms. It allowed Congress to exercise a limited veto over the sale of military arms to other countries.

In the matter of firearms in civilian hands at home, Congress still used its power to block or weaken controls but the courts continued to side with the controllers, as in the case of United States v. Warin, 530 F. 2d 103 (1976). Francis J. Warin, an engineer and designer of firearms, had made and kept a 9mm submachine gun without paying a transfer tax or registering it as required by federal law. When brought to court in December 1975 he claimed the right, as a member of a vague entity he called the “sedentary militia” of Ohio, and as protected by the Second Amendment, to possess the weapon unencumbered.

On February 4, 1976, the federal Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit dismissed Warin’s contentions. It held he had “no private right to keep and bear
arms under the Second Amendment” that would bar his prosecution and conviction. The court also rejected the *amicus curiae* brief that the Second Amendment Foundation had filed. It said the foundation’s arguments were “based on the erroneous supposition that the Second Amendment is concerned with the rights of individuals.” It also stated, “There can be no question that an organized society which fails to regulate the importation, manufacture and transfer of highly sophisticated lethal weapons in existence today does so at its peril.” Warin appealed his conviction to the Supreme Court. In June 1976 it affirmed the lower court’s decision.²

This and similar judicial rulings, as well as majority public sentiment in favor of regulation, contributed to making gun control a significant issue in the 1976 presidential campaign.³ Ford continued wooing domestic gun-owners, promising that if elected he would “oppose any attempt to deprive law-abiding citizens of their traditional freedom to own firearms.” To curry favor with the NRA, he even retreated from his earlier stand on Saturday night specials. He went along fully with his party’s platform, which defended “the inviolability of the right to keep and bear arms,” and in line with NRA lobbying called for the repeal of the Gun Control Act of 1968. As he told the editor of the *American Rifleman*, he believed “in punishing only those who commit crimes, not gun owners.”⁴ The pleased rifle association almost anointed him with an endorsement.

Ford’s Democratic opponent, Jimmy Carter, ran on a platform calling for unspecified federal gun controls. Ironically, at times he sounded like Ford, stating he believed in protecting the rights of the “vast majority of hunters and other gun sportsmen [who] use their arms respectfully and responsibly.” They “should not be penalized,” Carter added, “because criminals use firearms, particularly handguns, to commit crimes.” He also announced, “I favor registration of handguns, a ban on the sale of cheap handguns, reasonable licensing provisions including a waiting period and prohibition of ownership by anyone convicted of a crime involving a gun and by those not mentally competent.”⁵

In addition, Carter made an issue of arms sales abroad. The United States cannot, he declared, be “both the world’s leading champion of peace and the world’s leading supplier of weapons of war.”⁶ He scorned Nixon’s and Ford’s efforts to “justify this unsavory business on the cynical ground that by rationing out the means of violence we can somehow control the world’s violence.”⁷ Carter promised that if elected he would promote additional regulation of the sale of conventional arms, foreign as well as domestic.

Still, during a televised national debate when Ford repeated his views on gun
control, Carter did not challenge him and even seemed to agree with him. Carter stated, “I have been a hunter all my life and happen to own both shotguns and rifles.” He went on, saying the only purpose in the “registering of handguns and not long guns of any kind would be to prohibit the ownership of those guns by those who have used them in the commission of a crime or who have been mentally incompetent to own a gun.” At this point, he favored “a limited approach” to the gun-control question.8

Despite Carter’s inconsistencies, after winning the election he appeared determined to seek stronger firearms controls, especially over the marketing of handguns. His chief political adviser, W. Hamilton Jordan, announced in a newspaper interview in December that “Carter will really go on gun control and really be tough. We’re going to get those bastards [the pro-gun activists].”9 Once in the White House, Carter made plans to address the issue of gun violence. His attorney general, Griffin Bell, told the Senate Judiciary Committee, “It is past time for handgun control,” and the Department of Justice proceeded to draft comprehensive regulatory legislation.10

Developments in the government’s backyard appeared to indicate the time was ripe for more regulation. During the election campaign, District of Columbia authorities had enacted a firearms control measure that because of litigation did not go firmly into effect until February 1977. Researchers reported that “the law reduced gun-related suicides and homicides substantially and abruptly,” or by about 25 percent.11

Meantime, trouble had burst to the surface among leaders of the National Rifle Association. It had started during the debate over the 1968 gun control bill when Franklin Orth, a former major general and the association’s executive vice president, stated that “any sane American” could not object to placing in the bill “the instrument which killed” President John Kennedy.12 Hard-liners, who comprised a majority of the life, or voting, members, did object. They and the old guard also clashed over plans for the future of the association. On May 21, 1977, when members gathered at their convention in Cincinnati, Ohio, the hard-liners rebelled, removed the old guard, and placed Harlon B. Carter, a hunter, a target shooter, a lifetime United States border patrolman, and quintessentially one of their own, in charge.

In common with their predecessors, the hard-liners assumed that even minor measures would open the door to a flood of legislation designed to deprive gun owners of all claimed rights. Both old-timers and the inflexible new leaders wanted to repeal existing federal controls and block all antigun proposals. They differed in that the militants refused to compromise on virtually any controls.
They girded for battle against the control movement and the government in Washington as though they were battling Lucifer. As another of their leaders, Neal Knox, put it, “We are now taking the fight to our foes, forcing them to spend their strengths, their energies and their money.” This tough posture soon began weakening the longtime close relationship the NRA had enjoyed with numerous law-enforcement agencies.

At this point President Carter focused attention more on foreign arms-sales than on gun-control issues at home. He did so in keeping with his campaign rhetoric that had deplored the nation’s role as arms salesman. He spoke on this foreign gun problem often, lamenting the nation’s status as “the major arms supplier to the world.” He added, though, “We have been working with our own allies to cut down this traffic.” In May 1977 he announced that henceforth his administration would “view arms transfers as an exceptional foreign policy implement.” In July, as part of his policy to promote human rights worldwide, he held up sales of police firearms to Argentina, Uruguay, El Salvador, and other countries because they might be employed to suppress human rights. Still, his government continued to merchandise guns to other countries.

The next year a State Department official rationalized why. “We became the world’s largest seller of arms not because we were irresponsible masters of the hard sell,” she explained, “but because we were fully convinced that a larger allied role in their own defense was in our national interest and that it was equally in our interest to sell them the required arms.” Consequently, whereas Carter imposed a number of specific controls on the sale of arms abroad, he never did freeze or reduce those sales.

The related problems of terrorism and the illegal flow of guns across frontiers, however, prompted other countries to seek enforceable controls on an international level. On January 28, 1978, at Strasbourg, the states of the Council of Europe adopted a special Convention on the Control of the Acquisition and Possession of Firearms by Individuals. It directed the contracting countries to assist each other in suppressing the illegal traffic in firearms and in tracing their movement across frontiers. It also urged strict national controls that would correspond with its rules. This effort did not stop either terrorism or gun trafficking but it spotlighted the connection between national and international gun violence.

Many in the Carter administration recognized the linkage. Those in the Justice Department who did so had consulted with gun-control leaders and drafted a bill for additional domestic firearms regulation. It called for national registration of firearms and a ban on many models of handguns. In June 1977,
after completing the bill, they sent it to the president. Suddenly a wave of political trepidation, or what some called a failure of nerve, struck the administration. It feared massive grassroots opposition orchestrated by the gun lobby hard-liners. The president, therefore, chose to appease organized firearm owners by not introducing the bill on Capitol Hill.

In a plan announced in March of the next year, however, Carter did seek to improve the ability of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATF) to trace guns involved in crimes. The changes in the regulations he proposed called for individual identification of every new gun by manufacturer, model, caliber, and number; quarterly reports by dealers on their sales; and reports within twenty-four hours on all stolen guns. Mail to Congress condemning the proposal as “the first step toward gun control” outnumbered that of gun opponents by a margin of eighteen to one. In response to this pressure, the House of Representatives removed $4.5 million from the budget for administering the program and hence killed it.

Carter’s control agenda suffered also from opposition within agencies of the federal government. For example, he wanted to abolish the subsidy for the civilian marksmanship program and to destroy surplus M-1 rifles rather than sell seven hundred thousand of them to rifle association shooters as the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice had proposed. The army as well as the gun lobby fought him. Congress retained the program and the army continued to sell thousands of the surplus guns and ammunition to civilians at low prices, still through the NRA and its affiliates.

Meanwhile, NRA officers persisted in slamming the administration’s efforts to enforce BATF regulations, which they labeled a form of gun registration, an interpretation of gun registration that the bureau’s head denied. As well, they attacked Carter for denying tax-exempt status to one of the organization’s affiliates. The gun lobby obtained the exemption anyway, from Congress. In addition, the Senate voted to cut $3.8 million from the Treasury Department’s budget to make sure the BATF would not establish a computerized tracking system.

These skirmishes over control enforcement led shooters to denounce Carter for instituting what they perceived as “anti-gun, anti-hunting policies” and accused him of allowing the firearms bureau to harass, abuse, and persecute gun owners for mere “technical violations.” In its campaign to block the president’s gun measures, the rifle association spent more than $13.8 million. One of its editorial writers complained that “the litany of Jimmy Carter’s affront on our
Second Amendment rights and upon hunting is endless.” Despite his posturing as a hunter, “a good old boy, one of us,” they said, “he is not.”

In 1978 also, through the National Institute of Justice the administration funded a review of the literature on guns to be carried out by the Social and Demographic Research Center of the University of Massachusetts. The completed study ended with a negative evaluation of the corpus of gun-control literature.

The concern, and even confusion, over gun control expressed in various studies stemmed often from methodology but also from excessive attention to firearms laws and crime statistics. Laws became effective mainly when enforced with consistency. In the United States local, state, and legislative bodies passed numerous control laws but rarely carried them out meaningfully. For example, both New York City and Chicago at this time had on the books gun-control laws considered as among the strictest in the nation. Yet in New York a state senator, Ralph J. Marino, complained that “courts and prosecutors have effectively repealed the state’s gun-control laws.” While in Chicago Stephen A. Schiller, director of a crime commission, commented that “unlawful use of weapons charges evidently aren’t considered important by the court, or the prosecutor, or the police. . . . The prosecutors blow these cases like popcorn.”

A survey of convictions for violations of gun laws showed “a pattern of low and steadily declining enforcement of gun control laws.” Moreover, punishment for violations appeared as lenient as the conviction rate was low. A conservative estimate in 1979 indicated that “a violator of gun laws has only a .17 percent chance of being fined or going to jail.”

As for the administration’s lack of progress on controls, the president blamed the legislators’ subservience to the gun lobby. He explained, “Although I do favor increased safety of the American people, I think to pursue it aggressively in the Congress would be a mistake.” In addition, the power of the weapons lobby persuaded him that just the effort to improve the existing modest gun regulations would jeopardize his political base among conservatives in the South. His wavering policy on gun violence alienated both sides in the struggle to contain it.

Despite Carter’s retreat on the controls issue when only presidential goading would produce any kind of action in Congress, the activities of the antigun groups showed some results in court. One case began when Geoffrey S. Gavett, on his own as a citizen, sought to buy a surplus rifle from the army. It turned him down because he did not belong to the rifle association. In November 1978, with the backing of the National Coalition to Ban Handguns, which wanted to
end the shooters’ government subsidy, he sued. The controllers’ attorneys argued that the seventy-year-old statute granting association members the exclusive right to the guns was unconstitutional. A federal court agreed, striking down the law’s requirement that restricted purchases to association members.

Control advocates rejoiced in this small victory over the gun lobby for its rarity. They welcomed it also because hate groups such as the revived Ku Klux Klan and the Minutemen had been obtaining many of the government weapons. Now, with the court ruling most civilians found the acquiring of surplus guns more difficult, particularly because buyers still had to belong to a government marksmanship club. Those clubs remained affiliated with the rifle association. Moreover, the government continued to subsidize national shooting matches conducted mainly by NRA members. It also allowed them to use federal shooting ranges free of charge and to construct their own ranges on public property. Understandably, the controllers’ sense of victory at court had a short life.

The gun-control movement also suffered from internal friction. Despite its growth and efforts to coordinate constituent groups, the largest organizations within it vied for influence and still differed in objectives. The National Council to Control Handguns, which later changed its name to the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence, sought to ban all handguns except for police and for the military. It achieved a number of low-level successes, as in the Gavett case.

Handgun Control Inc. continued to fight for limited controls such as gun licensing and registration. It soon became the foremost control organization in the country. Within a few years it recruited what it called a citizen army of 750,000 members. Like the progun clubs it opposed, it lobbied Congress and state and local governments, aided gun-control groups throughout the country, endorsed and contributed money to politicians who agreed with its objectives, and sought to defeat those who did not. At this time, though, all the control activity had less effect on legislators than did the influence of the gun lobby.

What did attract the attention of previously disinterested legislators to the control movement was pervasive crime. In these years, crime rose in virtually every society that kept and made available reliable statistics. In the United States crime, as defined by government researchers, moved toward an all-time peak. Crime increased even in Japan, England, and Canada—countries with notably stringent controls on the private possession of firearms. In Britain, where robbery appeared to account for the growth in felonies, the government sought to tighten gun-control legislation. In Japan the escalation in crime seemed connected to the temptations of affluence.
Even with their crime surges, these countries experienced much less gun violence than did the United States. There were still “over four times as many serious crimes per person in the United States as crimes of any sort per person in Japan.” Homicides in the most violent American cities, usually with guns, exceeded even Jamaica’s “extremely high” rate. There authorities tried to overcome the firearms violence with the Gun Court Act of 1974, a tough firearms control measure. They had difficulty doing so because of opposition from a “vociferous gun lobby.”

Analysts could not explain the precise reasons for these differences in national crime rates. As in previous studies, the considerable data they compiled did point to a connection between the high incidence of crime in the United States and the easy availability of guns. New surveys on the subject showed also that Americans used guns in about two-thirds of all homicides and suicides. Investigators concluded that “for any population group, the availability and lethality of firearms are major determinants in such death rates.” Their information, which indicated that in moments of rage people grabbed the most readily accessible weapon, supported this judgment. Since Americans used the gun more than any other weapon, the statistics connoted a “strong correlation between the presence of firearms in the home and firearm injury and death.”

Psychological experiments also suggested that the presence of a gun in itself often stimulated deadly violence. This research and the judgments drawn from it convinced doctors, social scientists, and others that guns cheapened life and menaced public health. They advocated that government should control firearms much as it did noxious substances, food packaging, and potentially dangerous medicines. Through the research of the professional scientists and the publicity it elicited, the availability concept gained wide acceptance.

Progun writers constantly disputed this linkage between guns and killing. They usually cited Switzerland as an example of a country with widespread firearms ownership but also with low homicide and crime rates. Research revealed flaws in the shooters’ assumptions. It showed private ownership of guns in Switzerland as no greater “than in neighboring countries.” It indicated also, as the investigator reported, that the Swiss had “remarkably high rates of homicides and suicides committed with guns” but of course not as high as those in the United States.

Nonetheless, gun defenders argued that controls, wherever instituted, had not reduced crime primarily because firearms remained “readily available on the criminal black market.” Some of them admitted, however, that controls worked elsewhere, as in Canada after the passage in August 1977 of stringent
federal gun legislation that called for prison terms for violators. There the people had “no *prima facie* right... to own handguns,” and police had wide powers to search for and seize private firearms. A Canadian police officer speculated that his country’s control system succeeded because, unlike the United States, “we don’t have the tradition here of people believing it’s an inherent right to carry a gun.”

True enough, in the United States many citizens still passionately defended that assumed right and still perceived the gun in mythical terms as a symbol of a unique freedom. Frequently they gave firearms greater significance in their lives than even a job. “Mark this well,” Harlon Carter, the NRA’s spokesman for this attitude, wrote at the time, “without a single exception in the history of all peoples, those who are oppressed never—repeat, never—have arms.” On another occasion he stated with equal hyperbole, “Gun prohibition is the inevitable harbinger of oppression.”

Other NRA leaders of this persuasion and their supporters in Congress claimed at this time to represent fifty million gun owners. This figure fluctuated up and down even among spokespersons for the association. Regardless of the number represented, defenders of gun keeping still felt abused by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. They accused it of violating their constitutional and civil rights with various tactics. For one, they claimed, it lured “honest, loyal citizens into violating the law through entrapment procedures” because honest gun-keepers were easier targets than “wily hardened criminals.”

Gun lobbyists consequently prevailed on a Senate judiciary subcommittee to investigate the complaints. The committee heard mostly from NRA representatives or supporters who testified that BATF agents pursued “law-abiding individuals, seeking to inveigle them into unintentional and technical violations” while “almost totally ignoring the real criminal.” The director of the BATF, G. R. Dickerson, denied the accusation, stating that “there has never been an instance in which an employee of ATF has been prosecuted successfully for such an offense” and that he “would not tolerate such behavior.”

During this controversy, control advocates derived consolation from the decision in *Lewis v. United States*, 496 U.S. 334 (1980). In this case the Supreme Court rejected an appeal from a felon who had been convicted of violating the crime control act of 1968. He contended he had a Second Amendment right to possess a firearm. The Court ruled the amendment did not confer a right
on individuals that made them immune to regulation. This decision followed
the principle, now well established among federal jurists, that “legislative re-
strictions on the use of firearms do not trench upon any constitutionally pro-
tected liberties.” The Court commented also that the practice of medicine and
even of holding office in a labor union were “activities far more fundamental
than the possession of a firearm” and they were subject to regulation.\(^{37}\)

This decision and the Democratic Party platform for the presidential cam-
paign of 1980 also pleased gun controllers. The platform again urged a ban on
Saturday night specials and recommended additional but limited federal fire-
arms control legislation. The gun lobby, which found the Court’s line of reason-
ing as well as the Democratic platform detestable, countered by denouncing
both. Gun defenders liked the Republican platform, which called for preserving
the right of private citizens to bear arms and for reversing the feeble national
gun controls.\(^{38}\) The gun lobby spent its money and exerted its considerable poli-
ticking influence to back mostly Republican officeholders and candidates be-
holden to it.

As the presidential campaign moved into high gear, at the instigation of cold-
war militarists Carter revived the possibility of conscription, a firearms-related
issue that for different reasons riled elements in both the Republican and Dem-
ocratic camps. Liberal Democrats who usually favored firearms control also
tended to oppose putting guns involuntarily into the hands of America’s youth.
They felt abandoned when Congress voted for a revival of youth registration
for conscription. Although the professional armed forces had ample resources
to handle most international crises, hawks portrayed draft registration as a nec-
essary preparation for a possible showdown with the Soviet Union over its re-
cent invasion of Afghanistan. Despite the opposition of the antidraft and
pro-gun-control segments in his own party, Carter in July resumed the registra-
tion.

Many Republicans, among them Carter’s opponent, the former movie star
Ronald Reagan, viewed the peacetime draft as an infringement on personal lib-
erty much as they did firearms control. In the perspective of organized gun-
owners, Reagan’s equating guns with civil liberty as well as his record on arms
keeping made him the Republican Party’s ideal standard-bearer. As a lifetime
member of the National Rifle Association and as governor of California, he had
received from that state’s affiliate its top honor, the outstanding public service
award.

Reagan spoke openly of his admiration for guns, stating he liked shooting
animals for sport. “Trophy hunting,” he told Field and Stream magazine in
echoing what hunters touted as gospel, “is a form of harvesting.” He went on, “I like to shoot, and have done my share of varmint shooting on the ranch. I am not much of a hunter, but I believe I would enjoy it more if I were going to use the meat.” Shooters relished hearing such talk because many believed hunting preserved “healthy, sustainable wildlife populations” and “is a legacy that should be passed along.” They liked the Californian so much that the NRA for the first time endorsed a presidential contender—him.

When Reagan trounced Carter to capture the presidency, gun-lobby constituents rejoiced that again their strategy of pouring money into political campaigns and courting influence in Washington had worked. Washington Reports, an NRA publication, boasted that “the political clout of the nation’s gun owners and sportsmen was clearly evident in the final outcome of the November election.” The firearms fraternity claimed credit, too, for helping pro-gun candidates in Senate and House races ride into office on Reagan’s coattails.

In January 1981, a few days before inauguration, President-elect Reagan paid a goodwill visit to Ciudad Juarez, Mexico, across the border from El Paso, Texas. There he presented his host, President José López Portillo, with a Remington rifle, as though to reaffirm his own identification with firearms. This gesture went over well with admiring gun devotees while also boosting Reagan’s image for macho showmanship. Carter, on the other hand, as he prepared to bid farewell to the presidency, lamented the power over Congress and the public of single-issue and special-interest organizations, labeling them a disturbing factor in American political life.

This concern had no impact on Reagan. Even though other presidents had been beholden to single-issue groups, he quickly became the first one to assume openly what appeared to many as the role of popular spokesman for such an organization. He boasted of his ties to the National Rifle Association. The closeness of this relationship became evident when the gun lobby stepped up its campaign against the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms, dubbing it derisively the bureau of “Whiskey, Cigarettes, and Pistols.”

As before, gun-club officials blasted the BATF as irresponsible because, they alleged, it “persecutes ordinary citizens—people who have never been a party to crime.” They claimed the bureau’s agents “behave like street thugs” and charged it with “creating phony gun law violations to justify its existence.” A film the NRA produced at this time, It Can Happen Here, portrayed those agents as “Nazi Gestapos” and “jack-booted fascists.” Representative John Dingell of Michigan, now a rifle association board member, castigated them as
"knaves and rogues," asserting, "I would love to put them in jail. I would dearly love it."42

This animosity intensified when the bureau, in line with its legal mandate though not in accord with the president’s position, announced renewed plans to computerize its records to facilitate gun tracing. As before, shooters immediately flooded Congress and the Treasury Department with letters denouncing the "gun police." Reminiscent of the tactic used against Carter, Congress denied the bureau the $4.2 million appropriation necessary to implement the computerizing program.

In addition, Reagan’s staffers worked out a plan to dissolve the BATF, return its tax collection duties to the Internal Revenue Service, and transfer its enforcement authority of the firearm laws to the Secret Service. Many in Congress and numerous law officials opposed the scheme. Then, when gun-lobby strategists pondered its possible effect, they realized that Secret Service enforcement would be tougher and more difficult to counter than that of the bureau. They therefore halted their assault. As the lobbyists desired, the president agreed to an artful compromise. He accepted the budget cuts as meeting his objective of crippling the BATF but allowed it to survive as the weakened arm of gun-law enforcement.

This emasculating did not significantly affect the gun-violence struggle because control upholders had long viewed the BATF as a toothless watchdog. In large part, its weakness stemmed from gun-lobby might, from congressional and even executive hostility, and from a chronic insufficiency of personnel and other resources. Consequently, it relied heavily on voluntary compliance with many of the laws it had the responsibility of enforcing. Bureau officials admitted that in expending limited resources they assigned low priority to monitoring gun-law violations. They also did little to abate firearms smuggling. This laxity contributed to the status of the United States as the major source of illegal as well as legal guns shipped to nations everywhere.

Reagan liked the idea of selling arms. Soon after taking office, he not only reversed Carter’s already weak effort to cut down on foreign arms-sales but also took steps to boost the merchandising of small arms. Reagan’s administration justified such arms transfers as “a vital and constructive instrument of our foreign policy” and “an increasingly important component of our global security posture.”43 Firearms sales soared to new heights.

Domestically, the loose enforcement of weak controls continued to assure Americans of freer access to guns than other peoples in industrially advanced countries. This freedom made it easier for disgruntled Americans to shoot at
their presidents more often than did dissidents in other countries at their rulers and to kill or maim others seemingly at will. Hard-core gun defenders dismissed this record of violence as having little to do with the availability of firearms. Some of them even blamed the victims, mouthing platitudes such as violent crime is feasible only if its victims are cowards.

This banality could hardly apply to Reagan’s behavior when on March 30, 1981, John W. Hinckley Jr., a mentally disturbed young man who considered himself something of a warrior, stalked him. Armed with a Saturday night special, or Rohm RG-14 .22-caliber revolver made in Germany and purchased at a Dallas, Texas, pawnshop for twenty-nine dollars, he shot the president just below the heart as he stood outside the Washington Hilton Hotel. Hinckley also seriously wounded a police officer and a Secret Service agent, and lodged an exploding bullet in the head of James Brady, the forty-year-old White House press secretary, paralyzing him for life. Hinckley thus continued a sad tradition. Like every assassin or would-be assassin of presidents, he used a gun because he knew it as the most deadly concealable weapon at hand. Fortunately for Reagan that gun did not damage him irreparably.

Hinckley tried to kill out of an obsession for a young actress, Jodie Foster, then a student at Yale University. He wanted to impress her by committing a “historical deed” with a gun. After buying the weapon, he wrote a poem, “Guns Are Fun!” It reads, in part:

See that living legend over there?
With one little squeeze of the trigger
I can put that person at my feet moaning and groaning and pleading with God.
This gun gives me pornographic power.
If I wish, the President will fall and the world will look at me in disbelief
All because I own an inexpensive gun.44

For a time, the assault on the president appeared to give a boost to the gun-control movement. Then, to the astonishment of much of the public but to the admiration of gun enthusiasts, when Reagan recovered from his suffering he refused to change his position on guns. In his first news conference following the assault, he expressed concern “that focusing on gun control as an answer to the crime problem” would divert attention from “really” trying “to solve the crime problem.” Shortly after, he also dismissed control laws as “virtually unenforceable.”45

In a full-page tribute, Pistolero, a magazine that existed “for Americans who
believe that God, Guns & Guts Made US Great,’” stated, “THANK GOD FOR PRESIDENT REagan, a man who, even after being shot, realizes that more gun controls are not the solution to our crime problem.” It added, “Here’s a man of guts, common sense and vision. May he live to be 120!” Similarly, Bill Ruger, an executive of one of the nation’s largest gun manufacturers, wrote, “Shooters, generally—at least, handgunners—are fortunate that we have the President we have.”46 The NRA named Reagan its Man of the Year.

Meanwhile, shortly after the assassination attempt, Geoffrey LaGioia, a resident of Morton Grove, Illinois, a Chicago suburb, applied to the local authorities for a permit to open a firearms store near the community’s junior high school. Most residents who “didn’t want the kids looking in the window dreaming of guns” opposed the dealership but could find no legal grounds to block it other than by prohibiting the sale and private possession of handguns. So, on June 8, 1981, the town’s trustees passed an ordinance requiring owners, except mainly gunsmiths and licensed firearms collectors, to surrender their handguns or be subject to a five-hundred-dollar fine. These trustees then voted to make copies of the ordinance available to other municipalities and to urge Congress to pass a similar antigun law.

As the nation’s first community to ban most handguns, Morton Grove immediately became the center of extensive press and television coverage. Despite the ordinance’s focus on just handguns and its loopholes that permitted considerable firearms ownership, control advocates praised the measure. Opponents, on the other hand, denounced it as vile, Nazi and communist inspired, and the most dangerous attack ever staged against the right to keep and bear arms.

Four handgun owners in the village, including Victor D. Quilici, immediately filed suit in a state court to block enforcement of the ordinance. The suits were consolidated into one, and the litigation as Quilici v. Village of Morton Grove, 695 F. 2d 261, 270 (7th Cir. 1982), moved to a federal district court. The National Rifle Association and the Second Amendment Foundation financed the plaintiffs, and the National Coalition to Ban Handguns paid the village’s legal fees. As usual in gun cases, the plaintiffs argued that the ordinance violated the Second Amendment. Since for over a decade the Illinois constitution had included a right-to-bear-arms provision, the gun litigants contended the Morton Grove law also breached the state constitution. Rejecting these contentions, the district court on December 29, 1982, ruled that the village had exercised a valid police power to protect public health and safety and had not deprived the plaintiffs of rights under federal or state constitutions.47

The Morton Grove ordinance did not, as gun-control advocates had as-
sumed, stimulate local handgun bans across the country. Indeed, in the next year as though to rebut it, officials in Kennesaw, Georgia, a town of seven thousand near Atlanta, passed an ordinance requiring its citizens to keep guns in their homes. This legislation changed little except to bring notoriety to the town because 90 percent of its inhabitants already owned guns. In a few other small towns, banks tried to increase profit by offering depositors guns in lieu of money interest. The rush of new customers to the bank in Findlay, Illinois, astonished its executives. One of them explained it in terms of the town’s conservatism expressed as belief in God, country, and guns.

Meanwhile, as the rifle association appealed the Morton Grove decision, it launched a nationwide campaign for preemption laws forbidding communities to pass gun ordinances stronger than state regulations. This endeavor had significant effects. For example, in 1982 after a gun wielder murdered the mayor of San Francisco along with a supervisor, the board of supervisors passed a limited ban on handguns in the city. Before the ordinance could go into effect, a California appellate court invalidated it on the preemption principle. In the next decade, as other communities passed ordinances regulating firearms, dealer and rifle association attorneys raised the preemption issue. With the courts ruling in favor of these state preemptions and with the president and Congress on the side of the gun lobby, its glory years rolled on.\textsuperscript{48}
In the eighties a phase of the gun-violence struggle that generated a noteworthy legislative battle began when the arms industry developed armor-piercing bullets. Ostensibly they were designed to provide police with sufficient concentrated firepower to pierce engine blocks and stop cars involved in criminal activity. When law-enforcement officers began using the ammunition in their duties, they found they could not control its flight. Furthermore, in addition to penetrating cars and bouncing off walls and sidewalks and placing anyone nearby in peril, the bullets pierced the body armor worn mainly by police. Officers therefore categorized these bullets as potential cop-killers, declaring they had no legitimate use in or out of law enforcement.

As we noted earlier, this position differed from that of the NRA, whose tough-minded leadership had alienated various police and sheriff agencies. Early in 1982 the fissure widened. At that time at the behest of police organizations, Mario Biaggi, a former New York policeman, joined by New York’s Democratic senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, introduced legislation that would prohibit the manufacture, importation, sale, and use of armor-piercing bullets. Immediately, gun lobbyists opposed it as well as similar legislation proposed in states and cities. As Neal Knox, then the NRA’s chief lobbyist, put it, “There’s no such thing as a good bullet or a bad bullet.”

Vigilant rifle association monitors, via telegrams, alerted hundreds of firearms enthusiasts to protest vociferously while progun legislators stalled the Biaggi-Moynihan bill in committee. Law enforcement groups across the country reacted in outrage. Handgun Control Inc. exploited the rift between the old allies by running an advertisement in police trade magazines with the headline “HELP STOP THE COP-KILLERS.” Michael Beard, the director of the National Coalition to Ban Handguns, told the press he was astounded that the NRA, “which
claims to be a friend of law enforcement officers, wants to stop a bill aimed at saving lives of those who protect our own."

In this clash with the gun lobby, control advocates turned also to other new strategies, one of them being product liability suits. Tort law held manufacturers and dealers accountable for their faulty or unreasonably dangerous products that caused injury to consumers. On this basis, litigants had successfully sued the General Motors and Ford corporations for defects in their Corvair and Pinto cars. Thereafter, most courts recognized that producers bore some responsibility for the lethal quality of their goods.

Handgun suppliers, however, enjoyed virtual immunity from liability for deaths or wounds resulting from use of their products. In February 1982 when a jury in Washington, D.C., had awarded two million dollars to the family of a man shot and killed with a pistol stolen from the rifle association’s headquarters, that exemption appeared to end. The following July, though, a federal district court set the award aside, ruling that the association could not be held legally responsible for the murder.

Nonetheless, control advocates continued their product liability strategy. They asked, as the core of their argument, “can concealable handguns, with generally ineffective warnings and instructions, be safely marketed to the general public?” On this basis, James Brady pursued the product liability course by filing a twenty-million-dollar claim against R. G. Industries of Florida, the supplier of the gun John Hinckley had used against him. Meanwhile, victims of gun violence had filed an estimated one hundred lawsuits seeking to hold handgun manufacturers liable for murders and felonious injuries committed with their weapons. These suits came as the boom in gun sales fizzled, firearms glutted the market, and manufacturers became mired in a depression.

For a time, the courts “nearly uniformly rejected these lawsuits,” primarily on the ground that handguns differed from other dangerous products such as asbestos and pesticides because their manufacturers did not intend to include harmful ingredients. These jurists pointed out that handguns inflicted injury just as their producers intended them to do. Therefore, their reasoning went, gunmakers should not be penalized “for providing the consumer with exactly what he wanted,” or the manufacturer could not be held negligible and liable for how someone used its products. Ultimately, federal courts in Washington dismissed Brady’s suit as well as that of Thomas K. Delahanty, the police officer Hinckley had also shot.

While various other product liability suits made their way through the courts, Ronald Reagan reversed the position he had taken during the election
campaign on compulsory draft registration. In opposing conscription, he had placed himself in a bind because he had also promised to build a stronger military establishment. This took precedence over concerns for individual liberty, except for gun keeping because he and his conservative advisers felt strongly that individuals should not flout the authority of the federal government, especially when pacifists, college students, and liberal Democrats remained conspicuous in the antidraft movement. So in 1982 his administration continued the draft registration and prosecuted the young men who refused to register.

In that year also, gun-control advocates in California formed Citizens Against Street Crime and Concealable Weapons, a political action group. Supported by national antigun organizations, film stars, and other prominent citizens, it secured more than six hundred thousand signatures on petitions that placed before the voters a referendum titled the Handgun Initiative but widely known as Proposition 15. It called for the registration of handguns, a ban on their mail-order sale, new sales only to law-enforcement officers, and a jail term of six months for anyone found carrying an unlicensed, concealable firearm.

With more than four million privately owned handguns in this bellwether state with the largest NRA membership in the nation, this measure seemingly provided a proper stage for what many observers perceived as a showdown in the gun-violence struggle. As in the battle over the referendum in Massachusetts five years earlier, pro- and antigun lobbies from within California and out of state jumped into the campaign. The measure’s backers built a campaign chest of just over two million dollars and lined up celebrities and movie stars behind it.

Opponents of the proposition, organized as a coalition of gun groups titled Citizens Against the Gun Initiative, raised and spent more than six million dollars. They, too, drew support from distinguished individuals, such as George Deukmejian, the Republican attorney general running for governor, and various celebrities. One of them, cowboy film star Roy Rogers, declared, “They’ll have to kill me first to take my gun.”

Early polls indicated strong public support for the measure, or that 64 percent of Californians against 30 percent favored it. Consequently, a spokesman for the rifle association called the proposition the most serious threat that had so far been mounted against firearms, a menace more dire than the concurrent Morton Grove case. The Los Angeles Times, which gave its “unqualified support” to the proposition, predicted that if passed it “would have a nationwide effect,” and specifically on Congress.

On November 2, the California voters rejected the proposition by a margin
of 63 to 37 percent, thereby handing the gun lobby another impressive victory. On that same day, gun-control proposals failed also in New Hampshire and Nevada. Alan M. Gottlieb, the pro-gun guru who founded the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Firearms, declared, “These votes clearly show that the antigun forces have been misrepresenting their polls and statistics for years. Where is their much proclaimed majority of Americans in favor of gun control? If they’re out there, they certainly don’t vote. . . . Why don’t they [the antigun activists] listen to the will of the majority and just leave everybody alone?”

Procontrol groups such as Handgun Control Inc. acknowledged that despite the heavy sentiment for their movement as shown by polls, public opinion on the issue of tough controls, where it counted, remained divided. Specifically, they attributed their failure in this instance to the superior financial muscle of the opposition. Doubtless, money helped the pro-gun coalition but its power came more from the solidarity, discipline, and dedication of firearms owners to their cause. Controllers took some solace from elections in other parts of the country where candidates they supported came out winners.

The gun lobby had reason for greater satisfaction. It had never been stronger. Membership in its constituent organizations outnumbered the combined members of the antigun organizations. With a leadership leaning far to the right politically, the gun clubs wielded impressive influence in Congress, in the executive branch, in state legislatures, and in communities throughout the nation. All this aided the National Rifle Association, the Second Amendment Association, and the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms to uphold as gospel the belief that control promoters were gun grabbers who wanted to confiscate firearms from a patriotic citizenry. With such dedicated followers, the gun lobby could and did frighten legislators with its ability to motivate voters who could punish them in local as well as national elections.

Not only in California but also nationwide, firearms militants outspent the antigun lobbyists. For instance, in the election year 1982, the NRA financed a budget of $36 million to advance its agenda whereas Handgun Control Inc. raised $2.3 million for its politicking. Indeed, the rifle association expended more money on getting its message across to members, affiliates, and others to influence their voting than did any other well-known special-interest organization in the nation.

Harlon Carter told members, “We can reasonably and rightfully . . . aspire to a time when few politicians, mindful of their futures, will oppose us.” Then he warned, “Don’t trust a politician who won’t trust you with a gun.” In addi-
tion, the lobby had ready access to the corridors of power because more legisla-
tors than ever belonged to the rifle association or its affiliates. Critics who
described Congress as a wholly owned subsidiary of the NRA exaggerated, but
their main point hit close to the mark.

The president’s behavior, too, contributed to the gun lobby’s confidence. He
unequivocally cooperated with the NRA in pushing its agenda to weaken the
1968 gun-control statute. Reagan made his position clear while approving
amendments that eliminated the record-keeping requirement for sales of .22
rifle ammunition. “We are,” he announced, “committed to the idea that it is
the criminal who is responsible for violence, not the law abiding firearms owner.
Accordingly, my administration has sought to remove restrictions that operate
only to burden the law abiding.”

Even at this peak of power, in the courts the gun fraternity showed some
vulnerability. On March 7, 1983, in the Morton Grove case the Seventh Circuit
Court of Appeals, 464 U.S. 863 (1983), in Chicago refused to apply the Second
Amendment against the village or against the state of Illinois. In upholding the
town’s gun ban as legal, the jurists reaffirmed the numerous other decisions
that deemed the amendment’s intent on gun keeping as collective, not individ-
ual as gun-lobby lawyers contended. Ignoring judicial history, NRA officials
called the ruling a day of darkness for both the courts and the Constitution.

In May, Reagan addressed the rifle association’s annual convention in Phoe-
nix, Arizona—the first sitting president to appear before such a gathering. “You
know,” he said, “I’ve always felt a special bond with members of your group.”
He praised the NRA for its growth to more than 2.5 million members. He
lauded as well its role in the defeat of California’s Proposition 15 as evidence
of the organization’s strength and contributions to society. He stressed support
for its civilian marksmanship program, pointing out that his administration had
“increased significantly” the sales of surplus M-1 rifles to participants and in-
structors. He stated also he wanted to improve the government’s role in the
shooting program.

As journalists and others noted, this anticontrol speech before an adoring
audience of legal gun owners had an ironic twist. To assure the president’s
safety, the association imposed a form of gun control it claimed to detest. It
prohibited members from bringing firearms into the hall and had each entrant
checked with a metal detector. In addition, the president wore a bulletproof
vest and was surrounded by Secret Service agents and local police. Regardless
of these measures that ran counter to the creed of anticontrol militants, this convention marked a high point in their status.

Along with this expanding influence of the gun lobby came a rising public concern over firearms violence reflected on a small scale in the activities of antigun lobbies such as Handgun Control Inc. It pointed out ceaselessly that half of the nation’s gun violence was accidental or emotional, not criminal. In 1983, therefore, it established the Center to Prevent Handgun Violence, a research, advocacy, and educational affiliate, to send this message to the public.

The problem of accidental gun deaths also continued to attract the attention of physicians and physical science researchers. Most of them, as did those at the Centers for Disease Control, declared gun wielding a significant public health hazard. Fresh evidence based on comparative statistics appeared to support this conclusion. It showed that the rate of homicide by guns in the United States exceeded that of Germany, Denmark, and Great Britain by a ratio of thirty-five to one, of Canada and France by seven to one. Other data connoted that localities with the lowest crime rates had the toughest gun laws, or that solidly enforced controls worked.12

Japan’s experience with the most stringent controls in the democratic world illustrated this correlation. Even progun writers admitted it had “virtually non-existent” gun crime but attempted to rationalize this by contending the Japanese lived in a police state that violated human rights. They also asserted incorrectly that the government possessed “the inherent authority to do what ever it wishes.”13

The question of gun controls in other countries had only slight, if any, impact on American public opinion. As polls had indicated for decades, by a margin of at least 59 percent Americans still desired strict federal regulation. The samplings reported that unlike the president and much of Congress, a majority believed handgun controls would substantially lower the crime rate, reduce deaths stemming from family arguments, and cut down accidental casualties.14

In light of such sentiment a journalist asked the president, “Why are the public opinion polls a valid argument for the school prayer amendment, which you favor, and not a valid argument for [handgun control,] which you do not?” Reagan showed patience at having his inconsistency exposed publicly but could only say he always “preferred a different method with regard to handguns.” He continued the evasion with resort to irrelevant anecdote, one of his trademarks.15

Meanwhile, rifle association attorneys had kept the Morton Grove case alive by filing a petition with the Illinois Supreme Court requesting it to overturn the earlier decisions on constitutional grounds. In October in Kalodimos v. Vil-
lage of Morton Grove the court upheld the previous judgments. It concluded that the town’s “ordinance is a proper exercise of the police power authority.”

This ruling disappointed gun owners, but buoyed by their high status in a popular conservative administration, their leaders decided to challenge it.

Gun-lobby attorneys asked the Supreme Court to rule whether or not the Second and Fourteenth Amendments prohibited state and local governments from enacting gun bans. They hoped to elicit from a presumed friendly judiciary an opinion upholding the NRA’s interpretation of the Second Amendment. Instead, the high court dismissed the petition by declining to rule on the Illinois court’s opinion. This action stands out as a rare setback for the gun lobby in the Reagan years. The lobby’s basic political and financial power, however, remained undiminished.

As in the recent past, during these glory years for shooters gun violence played well in hundreds of movies and television productions. Dirty Harry (1971), Death Wish (1974), First Blood (1982), The Terminator (1984), Top Gun (1986), and several Lethal Weapon and Rambo films with a swaggering gun-toter as hero became box-office hits. When the films reappeared on television they attracted more millions of viewers. Early in the seventies the federal department concerned with health, education, and welfare had sponsored research on media violence and its effect on the public. The investigators concluded that televised gunplay induced “aggressive behavior,” markedly so in adolescents. A decade later similar projects reaffirmed the findings, leading to renewed public debate on the problem of gun brutality.

Few refuted this research but some media commentators pointed out that movies produced in other countries carried as much violence as those made in the United States. Yet several of these societies had lower gun-crime rates than the United States. Furthermore, for more than a decade many of the world’s ultraviolent films featuring martial brutality and gunfire had come out of Hong Kong, not Hollywood. Indeed, analysts claimed the Asian genre influenced a generation of American filmmakers.

The visual media appeared to have a deeper impact on behavior in the United States because more often than elsewhere it starred guns as well as the macho heroes who used them. In addition, American productions dominated the field. Later, NRA officials would argue that the violence in films and television stimulated more gratuitous firearms rampages than did the easy availability of guns.

Meanwhile, handgun sales in the United States had slumped, apparently because the traditional male market had become saturated. So, in the mid-eight-
ies the firearms industry worked to develop new customers “with primary focus on women,” who represented a hitherto largely untapped market. Traditionally, women have been less interested in guns than men and have been more willing to endorse strict controls. According to critics of the new merchandising plan, the arms industry and the gun lobby “recognized that if enough women were brought into America’s gun culture they could act as an effective bulwark against . . . control efforts.” Gun sellers and shooters cooperated, therefore, “to both scare and entice women into buying handguns.”

While in itself not diabolical as some antigun activists implied, this strategy, with sensational advertising, did exploit women’s fears of rape and other male-dominated crimes. To the dismay of controllers, it suggested the gun as the proper antidote for these apprehensions. Firearms producers claimed that sales to women increased as much as 53 percent. Taking this figure as fact, much of the media reported a “gender revolution” and a boom in females’ purchase of handguns. In reality, the rush to guns never occurred and the gender gap in their ownership remained the same.

Meanwhile, a spate of murders by unbalanced gun-toters captured headlines. On July 19, 1984, one of them, James Oliver Huberty, a forty-one-year-old firearms collector, gathered his Uzi 9mm carbine, Winchester 12-gauge shotgun, Browning automatic 9mm pistol, and a sack of ammunition magazines to go “hunting humans.” He strode into a McDonald’s hamburger outlet near his home in San Ysidro, California, and fired 140 rounds at the mostly Hispanic patrons. He slaughtered twenty-one and wounded nineteen before a police sniper downed him.

Although this massacre did not stimulate gun-control legislation, it did lead the Republicans in power to demonstrate their toughness in dealing with crime while placating the NRA. With the Comprehensive Crime Control legislation of 1984, they declared war on an image that frightened numerous Americans, that of the incorrigible criminal preying on the public after hasty release from prison.

As part of this legislative package, in the Armed Career Criminal Act Congress decreed that a person with three convictions for robbery or burglary or both when apprehended in another crime while carrying a gun would have his, or her, minimum sentence extended from ten years to not less than fifteen years’ imprisonment. The maximum would be lifetime incarceration without eligibility for parole. The next Congress widened punishable legal violations to include any violent felony or serious drug offense. This three-strikes legislation for a time seemed to have reassured the public of the seriousness of the
Reagan government’s war on crime. It did not do much to placate the control advocates immersed in the gun-violence struggle.

Another act of gun violence on December 22, 1984, brought more national attention to the struggle. It started when Bernhard H. Goetz, a thirty-seven-year-old white electronics specialist, took a seat on a Manhattan subway car next to four boisterous black youths, later revealed to have criminal records. One of them asked for five dollars and repeated, “Give me five dollars.” Instead of proffering the money or moving to the rear of the car or to another car for safety as had other passengers, Goetz pulled a .38-caliber Smith & Wesson pistol from a concealed in-belt holster and shot all four, severing the spinal cord of one of them, Darrell Cabey, and paralyzing him for life.

Goetz said he perceived himself menaced and hence fired in self-defense. His behavior, though, suggested he had armed himself and had fired as though seeking vengeance for having been mugged three times. He became a media celebrity where some termed him the subway vigilante. Three years later a lower-middle-class jury of whites and blacks found Goetz not guilty of attempted murder and all other charges except one—illegal possession of his gun.

This decision upholding deadly force in self-defense and much else in this episode fitted NRA slogans. For instance, at one point Goetz urged “distribution of an additional 25,000 guns to properly trained private citizens.” His acquittal of the attempted murder charge reflected the prevailing climate of opinion, that shooting in alleged self-defense even when dubious, as indicated in polls taken shortly after the shootings and the trial, was proper.21

Meanwhile, the gun lobby’s campaign to overturn the still-valid provisions of the 1968 federal gun-control act moved ahead with renewed vigor. Early on, NRA leaders had persuaded two legislative allies, Republican senator James A. McClure of Idaho, representing a committed pro-gun constituency, and Democrat Harold L. Volkmer of Missouri, a lifelong hunter, to lead the attack. They contended that legitimate gun-owners needed additional changes in the statute to protect them against BATF harassment. After launching several failed efforts to gut the law with a bill they called initially the Gun Decontrol Act, they received a boost from Reagan’s election and from the Republican majority in the Senate.

On December 8, 1981, a Senate Judiciary Committee weighted in favor of McClure and Volkmer’s bill began hearings on the proposal to remove the limited federal controls on private firearms use. The acting chairman, Charles E. Grassley, opened the proceedings by announcing “it is time that we decided whether this society exists for the benefit of the law-abiding individual or for
the benefit of the criminal.” The mostly gun-lobby witnesses continued their bashing of the 1968 control act and of the BATF. One of them, John M. Snyder, stated for instance that without the act there would have been no BATF. Therefore, he said, “the real culprit . . . is the law itself and therefore it should be changed, if not totally repealed.” In contrast, Pete Shields expressed dismay that so soon after Reagan’s shooting the committee “is even considering weakening our firearms laws.”

Two years later, on January 23, 1985, with Republicans in control of the Senate and with the backing of NRA lobbyists, McClure reintroduced his bill. In an unusual procedure, Robert J. Dole, the majority leader, allowed the bill to bypass the judiciary, skip a preliminary public hearing, and go directly onto the Senate’s legislative calendar. After several days of considerable political maneuvering wherein opponents agreed not to filibuster if proponents accepted certain amendments, they struck a deal. Dole, a wounded war veteran, commented that “experience over the years has amply demonstrated that the subject of gun control is one of the most emotionally charged and explosive issues of our time.” He contended that with the amendments the bill would restrict “abuses of authority.” It reached the floor of the Senate on July 9 where with a vote of seventy-nine to fifteen it passed.

The bill still had to make its way through the House where Democrats held a majority. Peter W. Rodino, the House Judiciary Committee chairman, commented “that the bill will be dead on arrival.” He explained later that he meant simply he could not imagine the House would consider a measure to weaken an already frail control law. He was wrong.

The NRA rallied its members, urging them to pressure their representatives to vote for the bill. “It’s time now for your Congressman to fight for your gun and hunting rights,” it warned them. “Don’t let your Congressman ‘take a walk.’ . . . THIS IS THE LITMUS TEST.” Control groups, of course, opposed the measure but so did various police organizations. One of them wrote Reagan that the legislation would “pose an immediate and unwarranted threat to the law enforcement community and to the citizens we are sworn to protect.” Baltimore’s police chief said, “No person out there facing guns supports this bill.”

This agitation for the McClure-Volkmer measure also incensed Sarah Brady, the wife of Jim Brady, daughter of a federal law-enforcement agent, and a Republican activist who had been busy caring for her injured husband and their young son. In summer 1984, out of indignation she had become an advocate of handgun regulation and joined Handgun Control Inc. In October of the next
year, she gained a seat on the organization’s board and began speaking in public against the gun-owner bill. While picking up considerable public attention, this kind of opposition could not overcome the intense lobbying for the bill. In plugging it, the NRA with an expenditure of $1.6 million outspent Handgun Control Inc., which opposed the bill, by more than six to one. Individual supporters showered legislators with far more letters and phone calls than did their opponents. Their contributions and direct pressure on legislators made a difference. As researchers later substantiated, the gun keepers’ lobbying reached 80 percent of those who voted for the bill.27

As for Reagan, despite his claim of being tough on crime, he endorsed the bill. This prompted a reporter to ask, why do you “support virtually no limits” on gun use at this point? The president responded with his usual NRA rhetoric, “that as long as there are guns, the individual that wants a gun for a crime is going to get it.”28

After further parliamentary juggling, on April 10, 1986, its sponsors overcame stiff opposition in the House to gain approval by a vote of 292–130. Robert Torricelli, a Democratic congressman from New Jersey, denounced the outcome as “a genuine disgrace. It’s a classic example of the power of big money and a well-orchestrated campaign by a narrow interest.”29 Gun lobbyists agreed with him but from a different perspective.

Wayne R. LaPierre, speaking for the rifle association, boasted that it had “won almost everything it had sought.” Progun legislators perceived the victory in terms of safeguarding the “civil liberties” of gun owners. Journalists and others noted that the association’s lobbying had remained “as effective as ever.”30 Jubilant NRA officials such as Executive Vice President G. Ray Ament had looked beyond the legislation for a rosy future for gun keeping. “I think our objective primarily is to get constitutional amendments in all 50 states” upholding the right to bear arms, he stated. The amendments would ensure “that Morton Groves can’t pop up in every city and county” in the country.31 In keeping with such sentiment and his commitment to diminish the existing federal controls, Reagan signed the McClure-Volkmer bill into law as the Firearms Owners’ Protection Act.

NRA gun-rights advocates who wrote the act maintained that it sought to block unnecessary federal restrictions or burdens on law-abiding citizens who used firearms in hunting, trapping, target shooting, personal protection, or any other lawful activity. The statute itself allowed interstate commerce in rifles and shotguns as long as the buyers’ and sellers’ states regarded the sales as legal.
It eliminated record-keeping requirements for ammunition dealers, eased restrictions on sales of guns by unlicensed individuals, and permitted dealers and individuals to do business at gun shows without federal licenses. These shows, held every weekend in communities across the country, would often become swap meets for stolen or otherwise illegal firearms. The statute also prohibited the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms from requiring gun dealers to maintain centralized records. In sum, the act gutted the already feeble federal firearms regulation. As a token to controllers, the legislation banned future possession or transfer of machine guns and retained most restrictions on handguns.\textsuperscript{32}

This decontrol act overruled a number of Supreme Court decisions, negated about a third of the case law on the control act of 1968, and crippled a considerable portion of state firearms regulation. Although a defeat for proponents of gun control, it also marked a kind of political coming of age for Handgun Control Inc. It became more militant in battling for its kind of federal gun controls. At the same time, somewhat to pacify the law-enforcement agencies that had opposed the McClure-Volkmer measure, Congress passed a separate bill that tightened licensing, record keeping, and interstate transport requirements for guns. On July 8, 1986, it became law.

However, the gun lobby gained another, though partial, success in its four-year battle against the Biaggi-Moynihan bill. Police groups continued to stand behind it. Finally, when the lobby concluded it needed police support for other pet legislation, it worked out a compromise. It agreed to the bill after friendly legislators had narrowed its prohibitions to specific categories of armor-piercing bullets that left hundreds of others with similar capacity on the market. Then in both houses of Congress the legislation passed by wide margins. On August 28 Reagan signed it into law.

Gun aficionados also displayed their influence at the state level. In one of the nation’s oldest forms of firearms control, most states prohibited the carrying of concealed weapons. In addition, for years a number of states granted law-enforcement officials authority to issue permits to individuals to carry concealed guns at their discretion, or on a “may issue” basis. At this time the NRA, as part of its effort to boost gun ownership, lobbied state governments to change their laws to a “shall issue” basis. To attain this goal, the rifle association explicitly accepted what it had previously opposed—compulsory licensing of firearms. Lobbyists persuaded Florida’s legislators to mandate that on October 1, 1987, county authorities had to issue a permit to anyone, other than those with criminal records or other specified disabilities, who wished to carry a concealed handgun.
Soon, a batch of other state legislatures friendly to the NRA enacted similar “shall issue” concealed-handgun laws. They justified this reversal of a form of control backed by several hundred years of practical experience with the old self-defense argument, or that police did not provide sufficient protection against criminal violence. They thus voted no confidence in their own law-enforcement institutions while giving up a simple and effective means of preventing a considerable number of firearms deaths. They also set off another debate between progun and antigun writers.33

Studies by progun researchers claimed that “defensive gun use is very common in the U.S.” Most other research showed that criminals faced inconsequential deterrence from concealed-gun carrying or that the progun researchers produced no evidence of “significant impact for any type of crime.”34 In Florida, for instance, within the next five years violent crime rose 17.8 percent. For years thereafter, that state had the nation’s highest rate of violent crime.35 The firearms industry and the NRA liked the concealed-carry laws because they helped sell handguns or, as a trade-journal headline later put it, “More Gun Permits Equal More Gun Sales.”36

Back in Washington, the gun lobby balked at a broad-based control bill that Senator Edward Kennedy and Representative Peter Rodino had long cosponsored. It proposed banning the domestic manufacture of cheap handguns as well as the importing of parts used in assembling them. With letter writing, phone calling, and fund-raising campaigns, the leading national antigun organizations lobbied for the bill. This offensive produced no tangible result because few in Congress would support the measure. Even though discouraged, the control lobbyists refused to give up. They did, however, switch strategy.

The shift involved rallying behind Handgun Control Inc. and funneling resources in support of a cut-down version of the Kennedy-Rodino proposal, which, because of Sarah Brady’s role in promoting it, came to be called the Brady bill. It aimed mainly to plug one of the loopholes in the 1968 statute that allowed convicted felons to circumvent the law by lying about their past when buying a gun.

Most law-enforcement officials believed the proposed legislation could block this evasion if it included a waiting period that gave them time to run background checks on buyers. On February 4, 1987, two Democrats from Ohio, Representative Edward F. Feighan and Senator Howard M. Metzenbaum, introduced the revised bill in Congress as an amendment to the Omnibus Drug Initiative Act, the centerpiece in the Reagan administration’s battle against narcotics.
Previously in the Uniform Firearms Act of the twenties, the rifle association had promoted background checks, but later as it turned increasingly militant it reversed this position and denounced the idea. The NRA remained consistent, though, in its fundamental endeavor of battling virtually any new gun-control measure. In September 1988 the firearms lobby’s opposition, combined with pro-gun parliamentary maneuvering, defeated the Brady bill. The rifle association contributed an estimated average of $1,964.00 to each House member who voted against the bill. The well-financed shooters had won again.

A similar struggle swirled around the marketing of a new type of pistol made largely of plastic that could pass undetected through most airport security systems. Police organizations quickly called for a federal ban on these plastic guns. In 1987 sympathetic legislators introduced a bill in Congress that would outlaw them. As with other minor control efforts, the firearms groups opposed it. Using standard, gun-lobby rhetoric, their spokespersons warned that the bill would open the door to other restrictive laws and would lead incrementally to the confiscation of all guns in private hands. The lobby succeeded in blocking passage of the legislation at this time. It could not, however, kill the bill, which its sponsors reintroduced in the next Congress, or stop other challenges to its own power. One of the measures gun keepers considered most menacing came out of Maryland.

sellschaft of Germany, the manufacturer of the weapon. He contended the maker should have known that the low-quality gun had mainly criminal use. In contrast to decisions in past suits of this nature, in 1985 Maryland’s highest court ruled in Kelley’s favor. It characterized the gun as “unreasonably dangerous.” As a result, R. G. Industries could not obtain liability insurance. The parent company then took its American subsidiary out of the business of supplying cheap handguns. Thereafter in product liability cases the courts decided more often in favor of the plaintiffs.

In the next two years, Maryland gun owners tried to overturn the Kelley decision but most settled for a compromise law that banned future sales of Saturday night specials. Diehards, who refused to compromise, organized the Maryland Committee Against the Gun Ban and then sought to overturn the law in a referendum battle. As in California earlier in the decade, the contest drew in
outside money. The rifle association pumped in $6.1 million and other progun sources provided another half million dollars, whereas the proponents raised $752,000. The organized shooters feared that the law, if upheld, would become a model for similar legislation in other states. To attract the African American vote thought to be crucial, the progun campaigners charged that the ban on cheap guns would merely deprive the poor inner-city dwellers of a means of self-defense readily available to affluent whites. This tactic failed. On November 8, 1988, by a margin of 58 percent to 42 percent the voters retained the ban, making Maryland the first state in the nation to outlaw a particular category of handguns. Barbara Lautman, a spokeswoman for Handgun Control Inc., commented that the vote “proves you can stand up to the gun lobby despite the millions of dollars they’ve spent.”

Obviously, the NRA’s first loss in a statewide referendum, even though it had outspent the antigun forces by more than ten to one, jolted gun keepers. Contrary to what both sides had predicted and what Lautman maintained, this defeat did not cripple the association or throttle civilian possession of handguns. Most Marylanders who wanted the weapons continued to obtain them without much difficulty, usually by crossing state lines. Even so, the control people regarded the political victory significant because it demonstrated that on occasion the gun lobby, even at its peak of power with its well-honed tactics and deep pockets, could lose.
The Struggle Nationalized

As we have seen, in the Reagan years the gun community had fared well in national as well as state and local politics. Hence it approached the 1988 campaign period with confidence. Even so, toward Vice President George Herbert Walker Bush, who sought the Republican nomination, gun owners had an ambivalent attitude. He owned an arsenal of firearms and belonged to the community but two decades earlier while a member of Congress from Texas he had reluctantly voted for the Gun Control Act of 1968. At the time and thereafter he also made clear that he opposed the “federal registration and licensing of firearms.” Then, when running for a Senate seat, he supported some form of firearms regulation. This advocacy alienated gun keepers and conservative voters and he lost. The defeat contributed to the solidifying of his opposition to gun control through “federal legislation.”¹

Despite this pro-gun commitment, as a presidential candidate stumping for votes in New Hampshire Bush surprisingly spoke in favor of the stalled plastic-gun bill. Thus, he again alarmed the firearms buffs in his party, but his action did not amount to apostasy. Even Ronald Reagan at this time admitted that “maybe there could be some restrictions” on guns, a sentiment he repeated several months later.²

When Bush won the Republican nomination, his fellow gun-keepers remembered his spotty record on controls and were wary of him. However, they detested his Democratic opponent, Michael Dukakis. They recalled that as governor of Massachusetts he had backed the failed campaign to ban handguns in the state. For this reason and because Republicans in their platform came out squarely for the alleged constitutional right to own a gun and denounced liberals for being against it, leaders of the gun organizations willingly or unwillingly backed Bush.
Gratefully, Bush moved swiftly to overcome what remained of the gun owners’ grumbling over the plastic-gun flap. “As a military veteran, hunter and a Life Member of the National Rifle Association,” he informed its constituents, “I’ve owned, used and respected firearms for most of my life. . . . You can support my opponent and give up the rights you cherish, or you can support me and maintain your right to keep and bear arms.” The association responded by pumping through its political action committee more than $1.5 million into his campaign. It also named him its Person of the Year for 1988, praising him as the “one candidate [who] would stand up for the rights of millions of American gun owners.” Dukakis lost for a number of reasons, among them the gun lobby’s politicking against him and Bush’s pro-gun position.

During the campaign, Ronald Reagan had hammered out a compromise on the plastic-gun issue that banned firearms impervious to detection by the usual security systems. It pleased neither the gun lobby nor the police organizations. Nonetheless, the Undetectable Firearms Act easily passed both the House and Senate and on November 11 it became law.

For the gun community, the plastics issue amounted to a minor setback. It suffered more from the judiciary’s continued denial of its interpretations of the Second Amendment. For instance, the Federal Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in United States v. Nelson, 859 F. 2d 1318 (1988), stated that courts “have analyzed the Second Amendment purely in terms of protecting state militias, rather than individual rights.” Its ruling added another link to the chain of decisions going back nearly a half century that declared the amendment did not protect any individual right to bear arms or any right to use guns for sport or self-defense.

Regardless of these legal losses, the gun lobby continued to function with its usual confidence and sense of power. Constituents such as John M. Snyder, the chief lobbyist for the Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, contended that guns benefited humanity. On this basis, he petitioned the papacy to designate a nineteenth-century saint, Gabriel Possenti, the “Patron of Handgunners.” Possenti, whom Snyder called “sort of a holy John Wayne,” purportedly had saved an Italian village from bandits merely by brandishing a pair of pistols. The saint thus symbolized crime-deterrent theory in action, a theory with wide appeal to American shooters.

At the same time, the NRA launched its Eddie Eagle program to bolster its image with the public at large rather than just with gun keepers. As the program expanded into a curriculum accompanied by appealing colored cartoon figures and an animated video, “Learn Gun Safety with Eddie Eagle,” it claimed to
teach children in preschool through the sixth grade firearm precautions. As the program evolved, critics maintained that instead of truly safeguarding children it functioned to block child-safety gun-control legislation. It became an instrument designed to advance “the interests of the NRA and the firearms industry by increasing the acceptance of guns by children and youth.”

Shortly, as had happened often, on January 17, 1989, three days before Bush entered the White House, children became victims of random gun violence, this time highly publicized. Patrick E. Purdy, a twenty-four-year-old white supremacist with a criminal record, used guns to commit crime, not deter it. He walked onto the playground of an elementary school in Stockton, California, with a semiautomatic AK-47 assault rifle and a pistol. With the rifle he sprayed more than one hundred rounds into the crowded yard, slaughtering five students and wounding thirty-three plus one teacher. Then he killed himself. Although senseless shootings had happened throughout the century, this one, along with another rampage at a school in Virginia Beach, Virginia, a month earlier, marked the beginning of more than a decade of them, frequently at schools. One analyst maintained that the “institutions and mores” of a gun culture helped make them commonplace in America.

The Stockton massacre also denoted a marked change in the public reaction to civilian gun violence. Except for murders or attempted murders of presidents and other prominent Americans, previously the public took such outrage virtually for granted. Control advocates agitated for government action but did not get far. Now, though, newspapers and television instantly highlighted the shootings. Gun-control groups demanded of Washington some form of action to stop the bloodshed. Polls showed that some three-quarters of the public desired a federal ban on semiautomatic rifles and cheap handguns.

After every highly publicized shooting, reporters quizzed the president for his reaction and asked where Congress stood. His involvement, the publicity, a public sensitized to gun violence, and the growing clout of the control movement placed the gun organizations and their lawyers on virtually constant alert. They had to be ready to counterattack any movement toward placing restraints on private gun-owning. In this ambiance of media glare and confrontation, America’s movement to contain gun violence, as never before, had become scrutinized, politicized, and nationalized.

In this climate the Purdy shooting stimulated renewed demands for bans on assault weapons. Reputable data indicated that increasingly terrorists, criminals, and others bought or stole them. Moreover, other countries were outlawing such guns. In the previous year Britain, for instance, significantly expanded
its tough firearms laws to prohibit private ownership of most semiautomatic rifles and other technologically advanced firearms. Ironically, the People’s Republic of China, which prohibited most of its citizens from possessing a gun of any kind, at this time had begun swamping the United States with inexpensive military-style assault weapons and handguns.10

Barbara Bush, the new first lady, shared public concern over the spread of these dangerous weapons among civilians. Unlike her husband, she acknowledged, “I have always been for gun control.” Like numerous other Americans, she had assumed that assault weapons were already banned. When she learned differently, she said they should be, “absolutely.” Even Reagan agreed. “I don’t believe in taking away the right of the citizen to own a gun for sports, hunting, or their own personal defense,” he declared. “But I do not believe that an AK-47, a machine gun, is a sporting weapon.”11

On February 8 legislators in the Senate and on March 1 in the House introduced bills to restrict the importation of several types of semiautomatic guns. Since the NRA opposed the bills, journalists queried Bush on where he stood in this matter. “I would strongly go after the criminals who use these guns,” he responded. “But I’m not about to suggest that a semi-automated hunting rifle be banned. Absolutely not.” Five days later he announced, “I want to be the President that protects the rights of people to have arms.”12

When public pressure for action on regulating those firearms mounted, the president drew back from his rigid anticentral stance. He said he wished “to find a solution to the so-called AK-47 assault weapon problem.”13 Then, following the recommendation of William J. Bennett, the czar of his antidrug campaign, Bush reversed his original position. Through an executive order, he temporarily suspended the importing of the AK-47 and several other models of assault weapons. The ban would remain in place for several months, or until the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms could review the situation. The suspension kept perhaps 80 percent of the foreign-made assault rifles, which previously had been allowed in the United States, out of the country.

A week after the order, while again answering questions on control of automated firearms, Bush stated, “The White House has a role; the President has a key role. But it’s got to be a shared responsibility, with all the people in this country.” Privately, he explained that his commitment “to the rights” of legitimate gun owners remained firm but he would do “anything within reason” to keep assault weapons “out of the hands of criminals.”14 On April 5 he expanded the temporary ban to exclude from importation the other 20 percent of the foreign weapons that had been coming on the American market. He had ad-
dressed only a part of the problem because 66 percent or more of the estimated three million assault guns already in the country were domestically manufactured. He had no intention of restricting them.

Six days later Arizona Senator Dennis DeConcini, a Democrat who, as a staunch supporter of the rifle association, had been an opponent of control legislation, changed his mind. He introduced a bill that would place tight restrictions on the ownership and use of semiautomatic guns, domestic as well as imported. As a result, gun enthusiasts in Arizona considered him a traitor and later initiated a recall petition against him.

Two weeks after DeConcini presented his bill, the director of the firearms bureau announced the results of its study on assault weapons. The report persuaded the president to concede that the increasingly sophisticated guns in the hands of a new class of criminals and unstable persons required at least minimal regulation. Accordingly, he made the ban on imported semiautomatic guns firm in his term. Gun dealers who thereby lost their import permits challenged his action in court but lost.

Out in California in the wake of the Stockton massacre, two legislators, David A. Roberti and Michael Roos, had initiated a bill that would ban the sale, transfer, and importation of assault weapons within the state. The state’s gun community opposed the bill, making its fate a hotly contested issue. Finally, on March 13, 1989, the legislature approved a diluted version of the Roberti-Roos Assault Weapons Control Act. It outlawed only a number of specifically listed guns. On May 24 the governor signed it into law, making California the first state to ban at least some assault weapons.

Shortly, the Colt Manufacturing Company filed a suit challenging the constitutionality of the law. Colt lost but its lawyers appealed. As happened often with control laws, enforcement became a problem. Official foot-dragging, technicalities, and legal loopholes made the legislation seem hollow. Finally, nine years later, an appellate court delivered what appeared to be the coup de grâce. It declared a key provision of the law dealing with copycat automated guns unconstitutional. Again, the gun lobby had worked effectively to reverse what had been a striking defeat, but the triumph did not last long. Two years later the California Supreme Court overturned the lower court’s decision. A gun-lobby lawyer said gun owners would continue to challenge the law.

Bush, meanwhile, had brought up the control issue again when he announced a national program to combat crime. It included enhanced penalties for violation of firearms laws, such as for the theft of a gun. “The right to own a gun,” he told peace officers, “is not a license to harm others.” He asked Con-
gress to do for dangerous firearms what it had done for dangerous drugs—enact “stiff penalties for the use of semiautomatic weapons.” With this move toward limited control of a specific type of firearm, along with his earlier ban, Bush further damaged his alliance with the NRA. Some members initiated a movement to expel him, even though he sided with them on most gun issues.

Furthermore, on opposition to more extensive controls the president remained adamant. He refused to budge even when confronted with continued civilian gun carnage, as in the case of Joseph T. Wesbecker, a disgruntled employee of a printing plant in Louisville, Kentucky, with an obsession for guns. On September 14 he entered company offices with an AK-47 and fired for thirty minutes, murdering seven coworkers and wounding thirteen before killing himself. He had purchased his guns legally.

The next day a broadcast journalist asked the president, “Why do we allow people to get hold of these weapons and massacre other people?” Bush expressed horror over the slaughter but explained defensively, “I don’t think banning guns is going to be the ultimate answer, or could ever safeguard against that kind of tragedy.” There the matter rested.

As in the past, other countries experienced similar shooting incidents but treated them and the problems of gun violence differently than did the United States. In Britain in a quiet suburb in May 1989 a gunman shot down passers-by indiscriminately, raising a cry for tighter gun control. “Indeed, it is good,” an editorialist wrote, “that such incidents are still rare enough in Britain to provoke horror and shock.” Nonetheless, shooters objected to the “sledgehammer of yet more law.” Their still-potent “shooting and hunting lobby” blocked efforts in Parliament for stronger legislation, as against shotguns. It could not, however, defeat control legislation such as a government-financed buy-back of outlawed firearms.

On the other side of the world the Philippine government had to contend with an epidemic of gun violence that followed the collapse of Ferdinand Marcos’s dictatorial regime. So, in October 1989 the new president, Corazon C. Aquino, launched a campaign for a “gunless society.” The following year she banned gun carrying. Shooters, firearms dealers, and clubs such as the Philippine Practical Shooting Association organized a lobby to counter the program. The authorities reported a drastic drop in crime but the gun lobby questioned their statistics. Unlike the American shooters’ success in diluting the 1968 statute, the Filipino lobby failed to enfeeble the tough national law. Although the Filipino controls worked, the government did have a problem with enforcement in specific instances.
Back in the United States, despite Bush’s pro-gun policy the control movement lurched ahead with its own program. Its most impressive gains followed Sarah Brady’s assumption of the presidency of Handgun Control Inc. She stimulated fund-raising, kept the organization focused on what she saw as the need for more effective federal gun regulation, and initiated fresh, aggressive tactics against the gun lobby.

Under Brady’s leadership, Handgun Control Inc. attracted an impressive number of new members. With headquarters in Washington, D.C., and offices in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego, it raised funds across the nation but mostly in urban areas. It lobbied Congress with increasing efficacy while its affiliated groups battled the NRA and other gun lobbyists in state and local politics. This politicking and Brady’s knack for publicity energized the whole control movement.

With this new prominence and its still circumscribed goal, Handgun Control Inc. picked up more and more boosters for the Brady bill. Brady urged new members to contribute because, she said, it’s “your first real chance to tell the National Rifle Association to go to hell.” As for the president, having pronounced repeatedly he would stand firm on the gun issue, he threatened to veto the revived bill. “I don’t want to go for more Federal gun control,” he declared, “I’m not going to do it.”

Nonetheless, with hopes high because of rising public sentiment for more federal gun regulation, supporters pushed ahead their revised version of the bill. On July 24, 1990, the House Judiciary Committee approved the measure but opponents blocked further consideration in this session of Congress. This stalling upset James Brady. Explaining, “Me and my boss really didn’t see eye to eye” on gun control, he now also spoke up. “Ever since I was shot,” he stated for an advertisement, “I have watched from my wheelchair as the gun lobby blocked one sane handgun control bill after another. But I’m not just watching anymore. I’m calling on Congress to pass a common-sense law—the Brady bill.” Only psychopaths, criminals, drug dealers, and madmen, he added, are against it.

This characterization not only treated opponents of the legislation unfairly but also underestimated them. Proponents also overestimated the potential of the Brady bill. It could not on its own resolve the gun-violence problem. Regardless of its flaws, it offered the possibility of paving the way for more effective federal firearms regulation than at any previous time.

That possibility intensified the gun lobby’s fight against the measure. Contending as usual that even a minor restriction on guns would pave the way for
stronger controls, groups such as the National Rifle Association and Gun Owners of America mouthed the old arguments that it would not prevent criminals from obtaining guns but would punish, or at least inconvenience, those entitled to them. The gun enthusiasts perceived as most menacing the bill’s provision requiring a waiting period for a purchaser before he could take possession of a gun. They denounced it as laying “the groundwork for a massive government intrusion into the lives of ordinary, decent Americans.”

All the while Bush promoted his own crime-control bill, which mirrored the shooters’ attitude. The bill emphasized punishment of felons who used guns rather than control of the weapons. Nonetheless, in March 1991 when he transmitted it to Congress, the legislators refused to pass it. That month a Gallup poll indicated that more than 80 percent of the public supported registration of all handguns and 43 percent favored a complete ban. As though somewhat responsive to such sentiment, Bush again retreated a bit from his antiregulation position with a willingness to sign a bill restricting possession of automatic firearms. He would sign such a bill, he explained “even though the National Rifle Association disapproves. We need to crack down a little bit on that.”

Meanwhile the Bradys had persuaded former presidents Nixon, Ford, and Carter to endorse the gun-control bill. Even Reagan, influenced by his wife Nancy who favored limited controls, broke with the gun lobby’s position on this issue. At George Washington University in Washington, D.C., after announcing support for the Brady bill, Reagan urged Congress to enact it without further delay. Citing data from states that already had waiting periods for purchases, he predicted, “this bill—on a nationwide scale—can’t help but stop thousands of illegal handgun purchases.” Astonished gun lobbyists charged their hero figuratively with stabbing them in the back.

The bipartisan backing appeared to help the reintroduced Brady bill. On May 8, 1991, the House approved it and on June 6 Joseph Biden, a Democrat from Delaware, presented it to the Senate as part of the larger omnibus anticrime bill. Gun supporters in the Senate blocked passage of the measure with a filibuster. In September Handgun Control Inc. launched “Free the Brady Bill,” a national campaign aimed at forcing Congress to vote on the measure. The effort failed.

In this battle against what the rifle association termed incremental federal gun control, it spent about ten million dollars, much of it on its legislative alert program and mass mailings. This strategy paid off with the defeat of the Brady bill and with triumphs for the association and its affiliates on a wide front. The DeConcini bill that had languished in Congress for almost two years also took
a beating. In addition, gun devotees came out ahead in places such as Nebraska where the legislature amended the state’s constitution to guarantee the inalienable right to bear arms for all persons.

Gun lobbyists gloated over their victories, expressing satisfaction with their well-honed tactics. They also commented on their battle against a tide of popular control sentiment, which for awhile appeared to roll against them, with clichés such as “It’s never over until it’s over.” Antigun proponents found some consolation from a vote in Congress in November that ended the government subsidy for shooting practice under the Director of Civilian Marksmanship. The legislators at last perceived the programs as having little value for military preparedness.

Gun groups easily shrugged off this defeat because their lobbyists now routinely concentrated on assumed civilian needs. They portrayed gun keepers as law-abiding citizens who used their weapons only for legitimate purposes in everyday living. Lobbyists also depicted controls as unnecessary because of a dip in crime with guns a peak in 1981. In addition, the national homicide rate had dropped by 4 percent in the past year, the first recorded decline since 1984. They attributed this drop to improved techniques in gun training, claiming shooters would be safer in the field hunting than in their bathtubs, in their swimming pools, or at their dining tables. Justice Department statistics also showed, however, that in 31 percent of all murders, robberies, and aggravated assaults the perpetrators used firearms. These data represented an increase in the past year of violent crimes with guns.

Procontrol lobbyists, too, noted the decrease in criminal violence but questioned most of the gun fraternity’s explanations for it. Controllers dismissed programs designed for safe firearms use as failures because those who framed them overlooked a fundamental characteristic of people who used guns against people—they intend to inflict harm. These advocates noted also that in some segments of the population the toll in gun deaths and injuries still remained exceptionally high. They cited the escalating juvenile homicides, primarily by males in inner cities, as prime contributors to the civilian bloodshed. These youths boasted they could get a gun with no trouble at all.

National crime surveys indicated that handgun crime victimized youngsters sixteen to nineteen years of age at a higher rate than people in other age groups. For a decade these youths had killed and had been killed in numbers exceeding those at any other time in the century. Teenagers claimed to carry guns not only for self-protection but also for macho swagger on the misguided supposition it earned them respect from peers. Whatever the motivation for boys toting guns,
the reality of easy gun availability “transformed youth violence and in particular made it more lethal” than in the past.32

Physicians, epidemiologists, and others who studied firearms injuries agreed with control advocates on the youth crime problem but went further. They condemned the addiction to guns as a national affliction, a public-health menace that society should treat with as much urgency as any deadly disease. Government statistics compiled and analyzed since 1983 supported this theory. They showed that killings, as in rape, robbery, or burglary, made up only a small category of firearms deaths, or about 10 percent. Suicide rated number one as the cause for gun-related deaths. Gun violence by citizens in all walks of life but without felony connections cost society numerous deaths, mutilations, and millions of dollars annually.

Researchers ascribed the cause of the gun violence to the “virtually unregulated distribution of a hazardous consumer product, a problem that cannot be solved until the product is taken off the market.”33 Obviously, the 90 percent toll in firearms violence not directly related to crime provided a better reason for solid federal control than just the focus on crime narrowly defined.

The research of those concerned with gun violence as a social disease, along with their data, impressed an active minority within the control movement. For years control advocates, law-enforcement officials, legislators, and presidents basically had followed the lead of the firearms community in identifying gun bloodletting primarily with crime. Now control activists succeeded in enlarging the boundaries of the gun-violence debate to include the statistically established relationship of guns to public health. They attracted publicity in medical and scholarly journals that helped them in recruiting numerous new believers in their cause. The activists failed, though, in achieving their goal of steering politicians and the public away from perceiving gun control as primarily a means of putting down crime.

Meanwhile, the menace of automatic guns became striking in what the Los Angeles Times termed “the worst riots of the century.” On April 29, 1992, in Simi Valley, California, a largely middle-class, white jury acquitted four white Los Angeles police officers of all but one count in the beating of Rodney King, a black motorist. The verdict astounded African Americans because a witness had videotaped the bashing and television stations nationwide repeatedly played an edited version of the tape that showed police brutality in action.

The verdict infuriated blacks and many whites too. For instance, as soon as a twelve-year-old black boy heard the verdict, he said, “I feel like going to get a gun.” Within hours rioting erupted in Los Angeles, with guns appearing to
pop up everywhere, as during the Watts riot, in the hands of rioters, merchants, looters, and police. Gunmen, sometimes cheered by rioters shouting “Kill ’em! Shoot ’em!” fired semiautomatic weapons at police cars. Veteran officers described the scene as “an absolute war zone.”

Frightened Angelenos purchased twenty thousand guns. After five days of mayhem—with fifty-four people killed, twenty-four hundred injured, and more than a billion dollars in property damage—police, National Guard, and federal forces restored order. Throughout the city the fear of more violence lingered as did the gun hoarding.

Researchers commented that “a plague of youth violence seems to be sweeping the country” and that gun violence or the fear of it pervaded life in the inner city. High-quality small arms, such as revolvers and automatic and semiautomatic pistols, had become abundant among the nation’s youth. These weapons had also become so lethal and the struggle over gun violence so much a part of the national scene that politicians could not, as after past riots, readily ignore demands to do more about it. As could be expected from such pressure in this election year, lobbies on both sides of the gun-control issue tried to influence the congressional and presidential races.

Bush ran for reelection on a platform that defended “the constitutional right to keep and bear arms.” Still incensed by his stance on assault guns, the rifle association refused to contribute to his campaign or to endorse him again. It took this position even though the Democrats and their candidate, William Jefferson Clinton, the governor of Arkansas, posed a greater danger to the association’s doctrines. The Democratic Party’s platform declared the time had come “to shut down the weapons bazaars.” It endorsed a waiting period for handgun purchases, called for a ban on “the most deadly assault weapons,” and demanded swift punishment for those committing crimes with handguns. It also promised a crackdown on the black market in firearms and stiff penalties for sellers of guns to children. However, it opposed restrictions on hunting and sport guns.

As did Bush, Clinton announced support for “the right to keep and bear arms” but wanted “to have some way of checking handguns before they’re sold.” For this reason, he embraced the stalled Brady bill. He also favored “restrictions on assault weapons, whose only purpose is to kill.” Bush repeated his standard lines for disapproving gun control in such statements as “Go after the criminal and not after the gun owner.” He opposed the Brady bill because he viewed it as not being tough enough on the criminal.

Under pressure from control advocates and the public, however, the presi-
dent once more offended his gun constituency. He signed an appropriation bill that cut off funding for a program in the BATF that aided convicted felons who sought to regain the privilege of owning firearms. Even though Bush’s action in this matter had little to do with boosting gun regulation, it angered NRA leaders because they regarded it as a form of gun control. To the embarrassment of all, it also again spotlighted the weakness of the BATF as a regulator of the gun traffic and the firearms industry.

Regardless, neither this ruckus nor Bush’s stance on guns accounted for his narrow election loss in November. Clinton’s win did indicate, though, that more and more politicians had become willing to incur the wrath of the gun lobby by endorsing some form of regulation. The election also confirmed a trend that had been evident since Franklin Roosevelt’s time but now had become firm. On the gun issue, contenders for office split largely along party lines. Most Republicans opposed further gun controls whereas Democrats usually promoted them in some form.

While standing against strong federal gun-control at home, the Bush administration had favored controls for gun use in other parts of the world, for example for the peoples of sub-Saharan Africa. For years the United States and its communist rivals had flooded the region, as well as parts of Asia, with small arms—pistols, machine guns, rocket launchers, antipersonnel grenades, and assault rifles. When the cold war ended, the Soviet Union dissolved, and most of the ideological conflicts in those regions folded, but the weapons remained. Afghanistan and Pakistan, for instance, brimmed with guns. Throughout the world, more than five hundred million military-style firearms fell into the hands of criminals, vigilantes, private armies, and various civilians.

These weapons streaming from Russia and other former Communist countries in Eastern Europe fueled the ethnic bloodletting and crime that threatened the stability of governments throughout the Third World. The availability of small firearms at low prices often charted the course of such violence. In South Africa, criminals and gun owners, blacks and whites, bought these guns in an internal arms race that local authorities could not halt. As observers noted, stabbings decreased and shootings increased. The gun replaced the panga, a broad-bladed knife, as the favored killing tool.

In the early nineties South Africa’s homicide rate rose to ten times that of the United States. Its whites came to be “rated amongst the most heavily armed groups in the world.” In subsequent years in cities such as Johannesburg, blood from shoot-outs flowed in the streets, contributing to the nation’s reputation as one of “the most dangerous places on Earth.” In one instance, ban-
dits armed with AK-47 rifles killed at least thirty-five guards while they hauled cash on a highway. To combat the criminal gangs, Cape Town citizens, among others, organized gun-toting vigilante groups. They compounded the firearm homicides.

Most of the former Communist countries in Eastern Europe also experienced a sharp rise in civilian gun violence. Before its breakup, the Soviet Union had strict gun-control laws and a homicide rate of about 40 percent less than that of the United States. In 1992 the government permitted Russian civilians to obtain guns for “self-defense” purposes—“a tacit recognition,” a foremost analyst wrote, “that the state could no longer protect its citizens in the most fundamental matters of life and death.” He maintained that no single factor did more “to transform the landscape of the former Soviet Union than the easy access to guns.”

The murder rate in the new Russian state began climbing to one of the world’s highest. In 1993 it rose to double that in the United States. Gun violence became so rampant that entrepreneurs turned to armed private security guards for protection. Authorities could not cope with the illegal trafficking in firearms because the huge amounts of cash it generated attracted an army of traders.

Bundles of the Russian guns also reached Western European countries, often through illegal channels, contributing to dramatic rises in crime even in Britain and Germany, despite their strict firearms controls. To the east, Czechoslovakia while under Communist rule had a well-enforced law that required permits for private ownership of guns. With freedom from puppet status, its people developed a flourishing trade in black-market weapons accompanied by a steep surge in robberies and murder.

Latin American nations, too, experienced raging domestic gun-violence, particularly Mexico, Brazil, and Colombia. Mexico had a crime rate of more than four times that of the United States. As individuals, Mexicans had clearer gun-owning privileges than their North American neighbors. Mexico’s constitutions of 1857 and 1917 specified that every person had a right to possess and carry arms for legitimate defense. Various court decisions upheld this “fundamental right.” Governmental corruption, firearms smuggling from the United States, and ethnic antagonisms accounted for much of Mexico’s rampant gun violence.

Brazil’s gun brandishing outstripped Mexico’s. A Gallup poll indicated that in the nineties 34 percent of all Brazilian families experienced crime of some kind whereas in the United States 13 percent did so. A journalist reported from Rio de Janeiro, “There is so much crime here, and so much toting of weapons,
that news of violence just doesn’t generate much excitement anymore.” Osten-
sibly, Brazilians tolerated gun toting because as did North Americans, in rural
areas they had a strong hunting tradition. Crime surveys designated Brazil the
second most violent country in the world. In the nineties, in proportion to pop-
ulation, it had the highest rate of murders by gun in the world.

In 1997 in São Paulo hundreds died violently, 90 percent of them by gun. This situation led the state of Rio de Janeiro to prohibit the sale of guns and ammunition to anyone except police and security companies. As the next step, the president, Fernando Henrique Cardoso, introduced legislation that would ban personal possession of firearms throughout the nation but rampant crime and gun violence continued into the twenty-first century.42

For similar reasons, Colombia outranked all other countries with its crime and gun violence. In 1993 it had a murder rate well over five times that of the United States. A few years later, to counter the firepower of drug dealers and revolutionary guerrillas, the government handed out machine guns to untrained private individuals to defend themselves. That only increased the gun violence. In contrast, to the north, Canada had one of the world’s lowest homicide rates—2.2 per 100,000 of its population. This rate ranked lower than those of Denmark, Finland, Sweden, and other lands with recent peaceful histories. The domestic gun violence in other countries—whether high or low, whether emanating from crime or other causes—did not have a direct impact on the problem in the United States. For control advocates, though, that record had an indirect cautionary value. It indicated that the internal gun-control struggle had an international dimension often overlooked. In addition, the mounting recognition by scholars and others of the relationship between domestic and international traffic in small arms aroused concern that out-of-control foreign gun-violence would step up pressure for more domestic firearms controls.43
Most Americans who looked closely at the struggle to contain gun violence had usually focused on Congress or the judiciary. They seldom had paid serious attention to the part played by the executive branch. In the past, this indifference toward the presidency’s role had a logic to it. Except for Franklin Roosevelt, Lyndon Johnson, and Jimmy Carter, presidents either had ignored agitation for federal controls or had opposed it.

When William Jefferson Clinton took office, the president’s part changed dramatically. From the start, he assumed the leading role in the battle to reduce gun proliferation and violence, which in the previous year had risen by 5 percent.1 Where he had the authority, he moved quickly to make up the losses the control movement had experienced during the Reagan era. For instance, through executive order Clinton increased the fee for a gun dealer’s license from ten dollars to two hundred dollars, leading to a drop of more than two-thirds in the number of federally licensed gun merchants. On February 10, 1993, he declared the need “to stop all these people that go to legal gun stores and buy guns and then turn around and give them to kids like they’re going out of style.” A week later he told Congress, “I will make you this bargain: If you will pass the Brady bill, I’ll sure sign it.”2

Three days later, Charles E. Schumer, a Democratic congressman from New York, and Ohio’s Howard M. Metzenbaum reintroduced the Brady bill in the House and Senate. A Gallup poll indicated that 88 percent of the public, or nearly nine out of ten Americans, desired its passage. At this time also, 77 percent of those polled, including 57 percent of the gun owners who responded, favored stricter gun laws.3

Even with this popular backing, Clinton found the gun lobby’s opposition formidable. So he tried to placate firearm owners by saying he strongly sup-
ported “the rights of ordinary Americans to legitimately own handguns and rifles.” He added that we must also think “about the reality . . . that millions of Americans face streets that are unsafe, under conditions that no other nation—no other nations—has permitted to exist.” He also praised the National Rifle Association for having put out “valuable information about hunting and marksmanship and safe use of guns.”

In April when the president announced his anticrime program modeled in part on the stymied Bush plan, he spoke as did most politicians. He persisted in identifying the gun problem primarily with crime. Through executive action he continued suspending the import of specified foreign assault guns, pointing out they had become the weapons of choice for gangs and drug dealers. Through the firearms bureau he also limited the number of licensed gun-dealers, tightened standards for their compliance with existing federal controls, and ordered firmer enforcement of gun regulations. The president appeared in step with public opinion.

On July 1 another grievance killer—or person who uses firearms to unleash his wrath on people indiscriminately—bolstered this antigun sentiment. Gian Luigi Ferri, a disgruntled mortgage broker, toted two Intratec TEC-DC-9 assault pistols to a law office in San Francisco, murdered eight people, wounded six, and then shot himself. This slaughter appalled Americans but neither it nor the Gallup survey prevented progun federal legislators from stalling the Brady bill.

Despite this congressional attitude and the continued potency of the gun lobby, it could no longer easily frighten legislators collectively to the point of quashing debate on a bill. The political influence of control organizations emboldened antigun members of Congress to speak out more often and more openly than in the past. For example, in September in a public hearing Schumer stated that “the Brady bill will save lives that are being wasted in an epidemic of handgun violence from Brooklyn to Florida and all across America. And that is not theory, that is fact.” He added, “The day has passed when the NRA can bully the U.S. Congress.”

Representative Lamar S. Smith of Texas countered with similar hyperbole, declaring that the bill “fails the truth in packaging test. It is so marginal in its benefits and the claims of its supporters are so excessive that Congress would do well to relegate the bill to a permanent waiting period.” Smith parroted a standard gun-advocate strategy.

Ultimately, after seven years of struggle, intensive lobbying by organizations such as Handgun Control Inc., and mounting resentment against the tactics
of the gun lobby, control proponents cracked the opposition to the Brady bill. Steady pressure from the White House persuaded a crucial number of Republican legislators in both houses of Congress to join Democrats in voting for the measure and overcome a last-ditch filibuster by pro-gun senators. On November 30 Clinton signed the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act into law, saying "grassroots America . . . demanded that this Congress not leave here without doing something about this [gun control]." He insisted that "this bill will make a difference" and also called it a "good beginning" for more firearms legislation.

Control advocates had designed the Brady statute’s key provisions to keep the notorious Saturday night specials out of the hands of convicted felons, drug users, mentally unbalanced persons, and illegal aliens. A prime condition subjected those who wished to purchase a handgun to a waiting period of five business days. During this time, as an interim measure until an instant check system could become operational, the statute called for the local "chief law enforcement officer" to make a "reasonable effort" to ascertain whether or not the applicant met the legal requirements to complete the purchase. Since on its face the law did not make the background checks mandatory, the federal government could not prosecute local police who did not conduct them. The statute also increased fees for firearms licenses, made it a federal crime to steal weapons from licensed dealers, and required vendors to report multiple-handgun sales to state and local police.

This new step in federal regulation hardly compensated for the control losses in the McClure-Volkmer Act. In addition, in comparison to foreign legislation such as Britain’s Criminal Justice and Public Order Act of 1994, which increased already-substantial penalties for firearms offenses, the Brady law was modest. Several critics who analyzed its weaknesses called it "a sop to the widespread fear of crime and to the feeling that ‘something has to be done’ about guns."

Among constituents of the gun lobby, the legislation created a furor. From the start, gunmakers had not liked it but had gone along with it because they realized that public sentiment viewed direct lobbying by their industry with hostility. Then in the battle to rescind or modify the new law many manufacturers remained outwardly passive. They preferred to leave the public grappling to the NRA—and grapple it did.

Playing on the power of well-anchored myth and some truth, NRA leaders described the law to members as "a gun-grabbing scheme" that initiated "the most dangerous, sweeping attack on your Second Amendment freedoms ever
undertaken in the history of the United States.” With a dues-paying membership that had climbed to over three million the association had pumped its annual budget to more than seven million dollars. With these resources, it targeted for retribution in forthcoming elections the legislators who voted for the Brady law.

Several months later, a television network news program, 60 Minutes, ran a feature on another aspect of gun violence. It examined the exemption of guns from the purview of the Consumer Product Safety Commission. In the drafting stage of the Consumer Product Safety Act of 1972, this federal regulatory agency had been given authority to apply and enforce restrictions on the marketing of firearms as well as on other inherently dangerous products such as drugs, pesticides, alcohol, and even toys. In exchange for votes to pass the measure, pro-gun legislators forced backers to exclude firearms from scrutiny.

As usual, the gun groups contended that firearms makers voluntarily held themselves to higher standards than other manufacturers, hence further overseeing was unnecessary. They argued also that education, not regulation, would protect users of their products against accidental shootings. This contention ran counter to research on the subject showing that stringently enforced gun laws, as in New Jersey, reduced accidental firearm deaths.

Two years after passage of the product safety law, a gun-control organization in Chicago asked the new consumer agency to exercise its authority over hazardous goods by prohibiting the sale of handgun ammunition to civilians. Alerted pro-gun groups flooded the commission and Congress with protests. The commission then ruled that bullets, too, did not fall within its jurisdiction. The Chicago controllers sued in a federal court, persuading the judge to overrule the commission and make way for reconsideration of the matter. Promptly, Congress blocked that possibility by passing a law specifically barring the commission from controlling bullets.

As a result, no governmental or other agency could offer assurance that guns and bullets when produced and marketed were safe for intended use. This gave firearms makers a privileged status among those who marketed potentially dangerous products. As one critic put it, Congress had placed Americans “in the indefensible position of having stronger consumer protection standards for toy guns—and teddy bears—than real guns.”

In the next two decades accidental shootings accounted for more than thirty thousand deaths and nearly three hundred thousand injuries. Television investigators publicized the problem, stressing the contribution of defectively manufactured guns to this bloody toll. This adverse publicity on the safety record of
guns, as well as polls that continued to indicate the public wanted stiffer gun controls, did not keep Congress from refusing to deal with the problem. Early in 1994 the gun fraternity, while less intimidating than in the past, through its lobby could still demonstrate it had power sufficiently awesome to manipulate Congress on crucial firearms issues.

For example, for years Senator Metzenbaum had tried to eliminate the firearms producers’ privileged treatment by sponsoring a bill to incorporate guns in the safety commission’s inspection program. When a television journalist asked why his bill went nowhere, he replied, “The NRA’s position is consistent.” It is “opposed to any legislation that has the word ‘gun’ in it.” While responding to another question, he added that if the lobby dropped its opposition, “we would pass the bill overnight.”

The senator had exaggerated but not by much. Following Robert Kennedy’s murder, the NRA had supported a ban on Saturday night specials because they were shoddily manufactured and unsafe even for shooters. Numerous members, however, wanted no limitation. They feared that safety standards as imposed on other consumer products could lead to outlawing all handguns. The association leadership embraced this tough position. It could not, though, block the persisting legislative and executive assault on shoddy handguns.

Control promoters who continued to push for firearms inspection also called attention to the need to tighten reins on gun merchants. In April a probing journalist reported that Colombian narcotics lords, Japanese gangsters, Croatian nationalists, Irish gunrunners, Argentine and Filipino rebels, and Mexican drug gangs obtained their small firearms largely from loosely regulated American dealers. As had preceding regimes, the Clinton administration encouraged and subsidized military arms sales to developing countries in Latin America, Asia, Africa, and the Middle East. It did so to retain the position of the United States as the world’s foremost arms merchant.

Later, though, the president tried to curb aspects of the international trafficking in firearms. As Secretary of State Madeleine Albright reported, “We have tightened our laws to prevent Americans from facilitating arms deals abroad that would be illegal at home.” All the while Clinton also never stopped promoting stiffer domestic gun-controls as antidotes to crime.

At this point, Clinton sought to achieve his regulatory goal with a bipartisan strategy. He sponsored a get-tough-with-criminals bill he thought Republicans would accept. His program also included firearms restrictions, as on assault guns, that he believed would appeal to liberal Democrats. Many of the Republican legislators now came from the South, as well as from the rural West. They
brought with them attitudes on social issues, such as abortion and gun control, that were more conservative than those of colleagues from the Northeast, Midwest, and big cities. Reflecting the party’s changed composition, the national committee threatened to withhold campaign funds from any Republican in Congress who voted for the gun-control provision, the most controversial part of the crime bill.

Undeterred, the president pressed for passage of the bill, emphasizing that assault weapons were designed for war and had no place on American streets. With some hyperbole, he asserted that “one of the reasons we’ve got the highest murder rate is that we have more guns in the hands of criminals” and individuals likely to act on impulse. Nowhere else in the world, he said, are there “people walking in the streets better armed than the police. It’s not right, and we’ve got to do something about it.”

The Senate bill called for a ban on assault weapons, so members of the House called for a similar proscription. Schumer perceived the semiautomatic guns as posing a special problem. “These machines are killing innocent people all over America,” he pointed out. “Assault weapons are 18 times more likely to kill a cop than conventional firearms. They are 19 times more likely to be traced to crimes than conventional guns.” They “are the weapon of choice of drug traffickers, violent youth gangs, and the seriously deranged bent on revenge through mass murders.”

In addition to using this scare tactic, administration leaders tried to pick up votes for the crime bill by buttonholing legislators. The usual conservatives resisted this or other legislation that would expand national jurisdiction over homicides and other violent firearms felonies. Jack Brooks, a Democrat who chaired the House Judiciary Committee, couched this opposition in traditional NRA rhetoric. He stated the proposed legislation would violate “the right of individual Americans” to keep arms as “protected by the Second Amendment . . . a stark fact of constitutional life.”

Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist agreed with the revived resistance to federalized police power from another perspective. He warned, as he had three years earlier, that Congress should not sweep “many newly created crimes, such as those involving juveniles and handgun murders, into a federal court system that is ill-equipped to deal with those problems.” He maintained that “providing Federal jurisdiction over offenses traditionally reserved for state prosecution is not a wise use of our scarce Federal resources.” If virtually every crime committed with a gun that crossed a state line were placed under federal jurisdiction the courts would be swamped.
Others concerned about the firearms problem, such as C. Everett Koop, a former surgeon general of the United States, backed a program named Steps to Prevent Firearm Injury but known usually by its acronym STOP. It had much more modest goals than did scientific researchers and control activists. “The main message of the STOP program is simple,” a spokesman explained. “A gun in the home is a danger to your family. Parents need to know that the safest thing to do is to remove the gun from your home.”

NRA officials applauded such innocuous approaches as proper means of dealing with gun violence. They also denounced the president and the media for seeking “to dispose of constitutional rights and replace them with government granted privileges.” They asserted that with his crime bill Clinton had declared “war against lawful gun owners.” On August 9, 1994, the Republican National Committee threatened to condemn and deny campaign funds to any party representatives who voted for the ban on assault weapons. Two days later the Republican majority in the House killed the bill. Once again, the NRA had won. Still, voter surveys continued to report progressively rising sentiment for more stringent federal controls, especially for a handgun ban.

The day following the House vote, Clinton castigated the legislators for participating “in a procedural trick orchestrated by the National Rifle Association and intensely promoted by the Republican congressional leadership.” He called it “the same old Washington game; just stick it to ordinary Americans because special interests can beat you because they’re organized and they have money and they can confuse God-fearing, hard-working ordinary Americans.” In that vote, he added, “I’d much rather be on the losing side than on the winning side.” The president’s counterattack worked. Congress reconsidered the crime bill.

On August 21, forty-six Republican representatives and six senators broke ranks with their party colleagues to vote with the Democrats to pass the president’s Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act. Senate majority leader George D. Mitchell noted the length of the fight to overcome gun-lobby and Republican stalling tactics, commenting that “six years is long enough to consider any bill.” His colleague, Joseph R. Biden, perceived the crucial issue in the struggle for the law as “guns, guns, guns, guns and guns.”

On September 13, when Clinton signed the measure into law, he called it “the toughest, smartest crime bill in our nation’s history.” He said also that “to get this bill” was one of the reasons he sought his office. The statute’s gun-control section made juvenile ownership of handguns illegal and outlawed for ten years the manufacture, sale, and possession of nineteen specified semiauto-
matic guns and copycat weapons but exempted 650 sporting rifles. It also gave Congress the power to review the ban and to include within it additional weapons.

Twice now Clinton had bucked the gun lobby and twice he had won. The NRA’s attacks against him appeared to have backfired and bolstered the control movement. Also, the gun lobby’s assumed invincibility once again appeared to have been damaged but not irreparably. Its constituents viewed the assault-weapons ban as leading to the confiscation of other firearms, so they and the lobby vowed to fight it. One of them even predicted “that gun owners will resist the law in massive numbers.”

Shortly, another shooting episode raised questions about felons having access to banned weapons and the efficacy of piecemeal gun laws. On September 30 Francisco Martin Duran, a twenty-six-year-old from Colorado with a felony record, sprayed the north face of the White House with bullets from a semiautomatic rifle. Two months later when an unknown shooter fired six shots at the White House, the doubts about feeble gun-control laws came up again but with no meaningful answers.

The possibility of any kind of additional control measures dimmed after the November 1994 congressional elections. During the elections, the NRA had spent some seventy million dollars on political action, much of it to defeat Democrats who had supported the Brady Act and other gun-control measures. About twenty such Democrats lost their seats apparently because of this targeting. This special-issue politicking also helped Republicans gain majorities in both houses of Congress. Newt Gingrich, the Republican Speaker of the House, then promised the NRA he would block all gun-control legislation during his term. He and other new Republican leaders said they would work to repeal the limited assault-weapons ban, which rifle association moguls regarded as a prime goal, as well as the Brady law.

Despite the Democratic losses, Clinton defended his own tough politicking for the crime bill as “one of the things I’m most proud of that has happened since I have been President.” If to prevent the repeal of the assault ban, he announced, “I have to give up the White House for it, I’ll do it. It will be over my dead body if they do it.” At another time, he would explain that “sooner or later the Federal Government had to take on” the gun keepers. In doing so, he surmised, their power “alone may have cost us the House in ’94.”

That power showed up quietly in another way. In 1995 Congress privatized the nation’s old rifle practice board. Now dubbed the Corporation for the Promotion of Rifle Practice, it supposedly had to scrounge for its own funding.
Nonetheless, the next year Congress gave the corporation surplus government rifles, ammunition, and other goods valued at $76 million to start the shooting program up again. When Senator Frank Lautenberg, a New Jersey Democrat, tried to amend the bill to strip the funding, he lost by a vote of 29–71.

Another effort to stop funding had a different outcome. Three years earlier the federal government had formally established the National Center for Injury Prevention and Control and brought within it a unit for Disease Control and Prevention that long had been conducting research on gun violence. About $2.4 million of the unit’s budget went to research on firearms injuries and deaths. Gun lobbyists urged Congress to eliminate the money for gun researchers in the Center for Disease Prevention.

“We would like to see the programme disbanded, defunded, and taken completely apart,” Joe Phillips, an NRA official, told a British journalist. “There is nothing important about their research, nothing objective about their analyses, and their mission is to distort issues relating to firearms.” Another critic, Edgar Suter, a California physician and shooter, called the center “a cesspool of junk science” controlled by the “anti-defense lobby.” The shooting promoters wanted government and its research groups to continue to treat gun violence as a criminal-justice issue, not as a public-health problem. In 1997 the gun lobby succeeded in persuading friendly legislators to attach to appropriations for the disease center a proviso that none of the funding could be used “to advocate or promote gun control.”

All the while, fear of crime and of more controls sent numerous Americans on a gun-buying spree. The nation’s firearms industry set “all-time sales records.” Indeed, in states with firearms manufacturers and aggressive gun clubs, neither the Brady law nor the selective assault-weapons ban had a significant, verifiable effect on curtailing shooters. Precise results for these laws were difficult to obtain because no one knew how many operable guns Americans possessed. Most surveys indicated that civilians possessed two hundred million or more small firearms, that the number of households with guns had declined from 50 to about 35 percent, that their defensive use was rare, that most owners used guns for recreation, and that with increasing urbanization overall possession was declining.

Within the gun-owning population, as earlier with vigilantes and in the seventies with the Posse Comitatus, Aryan Nations, and similar groups, extremists argued that the federal government had no authority at the state and local level. They expressed openly the determination to resist federal regulation, as with firearms. This attitude contributed to several well-publicized clashes with na-
tional authority as represented by agents of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms.

The first major confrontation began in northern Idaho, near the town of Naples. The government charged Randall Weaver, a former Green Beret soldier and self-described white supremacist, with unlawfully selling two sawed-off shotguns to a BATF agent. Weaver defied an order to appear in court for trial and threatened to shoot anyone who came within three hundred yards of his remote mountain cabin at Ruby Ridge. On August 21, 1992, six armed deputy federal marshals placed the cabin, with Weaver’s family in it, under surveillance. In two shoot-outs that followed, the Weavers killed two deputy marshals and marshals killed Randy’s fourteen-year-old son, Samuel, and his wife, Vicki.

The FBI then took command of the siege and an eleven-day standoff followed. When Weaver surrendered, authorities found a small arsenal in his cabin—rifles, shotguns, handguns, and thousands of rounds of ammunition. During Weaver’s trial for the murder of one of the marshals, testimony revealed that the FBI had tampered with evidence. An Idaho jury held that in Weaver’s selling of the shotguns government agents had entrapped him. It came to this verdict even though evidence showed he had agreed to sell more firearms. Declaring him not guilty of murder, the jury convicted him only on minor charges relating to his earlier refusal to appear in court. Later, in a settlement growing out of a civil suit, Weaver won $3.1 million in compensation for the deaths of his wife and son. Among his gun-owning neighbors and antigovernment extremists, he emerged as a gun-toting David fighting Goliath.

Seven months after the Ruby Ridge bloodshed, federal agents again clashed with gun traffickers, this time at Mt. Carmel, a religious compound near Waco, Texas. The occupants, known as Branch Davidians, belonged to a cult that had spun off from Seventh-Day Adventists. Officials of the BATF suspected the group of hoarding an arsenal of illegal firearms, including semiautomatic rifles. When the Davidians defied a search warrant, seventy-six bureau agents sought to arrest their leader, Vernon Wayne Howell, a militant, self-appointed prophet who had assumed the name David Koresh and who perceived himself a paramilitary warrior.

When an informant tipped off Koresh about the planned raid, he laid “a deadly ambush.” On February 28, 1993, when the agents arrived to apprehend him, the Davidians fired on them with guns and threw hand grenades at them, killing four and wounding twenty. The gun battle raged for nearly ninety minutes before the BATF officials could retreat without further losses.

A gun aficionado who bought and sold numerous firearms at gun shows, Kor-
esh explained why he used them against law officers. “I don’t care who they are. Nobody is going to come to my home, with my babies around, shaking guns around, without a gun back in their face. That’s just the American way.” He also viewed the firearms bureau as an “evil agency that threatened the liberty of U.S. citizens.”

Seven weeks of siege by BATF and FBI agents followed. When the besiegers could not with peaceful tactics overcome Koresh’s determination to resist, they lost patience. On April 19 they fired incendiary canisters at a concrete bunker and broke into the wooden residential structure with armored vehicles. During the confrontation, the building burst into flames. Some cult members shot themselves and others perished in the fire. In all, seventy-six men, women, and children, including Koresh, died. When law officers entered the charred remains of the compound they found about three hundred machine guns, assault rifles, and pistols.

The Brady law, Ruby Ridge, and Waco galvanized the rise of armed, private paramilitary organizations known often in popular parlance as militias. They differed markedly from the enrolled citizen-soldier groups of the past. People in this new movement commonly believed that government as leviathan had intruded in their lives to regulate them beyond reason, as in their use of firearms. “Gun Control is for only one thing,” they would repeat often as a kind of slogan, “people control.”

To counter federal authority, militia members asserted a Second Amendment right to bear arms and conduct paramilitary training without hindrance. They embraced the individual-rights concept as gospel, denounced control measures as violating this assumed right, and depicted themselves as carrying on traditional militia practice of combating centralized tyranny. They were convinced that the government would first confiscate everyone’s gun and then take away other liberties. They exhibited hostility toward all federal enforcement agencies but tangled most with the BATF and FBI.

The first prominent, active paramilitary group, the Militia of Montana, exploited this antigovernment animosity, particularly as it pertained to guns, to attract recruits. Its leaders revived the legend that civilian gun-owners, as theoretically had militias of the colonial era and the early Republic, constituted the core of the nation’s defense of individual freedom. At no time since independence, they claimed, have we “needed a network of active militias across America to protect us from the monster we have allowed our federal government to become.” They also peddled T-shirts picturing an eighteenth-century
militia man along with the slogan, “The Second Amendment isn’t about hunting and shooting. It’s about FREEDOM!”

This simplistic reasoning appealed to Timothy J. McVeigh, a decorated veteran of the war in the Persian Gulf who had used firearms since childhood and traded them at gun shows. He and his friend, Terry L. Nichols, another government-hating army veteran, shared the outlook of militia militants and had connections with them. The Waco conflagration in particular infuriated McVeigh. In apparent retaliation, on April 19, 1995, he exploded a truck filled with ammonium nitrate and fuel oil at a federal building in Oklahoma City. It killed 168 people and injured more than 500.

This worst deed of individual domestic terrorism in the nation’s history placed the militia movement on front pages across America. That publicity, regardless of how negative, helped boost militia membership. In June, civil rights activists noted that 224 militias and their support groups toted guns in thirty-nine states. Yet polls indicated that Americans, by large majorities, disapproved of the armed militias as a threat to society.

During the furor over the Oklahoma terrorism, Wayne R. LaPierre, now the NRA’s executive vice president, circulated a fund-raising letter that compared federal agents enforcing gun laws to Nazi storm troopers. Repeating a charge that outraged many, he characterized the agents as “jack-booted government thugs” who sought to “harass, intimidate, even murder, law-abiding citizens.” This language persuaded even staunch pro-gun members such as George Bush that the association had become too extreme in its politics. He called the letter “a vicious slander on good people.” In May, when the NRA refused to repudiate the document, he and several other prominent individuals resigned their membership in a glare of publicity.

Earlier, during Bush’s presidency, in a number of militias even children brandished guns. At times elsewhere, juveniles even brought firearms to school. Viewing the “easy availability of firearms to children” as a national problem affecting “public health and safety,” Congress in 1990 had passed the Gun-Free School Zones Act that banned guns within one thousand feet of a school. Since the legislators had wedged the measure into a comprehensive crime-control package he valued, Bush reluctantly had signed it into law. Two years later, Alfonso Lopez Jr., a senior at Edison High School in San Antonio, Texas, brought a concealed .38-caliber handgun and five bullets to school. Texas authorities arrested him but instead of prosecuting him for violating a one-hundred-plus-year-old state statute that barred the toting of a gun on school premises, they deferred to a federal grand jury that indicted him under the
Gun-Free statute. Lopez’s attorneys called the federal law “unconstitutional as it is beyond the power of Congress to legislate control over public schools.”44

A lower court convicted Lopez. Then, after drawn-out appeals, the case reached the Supreme Court as U.S. v. Lopez, 115 S.Ct. 1624 (1995). As had been the practice in much civil-rights litigation since the sixties, the federal prosecutors invoked the commerce clause of the Constitution as the source of Congress’s power to pass the school act. On April 26, 1995, in a five to four decision, the high court knocked down the statute. It ruled that the law exceeded Congress’s authority in the “states under the commerce clause.” The possession of a gun in a school zone did not constitute an economic activity that affected interstate commerce.45 The Lopez lawyers had not challenged federal statute as violating the Second Amendment and the Court had not expressed any concern over its gun-control aspects.

As had other decisions of the Rehnquist court, this one reflected a conservative view of federalism, or that the central government had usurped too much of the power that constitutionally under the Tenth Amendment belonged to the states. This attitude, the tendency of jurists to view a firearm as private property, and the litigant’s focus on gun possession made the case significant. It demonstrated that legal concerns involving states’ rights and intrusive federal police power still had to be taken into account in the widening control struggle.

Still, the problem of juvenile gun violence remained a concern for much of the public. From 1985 to 1995 the number of youths who died in gunfire rose by 150 percent.46 Clinton therefore pressed Congress for new federal legislation similar to the quashed school law but that would meet judicial requirements. Opponents argued that the problem did not require “a Federal solution” but should be handled, “as it has traditionally been handled, on a State and local level.”47 The president prevailed. On October 16 he signed the Gun-Free Schools Act that called on education districts to expel for at least one year any student who carried a firearm to school. States that failed to comply would forfeit federal education assistance.

A month later Jamie Rouse, a seventeen-year-old student at Richland School in Lynville, Tennessee, with a Remington Viper .22-caliber rifle shot and killed a teacher and a student and seriously wounded another teacher. Jamie owned the gun and knew how to use it effectively. He had practiced with it shooting at targets and squirrels.

Three months later, lethal violence in another school confounded Great Britain and made headlines internationally. On March 13, 1996, Thomas Hamilton, a disturbed member of a local gun club who had legal access to firearms, walked
into a primary school in Dunblane, Scotland, with four handguns and more
than seven hundred rounds of ammunition. With a hail of fire from a 9mm
Browning semiautomatic pistol he slaughtered sixteen children and a teacher
and wounded twelve children and two teachers. He then took his own life. En-
raged parents of the victims campaigned to extend the nation’s firearms laws
into a total ban of privately owned handguns.

In October the government moved to enact such legislation. Philip, the
Duke of Edinburgh, the queen’s consort, an avid hunter, and a man often called
the “king of the gaffe” for his blunders, objected. On December 19 he told a
radio interviewer, “There’s no evidence that people who use weapons for sport
are any more dangerous than people who use golf clubs or tennis racquets or
cricket bats. If a cricketer, for instance, suddenly decided to go into a school
and batter a lot of people to death with a cricket bat, which he could do very
easily, I mean are you going to ban cricket bats?”48 He also called the firearms
bill under consideration in Parliament “unreasonable” and ineffective.

His remarks infuriated numerous Britons as insensitive. The mother of one
of the children in the school retorted, “How many people can you kill in three
and a half minutes with a cricket bat? It is not the same as an automatic gun.”
The nation’s gun lobby and the conservative press welcomed Philip’s words.
Michael Yardley, who spoke for the Sportsman’s Association of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, said he was delighted Philip “had the courage to make
his statement.”49 Such support did not help the duke. He apologized for the
distress his comments had caused but did not soften his views on guns. The
following June Parliament overwhelmingly approved the bill outlawing hand-
guns, signaling the end of their ownership in Britain, even for target shooting.

The Dunblane tragedy appeared to have some impact on the gun-violence
struggle in the United States. The Republican ideologues eager to carry out
their pledge to repeal recent gun-control measures finally overcame Demo-
ocratic opposition. They sent to the floor of the House a bill entitled the Gun
Crime Enforcement and Second Amendment Restoration Act. The debate
opened on March 22, 1996, nine days after the Dunblane massacre. The horror
of its bloodletting remained fresh in the minds of at least some of the legisla-
tors. When the bill came to a vote, 239 members supported it, 179 voted no,
and 19 abstained. The balloting indicated that on this issue Republicans had
split so deeply that their leadership in the Senate refused to take up the mea-
sure.50 The episode also suggested another previously undetected weakness in
the gun lobby’s political clout.

Shortly, the American obsession with guns had repercussions in Australia.
On April 28 in the resort town of Port Arthur in Tasmania, Martin Bryant, an unemployed loner, went on a rampage in a diner. With an American-made assault rifle he slaughtered thirty-five men, women, and children, wounded nineteen, and then withstood police for sixteen hours before being captured.

Shocked Australians, especially those in the National Coalition for Gun Control, immediately demanded new nationwide legislation to supplement the strict handgun controls that had been in effect through provincial law since the twenties and thirties. Within twelve days the state and territorial governments agreed on a uniform gun-control law. Australia’s powerful gun lobby, which the NRA aided with money and political strategy, protested. The lobby filled Melbourne’s streets with seventy thousand gun enthusiasts who contended the legislation would neither reduce crime nor prevent another massacre. Many of the demonstrators vowed to defy any effort to take their guns.

As for the control supporters, their most “effective line” in amassing popular support came from Prime Minister John Howard. “I don’t want Australia to go down the American path,” he stated, of lax gun laws and high homicide rates. Although Australia had a high rate of firearms casualties, it was lower than that of the United States.

As implemented by Australia’s states and territories, the uniform legislation banned the keeping of semiautomatic and pump-action weapons, imposed new restrictions on civilian possession of all firearms, and subjected violators to fines as high as twelve thousand dollars and to two-year prison terms. To make these controls reasonably palatable to the gun community, authorities set a period of fifteen months for owners to give up their outlawed weapons and receive payment for them. The federal government reimbursed the state and territorial treasuries for these expenditures. Shooting organizations could not block the controls in part because Australia had no fundamental law or firearms history they could cite as supporting the right to bear arms. The buy-back plan succeeded in destroying more than six hundred thousand guns and apparently in reducing firearms deaths.

The Australian regulations left the United States as the last major democratic nation to permit private citizens to possess guns with few meaningful restraints. Upset by this dubious exceptionalism, control lobbyists viewed the Australian program as a possible model because the two countries had frontier traditions, state and federal problems, and gun-owning passions in common. Nothing came of this idea, and in the United States the gun violence continued without truly significant hindrance.
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To emphasize the gravity of America’s gun-violence problem, President Bill Clinton invited Sarah Brady to address the Democratic National Convention meeting in August 1996 in Chicago. Every year, she reported, nearly forty thousand Americans kill someone with a firearm, and every two hours a child is killed with a gun. “This,” she pleaded, “must stop.” Accordingly, the president fought for more, but not drastic, restrictions on firearms use. For example, he urged Congress to extend the Brady law to ban cop-killer bullets and to deny guns to persons who beat up spouses and children. His entreaty partially succeeded. On September 30 he signed legislation prohibiting anyone with a record of domestic violence from possessing a gun.

Meanwhile, the courts continued to rule against the personal-rights interpretation of the Second Amendment, notably in the case of Hickman v. Block, 81 F. 3d (9th Cir. 1996). Douglas Ray Hickman, a federally licensed firearms dealer in San Fernando, California, had applied a number of times for a permit to carry a concealed handgun. As allowed by law, the Los Angeles county sheriff turned him down. Hickman first appealed the decision in 1988 and four years later filed suit claiming the denial violated his Second Amendment right to bear arms. On April 5, 1996, after more appeals backed by NRA attorneys, the ninth circuit court in Pasadena declared, “We follow our sister circuits in holding that the Second Amendment is a right held by the states, and does not protect the possession of a weapon by a private citizen.” It added bluntly, the amendment “creates a right, not a duty. It does not oblige the states to keep an armed militia.” The Supreme Court refused to review the decision.

This ruling, as with those in other Second Amendment cases, had little impact on progun legislators but the issue of gun violence figured with some prominence in the president’s reelection campaign. In a nationally televised
debate, the moderator asked Robert Dole, the Republican candidate, if elected would he repeal the Brady and assault-weapons laws. The statutes had been so ineffective, Dole responded, that he had devised a better plan that would “keep guns out of the hands of criminals.” In contrast, Clinton declared the Brady law a success and attacked Dole as fronting for the National Rifle Association.

In November, despite heavy shooter opposition, Clinton won reelection. In addition, in races for the House, among those targeted by control lobbyists eight pro-gun representatives, including the ten-term spokesman for the NRA, Harold Volkmer, lost. These victories bolstered the administration’s commitment to the control program.

At the start of his second term Clinton again pointed out that in various communities, criminals had become more heavily armed than law-enforcement officers. Quickly, he had another example. On February 28, 1997, two gunmen with convictions for illegal gun possession robbed a bank in North Hollywood, California. They wore masks, bulletproof vests, and carried an AK-47 assault weapon and an M-16 rifle with a 100-round magazine. As one observer commented, “These guys were ready for war.” In fleeing, the robbers engaged Los Angeles police in a furious gun battle—captured live on national television—that terrorized a neighborhood and injured eleven officers and six bystanders. The shooting ended when police killed the bandits.

This firefight raised demands once more for stronger gun laws. “I can’t think of a more graphic, visual reason,” municipal official Laura Chick commented, “for the public of the United States of America to all get on board in advocating for rational, reasonable and sensible gun control.” Others called for arming the police with more powerful weapons so as to close the gap with well-armed criminals. Already, in a number of American cities authorities had upped the firepower of their police until they had become more heavily armed than those in any other Western democracy.

Among others, Willie L. Williams, chief of the Los Angeles Police Department, urged restraint. “You can’t equip our general patrol officer with an AK-47,” he said. “We’re supposed to live in somewhat of a civilized society.” Another officer warned, “If you put [semiautomatic] rifles in everybody’s vehicle, we’re going to have more mishaps than positive results.” Despite the chief’s concerns, officers clamored for more powerful weapons. Soon the police department acquired six hundred military surplus M-16 automatic rifles augmented later by the governor’s donating four hundred M-16 assault rifles to help boost its firepower.

This internal arms race, the gun violence, and the rise of the paramilitary
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...cultists alarmed numerous mainstream Americans. A national survey conducted at Johns Hopkins University showed overwhelming public support for an array of gun-control measures. For instance, 81 percent of those queried desired stricter regulation of gun sales, firearms registration, and the licensing of owners.7

This sentiment did not deter the gun lobbyists. They continued to attack virtually any kind of meaningful restriction on firearms possession, but their political influence seemed increasingly vulnerable. More than in the past, jurists, legislators, and other Americans viewed the Second Amendment as an anachronism. As evidence of diminishing lobby power, critics cited passage of the Brady measure as well as the reinvigorated opposition from control advocates.

Even the NRA felt the heat. In a two-year period its membership dropped about 20 percent to 2.8 million and assets fell from $80 million to $49 million.8 For several years, because of the organization’s heavy political spending, it had operated in the red. Nonetheless, it refused to retreat from its aggressive programs and even expanded them to overseas ventures. In 1997 it joined with firearms producers and gun organizations in eleven countries to combat international gun-control efforts. It also lobbied the United Nations to block a resolution that called for curbs on the illicit trafficking of firearms.9 It and its allies campaigned against measures that would involve the United Nations in any kind of gun-control commitment.

Meanwhile, the NRA’s sustained strength domestically became apparent again in its assault on the Brady law. Because the federal courts had consistently rejected suits based on the interpretation of the Second Amendment as guaranteeing a personal right to keep arms, the NRA changed tactics. Rather than continue fighting head-on for its version of the amendment and probably losing, its attorneys attacked one major provision of the Brady Act.

Soon after the law had gone into effect, the gun lobby had encouraged rural sheriffs to file suits against the act on the premise that its federal police power intruded on long-standing state authority guaranteed under the Tenth Amendment rather than under the Second. Richard Mack, a progun, promilitia sheriff of Graham County, Arizona, and Jay Printz, a long-standing member of the rifle association and sheriff of Ravalli County, Montana, filed such suits. NRA attorneys for the plaintiffs argued that in requiring local law-enforcement officials to divert scarce resources from other tasks to perform background checks on gun buyers the federal government breached the Constitution. Locally based federal judges agreed but a circuit court reversed their ruling. The Supreme Court then accepted the case consolidated as Printz v. United States.
On June 27, 1997, in a five to four decision the high court sided with the plaintiffs. As in the Lopez case, its conservative majority, focusing more on states’ rights than on the gun-control issue, ruled that the federal government could not “conscript” state and local officers to enforce its regulatory programs. Whereas the executive branch had characterized the Brady law’s check system as discretionary, the Court viewed it as mandatory. It held, therefore, that the system violated the Tenth Amendment’s protection of state prerogatives under the doctrine of dual sovereignty that strictly limited federal jurisdiction. Despite this voiding of the background checks, the rest of the Brady Act survived. Tanya Metaksa, the rifle association’s chief lobbyist, lauded the decision as “a strong and very desirable signal that local law enforcement serves only one master—not politicians in Washington, D.C., but the local community.” In contrast, Congressman Charles Schumer predicted the ruling “will cost more lives than any decision they’ve rendered in the last 50 years.”

Viewing the Brady law as the crown jewel in his legislative record, the president had boasted repeatedly that it had barred 250,000 felons from buying handguns. He reacted to the Court’s decision by announcing, “No state should become a safe haven for criminals who want to buy handguns.” He also urged local law-enforcement agencies to conduct the checks on their own until the end of the following year when the federal government expected to have its computerized check system in order.

Although frustrated by the Printz decision and the gun lobby’s continued effectiveness, organizations within the control movement, such as Women Against Gun Violence, turned to pressuring cities and counties to pass and enforce ordinances limiting civilian access to guns. These advocates hoped that in time their efforts would carry over into the national struggle to generate similar controls in Washington. Affiliates of the NRA countered with lawsuits against communities that passed such laws. In many instances this tactic worked because fiscally constrained communities could not afford involvement in high-priced litigation.

Meanwhile, even though crime continued to drop, figures on gun violence remained high. In some areas fatal shootings even rose. The president reminded Americans of the still-significant juvenile criminality. “Over the past decades,” he announced, “the number of gun murders by juveniles has skyrocketed by 300%. This is simply unacceptable.” Law-enforcement officers and control activists also expressed concern over the sievelike qualities of state and
federal laws, particularly as related to assault firearms. They cited gun-industry guile, reluctant enforcement, and political opportunism as at least partially responsible for the inadequacies in the existing regulations.

In California, for instance, gun merchandisers bypassed the state’s Roberti-Roos Act. Attorney General Dan Lungren, a shooter who found the feel of an assault weapon “pretty powerful,” virtually ignored the law’s requirements. Critics charged that he “sided with the National Rifle Assn.—and against the state’s police chiefs and sheriffs.” In December 1997, Handgun Control Inc. filed suit against Lungren for not enforcing the Roberti-Roos registration provision. Six months later a judge in San Francisco ruled he had violated the law.14

Even though various communities banned specific makes of semiautomatic weapons, nationally gun sales flourished. Manufacturers flooded the country with copycat models that differed only cosmetically from restricted firearms. California’s senior senator, Dianne Feinstein, expressed disgust with the arms industry and the gun community. “The biggest and most arrogant lobby back there [in Washington],” she said, “is ‘Big Gun.’ They pack a clout, particularly in the House, that I have never seen in my entire life.”15

As we have noted, for decades gun advocates had made that clout possible by voting their representatives, state or federal, out of office if they embraced even mild controls. These citizens also backed all kinds of profirearms laws. In Louisiana, for instance, by law citizens could keep guns in their homes or cars. A “shoot the burglar” law also permitted them to use deadly force against a home invader. Another statute authorized residents, if they had no criminal record, to carry concealed weapons. In June, the legislature passed a “shoot the carjacker” law, the first of its kind in the nation. It empowered motorists who feared for their lives to kill carjackers.

Gun devotees of the Louisiana type provided the core constituency for a counterattack on the control movement. For some time NRA leaders had recognized that their version of the Second Amendment right, or “the one right that protects all the others” and “that allows ‘rights’ to exist at all,” was in “grave peril.” To meet the challenge, the association’s first vice president, the right-wing movie actor Charlton Heston, pledged to lead a three-year, $100 million crusade aimed at restoring the amendment to its “rightful . . . place as America’s first freedom.” The association intended to bolster this commitment by working to elect a progun president and Congress and by teaching youngsters that the right to bear arms must “come first again.”16

Heston also attacked Clinton personally. Alluding to sex scandals clouding the president’s reputation, he announced, “We did not trust you with our 21-
year-old daughters, and we sure, Lord, don’t trust you with our guns.” On June 8, 1998, the association chose Heston as its president. He promised to bring the NRA “back into the mainstream” of the nation’s political life.

Meanwhile, control proponents stepped up attacks against the highlighting of gun violence on television and in movies. Most studies maintained that these media had a “staggering” influence on children, teaching them “that guns and violence solve problems.” Investigators also claimed that heavy exposure to televised brutality, “committed mostly by fists and guns,” contributed to aggressive behavior and crime.17

A rough survey of adults across the United States in September 1997 suggested that most Americans, too, believed the home screen delivered too much gunplay and that the entertainment industry should clean up its act. In May the second volume of the National Television Violence Study substantiated this popular perception. It also reported that, despite the correlation of broadcast violence with “aggressive antisocial behavior,” such programming had not changed.18

During these years, parent groups, too, expressed concern over video games portraying “death-defying, machine-gun-toting Rambos.” As prices for these videos plummeted, children snapped them up for playing and replaying on their personal computers. Psychologists worried that the “violence in games further desensitizes youngsters already accustomed to violence on TV” because of “the accuracy of the simulations—the carnage, the blood, the guts.” Producers, however, marketed ever bloodier games to ever younger audiences because as in films, they said, “violence sells.” It sold not just in the United States but across global borders largely because it stimulated the players, made adrenaline flow, and gave the players a sense of power. Britain produced some of the most violent games.19

At the same time, the visual media also helped the gun-control cause. When the Supreme Court ruled on the Brady law, public television ran a documentary, “Hot Guns,” that focused negatively on California manufacturers, who produced 80 percent of the nation’s cheap handguns. Despite such agitation for tough firearms control, the gun lobby once more demonstrated its power. On September 26 Pete Wilson, California’s Republican governor and a former Marine expert marksman, vetoed a hard-fought bill that would have banned the manufacture and sale of the junk handguns. As though by rote, he repeated gun-lobby arguments that the measure would deprive the poor of the opportunity to buy cheap guns for self-defense while not keeping them out of the hands of criminals. The following year, with the same strained reasoning that editori-
alists rated as another F in logic, Wilson vetoed several other weaker control bills. Since Democrats favored the measures and Republicans opposed them, the vetoes kept gun violence alive as a hot-button issue in California.

Nationally, too, the control question aroused deeper emotions than in the past, and proponents devised new ways to deal with it. Since the Olen Kelley case in Maryland in the previous decade, the antigun strategy of the product liability suit had worked effectively against domestic makers of Saturday night specials. Control activists had filed these suits with the intent of driving manufacturers out of business and of breaking the hold of the gun lobby on Congress. Firearms manufacturers and gun-keeper organizations had counterattacked by lobbying Congress with intensified determination. In spring 1995, shortly after winning control of Congress, Republican legislators had responded with bills to restrict product liability suits, essentially to limit their scope and make them virtually ineffective in gun cases. Deceptively, those in the Senate called their bill the Product Liability Fairness Act. Clinton’s opposition prevented the legislation from becoming law and the suits continued unimpaired.

In one case in California in September 1997 an appeals court ordered Bryco Arms, a major manufacturer of such weapons, to pay a plaintiff $350,000 because one of its pistols exploded, causing him serious injury. In October, Lorcin Engineering, another large producer of cheap handguns, filed for bankruptcy protection because it faced liability suits of more than $18 million based on the malfunctioning of its weapons. It spent nearly twice as much on liability insurance for its products as it did to make them, and potentially even more in the litigation.20

The NRA offset these setbacks somewhat by triumphing in a head-on clash with control forces in the state of Washington. The controllers there placed before the electorate a measure calling for stringent restrictions on the use of handguns. Both sides poured heavy money into the campaign. Once again, with a fund of $2 million, the rifle association outspent its opponents and mobilized its supporters with more energy. On November 4 the voters defeated the proposal by a hefty margin.

Concurrently, control adherents had to fight the usual gun-lobby pressure in the nation’s capital. In Congress in the previous month, Senator Feinstein and twenty-nine colleagues had petitioned the president to block the influx of foreign-made semiautomatics modified to slip through loopholes in the federal gun law. Soon after, these legislators learned that the BATF had approved entry of six hundred thousand foreign assault weapons. The White House attributed this to a rogue operation in the agency.
Still, the bureau did not crack down on firearms importers. Investigation indicated that BATF officials had aided importers in circumventing the law. Yet, just two years earlier, the rifle association had continued its standardized bashing of the bureau for allegedly “harassing, intimidating and hurting honest citizens.” The president admonished the agency but lax enforcement of gun laws persisted. On November 14 he ordered a temporary ban on the importation of modified assault-type rifles and a four-month suspension of the six hundred thousand guns already approved for entry.

This small measure helped but did not keep guns out of the reach even of children, whose shooting sprees continued to make headlines. On October 1, 1997, in Pearl, Mississippi, a sixteen-year-old boy, Luke Woodham, killed his mother then brought to school a rifle and shot nine students, two of whom died. On December 1 Michael Carneal, a fourteen-year-old living in West Paducah, Kentucky, went to his Heath High School carrying two semiautomatic rifles, two shotguns, and a handgun, all of which he had stolen. He fired into a crowd of praying students, killed three and injured several. No one had perceived Carneal as a threat. Schoolmates characterized him as sometimes odd but “a good kid.”

On March 24, 1998, the grounds of the Westside Middle School near Jonesboro, Arkansas, became another shooting gallery. Andrew Golden, age thirteen, and Mitchell Johnson, age eleven, dressed in hunter’s camouflage attire, fired handguns and rifles twenty-seven times at the school from a wooded area. They murdered four students and a teacher and wounded thirteen students and a teacher.

Andrew had learned marksmanship from his father, Dennis, the registered representative for a local gun club, the Jonesboro Practical Pistol Shooters Association. The boys stole the guns they used from Andrew’s grandfather, who, like many Jonesboro residents, possessed a number of firearms. The youngsters’ behavior corresponded with research showing that troubled youths usually borrowed or stole guns from family and friends when they went berserk.

Journalists reported that Jonesboro folks loved three things above all others—God, each other, and guns. Still, the bloodletting puzzled many of them. “I know this is hunting country,” one parent commented. “But these were little kids, children. How do two kids get away with running around on their own on a school day with a bunch of guns?”

In response to the widespread concern arising from the Jonesboro killings, Clinton, by executive order on April 6, blocked the importation of 1.6 million military-style rifles, mostly variations of the AK-47 and Uzi semiautomatics.
banned earlier. He said, “As everyone knows, you don’t need an Uzi to go deer hunting. . . . These are military weapons of war.” The NRA immediately promised to overturn the ban in Congress. Its Tanya Metaksa announced, “We believe the people who have responsibility for writing gun laws are the Congress, not the president.”

Shortly the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention released data on firearm-related deaths, showing that in the past year only motor-vehicle incidents exceeded them. Nonetheless, consistent with the drop in violent crime, it reported that for the past five years firearms injuries had declined but that gun violence remained a “serious public health concern.” Gun lobbyists rejected the study as another antigun propaganda stunt.

The lobbyists could not, however, so readily dismiss the stepped-up lethality in juvenile gun violence. On April 24 Andrew Wurst, a fourteen-year-old student at Parker Middle School in Edinboro, Pennsylvania, attended a graduation dance with a .25-caliber handgun. He shot a science teacher to death and wounded another teacher and two students. Wurst killed to make the occasion memorable.

Not long after, a like tragedy struck Thurston High School in Springfield, Oregon. On May 23 Kipland P. Kinkel, a slight fifteen-year-old freshman, shot his parents to death. Then at school, carrying a .22 rifle, a 9mm Glock semiautomatic handgun, and a .22 Ruger semiautomatic, he sprayed the crowded cafeteria with bullets, killing one student and injuring twenty-two others. He had learned to shoot at an early age, frequently had gone hunting with his father and uncles, and had long been fascinated with firearms and violence.

Again Clinton placed some blame for the school massacres on the entertainment industry. “When mindless killing becomes a staple of family entertainment, when over and over children see cinematic conflicts resolved not with words but with weapons, we shouldn’t be surprised when children, from impulse or design, follow suit.” Hoping the shootings would provide new impetus for legislative action, he urged the Republican-controlled Congress to pass his juvenile crime bill. This legislation would permit authorities to treat young lawbreakers as adults, prohibit gun sales to anyone who as a youth had committed a violent crime, and require child-safety locks on handguns.

The school shootings also stimulated a fresh response from organized religion. For three decades a number of Protestant, Roman Catholic, and Jewish organizations had been calling for uncompromising restrictions on handguns and assault weapons. Finally, on June 19, the policymaking body of the Presbyterian Church, tired of waiting for government action, passed a resolution ask-
ing its 2.6 million members to remove handguns and assault weapons from their homes. This problem of civilian gun terror also produced, for the first time, limited international cooperation. On July 14 in Oslo the United States and twenty other nations adopted measures designed to control sales of small arms, both illicit and legal, in much of the world.

Three days later mayhem erupted before legislators’ eyes in Washington’s crowded Capitol. Russell Eugene Weston Jr., who had a grudge against Clinton and the government, pushed his way past sightseers while carrying a .38-caliber Smith & Wesson handgun. He killed two federal guards and seriously wounded a tourist before other guards shot him. Editorialists across the country hoped this episode and the school shootings would shake lawmakers into listening more to their control constituents than to the gun lobby. Control groups did benefit from the public outrage by gaining new members and from a rise in opinion favoring firearms regulation.27 This sentiment did not pressure politicians into backing more controls, however. At the same time the gun lobby again flaunted its power. The Senate overwhelmingly rejected a simple bill requiring trigger locks on guns.

NRA and affiliates also succeeded in persuading thirty-one state legislatures to enact laws compelling local authorities to issue a permit to anyone without a criminal record to carry a hidden gun. As foreign observers commented, “In many places in America it is now easier to carry a concealed weapon in public than it is to smoke a cigarette.”28

In October, New Orleans and in November, Chicago, and later other cities filed suits against gunmakers. The municipalities charged the manufacturers with some responsibility for the firearms violence just as sick smokers blamed the tobacco industry for their woes. The Chicago suit accused thirty-eight firearms manufacturers, distributors, and dealers of illegally inundating the city with guns they knew would be used in gang killings and other crimes. New Orleans sued under product liability law. Shortly after, gun enthusiast Alan M. Gottlieb announced firearms organizations would countersue cities that filed frivolous suits against gunmakers.

All the while, Clinton continued to press his piecemeal attack against civilian gun violence. In November, he signed into law legislation that increased prison sentences for felons who committed crimes while carrying a gun. At the end of the month, as the Brady law required, the instant background check went into effect. For four years, the purchasers of rifles and shotguns had been exempt from such investigation. Now in another incremental expansion of the federal government’s authority over firearms sales, the checks applied to them.
Bit by bit some states and cities also placed restraints on gun wielders. In December, a California appeals court upheld the right of cities to ban the sale of cheap handguns despite the state government’s contention it had exclusive jurisdiction over such sales. The ruling rested on the public health postulate that local governments have the power to protect the well-being of their citizens.

About three months later San Francisco and Los Angeles joined other cities in the effort to use the courts as a tool for gun control. They sued gunmakers for broad social reasons, not in the pattern of product liability suits. They sought monetary damages for costs they incurred for police deployment, medical treatments, and other expenditures stemming from gun crimes and accidents. Controllers estimated that defense against the lawsuits “could cost the gun manufacturers as much as a million dollars a day.”

The gun lobby and concerned legal critics, too, denounced all the suits as legislation by judiciary. Gun promoters repeated a charge they had made often, that in seeking to destroy the arms industry the plaintiffs wanted to disarm America. Controllers defended the suits as necessary end-runs around a Congress incapable of enacting effective regulation of a social menace because it could not escape the NRA’s stranglehold. Association leaders viewed the suits ominously because they struck at its economic base. Without money from arms and ammunition manufacturers who contributed to anticontrol campaigns and who advertised heavily in weapons magazines, the gun lobby could not intimidate or buy state and federal legislators.

As the community suits against the firearms industry proliferated, they attracted the attention of minority advocate groups such as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP). Its leaders pointed out that deaths by gun struck blacks at high rates. Indeed, African American males suffered more from lethal violence, most of it by gun, than men in any other major population group. “We represent a significant constituency that is disproportionately affected by gun violence,” the association’s president, Kweisi Mfume, announced. “The time has come for us to look at the proliferation of handguns.”

Following this announcement, the NAACP joined numerous cities and counties in their suits against firearms producers. The expanding controllers’ offensive in the courts, along with the huge costs involved, heightened the alarm of the gun clubs over how to cope with the litigation.

Meanwhile, mostly white, suburban America experienced more juvenile gun violence. On April 20, 1999, two students, Eric D. Harris, eighteen, and Dylan B. Klebold, seventeen, entered the grounds of Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado, a suburb of Denver. They carried a semiautomatic carbine,
two sawed-off shotguns, an Intratec AB-10 semiautomatic handgun, and dozens of homemade bombs. They killed fifteen people, tore the bodies of twenty others with bullets, and left a horrified nation asking again about kids with guns, “Why?” In many ways these shooters seemed normal. They came from comfortable middle-class families and participated in the usual teenage rituals such as baseball and video games, and had a fascination for guns.

Like other student massacres, this one immediately boosted gun-control activism all over the country. Abroad, once more it raised questions about the morbidity of “American gun culture.” Coincidentally, the foremost supporter of that culture, the NRA, had scheduled its annual meeting in Denver just ten days after the Littleton carnage. In a rare instance of retreat over public reaction to its activities, the association abandoned the usual festivities accompanying annual gatherings, such as a gun show. Not even intense public pressure, however, could compel it to cancel the meeting itself.32 As a result, thousands of opponents circled the hotel where the delegates met, some waving signs that read, “Shame on the NRA” and “NRA, Pusher of Child Killer Machines.”

Again, Charlton Heston rose in defense of gun bearing. Referring to the Second Amendment, he said, “We cannot, we must not let tragedy lay waste to the most rare, hard-won right in history.”33 Later, though, he campaigned to end the sale of semiautomatic small arms and armor-piercing bullets and to keep guns out of the hands of criminals, children, and other wrong people.

The public wrath of the moment also helped derail three NRA-sponsored bills in the progun Colorado state legislature. In other states, too, gun rights proponents pulled back, at least for a while, from similarly proposed legislation. Some analysts claimed prematurely that the Columbine murders marked a watershed in the control struggle, one favorable to the controllers. Polls indicated that women in particular responded favorably to the calls for tougher federal gun-control measures. Ironically, polls also showed that half the public still held the NRA in high esteem, higher than four years earlier.34

For a time, the public reaction to the shootings placed both the progun forces and the media on the defensive. Once more, the president criticized the media as a part of a “culture of violence.” Parents, he said, “should turn off the television, pay attention to what’s on the computer screen, and refuse to buy products that glorify violence.”35

Clinton, control organizations, and much of the public again called for more stringent federal restrictions on gun ownership. On April 27 he urged legislation that would tighten access to guns, impose penalties on parents and other adults who allowed children access to guns, and require for the first time a background
check for anyone who sought to purchase a weapon at a gun show. This latter request ripped aside whatever defensiveness over the shootings the gun community had recently experienced.

Individuals had always been able to sell firearms privately without a license or other significant restraint. They did so at the more than four thousand gun shows held annually. Sales at these shows accounted for a substantial share of the nation’s firearms business. Vendors there sold for cash, often to felons, asking no questions, and making healthy profits. According to researched estimates, 45 percent of the 4.5 million gun sales each year were made at these shows or by private sellers.36 These data ran counter to the gun keepers’ contention that criminals stole most of their guns. It indicated that felons obtained about 30 percent of their firearms from the underground market, a market that operated steadily at gun shows.37

Even federal licensing as under the Brady law did little to prevent felons and others from acquiring guns at the shows. Dealers there often masqueraded as private sellers. In other instances, individuals with criminal records used relatives, friends, or third parties called straw purchasers to buy guns for them from licensed dealers. As critics pointed out, at the shows the licensing and other restraints on sales often amounted to little more than smoke and mirrors. Even so, firearms buffs perceived the extension of background investigations to all gun-show purchasers, whether they bought from merchants or private individuals, as a prelude to registering all gun owners. They regarded such a requirement as anathema and were determined to fight it.

The most bitter opponents of checks and licensing, the NRA and other gun clubs, sounded an alarm heard across the country. It immediately brought a massive response as well as a rise in their membership rolls. As a recruiter explained, the antigun sentiment frightened gun owners who believed their Second Amendment rights were in jeopardy. The NRA called also for help from its mostly Republican supporters. They quickly fell into line. Leaders such as former vice president Dan Quayle, who sought the party’s presidential nomination, hoped “we don’t use this [the Columbine tragedy] as an excuse to go and take away guns. Let’s focus on behavior.”38

On May 10, while the gun constituency mobilized, the president held a three-hour summit in Washington aimed at addressing the problem of juvenile gun violence. About fifty people spoke. “So many factors were identified—the Internet, movies, parental responsibility, domestic violence, lack of religious faith, a coarsening of the culture—” an observer reported, “that guns were lost in the shuffle.” Another commentator called the gathering “a feel good forum,
lots of talk and not much action.” Exasperated skeptics consequently demanded more. Stop the carnage at its most deadly point, they urged, where guns are made readily available to the public.

One aroused critic asked, “Is anyone really surprised about another deadly school shooting in the U.S.? I am not! We have a president who thinks that only with violence can we solve our problems. Examples, bombings of Afghanistan, Sudan, Iraq, Somalia, Bosnia, and now Serbia.” Another skeptic queried, “Why does a nation persist in celebrating violence as an honorable expression of disapproval,” as in Yugoslavia, Iraq, and elsewhere? “Why do we believe guns and bombs are the answer?”

In fund-raising speeches in mid-May, Clinton also linked the school shootings and ethnic cleansing in the Balkans but from a different perspective. Both tragedies, he claimed, stemmed from “darkness of the heart, the fear of the other.” That is why, he explained vaguely, he waged war against Serbia while also crusading for handgun controls and against civilian violence at home. He claimed also that the crime-busting legislation he pushed accounted for the decline in crime for the seventh straight year.

Meanwhile, two days after the conference on violence, the Senate voted unanimously for a federal investigation of the entertainment industry as a purveyor of violent products. The legislators rejected a stiff proposal to keep children and criminals from obtaining firearms at gun shows. Instead, on May 19, the Senate passed a juvenile justice bill crafted by NRA lawyers without such a curb. Attorney General Janet Reno remarked, “I am stunned that less than one month after the worst school shooting in our nation’s history, the Senate has decided to make it easier for felons, fugitives and other prohibited purchasers to buy guns.”

The public backlash became so intense that on the next day a crucial number of Republicans reversed themselves. They joined Democrats in passing, with the tie-breaking vote of the vice president, a juvenile crime bill to make a background check mandatory with a three-day waiting period, as under the Brady law, for anyone attempting to buy a weapon at a gun show. It also included a ban on importing high-capacity ammunition clips and required safety devices on handguns. It was the first gun-control measure the Senate enacted since 1994.

As in the past with such measures, supporters hailed the legislation as a sign of weakness in the gun lobby. This rejoicing was premature because the measure required approval in the House, where the gun lobby had greater influence. There, NRA power stalled action on the matter until public rage over Littleton had time to cool.
Polls showed not only an increase in public demand for stronger gun control but also a significant new element in such support—Republican women. Almost three out of four of them now regarded increasing restrictions on guns more important than protecting the rights of Americans to own them. Women also rejected the gunmaker pitch that they needed firearms for protection against rape and other violent crimes. As touched upon previously, research in the nineties indicated that women with guns were fewer than firearms makers and the media claimed. Less than 12 percent owned one and about half that number possessed handguns. Married women in rural areas owned more guns than city dwellers, mostly for hunting. Few possessed them for protection against crime. All the while gun-lobby pressure on the Republican Congress outweighed the sentiment of women and other Americans for stiffer controls over firearms at gun shows and elsewhere.
On May 20, 1999, the day the Senate by a bare majority passed President Bill Clinton’s juvenile crime bill, another school shooting made headlines. Fifteen-year-old Thomas J. Solomon, a sophomore at Heritage High School in Conyers, Georgia, broke into his parents’ gun cabinet, grabbed a .22-caliber rifle and a .357 Magnum revolver, smuggled them into the school, and shot and injured six students. As had happened in similar rampages, friends and school officials described Solomon as the kind of student incapable of such violence.

Two days later, the president urged the House of Representatives to pass his juvenile bill. On that day too, he unleashed massive bombing of Serbia. “What were students to think?” a critic asked. “Non-violence and new gun controls in the U.S., but violent bombing over Belgrade, same as usual?”

On May 25, another national gun-control organization, the Bell Campaign, debuted. Mary Leigh Blek, who with her husband Charles headed the western regional office in Long Beach, California, explained, “The bell represents freedom in our country, and we want to be free from gun trauma.” Founders characterized the group as a grassroots opponent of the National Rifle Association. As had earlier control organizations, Bell sought a national ban on assault weapons and Saturday night specials, more federal oversight of firearms producers, and community monitoring of local gun-markets.

What immediately distinguished Bell from other control groups was its start-up money. It received a $4.3 million grant from the Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund, a philanthropy based in San Francisco. Blek assumed that the passion of families of gun victims would outmatch the strong feelings of gun owners. “Things are going to change; we have reached critical mass,” she said. “We love our kids more than the gun lobby loves their guns.”
A week later Clinton shifted attention from the gun lobby by ordering a federal inquiry into the entertainment industry's marketing of violent movies, music, and video games to children. The move startled Hollywood. “We can no longer ignore the well-documented connection between violence in the media and the effects it has on children’s behavior,” he said, citing about three hundred studies stretched over thirty years. Yet violent American films had huge audiences abroad, where they did not appear linked to youth gun violence.3

In the United States, despite outrage over the media and continued grievance gun killings, the gun lobby had defeated efforts to hold small-arms manufacturers responsible for criminal and other lethal use of their products. Now though, in a case in Brooklyn, New York, Hamilton v. Accu-Tek, control advocates made progress. The litigation began when the relatives of six persons that gun wielders had killed and one injured survivor, Steven Fox, sued twenty-five manufacturers for negligence. Fox’s agony had begun in November 1994 at age sixteen in Queens when a friend shot him in the head. The bullet remained lodged in his brain, thereby disabling him.

After a four-week trial in January 1999, a jury found fifteen of the manufacturers guilty. Jurors concluded that the “criminal misuse of handguns was a reasonably foreseeable result of defendants’ negligent marketing and distribution; that easy access to illegal guns increases gun violence and homicide.”4 On June 3 the New York eastern district court awarded more than five hundred thousand dollars to Fox and his mother. Gun-control activists hailed the verdict as a huge victory but it did not much impair deaths by bullet.

All the while, cities and counties pursued their suits against the gun industry for the costs of responding to gun violence. The gunmakers contended they were not responsible for criminal use of their products. A court of appeals in San Francisco in a case against Navegar Inc. of Florida, which manufactured the gun Gian Luigi Ferri used in the 1993 high-rise shooting, believed differently. It cited evidence that Navegar “deliberately targeted the marketing” of its semi-automatic weapons to “persons attracted to or associated with violence.” The company advertised the weapons in magazines such as Soldier of Fortune, Combat, Handguns, Guns, Firepower, and Heavy Metal Weapons, claiming they had “excellent resistance to fingerprints.” On September 29 the panel ruled that gunmakers could be sued for promoting their products to people who used them in crimes such as murder.5

Three months later, California’s Supreme Court decided to review the case. In seeking to overthrow the panel’s decision, Navegar pointed out that sixteen
other courts had rejected claims similar to those of the plaintiffs in the Ferri
case. In Ohio, for instance, Judge Robert Ruehlman had tossed out Cincinnati’s case. Echoing the contention of gun-industry lawyers, he ruled the suit an “improper attempt” to use courts to legislate firearms controls. He declared also that the city could not obtain damages for injuries to third parties, for police work, or for other ordinary service it had a duty to provide.

Still, society continued to pay dearly for gun violence. On September 14 a gunman shot to death three people in the West Anaheim Medical Center in southern California. Two days later a Los Angeles Times editorialist commented, “Hospital violence, aggravated by the flood of guns in our midst, has become a grim fact of life in the big cities. Los Angeles and other urban centers have been forced to respond by installing metal detectors and other security measures. . . . The evidence is clear: too many firearms are too easily available to those with grievances.” Investigators found that in the late nineties the cost of treating gunshot victims amounted to $2.3 billion, a sum equal to the spending on guns. Much of this money came from taxpayers through the funding of Medicare and Medicaid.

On another judicial front, the gun lobby had found comfort from the ruling of a Texas judge, Sam Cummings, who maintained the Second Amendment conferred on individuals a sweeping right to keep firearms, including bazookas and other military hardware. That opinion moved up on appeal to the fifth circuit court. The lobby sought a similar opinion from the Supreme Court’s conservative wing. In two cases it asked the Court to rule that the Second Amendment gave carte blanche for unregulated gun ownership. As with similar past appeals, the Court refused to hear the cases.

In November, the Second Amendment Foundation entered the legal fray, filing suit in the federal district court in Washington, D.C., against the United States Conference of Mayors and the mayors of twenty-three cities. It accused them of violating the rights of gun consumers by trying to drive manufacturers out of business. Its head, Alan Gottlieb, described the suit as “basically a civil rights action on behalf of consumers.”

A week later the federal government announced it would join negotiations between twenty-nine cities and counties and the gun industry aimed at limiting the flow of handguns to children and criminals. The Clinton administration hoped, thereby, to persuade gunmakers to accept controls over their production and marketing.

For British-owned Smith & Wesson, the largest firearms concern in the United States, the pressure made life uncomfortable. Faced with a series of
lawsuits, the owners placed the firm up for sale and broke their relationship with the gun lobby. The company negotiated with the federal government, mainly through Andrew Cuomo, the secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Development. It also entered discussions with more than a dozen cities over numerous safety and marketing restrictions, such as child-safety trigger locks and hidden serial numbers, on its guns. In return for the company’s acceptance of these conditions, the plaintiffs would drop their suits. In addition, federal, state, and local governments would give preference to Smith & Wesson and other firms that accepted the government code when buying guns for law enforcement.

Other gun producers refused to admit administration officials to their negotiations with the litigating communities. In turn, municipal representatives balked at resuming talks by themselves. Robert Delfay, president of the National Shooting Sports Foundation, which represented eighteen hundred gunmakers, distributors, and retailers and who spoke for them in the talks, vowed not to “allow the most anti-gun administration in history to bully our industry.” He prodded foundation members to support and contribute to a new political action committee that would soon become involved in the upcoming elections. “The stakes could not be higher,” he added. “The next president could appoint up to five Supreme Court justices who could decide the future of the 2nd Amendment. A Democratic House and Senate would blaze through a myriad of gun-control measures that have been stymied to date.”

Then, on February 27, 2000, seven major gunmakers, including Glock, Colt, and Browning, accused Cuomo and sixteen state and local officials of conspiring against them. The gun companies wanted to block preferential treatment for arms producers who adopted the government’s standard in the design and sale of firearms by filing suit in a federal court in Atlanta. The manufacturers alleged that the preferential buying program infringed on Congress’s power to regulate interstate commerce. A San Francisco official commented that his city was simply doing what any consumer could do: “We certainly have a right as a market participant to choose who we’re going to do business with.”

The next month, when 411 communities signed on to the arrangement with the federal government and Smith & Wesson, Cuomo commented, “It would be near lunacy to patronize a company more likely to be providing criminals with guns when you are in the business of hiring police officers to fight the criminals.” Observers called this agreement, to be monitored by BATF officials, “the first big concession by the industry to the mounting public and political pressure for stronger gun controls” and “a crushing defeat for the National
The administration threatened legal action against the manufacturers who refused to negotiate safety standards for their guns, as all of them but Smith & Wesson did. Promptly, Orrin G. Hatch of Utah, chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee and a longtime ally of the NRA, introduced legislation to block federal legal proceedings. He said his bill would call a halt to “frivolous and burdensome lawsuits against law-abiding manufacturers, dealers and firearms owners.” It would also require “the immediate destruction of background check records.” A few months later, the Republican majority in the House of Representatives voted to prohibit the housing department from proceeding with its gun program. Cuomo commented that “gun lobby extremists” had again prevailed.

Two months later, a Republican congressman, John N. Hostettler of Indiana, sponsored legislation to prevent the housing department from working with the Communities for Safer Guns Coalition. This organization represented a group of municipalities that had agreed to give preference to Smith & Wesson when buying guns. The House narrowly approved. Hostettler also introduced an amendment to a spending bill designed to bar the Justice Department from enforcing the federal government’s agreement with Smith & Wesson. He wanted to destroy the arrangement because, he stated, “this is backdoor gun control through coercion and through threat of litigation.” By a vote of 201–196 the House barely defeated the measure. Still, the city and county liability lawsuits against the firearms industry for gun-connected violence made little real headway in the courts. As the litigation faltered, the NRA and its Republican allies sponsored legislation that would permit trial of gun cases in federal courts rather than as usual in state and local jurisdictions. They contended that punishment for a gun violation would be prompter and more severe in federal cases. A state court might penalize a gun offender with probation or a few months in jail whereas a federal court would impose a sentence of five years in jail. Earlier, as we have seen, organized gun-keepers had opposed most expansion of federal law enforcement as leading to a police state. They had denounced federal enforcers of gun laws as gestapo agents who sought to entrap gun owners. In several instances they had also persuaded Congress to deny enforcement funds to the BATF. Astonished Democrats accepted the NRA’s argument and proposed to incorporate it in gun-control legislation.

Meanwhile, despite the school shootings and numerous antigun measures proposed in federal and state legislatures in the wake of the Columbine tragedy, few laws of significance to curb gun violence emerged. Some states even took
action favoring gun promoters. Thirteen mostly rural states across the South and Mountain West, as well as Alaska, passed NRA-sponsored legislation prohibiting municipal lawsuits against manufacturers.20

In Colorado, polarization on controls increased. Voters in Larimer County voted Sheriff Richard Shockley out of office because progun groups such as Rocky Mountain Gun Owners targeted him as an enemy. They also harassed locals who demonstrated for stricter gun laws. Ray Hickman, Colorado coordinator of the Gun Owners, explained their concern. “We are profoundly against the registration and licensing of handguns for the simple reason,” he said, “that it will be used for the confiscation of all firearms in the event of the wrong people getting into government.”21 The state legislature rejected three out of five gun-control bills while favoring two toothless measures the NRA sponsored.

This activity and gun-lobby tactics in the House prompted Clinton to assail Republican gun proposals “as plainly ghostwritten by the NRA. . . . I think it is wrong,” he added, “to let the NRA call the shots on this issue.” He labeled this “a classic horrible example of how Washington is out of touch with the rest of America.” James Jay Baker, the NRA’s chief lobbyist, admitted that the organization had spent huge sums in pushing for legislation it desired.22

Then, on June 17, 1999, House Republicans voted for watered-down regulations for gun shows. They also passed an amendment declaring that states had the authority to display the Ten Commandments in public places. Democrats, the media, and much of the public lampooned this measure as the do-nothing response to the Littleton massacre and the gun-control fever arising from it.

Referring to the balloting taken at midnight to avoid immediate extensive scrutiny, the president commented, the House had “voted in the dark of night to let criminals keep buying guns at gun shows. This vote will not stand the light of day.”23 He indicated he would not sign the bill if it reached his desk. The NRA employed tactics, which except for the modern-day use of computers, had proved successful for more than a half century. It mobilized its membership with the Internet, direct mail, and newspaper advertisements, running up a lobbying tab of more than $1.5 million to achieve this latest victory. The lobby dispelled the notion that public sentiment had turned so decisively against the gun minority that it would not tolerate such politicking.24

The next day, in another vote, the House killed what appeared to be a last chance in the twentieth century to pass even a modest gun measure. Mostly Republican legislators rejected an amendment to the control bill that called for trigger locks on handguns and looser restrictions on firearms sales, such as a
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one-day waiting period for background checks on purchasers at gun shows. “I hope in my lifetime that the marriage between my party and the NRA ends in a divorce,” a disappointed Christopher Shays, a Republican representative from Connecticut, commented.25

Thus, the demand for significant controls that had started with the Columbine slayings at this point looked like another failure in the continuing struggle to control gun violence. This time, though, the NRA victory came after a bitter battle and some significant losses.

One of the notable setbacks for the gun community occurred in California, where a Democratic legislature and a Democratic governor, Gray Davis, adopted what some viewed as “the toughest gun control package of legislation in America.” It restricted individuals to the purchase of one gun in a month, a ban on the sale of unsafe handguns, a requirement for trigger locks on a gun when sold, and tighter controls over sales at gun shows.26

The next year Massachusetts’s attorney general, Scott Harshbarger, using consumer protection rules, relying on his power to regulate consumer products, and with approval of the state’s high court, also imposed stringent regulations on guns. They banned Saturday night specials, required childproof locks on any gun sold in the state, safety warnings with each gun, tamper-resistant serial numbers, and a device on semiautomatic handguns that would indicate if the chamber contained a bullet. The spokesman for the state’s Gun Owners’ Action League, Kevin Sowyrda, accused Harshbarger of exploiting the firearms issue to increase his popularity. “This is,” he said, “an assault on veterans and an assault on gun owners.”27 At about the same time, Maryland’s legislature required built-in locks for all new guns sold in the state.

In line with the local legislation, liberal Democratic legislators in Congress with urban constituencies had become bolder in favoring a ban on all civilian firearms. One party chieftain even asked, “Why don’t we just collect all the damn things and melt them down?”28

Clinton stuck to his incremental approach in dealing with gun violence. He maintained that with the Brady law “we’ve got the lowest crime rate in 15 years, and the American people are safer, and honest hunters and sportsmen haven’t been hurt a bit.”29 Again, the president had skimmed the real problem, that despite piecemeal controls Americans of all kinds still had ready access to guns. As for the juvenile killings, they had a discernible common denominator, the shooters’ familiarity with guns and their ease of access to them. The bloodletting occurred in small communities as well as in big cities, and in states that promoted gun use for recreation such as hunting and for personal protection.
Hate-mongers still easily bought guns and continued to kill with them, as did Benjamin N. Smith, a twenty-one-year-old university student from Illinois. Because he belonged to a white-supremacist organization called the World Church of the Creator, when he tried to buy guns from a licensed dealer he failed to pass a background check. So he purchased a Bryco .38-caliber semiautomatic handgun and a Sturm Ruger .22-caliber pistol from an illegal street vendor. With them, on the weekend of July 4, 1999, he targeted blacks, Asians, and Jews, slaughtering two people and injuring nine before killing himself to avoid capture. Antigun activists contended that this rampage, like others, demonstrated the need for tighter controls, as over gun shows, street dealers, and the Internet.

Within a week another episode of hate-generated gun violence erupted. On July 10 Buford Oneal Furrow, a thirty-seven-year-old mentally disturbed mechanic and anti-Semite who belonged to the racist Aryan Nations, blasted the Jewish Community Center in Granada Hills, Los Angeles, with semiautomatic gunfire. He also murdered Joseph Ileto, a Filipino American mail carrier, because of his race. Furrow had in his car an arsenal of five assault weapons, two handguns, and seven thousand rounds of ammunition.30

Particularized controls did not deter Furrow. He acquired his arsenal legally. His guns came originally from the police department in Cosmopolis, Washington, which had sold them as surplus to dealers, one of whom resold several to Furrow—a common practice. For years police departments nationwide sold or traded guns they no longer needed to licensed dealers who in turn recirculated them for profit. In 1998 the BATF had traced 1,100 former police guns out of 193,203 used in crimes.31

Even cities that filed suits against gun manufacturers placed their used police guns on the civilian market. New Orleans, notorious for its gun crime, acknowledged that its police agreed to trade ten thousand used and confiscated guns to Glock Inc. for new weapons. Company officials explained that in good years they traded twenty-five thousand firearms to police agencies. Finally, in 1998 the International Association of Police Chiefs had endorsed the obvious. It called for the destruction of unnecessary firearms because the costs of gun violence far outweighed the revenue gained from reselling them. The practice of federal, state, and local agencies, such as the army and police forces, of selling firearms while other branches of government battled to enact weak controls never made sense except for shooters who wanted cheap guns.

The publicity over the inconsistencies in the gun selling and in the controlling policies of government entities led to an effort to ameliorate the problem.
On September 10 the president announced the federal government would subsidize local agencies in their efforts to buy back guns from civilian owners. To receive funding, municipal officials had to agree to destroy the firearms they bought. Clinton avoided a fight with gun proponents in Congress over the funding by using $15 million already at his disposal for the program. Unaccompanied by well-enforced control legislation, as had been the case in Australia, this plan did not curb gun violence much. Nonetheless, it underscored the administration’s commitment to its bit-by-bit policy of trying to reduce the number of wrong people with guns.

Clinton used the program to boast again about the control measures he had sponsored, claiming they had stopped thousands of criminals from purchasing guns. Critics pointed out he could not substantiate the claim and that his government had rarely prosecuted violators of the Brady law. Indeed, in 1999, of the more than twenty-three thousand cases the FBI had referred to the firearms bureau for possible prosecution, the BATF arrested only sixty-five people. The administration backtracked, explaining it had to be selective and thus had concentrated on big violators and big crime to conserve limited resources and staff. It contended with good cause, as had critics of federal enforcement of controls, that if the BATF prosecuted every minor gun-law violation it would inundate the federal courts.

Since the federal government and state and local police did not devote significant resources to enforcing existing gun laws, skeptics retorted why pass laws if government agencies will not or cannot enforce them? As one control proponent commented, without vigorous enforcement “gun laws are nothing more than ink on paper.” The NRA’s Wayne LaPierre blamed the increasing gun violence on the Clinton administration rather than on guns. Repeating standard gun-lobby rhetoric, he called its record on gun prosecutions a “national disgrace.” Instead of seeking to pass more gun-control laws, he said, the administration should enforce those already on the books.

Clinton responded by proposing a $280 million program to crack down on illegal firearms and improve handgun safety. He called for five hundred more BATF agents and inspectors to police gun dealers, and one thousand more federal and state attorneys to prosecute violators of gun laws. In his State of the Union address he said, “Now, we have all seen what happens when guns fall into the wrong hands.” Then he announced, “We must strengthen our gun laws and enforce those already on the books better.” We must give prosecutors of bad-apple gun traffickers and BATF agents “the tools they need, tools to trace every gun and every bullet used in every gun crime in the United States.”
He also asked Congress “to fund research in smart-gun technology.” The NRA and most Republicans welcomed the approach, claiming he had adopted their position.

At the same time, the Department of Justice released figures showing that in 1999 federal gun prosecutions had increased. Attorney General Janet Reno pointed out that federal prosecutors “all over the country are vigorously enforcing firearms laws” and collaborating with state and local officials. The Washington-based Coalition to Stop Gun Violence joined its conservative opponents in calling the president’s proposals “a huge step in the right direction.”

In February, Clinton invoked executive authority to crack down on merchants who provided the majority of weapons used in crimes. He ordered federal agents to target 1,020 gun dealers in what he termed the “most aggressive effort ever undertaken to ensure responsible behavior by gun dealers.” When twelve children die “every day in America because of gun violence . . . we can’t wait for congressional action.” NRA lobbyists dismissed the announcement as an “election-year stunt” designed to harass gun dealers. It did serve the Democratic strategy of keeping gun control a hot-button issue so the party could take control of Congress and retain the presidency.

Meanwhile, corrupt dealers thwarted control laws by falsifying records so as to conceal transfers of thousands of firearms. At the peak in the early nineties the United States had 285,000 licensed dealers, or more than it had gas stations. Tighter requirements and higher fees whittled the total to 183,000. Limited manpower, loopholes in gun laws, and sentencing guides that punished convicted felons severely for owning a gun but treated arms trafficking as a relatively minor offense, hamstrung BATF and federal prosecutors in dealing with lawless gun peddlers.

As for the BATF, largely because of gun-lobby opposition to its expansion, it had not grown in thirty years. Into the year 2000 it had twenty-four hundred inspectors and agents and only two hundred in the field to monitor dealers. By law, they could conduct surprise inspections of dealers only once a year. The bureau could not impose fines, suspend licenses, or crack down on problem dealers. It could revoke licenses but it rarely used this power. Clinton asked Congress to invigorate the BATF, strengthen its regulatory authority, and provide funding for five hundred more agents and one thousand more prosecutors. Congress did not respond.

Despite these control problems, during these years of ferment over gun violence FBI figures showed that since 1993, or for eight years in a row, serious crime in the United States with guns had dropped steadily. Never since the
beginning of reasonably reliable record-keeping had there been so long a stretch of decline. At the same time, though, suicide with guns had risen. Researchers, pundits, and government officials perceived tougher gun-control laws, a booming economy, better police work, and gun-safety courses as causes for the drop in crime. They also held “guns, not just criminals,” responsible for large numbers of American deaths.

The Milton S. Eisenhower Foundation, a nonprofit research group, disputed the decline statistics. It reported crime more prevalent than thirty years ago. It placed the cause, in part, on the doubling of firearms in private hands to two hundred million. Many were high-powered easily concealed models “with no other logical function than to kill humans.” Regardless of control laws or receding crime, the United States still retained its unenvied status as the most gun-violent industrialized country in the world. Shortly, moreover, crime in many parts of the nation began rising again. No one could explain convincingly why. In New York City and Los Angeles, even while crime had dropped nationally in 1999, homicides had jumped 6 percent and 8 percent respectively in the first six months of 2000.

Meanwhile, another spate of juvenile shootings riled the country. In one instance at Buell Elementary School in working-class Mount Morris Township, Michigan, a six-year-old boy quarreled with another first-grade, six-year-old classmate, Kayla Rolland. At his uncle’s house, where he lived, he removed a loaded .32-caliber gun from under the blankets in a bedroom. When he returned to school he pointed the gun at Kayla, pulled the trigger, and killed her.

In the wake of this shooting, Clinton pleaded with Congress to end the stalemate over additional gun-control legislation. “I know the gun lobby is cranking up pressure on Congress again,” he said. “But when first graders shoot first graders, it’s time for Congress to do what’s right for America’s families.” He now called for legislation to hold adults accountable when they allowed deadly guns to fall into the hands of children.

This White House pressure along with personalized gun-lobby attacks on the president gave the struggle to contain gun violence the appearance of a war between Clinton and the NRA. The association produced thirteen television commercials condemning the president and promoting gun owners’ alleged rights. All featured Charlton Heston. In one advertisement he stated, “Mr. President, when what you say is wrong, that’s a mistake. When you know it’s wrong, that’s a lie.” In another appearance, he accused Clinton of slurring lawful gun-owners as savage murderers. Despite this insult, NRA lobbyists, as
though representing a state within a state, wanted the president to debate Heston.

Shortly, in an interview with Clinton on ABC’s television program *This Week*, commentator Sam Donaldson stated he could not recall an occasion when someone so publicly called the president of the United States a liar. He asked Clinton how he felt about that. The president responded, “It’s the way they’ve [NRA officers] treated me for more than a decade.” Donaldson also asked, “Why aren’t you for gun registration?” The president replied, “I think I can make a strong argument for it . . . [but] look, I can’t even pass a bill closing the gun show loophole through this Congress.”45

On a later appearance on the same program LaPierre accused Clinton of exploiting gun deaths for political purposes. “I’ve come to believe he needs a certain level of violence in this country,” LaPierre said. “He’s willing to accept a certain level of killing to further his political agenda and his vice president too.”46

The vice president, Albert A. Gore Jr., called on LaPierre to apologize. A Los Angeles *Times* editorial commented that “instead of keeping silent, the gun lobby insists on turning every tragedy into another display of insensitivity.” It pointed out that more than one gun spokesman insisted, with a straight face, that the real lesson of Littleton was that high schoolers should be able to bring guns onto campus so they can defend themselves. It called the NRA “obstructionist, hysterical and dangerous.”47 A New York *Times* editorial stated, “The fact that this nation is awash in guns has been a key factor in making rampage killings possible.” It later conducted a survey of gun killings over fifty years that supported this judgment. The survey also showed little evidence that video games, movies, or television encouraged many of the attacks.48

Even George W. Bush, then the foremost Republican candidate for president and an ally of the NRA, admitted it had gone too far in its attacks on Clinton. “What they said about the president,” he stated, “I don’t think is right. I thought they were wrong in saying the president condones killing.”49

This controversy between Clinton and the NRA suggested that, for the first time, gun violence and how to control it might become an issue early in a presidential campaign. Assuming a backlash against gun keeping, Democrats came out for tougher federal controls, and Republicans hedged or opposed them. A poll by the CBS news network indicated that 56 percent of the men and 73 percent of the women quizzed wanted stricter gun laws. Even among Republican women, support for gun control had within seven years increased 24 percent. Among Democratic women, 75 percent wanted stronger controls.
Gore, the Democrats’ candidate for president, while a senator from Tennessee had opposed gun controls but as vice president had become a convert to federal regulation. He appealed to women to vote for him because he would continue Clinton’s crusade against gun violence. He and various pundits may have overestimated the potency of backlash against gun keeping because surveys consistently placed Bush ahead of him, even when pollsters asked Americans which candidate they trusted more to handle the gun issue.50

As governor, Bush had liberalized gun keeping by signing into law a measure permitting Texans, for the first time in 125 years, to carry concealed guns and another forbidding Texas cities to sue gun manufacturers. He blamed a “wave of evil passing through America,” not firearms, as the problem in gun violence.51 Similarly, conservative church groups did not alter their traditional opposition to gun control. Franklin Graham, a prominent evangelical clergyman, maintained the true problem lies in our sinful nature. “Cain,” he said, “didn’t use a gun.”52

The NRA did abandon a traditional stance. For decades, in efforts to influence gun legislation it had made a point of donating to candidates of both major parties. Now, on the assumption that gun control had risen to the level of a key issue in the elections, the association shifted strategy. It decided to concentrate on electing Republican candidates nationwide. Its political arm raised $25 million for that program. It donated more than $550,000 to Republican committees, putting it for the first time among the party’s top five givers of unregulated soft money. By April 2000 the NRA’s contributions ranged six times greater than its soft-money donations for the whole previous presidential campaign.

Grover Nordquist, president of Americans for Tax Reform and a key mover in the Republican Party’s right wing, explained that the donations reflected the NRA’s apprehension over the growing momentum for gun control, especially among Democrats. This worry attracted new members for the NRA, a membership its leaders claimed had now risen to 3.4 million.53

Control groups also received unprecedented funds for politicking. Joe Sudbay, the director of state legislation for Handgun Control Inc., pointed out that in the past couple of elections “we spent about $200,000 from our political action committee. This year we’re going to spend $2 million.” Despite the deep divide between the two major parties over gun-violence control, it had not yet become a straight line partisan issue. Some forty Democrats in Congress remained NRA loyalists whereas a number of congressional Republicans favored controls.
Regardless, the NRA counted heavily on a Republican victory. Its vice president, Kayne Robinson, at a closed meeting of three hundred members in Los Angeles had boasted that if Bush won in November “we’ll have . . . a president where we work out of his office.” He added that the NRA enjoyed “incredibly friendly relations with the Texas governor.” Lobbyist Baker commented, “Bush is very supportive of the rights of law-abiding gun owners, and he’s followed his words with deeds.” Bush denied such a close relationship but Handgun Control Inc., in a nationwide television campaign, emphasized the intimate connection with a broadcast of Robinson’s taped remarks.54

In the course of this politicking, the gun-control movement’s effort to keep public attention focused on firearms violence received some nationwide support. It began when Donna Dees-Thomases, a New Jersey mother of two, a former publicist for CBS News, and a friend of the Clintons, became upset with the shooting at the Jewish Community Center in San Fernando Valley. With the help of mothers and control groups, she organized a Million Mom March to be held in Washington, D.C., to challenge the power of the NRA over Congress and to protest the congressional deadlock over new control legislation. Carolyn McCarthy, the congresswoman from New York whose husband had died at the hands of gunman on a Long Island commuter train seven years earlier, explained the rationale simply: “The Moms of this country have had it.”55

The Bell Campaign coordinated plans for the march. Donations from the Funders Collaborative for Gun Violence Prevention set up by billionaire George Soros, and other wealthy donors, helped finance it. As these plans progressed, receiving massive publicity from the media, progun groups organized gun-owning women in a new society, Second Amendment Sisters, to mount a counterdemonstration.

As planned, on Mother’s Day, May 15, 2000, an estimated 750,000 mothers and others marched in Washington, D.C. Some of them pushed strollers with children and others carried signs with slogans such as “Melt the Guns” and “Be Mad about Guns.” The television personality and outspoken foe of private gun-keeping, Rosie O’Donnell, mastered the ceremonies that included an array of prominent procontrol speakers, among them Sarah Brady. She told the marchers, “We must either change the minds of the lawmakers on these issues or, for God’s sake, this November, let’s change the lawmakers.”56 Mothers held similar demonstrations in seventy other cities, from Atlanta to Los Angeles, to make the whole affair the largest gun-control rally in the nation’s history.57

In Washington, a few blocks away from the marching moms, about one thou-
sand supporters of the Second Amendment Sisters carried signs that read, “Registration, Then Confiscation.” LaPierre called the mothers’ march agenda “a controlled burn of the Second Amendment” and “out of step with moms” and “the American public.”

From the control movement’s perspective, the mothers had helped stigmatize private arms-keeping as a vice similar to smoking cigarettes and drinking alcohol. Its leaders saw it also as stimulating fund-raising, highlighting gun violence as a priority voting issue, and aiding in the recruiting of supporters who would work to get out the vote for procontrol candidates. The rallies’ impact on Congress appeared mixed. They stimulated friendly senators to praise the march and to vote 50–49 for a nonbinding resolution calling for immediate passage of stalled control measures. Republicans countered by voting a resolution reaffirming faith in their interpretation of the Second Amendment and accusing the administration of not enforcing existing firearms laws aggressively.

The mothers’ rallies, the support they attracted, and the coming elections appear to have persuaded the NRA to announce plans for a massive, multimedia retail store and dining and entertainment center in Times Square in New York City. The association envisaged it as a shrine to sport shooting and a vehicle for maintaining support for private arms-keeping. At its convention in Charlotte, North Carolina, the association also premiered a new magazine, titled America’s First Freedom. It sported a cover image combining the features of Clinton and Gore with the caption, “The face of gun hatred in America.”

At the meeting, Heston brandished a gold-plated musket, declaring the only way the government would take it away was “from my cold, dead hands.” Leaders announced they planned to spend fifteen million dollars in the November elections, an increase of nearly 30 percent over their peak in past elections. Kayne Robinson warned that if Gore were elected the Second Amendment would face eight more years of attacks. “It cannot survive.” LaPierre accused Gore and Clinton of lying about guns “to scare America’s moms and run against the Second Amendment.”

The platforms of the two major parties carried what had become standardized planks. Republicans promised to “defend the constitutional right to keep and bear arms” because, they asserted, “self-defense is a basic human right.” Democrats stressed “the need to keep guns away from those who shouldn’t have them—in ways that respect the rights of hunters, sportsmen, and legitimate gun owners.” What differed from the parties’ time-worn stances on gun violence was a deeper divide between them on the issue.

At the Democratic National Convention in Los Angeles speakers hammered
away at the problem. In their convention in Philadelphia, Republicans hardly alluded to the gun-violence issue. Seemingly they allowed the NRA to speak for them. On the opening day of the Democratic convention, the NRA sponsored a full-page newspaper advertisement that asked in a bold headline, “DO DEMOCRATS WANT TO DESTROY THE SECOND AMENDMENT?” The NRA alleged that “honest gunmakers are being sued out of business by the Clinton-Gore administration and twenty-six big-city mayors who are all, but three, Democrats. Their trial lawyers are almost all Democrats. The anti-gun lobbies are composed of almost all Democrats.”

Despite the NRA’s partisan stance, it did not formally endorse Bush because it did not want to risk a backlash among swing voters that would injure his campaign. Moreover, in the presidential campaigning the issue did not occupy center stage. Fearing that by taking a strong stand for or against controls they would alienate key voting blocs in a close race, both candidates sought to avoid addressing the issue, as during their nationally televised debates. Nonetheless, the moderator did bring it up in the third debate in St. Louis.

Bush defended gun keeping, repeated NRA dogma on enforcing existing laws, and said “I believe that we ought to keep guns out of the hands of people who shouldn’t have them.” Gore, who had retreated from his earlier gun-violence agenda, called for more cosmetic restrictions on firearms possession but ended virtually on the same note as his opponent. Gore stated he wanted “to make sure that criminals and people who really shouldn’t have guns don’t get them.” The caution of both men appeared justified because in states such as Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, and Florida, with avid hunters and anticontrol gunkeepers as well as with large cities with procontrol majorities, the gun-violence issue in the close contest could determine the outcome. As anticipated, Bush carried virtually all the states across the South, the Midwest, and the Far West with rural progun populations and Gore won in the western and other states with procontrol majorities. In addition, once more single-issue passion, backed by NRA money and political strategy, influenced the electorate.

All the while, stories of crime, shootings at schools, and slaughter by gun elsewhere cropped up in the media so often that many Americans appeared hardened to gun violence. Nonetheless, with every fresh, bloody episode even jaded neutrals in the struggle to curb gun violence reacted with horror. A mounting number of knowledgeable citizens raised demands for more federal regulation of firearms. They knew that civilian gunfire had become increasingly lethal. They understood, as research and statistical data indicated, that in the past decade gun violence had receded but in some areas had started rising
again. They realized also that federal and state laws, such as the Brady Act, had had some successes but in total had failed to control gun violence effectively.64

Still, Americans could not reach a consensus on what to do about the gun violence that remained much too pervasive, an attitude reflected in the differences among lawmakers in Washington. Hence, the outlook for far-reaching federal controls looked dim. So, as had been the case for more than a century, in the matter of containing gun violence the United States still remained out of step with the world’s socially advanced countries.
As we have seen, in most developed societies in the struggle to contain private gun-violence control advocates won. Governments restricted civilian possession of firearms or, with a few exceptions, banned their use. In the United States the shooting fraternity dominated the control struggle. Occasionally the gun lobby grudgingly accepted feeble federal regulations or lost battles in state and local jurisdictions. On the big control issues it usually triumphed. When the lobby lost, it fought again and often nullified laws it disliked.

Conventional lore explains this record with a variety of reasons, such as the assumption that gun keeping has been, and still is, a unique aspect of American culture. As a gun-rights advocate explains, “From the gun culture’s viewpoint, restrictions on the right to ‘keep and bear arms’ amount to the systematic destruction of a valued way of life and are thus a form of cultural suicide.”¹ In this perspective, civilian gun-keepers stand as defenders of a national heritage that gun controllers would tear apart.

This heritage-belief relates well with the passion hypothesis that contends Americans inherited a special love of firearms from their Anglo-Saxon forebears and cherished it. No one can substantiate this assumption or explain why the British and non-Anglo peoples who became equally avid gun users have accepted workable controls. Gun devotees give high standing also to the birthright theory, expressed often as the God-given right to keep and bear arms. They argue that “unlike either Europe or Asia, the right to purchase, possess and use firearms for traditionally legitimate purposes has a profoundly unique symbolism among Americans and constitutes a part of their birthright. It is only natural and proper that this should be so.”² This concept presents numerous
problems, especially that of rights being conferred by deities, a ritual impossible to confirm.

Scores of pro-gun writers see arms keeping as inherited from “three hundred years of Indian wars” and the nation’s revolutionary origin. This misreading of the past goes well with the frontier hypothesis of sharpshooting Westerners expanding an empire of liberty. Supposedly, this idea has had such a grip on patriotic legislators they would not defile it with restrictions on the weapons that made the country great. Other peoples, such as Australians, have frontier traditions but in time they agreed to workable gun controls without betraying their past. Furthermore, few of America’s professional criminals who made gun violence a feature of life in big cities could identify with frontier practices, real or imagined.

Another theory holds that Americans have rejected substantive gun regulation because they perceive it as an enemy to individual liberty. This perspective depicts controls as conferring on government an arbitrary power to decide who can or cannot possess a gun. Officialdom would lull citizens into accepting “expanded police powers and abuses” and impair their ability to defend themselves if they spoke out against oppressive government. This idea of guns as instruments for countering tyranny misses the mark because in the hands of tyrants firearms have been more effective in suppressing popular will than in the hands of its defenders.

A similar defect applies to the related contention that solid firearms-regulation would come at high cost to democracy. The experience of other countries indicates that stringent controls and collective liberties are compatible. Britain, France, Italy, Germany, and Japan have enforced such controls while retaining representative government. In these societies even those who loved their guns accepted, often grudgingly, regulation desired by the majority. The British, for instance, value their freedoms as much as do Americans but have banned private possession of guns with little or no impairment of domestic order. Moreover, the democratic countries with tough controls have not enforced them with unusually large police forces.

Most often, gun keepers maintain that Americans need firearms to protect themselves, mainly against other armed Americans. This argument perceives society much as did philosopher James Harrington—a jungle with everyone a prey. By dismissing police as incapable of upholding their social contract to preserve order, defend citizens against criminals, and prevent crime, this theory conveys a distrust of popular government that gun owners have claimed they wish to defend.
Proponents of the self-defense theory claim that contemporary Americans have used firearms more than 2.5 million times a year for personal protection. Some promoters of this assumption even maintain that the mere brandishing of a gun deters crime. Whether a person carries a visible or concealed firearm, they contend, the result has been the same—“more guns, less crime.” Most studies show that guns in private hands, regardless of how carried, have not stopped crime with any significance capable of measurement. Attempts to use a gun against an armed assailant usually have been more deadly for the victim than for the attacker.⁵

Critics view the statistics used by pro-gun writers as flawed and also dangerous because they have influenced public opinion.⁶ Still, legislators favorable to the gun lobby have liked the idea of citizens carrying concealed firearms so much that they have desired to extend the practice throughout the country with a national concealed-weapons standard.⁷ Violence surveys have shown that in the course of quarrels friends and relatives have committed more gun homicides than have criminal gun toters. These data have revealed also that firearms stored in the home increase the risk of death at the hands of family members far more than they provide protection against intruders.⁸ Still, millions of Americans accept the protection hypothesis because many of them feel an intangible sense of power in having a firearm near at hand.

At times control advocates muddy the gun-violence issue with arguments as fanciful as those of the firearms supporters, as, for instance, in espousing the machismo explanation. It portrays the gun as a “man thing,” an instrument of virility. Allegedly, macho owners view the loss of their guns as the equivalent of castration and hence will never give them up. Significantly, in other societies where men exuded as much or more machismo as American males, they have given up private ownership of guns without damaging masculinity.

Moreover, when American women took up shooting in large numbers they often explained their fascination with guns as enthusiastically as did men. “People just love to shoot,” Martha Beasley, a champion small-bore rifle shooter opined, “and they really should get the chance.” A freelance writer spoke of the appeal of firearms virtually in macho terms. What “I like about guns is the sense of power, and the real power, they give me,” she said. “That’s the attraction.”⁹ Nonetheless, fewer women have been involved in gun violence than men and, according to polls, they have consistently outnumbered men in favoring legislation to curtail gun violence.

The contention of control activists that the American glorification of guns in popular fiction, comics, movies, and television is distinctive also merits ques-
tioning. Considerable research does indicate that media exploitation of violence handicaps the control movement but media violence is not singularly American. Other peoples make films and video games or publish stories of comparable brutality. Other peoples view violent American films by the millions while acquiescing in their government’s firearms controls. Other peoples also have gun lobbies.

What most other peoples do not have is an enigmatic gun “right” embedded in a Constitution and vaunted as a civil liberty. Until the Civil War, most state constitutions accepted the individual-rights theory of gun ownership, except of course, for the wrong people. After that conflict when federal courts heard gun cases, they rejected the individual-right assumption but upheld the authority of states to protect or restrict civilian use of firearms.

These decisions, and the reality of the Second Amendment referring to a nonexisting well-regulated national militia rather than to an armed civilian population, had no discernible impact on the convictions of the gun fraternity. Its lawyers and friendly criminologists insisted that the Constitution protected gun keeping as a personal right. They spoke of an “almost unanimous scholarly endorsement” of their self-proclaimed “Standard Model” interpretation, a unanimity that did not exist. Often in their use of the past to support their arguments they quoted each other’s opinions, or cited views congenial to their position, as though fact. They tended also to discount historical scholarship inconsistent with their perspective or advanced unwarranted claims such as that widespread civilian gun ownership benefited society.

Progun lawyers usually ignored the reality that few state courts have accepted the individual-rights theory and no federal court has done so. Nonetheless, these attorneys wanted Congress to set a national standard for the right to bear arms. They called for passage of a “Second Amendment Restoration Act” that would declare clearly the keeping of arms an individual right “guaranteed against abrogation by the States, as well as the federal government.”

Numerous shooting organizations have promoted and continue to promote the privilege of gun keeping as though immune to curtailment. Presidents, legislators, and other office seekers have accepted this concept largely because many of them owned firearms or knew that defense of their use brought political benefits. Federal executives or legislators could not, however, support this stance with credible historical or legal documentation.

As we have noted, for more than a century federal courts have ruled that the Constitution does not stand in the way of “gun regulation in the interest of public safety.” In brief, then, the Second Amendment should not pose an
insurmountable barrier to solid federal gun control. Even pro-gun writers or those who view the amendment as the only justification for private gun-keeping, point out that as with “the freedoms of speech and press” the right or privilege to keep firearms is “not absolute.”

Democratic societies confer rights primarily to benefit the citizenry. If harm from rights or privileges comes to outweigh benefits, then society can modify or rescind what it granted. On this basis, Congress, state legislatures, and municipal lawmakers have restricted freedom of religion and of speech, have outlawed polygamy and solicitation for murder, and have intruded on personal freedoms by requiring motorists to wear seat belts, and in California to equip their cars with antismog devices. Legislators enacted these restrictions to advance the general welfare. Logically, for the same concerns they could by law subject gun keeping to comparable controls.

The Second Amendment has fierce defenders for various reasons but especially because most people find guns, like alcohol, tobacco, and drugs, so attractive that virtually all societies have had difficulty coping with their indiscriminate use. Accordingly, since the beginning of the nation, contrary to the frontier and other myths, Americans have kept guns more for pleasure, as in sport shooting and hunting, than for protection.

In this perspective, the American struggle over gun violence pits those who defend a pleasure as a right against those who recognize private gun-keeping as a high-cost menace to society. The number of individuals owning guns has been shrinking steadily while the number of guns in civilian hands has been increasing. Fewer and fewer Americans own more and more guns. Why, controllers ask, should the will of a minority, many of whom within it view shooting as just fun, continue to prevail at the expense of injury to society? Why should government not control guns as carefully as it does other individual practices harmful to society? Why should shooters be able to invoke the Second Amendment to justify the alleged right of every American to own his or her own assault gun?

Gun devotees have thwarted solid control because they give higher priority to protecting their pleasure than do their opponents in crusading against a social hazard. Prohibition failed in good measure for a roughly comparable reason, or because millions of Americans valued the pleasure derived from alcohol more than their obligation to obey federal law. The historian of Prohibition perceived another reason. It failed for lack of efficient central control. In other words, the American federal system made enforcement difficult if not impossible.

Some analysts apply this kind of reasoning to America’s failure to contain
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gun violence but it does not fit the case. Other nations with federal systems, such as Australia, have enforced firearms control through regional governments. In the United States an aroused public supported by state legislation led to the banishing of dueling. Similar sentiment produced federal action that outlawed polygamy. Experience thus demonstrates that laws with broadly based public support can abate, if not cure, what society perceives as a social ill.

Effective gun control in the United States has never attained such backing because gun keepers, working within the political system, built and maintained one of the most powerful special-interest organizations in the nation’s history. Since its rise, the National Rifle Association, along with other firearms clubs, has battled practically all efforts to control gun violence. It has deeply influenced, if not dominated, Congress and most presidents.

In recent years the NRA has extended its reach globally, particularly as the United Nations has focused on containing gun violence worldwide. That effort aroused resistance from the NRA and other gun groups. Gun Owners of America, for instance, described the United Nations as “a tourniquet that is slowly being drawn around gun owners’ necks” and a front for domestic gun control. They perceived that organization as building momentum for global gun control and hence they called for America’s withdrawal from it, a desire that neither Congress nor the president considered.

In the matter of domestic controls, however, as we have seen, Congress has consistently kept chief executives on a short leash. Congress and dubious precedent have permitted presidents to exercise the power to wage war unilaterally. Congress has not, except for mostly Band-Aid laws since 1933, allowed chief executives comparable authority to combat domestic gun-violence. This failure stands out because so far in all the big battles for federal firearms control, presidential leadership has been vital.

Ardent activists believe that with executive leadership they could take a big step toward comprehensive federal gun regulation. Another step would be simply to repeal the Second Amendment. Fifty-two percent of the respondents to a recent poll favored modifying or eliminating it. This procedure has precedent. Originally the Constitution sanctioned slavery and barred women from voting. As sentiment against human bondage and gender discrimination shifted, the Thirteenth Amendment altered fundamental law by abolishing slavery. The Nineteenth Amendment changed the Constitution by granting women suffrage. Similarly, in keeping with transformed public sentiment, the Twenty-first Amendment repealed national Prohibition.
Even though jurists such as onetime Chief Justice Warren Burger have denounced the Second Amendment’s use by gun advocates as a fraud “on the American public,” so far the repeal strategy has failed. It has foundered because, as polls indicate, numerous Americans remain swayed more by arguments in support of shooting than by public-safety concerns. Furthermore, gun zealots have repeatedly countered both Second Amendment repeal and control sentiments by focusing on the fate of guns as a single issue.

We can see how this narrow interest-group dedication works in the attitude of Frank Church, a senator from Idaho for more than twenty years and a liberal on most causes except firearms regulation. He “always opposed all forms of federal gun control” because he could not survive politically without doing so. “Gun controls,” he wrote, “are anathema to the people I represent.” In Idaho, Texas, and other states with powerful shooting fraternities, for a politician to take a procontrol stance amounted to instant death for his or her career. This concentrated pressure on politicians contributed substantially to the gun community’s ability to block most control legislation.

Gun-lobby tactics frighten vulnerable members of Congress, so they dance to its tune. Numerous other legislators often fudge when dealing with control issues. They attempt piecemeal to ban junk guns and specific assault weapons, to call for safety locks, or to limit gun sales to individuals to one per month. Few of these measures pass. Those that do rarely have a significant impact on gun violence. Consequently, despite the spreading influence of control advocates, they still do not have enough of it in comparison to the organized gun defenders.

Control lobbies appear weak also because the public fear of crime continues to hobble their cause. This apprehension persists even though accidental and emotional shootings and firearm suicides account for more deaths and injuries than do guns in the hands of felons. Medical researchers maintain the best way to deal with this problem would be as a public-health issue and through strong gun control compatible with American federalism as long advocated by leaders such as Franklin D. Roosevelt. This strategy would block the practice of traffickers of moving guns from states with effective controls to those with weak laws or inadequate enforcement.

Centralized gun control would, of course, bring more federal intrusion in daily living. It could also, as critics maintain, clog courts and overwhelm federal enforcement agencies. However, nothing in the American experience indicates that regulation sponsored by the federal government as a standard would erode
the principle of state and local responsibility for most law enforcement to any extent greater than have other federal laws.

The FBI and the BATF already exercise specialized police powers. They could collaborate with state and local agencies, which would do most of the enforcing in the field. The federal agencies could work much as they do in carrying out laws applying to narcotics smuggling, tax collecting, or kidnapping. Enforcement in these areas has not required a vast federal police force nor has it curtailed personal rights to any greater extent than most government regulation or local policing already does.

This concept of tight regulation goes unheeded in large measure because America’s majority does not appreciate the public-health, economic, and other benefits that would derive from it. According to polls, Americans desire specific federal regulation of handguns as one means of handling crime. They do not, however, want to control other firearms as stringently as do most other peoples. A substantial majority would like to stop, deter, or at least diminish the domestic bloodletting by gun but only a minority of about 20 percent favors the most effective form of regulation, the prohibiting of private gun-ownership.

As gun lobbyists argue, probably even an efficiently enforced ban on private possession would not prevent determined criminals and militia fanatics from acquiring guns or eliminate homicides, suicides, and impulsive shooting. This reasoning does not contradict the considerable data showing that deaths from accidental or emotional shooting diminish when controls apply to all types of firearms and to all civilians.

In Japan suicides, with or without guns, have been high, but other forms of gun violence have been low. In all, there we can see how domestic disarmament works. When the government prohibited private ownership of firearms, criminals did obtain them illegally but the ban cut down gun casualties overall. This experience fits the simple logic that the easy availability of firearms fuels their use in violent crimes, accidents, and suicides—or, more guns, more deaths.

In the United States the limited goals of most gun-control organizations also stand as obstacles to comprehensive regulation. Most control activists remain dedicated to denying firearms mainly to “high risk groups” rather than to a comprehensive ban. Handgun Control Inc., for instance, fights to keep specific weapons away from unsuitable persons but not from all civilians. As Sarah Brady put it to shooters, “Look, nobody is trying to take your guns away, or your right to have one for protection, as long as you know how to use it, how to store it, and how to take care of it.”

Even with such care, responsible people have long used guns with lethal re-
sults. No one can draw a clear line separating reputable citizens from those having characteristics designated as inappropriate for gun keeping or predict who will misuse guns. Consequently, virtually all control laws remain selective, aimed primarily at handguns and assault weapons. None of the national or state statutes prohibit private gun-ownership and no president has advocated a sweeping ban.

In California, Audie Bock, the legislature’s most liberal member, in 1999 voted against several gun-control bills. She explained, “These well-intentioned fragments of what we charitably call gun control do not get rid of guns. . . . I want real legislation, not phony ‘write another gun law, get reelected’ business.” Similarly, Josh Sugarmann, executive director of the Violence Policy Center, urged Congress to skip “incremental legislation that won’t control handgun violence” and immediately “pass far-reaching industry regulation that would effectively ban handguns.”

Nonetheless, in the Clinton era control activists have come to view the future with an unaccustomed optimism. They note that in recent decades several presidents have thrust their power behind limited federal regulation. Other elected officials also have become more willing than at any time in the past to enact restraints on civilian possession of firearms. Opinion sampling indicates an ebbing in the power of the gun lobby. An alarmed spokesman commented, “The anti-gun movement clearly is emboldened under the Clinton administration and is on the march under a public health banner.” Membership in gun clubs slipped as did the number of licensed firearms dealers. Households with guns decreased to less than 30 percent.

Control advocates also see in the antismoking campaign a harbinger of change in the attitude of the American public toward federal regulation. For years, physicians, public-health officials, and others had attacked the use of tobacco as an affliction harmful to society. Their call for government-backed monitoring of the marketing for cigarettes met resistance from millions of smokers who claimed a right to puff as they pleased, from a lobby of tobacco growers, from well-financed manufacturers, and from legislators beholden to this constituency. Slowly, public sentiment turned against the tobacco industry, forcing it to acknowledge that its products injured national health and even to admit fraudulent conduct in marketing them. Mounting legislation restricted the right of individuals to smoke, of tobacco companies to promote smoking, and of tobacco growers to obtain subsidies.

These proregulation developments as well as the increased public wariness of the toll that gun violence exacts in blood and dollars also appeared to bode
ill for Republican officeholders. For more than three decades they had benefited from opposing even mild controls because gun owners formed one of their key constituencies. As bitter control partisans put it, “The gun nuts are the tail that wags the Republican dog.” In urban America especially, Republican legislators often find themselves on the defensive.

Democrats sponsored the three major federal gun-control laws. Some Republicans also favored controls but no regulatory legislation of consequence passed in Congress during Republican administrations. As more and more Democratic politicians with urban constituencies perceive the gun issue as a vote getter, they campaign openly for tighter controls. Perhaps, as Lyndon Johnson prophesied, “the Congress will not continue forever to ignore the will of the majority.”

Nonetheless, given the financial strength, disciplined organization, and ardor of gun keepers, along with the public ambiguity toward controls, a comprehensive federal firearms ban still appears unrealistic. In many areas the NRA, which retains its status as the most powerful long-term special-interest group in the nation, can punish federal and state legislators for espousing, or merely flirting with, firearms regulation. It continues to exert a political clout powerful enough in most instances to derail significant federal and state efforts to contain firearms violence.

Moreover, during the 2000 election campaign, when gun proponents perceived their interests imperiled, NRA membership shot up again. In time of perceived crisis, some gun defenders even resorted to the threat of violence. “If the federal government actually attempted to disarm Americans,” two private militias warned, “not only would many Americans likely fight back, but the number of those who would do so could conceivably be in the millions.”

Blame for the failure to contain gun violence cannot be placed solely on the NRA. That failure derives also from a history of associating gun keeping with personal protection, anachronistic rural values in one of the world’s most urbanized nations, impractical militia theory, states’ rights, and myth. Gun-lobby attorneys who have interpreted data to suit the outlook of their clients have perpetuated firearms legends, especially the idea that gun control violates the civil rights of shooters. Fearful authorities, therefore, remain wedded to selective restrictions on gun keeping for the wrong people.

As suicides by gun, schoolyard shootings, and rampage gunfire indicate, allowing all citizens except the perceived wrong people to possess firearms has not worked. That concept has, instead, been a key element in the nation’s unenviable distinction of having the highest homicide rate among the world’s in-
dustrial societies. The fine-tuning of narrowly focused federal, state, and municipal gun laws also has not curbed gun violence much. The tinkering has brought small gains, no fundamental change, and public skepticism toward such regulation. What has worked elsewhere is the practical application of the contrary principle of denying guns even to the right people, except for compelling cause.

Proper reasons for owning a gun could be for law enforcement or for personal protection in isolated areas where no police are readily available. Individuals who liked to shoot for recreation could have access to guns in their clubs where the weapons remained under lock and key except when in use. The same restraints would apply to hunters, whom state and local authorities would register and certify as qualified to kill for approved social purposes.

This practice would place the burden of proving need for a gun on each shooter. It would fit with data indicating that if society limits civilian possession of firearms, as mainly to the military and the police as its servants, gun violence diminishes. Such a federal ban would go a long way toward reversing America’s history of failure in handling domestic gun-violence as capably as have most peoples of comparable wealth, education, and self-government.
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This important study examines one of the most contentious social issues confronting the American public: the proliferation of gun-related violence. . . . The author clearly and persuasively challenges the shibboleth that the Second Amendment was designed to protect individual gun possession, noting that court cases, especially at the federal level, consistently have refuted such a notion. This work discusses the emergence of a gun culture in the U.S., the increased availability of guns after the Civil War, and the political potency of the National Rifle Association. . . . Recommended for general readers.
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